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Chapter One

THE ACT THAT LASTS A LIFETIME

Shrill piecing scream, so high its pitch could only be reached by a
terrified child.

“Its easy mate, free for the pickings, can make an absolute
package here”.

Two blokes bundle a child haphazardly into the boot of a black
shabby car, taping its legs and arms like an innate parcel.

One man smiles at his reward, then glances at his mate, who raised
an eyebrow.

‘They’re free mate” the man smiles back “just pick-un up and
they make you fu-u-cking rich!”

“Yeah it looks so fucking easy and just look at those rats,
they’re so fucking replaceable,” the second man looks over his
shoulder for approval.

“You know the best bit?” – the first man pauses “If they die on-
yer it doesn’t matter - who the fuck cares for these wasters anyway
- just go right on ahead and get ano’ver – so ya can keep makin’ ya a
fuckin’ fortune ou‘er them”.

• • •



“Will-yer just take a look at tha-a’ - look right ov” there’ the man
laughs as he points to the edge of the busy square at a group of
huddled children, embracing each other for comfort.

“There’s NO fucking limit to it – it’s all free for ah-z taking
mate”.

The black beaten up car speeds away, kid thrown into its trunk
to deceive any border police searches, or was it to deny a ruthless
act.

London

Landlord seizes the advantage of ill paying tenants, his gang
bursts open the make-shift door, changes the temporary locks and
pushes the surprised tenants hard, back into the chairs, to give
them the carefully planned ultimatum.

“Right’ the Landlord pauses for effect ‘we have a prize coming your
way, and it’s a valuable one. You two arse’oles are going to care for
it like it’s your life, you mess it up and I mess with you”. The land-
lord leans over placing his face within inches of his prisoners and
breaths heavily at them.

The two thugs draw closer to their boss; a wise guy originally from
Pakistan, has sussed a lucrative outlet with his new found knowl-
edge, and thus converts his property portfolio, into more produc-
tive rentals which have lately retreated into becoming non-
investments. These sites would now assist in his new plan to
become a wealthy millionaire, from the inexhaustible appetites of
needy clientele.  ‘This is so fucking lucrative” the Boss chuckles to
himself. The thugs were ordered to carry their new prey across the
room. A parcel bound and gagged with soft manila canvas and
secured with brown packing tape, laid the still object on the bed.
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One of the men unsure whether their prize was still alive, stabbed
a finger into the middle of the elongated parcel, just to make sure.
An almost silent whimper emerged amongst the gagging, not quite
audible. It’s not human anymore, it’s now become valuable, valu-
able merchandise, with a limited shelf life just past virginity, then
it’s disposed of, before it becomes human and identification can
then make the prize traceable.

Just 12 years of age, pulled from the Romanian gutter, where this
merchandise had escaped a family of abuse. Drugged mother had
sold her daughter for the next fix. Easy money for the mother, all
she has to do is just get another lay and out pops money from
some stiff. Sometimes in the bargain the mother gets pregnant,
more money - a child of inconvenience is sold, that doesn’t mean
anything its just merchandise, it’s just means money for what-ever-
fix is needed.

“Bitches only good for sex or breeding” The Boss points out flip-
pantly, to justify his new business venture. He smiles as his fingers
twitch at the thought of more money, swelling in his already fat
wallet. This is just another angle to validate his entrepreneurial
skills. His father had constantly praised his ingenuity – ‘My Boy –
I’m so’s prouds’ he would say – but if he had known the Boss
wasn’t all-together straight, he might not have been so boastful.

London’s wet clouds, chime its winter clock, to release just another
hour of morning daylight. Acrid tar pollutes the air, as the slow
moving traffic, patiently squeezes through the city’s arteries and
fulfil its dutiful role for commerce needs. London is however,
mostly ignorant of the turbid underworld, that resides just beneath
its skin. Yet money itches in its pockets, its secretive Londoner’s
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pockets. A need of urges that has to be satisfied, human predators
behave like raptors prowling actively around streets, or trawling
the internet, watchful to share their little secrets with inmates –
those in the know, they recognise THE look, its the same - they all
know the look, even the subtle twitch to indicate where a little
secret might be found. A nod that can direct where to exercise a
desire that has been suppressed from view, but at a given moment
has to be relieved deep within themselves.

“Oi!’ you with the camera - it ‘as gotta be switched to video, you
‘dongo’, and go get the little bitch” One of the men order the two
rather shaken tenants .

“We must get it trussed up –pretty like” the man leans back
and waiving a fist in the genral direction of his belongings, “ ‘Ere
get that bleedin’ wig from ma bag will-yer – the blond one with
ringlets – yer that one – they love them in ringlets it reminds them
they could be fucking Shirley Temple – really sells the merchandise
yer-know ”.

The slimist of the tenants, gingerly unzips the holder and
hands over the wig, which is abruptly slapped on the small head
with all the tenderness of a game keeper shearing sheep. The
stooge grabs the child’s face, squeezing its cheeks to form a pout,
then attempts to paint the traditional bright red lipstick clumsily
across the child’s small mouth. With an air of satisfaction, the man
looks at his handy-work of the doll-like object he has just created “
Now, what did the boss say?” he turns to his partner questioningly

“Dunno – something about kate moss or Jordan or somefink?”
came the informative reply.

Scratching his head to conjure some artistic inspiration, the
heavy dude attempts to push and contort the child into some sort
of model pose, that he thinks looks like a girl from playboy maga-
zine he’s seen – the absurdity of which is overlooked, by the
amateur criminals.
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The Boss strolls back into the room to see how his new prize is
shaping up

“Get it desirable man, - its not a fuckin’ freak show - gotta
make it a saleable commodity like”. The Boss waives his hands
around as if directing a Hollywood movie “It’s gotta look like it’s
virg-fresh, they love pure bleedin’ virg – so go get the picture
RIGHT?” He slumps down in a nearby chair and leans back,
watching the frantic activity of two over-weighted sidekicks
barking orders at the two bemused tenants.

“Make sure you film it right – you’ gotta make the bloody merchan-
dise look so fuckin’ good, That it’ll get em humping the TV
screen” The Boss laughs as he shouts orders at the cameraman,
‘And watch-ya know? Those ‘ich’ots ‘ll pay the top’est dollar for a
fucking tramp”. The joke wasn’t lost on the three villains as they
roared with laughter at the irony of their actions.

Enthusiastic girls are encouraged to leave home in search of a
better life. Profiteers see this as a business venture and offer
impressionable young women a chance in a different world of
bright lights, employment and plenty of money. But in order to
travel to these new worlds, that promise a better life, it will cost a
lot of money. But these nice people understand that they are poor
and have no money - so if they make a promise they can come for
free, but they will then owe debts to these agents, substantial
debts to follow a dream that doesn’t exist. But instead they’ve just
become very lucrative prisoner instead.

Girl of 12 years, going on 20 who has had no childhood. Reality of
hardships had been slammed out of her at a young age, accepts her
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fate. Mother, whose dreams of honest servitude employment in
one of the rich Romanian Palaces, had been cut short when the
son of her employers had gang raped her with his mates, and made
her pregnant. And therefore kicked out without pay, blamed for
bringing it on the wealthy couple’s son. She gets what she deserves,
they say.

Months living with just scraps of food foraged from street bins in
Huedin, the city of gypsy palaces. Mother finally conceded to sell
her baby; it’s the only right thing to do. Baby now becomes a slave
and when grown becomes merchandise, a valuable asset to be sold
for a good price.  And so Girl is passed to another world of inhu-
mane hardship, another world that still contains abuse.

Girl has no name, she is not human, she doesn’t exist - she is just
merchandise, and if she dies – who the hell cares. Girl has watched
other girls bundled into cars or bagged and if they resist, are
torturously chastised. But if they’re quiet and comply... life is just a
little bit more bearable.

12 years a slave, she is now sold, now has nothing to look to, more
of nothing – what could be better? The few remaining years of
promised childhood hope has been crushed out of her. Instead she
has become an instant woman of 12 years and still a virgin. A prize-
worthy victim and now made ready to become a valuable sex
machine. Pimps, Owners, and even fee-paying Jonnies say ‘women
just ask for it that’s all they are good for’. What do they care she’s
a 12 years old adult, who already knows what it’s all about – a child
who is said that she knows what men want – ‘stupid bitches’ they
say. Junk mothers have already taught their toddlers how to suck
loll-lee-pops so they could earn their next fix for them.

• • •
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Girl knew if she had any chances of a future life, she would have to
figure out how to keep her virginity as long as is possible. In the
sessions when male predators imposed themselves on her – she
discovered that if she played the zombie; emotionless, eyeless, the
floppy kind - it seemed to dampen a man’s fragile ego, which
discourages their aggressive advances. And thus avoids their
uncontrollable desire. Hot stiff men with needs and dreams, rich in
fantasies about stealing a child’s virginity. But to avoid a slap up
from the pimp, Girl would give a hand to mouth job to keep the
clients happy and come back for more, thus prolonging her
virginity another day longer.

If men fell asleep after the excitement of foreplay and premature
arousal, Girl would slip her tiny child fingers into their pockets and
wallets looking for valuables. This is the currency of HER
merchandise. She would collect things that could be sold to aid an
escape and hide them in obscure places – the bottom of plant pots,
inside the lining of curtains or taped in between the window
frames.

This night while lightly fingering through the pockets of the man’s
trousers, a small blue pill rolled out and tapped the cold floor.
Watching it roll aimlessly under the bed - it seemed to trigger
something in Girl’s head – a thought “What if she put it in her
mouth, would it end her misery? Would it take her spirits away
forever?” Then remembering how much harder it would be to
control the situation and hang onto her one precious commodity –
her virginity and the only thing of value she possessed. She picked
up the pill and carefully wrapped it in a slip of plastic, then hid it
inside the sole of her shoe.

Secrets, another little secret, if even a thought leached out of her
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head it would mean another beating. At least it was not her face
while she was a virgin, Girl comforted herself.

“Commodity or commodities?” Boss ponders to himself.
“If perhaps I have a dozen girls, that’ll mean I could spread the

risk of replaceable cunts, when they’re knackered, I can just kick
'em out, if they’re no dam good and get another replacement
pretty quick?”

Muttering out loud, about some other problem he heard about
– “get some damn disease and infect my clients, word may get out”
Boss twists the thoughts around his head, weighing up the scales
between failure and success “I’ll fukkin’punish them bitches and
knock ‘em out cold – if they ruin my business and that’s unforgiv-
able”. The Boss contemplates different scenarios about how to
make millions. “What’s the best score for a healthy business? He
thinks to himself with the satisfaction of coming up with the right
answer – “More Girls!”

The Boss scratches the small bald patch at the back of his head as
he calls his Hustler “How many Roms should I get to make
a mint?”

“Dunno Gov”
“Well get to know will ya and we make another trip” Boss puffs

out his chest, he’s made a decision and sees the gap in his territory
– a phrase drummed into him as a child by his dad.

The arrogance of pride veils reality, it makes too much noise from
boasting to friends, then they talk and the local neighbourhood
listens out. Neighbours spread the gossip, their whispering
becomes a rumour, rumours antagonise territory warfare. A
competitive gang doesn’t look favourably on newcomers, if it
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means they’re no longer the owners of the Roman Road territory.
The Roman is where the Crays once ruled, the East End boys of
business. They didn’t bother with robberies or take the stick for
violent crimes; they were the cool boys, targeting easy money.
They became legends, controlling local currency through blackmail
and protection rackets – untraceable acts of violence, invisible
power. Local gangs trade through power struggles, with ears close
to the ground listening for changes – who’s who, doing what and
who’s helping them. It is seen as growth takeovers and acquisitions
like the Canary Tower conquerors.

The Boss passes across the grubby maroon paisley carpet. “Gangs”
he tuts. ‘There’s always room for more business – ‘its competition’”
he frowns. “It’s what London does for fa’sake”.

The Girl so far has coined him nearly 200 big ‘uns in a couple of
months. If he gets a couple more it will be a good earner. “We go
next week to the Rom, get Hustler to ring us a couple of Beamers,
it looks cool and looks like I’m a man of business, got wealth like”.
Boss paces some more, thinking hard, the borders are watchful of
these things, he needs to wrap the car, fix it a bit for new cargo –
“maybe I get a few more while I’m over”. But should he trust
Hustler to make good decisions about choosing his merchandise –
“Na it’s my investment – I know what clients like, I got the best
eye and besides it’s my businesses” he satisfies himself with his
thoughts as they roll around his head.

Roman Road Gang Control seven estates in Tower Hamlets, up
towards Leyton. Leader of RR gang, Seth, hears about a new man
they call Boss, who thinks he has a right to meddle on his patch.
Seth listens closely to the ground and hears from his plants, that
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there’s a rumour about expansion. Like always he makes a plan to
nip the encroaching business in the bud and put an immediate
stop to this newcomer, before his business is ruined. Discussions
across the top members of the gang reveal a more interesting idea.
Seth plants the idea of a more punishing retribution.

“What if we leave it a little longer before we attack – wait till
the girls arrive but the money hasn’t yet rolled in?” Seth looks
mischievously across the table at his partners – “it’ll mean he hasn’t
the return on his outlay – we could put him in the buff - in
debt like”.

The partners look at the bigwig at the end of the shabby table
and shrugged.

“OKAY, yes I know” Seth recoils at the memory of a previous
misadventure. “But what if we get his portfolio while he’s away?, -
Seth looks pleadingly at the small group of followers “we do-o need
to get the mother-fucker – we’re agreed on that aren’t we?”

“Sure we are, and yeah we need to leave a sting in his tail, to
teach ‘im one”.

“Get his bloody catchment then make ‘em ourz – easy growf
like, good for businezz – isn’t that what you’re always telling me to
do?” he laughs.

Seth schemes, satisfied with the power of being in charge of a
formidable gang, “free girls”, saves him the bother of Rom trouble,
avoids negotiations over there and track ability – “bloody Rom
gypos”. Seth reaches across his desk, grabs the bottle of Vodka
swigs a nip and smiles – pleased with his thoughts, pleased with
the idea of power he’s about to gain.

“The question is, when do we do it – when he gets back or
really nail his business, right in the middle of servicing jonnies?”
He smiles with the pleasure of trouble he could cause this
new rival.
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Leyton

Boss climbs into the passenger seat, leaving Ma’dame in charge
of the merchandise. He dismissed the wishes of safe travel and
nonchantly closes the door of the Beamer, excited at the new
adventure across Europe, to expand his enterprise. He’s done his
research where there are rich pickings, but needs to wise up about
local gang territory – who owns what – who to pay and who to
avoid as leaches, time wasters. After 5 days the Beamer pulls into
Bucharest, Boss unravels himself from the long journey and walks
into the Dubliner, apparently the oldest Irish pub in Bucharest and
orders a double espresso. He looks around its tired green stripe
walls with its fireplace squashed into the brickwork, its green
leather bunkers harbouring unscrupulous dudes. He wonders how
on earth does an Irish pub get here.

Drawing himself closer to the bar girl, he whispers ‘know any
“Lovers” in the area?’ To the innocent tourist this might seem an
odd question, but when building a new business it’s important to
learn the lingo. The girl rather than slap him in the face under-
stands its oddity and eyes him intently – she’s not going to give up
her secrets that easily and directs him with a look to the ‘taster’. A
wily character sitting at the far end of the bar smoking a rolly, wiry
hair and whiskers that cover the crevasses and scars of life. His
English is good he’s a businessman, an Irishman in Romania, but
also an assessor. He has learnt tricks to spot the difference
between Mafia, gangs and roving policemen keen to unset the
balance and earn a few brownie points, or others detectives that
could ruin business – he’s no fool. The ol’boy waits until the Boss
offers him a drink, whoever the strangers are it’s always good to get
free booze. ‘Ursus if you don’t mind’, he orders.

‘What’s the way round here’ inquired the Boss ‘how does one
acquire merchandise?’ The Irish man surprised at the indiscretion,
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stands up to go, but in doing so drops a small piece of paper on the
floor. Boss looks down and is about to pick it up, when the Irish
places his foot on the boss’s hand and the piece of paper. “ You
gotta pay for that sort of knowledge” he leers. Boss draws his hand
instantly away from the pain. “I gather that, “ and hands a roll of 1
Lei notes. The Irishman walks away, leaving the torn scrap of
paper on the floor. The Boss picks it up and stuffs it inside his
jacket for safekeeping and quickly slips out of the bar. It’s clear
that he is not comfortable in this new country. No longer confi-
dent or knowledgeable. But if he is going to be a successful busi-
nessman he has to start somewhere. Jumping back into the car he
instructs his chauffeur to cut along the Strada Nicolae Titulescu to
Craiova and Slatina. The note directs them to the Biserica Orto-
doxa, its some sort orthodox church – it says we can’t miss it then
we need to follow signs to DN65/E574 to Strada George Poboran 
to Slatina
– its really straight and only takes an hour. Should find the

Schianekova Palace along the high road, its there in Bright Orange
– can’t miss it!

At 14 years of age, schools in Romania send students out into the
world – but there’s no work, no factories to employ youthful
labour, or offices to offer apprentices, just emptiness, a desert of
concrete and depression – but a rich vein for unscrupulous traf-
fickers to mine a free source of income. Students are unprepared
for the vagaries of traffickers, they are not advised about the
outcomes of what behaviour to avoid or what temptation they
deceptively are offered. And so just hang around street corners,
lost souls in the emptiness of their shabby towns and villages. Over
time Girls have become targets for “lovers.” Young men lure inno-
cent children, with bribes of money, new clothes and a better life.
Bribes of love to replenish the lack they crave since birth and
insisting they come back with them to meet the family. Children
are picked up on trains, too venerable to resist a giant strangers’
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forceful advances and persuasive words that manipulate and twist
all sense of truth.

The Boss plans to rendezvous at Slatina, where an underground
gang have built themselves a grand and gaudy palace, bright orange
and red decorated like a giant wedding cake with piped icing
around windows and doors. A tower marks each corner - the more
towers the better as it signifies greater wealth. It sits along a
concrete street, straight and flat undisguised alongside other
grotesque gypsy mansions in frosted pinks, yellow and oranges or
crimson-reds, all with the same white Chantilly piped decorations
and oriental towers. In front of each palace are square block pillars
marking its boundary. Smart cars with all manner of European
number plates, parked next to indistinguishable white transits and
debris pile up outside the courtyard, but somehow it doesn’t
matter. Each palace funded either by government frauds or from
money collected by beggars. They have been strategically shipped
into democratic European countries, whose nations welcome
depravity as a charitable cause, offering its victims a chance to
rebuild their lives. But unbeknown much of the charity is sent
back home. The victims are controlled and manipulated by Barons,
who funnel the money into projects. Projects to furnish a lavish
lifestyle and buttress their controlling power across their domains.

The now dusty Beamer decorated with most of Europe’s grime is
directed to a dip by the gate’s entrance. It takes the car through
scanners and cameras before allowing it to continue to its
reception.

‚Ce este afacerea dvs. Aici’ a gruff guard asks – Boss prepared
himself “negotiations’ his reply. ‘Du-te - curățați’ – he points to the
back of the building.
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More scanners – he passes through a human size cylinda with a
rotating doors – for a nerve -wracking moment its stops and he is
trapped while a whirling machine analysises every molecule in his
body. – ‘Can it detect Cancer?’ Boss humours the situation, as he
and Hustler are lead into the great hall. Its grandeur mistakenly
denotes taste as pretentious Baroque with fake bright red pillars,
propping up the layers of balconies like a wedding cake, its features
look more like colourful joke. “Fucking Bosh think Disney is class”
Boss mutters, but actually marvels at the dream. “Watcha mouth
Boss” Hustler warns ‘don’t lett’em fink you’re a novice’. They look
around the cavernous hallway, cameras twitch around the room,
heavies walk importantly from one room to another while one
crosses over “urmați-mă” they follow him into a small sunlight
study.

The Boss’s mission is to negotiate a supply of girls, its best he deals
with a big operation in Romania, as its no good pulling them off
the street one by one and hoping to get through customs each
time. No, he needs to think big. Big impresses the negotiators they
like to see a new boy has nerve. Big means better negotiation
power; it proves your worth and has standing back home.

His tension builds as they wait for what seems an interminable
amount of time, “it’s a test Boss’ nudges Hustler, ‘keep your cool.”
Eventually the Baron walks in

And offers them a short glass of Țuică a traditional Roman-
ian spirit, “A Toast” the Baron raises his glass “Pentru o afacere
bună “ The Boss and Hustler join in – unable to accurately mimic
the sound of the words.

• • •

• • •
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Baron laughs ‘ Yoo-ves gotta try betta than tha’ so you wantsie
Girls? What’s you barganingz wivv? The Boss explains he’s set up
an electronic account and that its ready to transfer washed “Bits.”
Ah’ izz good – see you’ve done your “omeworx, I’se like you, iz
good for beeniz.”

“Buts see-ss I needs more – if you wants beeg bizneez you got
show yoo-uves gotzee special” the Baron winks at Hustler. Boss
tries to think of a subtle way to enquire what exactly is he looking
for. It has to be something that he doesn’t yet possess, which is
pretty difficult considering all this wealth. Remembering his broth-
er’s words – it’s all about the imports – what’s Romania into these
days – fuel, chemicals – ahh Boss thinks hard what can he get his
hands on easily – shafting cars... “What about a tractor?’ The
Baron laughs, I ain't talkingz about ‘A’ I’m talking beesinez friend,
beesinez you get me? A big smile widens across his face – as he
savours the prospect of increasing his stable with lucrative
bargaining material his competitors don’t have.

Boss swallows hard this is slightly out of his depth – what’s he
going to say – he is locked in a mansion in the middle of a country
he know little about. “OK – we sort out a shipment, but after we
get the girls – see it as an ongoing trade deal’.

Naaah you’ mustn’t fink I’m saa nyheeeves - Deal first then
Girlz – plenty, plenty of beautiful Girlz’. Boss tries one more deli-
cate angle to help improve the situation and show he has a little
more mustard in his authority. Fifty-fifty –that’s fair. The Baron
smiles and slits his eyes – ‘Deal’ but don’ you ask for favourz – you
already out of them’.

Baron knows how to play the game, knows this is a newbie and
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pushes his luck because the other guy doesn’t know any better... he
laughs out loud ‘Stupeeedo’.

The Boss quickly touches Hustler’s elbow, to indicate the need to
get the hell out of this gypsy delusion. Somehow he has to steal
and ship two 40 tonne tractors across Europe. ‘This is too big! I’m
just a small time crook’ he trembles – ‘what the fuck have I got
myself into – Fucking Girls… is it worth it?’

Hustler understands what’s going through the Boss’s mind –
‘Should’ve thought of it before coming out Gov’ he comforted
“you’re not going to be able to back out now – a moment later
Hustler suggests ‘ya know you could do it legit at 5 to 1 you could
buy well in the right place and at least you can save yourself one lot
of bother ’. Boss switches on his mobile and plugs into eBay – to
his amazement a Fancy Deutz tractor only sets him back 2.7
smackers... “You know I think you are onto somfink – this might
not be so bad, maybe persuade the Baron to only deal in tractors –
I’ll ask my Brother to find out how much the Romanians
value them’.

Half way down the D6 Auto Route, the Boss’s mobile rings, he
snaps out of a doze and fumbles for the right button to answer the
call. Its Ma’dame, “Boss its bad over here, heard there’s going to be
trouble, the Roman Gang have got wind of your enterprise – they
think you‘ve trodden on their toes – god what we going to do?”

“ Ma - have we any boyz still in their residence?’ – “Might’ve
got one o two”, ‘Get 'em over A_S_A_P – but quietly, I brief 'em at
next filling station at Malacky’. It gave the Boss an hour to come
up with a plan. He would need to first create a diversion in one of
the residentials, maybe find a bargaining chip. It can’t be too much
trouble, otherwise it would create a god-dam war, never ending
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and attract the bloody fuzz. He needed to think of just a little
decoy or something to control the situation’.

First he has to invisibly move the Girl – at the moment she is his
prize possession and he needs to protect his merchandise. Get Ma
to get a deposit on a new rental somewhere on the west side of
town – a bit random, makes it less detectable.

He scratches his belly as it pops through his tight shirt, the
long drive is uncomfortable and making it hard to think straight –
a prank, a subtle decoy not too conspicuous and maybe it can be
made to look like it came from another competitor, another wran-
gled gang or tenant – that’s it - a decoy.

The Dead Body prank

‘Ma is that you?’ Boss phones back with his plan. ‘ I have it - got to
get untangled with the Roman boys. Ask Judders from flat 18 to
get us a body from the ‘morch’ over near Homiton would you,
make sure he uses the dark blue van and keep it cool. He would
need to dress it to look like the Missus, I think she uses wigs
anyway. Then when I say, get it over on the beach behind the
Towers by Cubitts. Make it look like a stabbing but for godsake
make sure no one sees him.”

Ma protests ‘you sure this is going to work?’ “ Gotta Ma – can’t
bring trouble to our door just a decoy.”

‘Find Lez – he’s usually dusts himself underground at 46 – need
him to get into the roof space and set one or two of the tanks
flowing in the Roman’s property – ya know what I mean?’

‘When the tanks are flowing good and proper like, got the
tenants all in a flutter like with the commotion – then Judders
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needs to slip into the Missus’ hus and get clothes and props to
dress the body, make it like the real thing.”

‘When’s the action surprise meant to happen?’ Boss enquires.
Ma thinks ‘its when you get your new girls back and start them

working but it could be before’. ‘OK luv don’t worry I plan it good
for you – Chow’. He likes using the new word he’s heard on the
continent, makes him feel worldly and chic. Boss thoughtfully
folds the mobile shut and closes his eyes to think some more.
‘How much do the Romans know – they want my girls but thank-
fully I changed tactics and gettem delivered instead. Do I go home
or hang out for a little longer?’ Boss strategizes possibilities.

Back in London

This time the comforts of home coming, really feel welcoming.
Had the Boss crossed a bridge too far? Does he really understand
how the big boys work over in Romania, my god the riches and
power over there! He reflects back at his childhood, and how infu-
riated he would be that his brother was the clever one and how his
mum only praise him, but his dad would say ‘one day son – never
give up, his dad always said rise to the challenge – only weaklings;
whinge and wine, don’t be one of those’.

Boss draws himself out of his memories and sets about the plan.
Timing is key, at the moment there is no sound from the gang.
‘Time for action – lets get some decoy hookers from Soho, put
them in a rental – maybe a dozen, set them up to look like mine
and flush the geezer’s hand’.

Ma organises the new girls with free Johnies, while the Boss briefs
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Lez and Judders. Lez meretriciously leaks out news of new girls to
bait the trap, and waits to hear movement from the other camp.

‘He’s Back Seth’ word reaches him “ Bloody little blighter – thinks
he can play big, I’m not having it you hear, NOT havin it!’ Seth
calls the gang over ‘lets rush the fuck tonight – grab the girls and
fire his cathus’. Just as the boys gather weapon materials, Seth’s
Missus calls up – ‘bloody tank gone in one of the rooves bloody
nightmare! – water everywhere tenants going into a frenzy; Seth
Do Somfink!’ Seth’s eyes blacken – ‘what the Fuck!’ - There's a long
pause, as he reconsiders the situation. ‘Can’t ya see I'm busy luv’
I’m doing a mission - its for our future and our baby! Somehow
business is always for the Missus, its all for her, but the truth is she
will probably be spat out when she looses her good looks.

“Which Property “ Seth enquires – ‘Boys are with me they can fix
it get over quick before too much damage – don’t want to spend a
fucking fortune on those waisters’. They pile into the bright blue
open top BMW and shoot off to sort the domestic problems.

Across the road a curtain flops back, spies have been placed to
keep an eye on activity. This was their cue to extract their target; A
rather heavily pregnant Missus. Ma disguised as a pensioner, casu-
ally hobbles up to the front door of the Edwardian house; its lush
front drive decorated with garish gnomes and Poundland orna-
ments. ‘Excooze me miss, I live a couple of doors down, I’m so
worried I had a letter in the post asking for 10,000 pounds – I
can’t possibly find that sort of money – would you be so kind as to
have a look – my son always says to me, ignore them – but I just
don’t know… Come and have a cup of tea with me won’t you dear
and have a read?’

• • •
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The Missus looks kindly down from the top step – ‘of course
anything for a neighbour’. They wonder back to the house – Ma’s
mission is to detain her as long as possible, without her suspecting
anything, giving the Boss time to put the next plan into action. Its
four in the afternoon, somehow she needs to keep Missus occu-
pied till around eight or nine in the evening – this is going to be a
little tricky. Maybe she can slip a little sleeping draft into the tea
just to slow things down a bit.

Lez and Judders leap into action, after watching for their cue. They
casually walk around the back of the house like they belong, Pick
the lock and creep up to the bedroom. Swiftly and delicately they
lift a range of the Missus’ clothes and a wig, to dress the ‘morch’ in.
Then out the back and duck into the garden’s service path to invis-
ibly melt into the street with clothes stuffed into their jackets. The
van is parked a few streets back near another identical one. Inside
the van, the body lies wrapped in black plastic – its still part frozen
from the mortuary.

“ Judders - lets wait till its quiet before we dress the body would
you?’ advises Lez. “Na fu’king litely mate – we miss the bloody
timing if we hang about’.

It’s a difficult thing trying to dress a stiff body, one can get the
first arm into clothing but its nearly impossible to bend the other
into the opposite shirt sleeve. “Cut the bloody shirt in half Mate”
Judders instructs. The now half shirt slides off the first arm ‘ Then
Woa-r – it falls off its F’king silk!’– “get a stapler you moron – and
glue it - where’s the super-glue?. What about the hair don’ forget
the hair – its all wrong – you got the wig? No its stuck to her face –
The body lets out an enormous puff of pent up putrification – OH
–ForFaa’sake! the two make-shift undertakers cough and laugh..
‘what a bloody living this is’.

• • •
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‘Judders ‘er legs are as straight as board how we going to get
trousers on her? – “Oh Go’ do I have to fink of everyfing!’ – go get
a bloody skirt will ya?’

Lez couldn’t help himself rolling around the van in fits of laughter
as the skirt rips along the seam, ‘Pull Ya’self toge’ver Man!’
exclaims Judders, trying not to laugh as well –‘the things ‘e asks us
to do!’.

Its now about 7pm and the blue van turns over its engine and
disappears slowly along the dark street. They haven’t yet heard the
next signal but proceed to Cubitts as agreed. Judders gets out the
van and assesses the tidal beach – ‘its out Lez – if we put the
morch at the top of the beech then at least it wont get washed
away, tease the geezer a bit’.

They sit in the van for a while watching for patterns of movement
in the flats surrounding the beach. Most of the curtains are closed
and they see this as their signal to move the body. Once in position
they buzz the Boss to say they are ready and he can send a message
to Seth. Then make a run for it back up to Stratford. ‘Hope
Ma’dame has managed to keep the Missus occupied for this long?
Thinks Lez.

Unbeknown a local reporter happened to be walking along the
beach that evening and spots the body appearing to be washed up
by the Thames. He rushes over to investigate the oddity and to his
horror, realises its a dead women. Meanwhile Seth has been sent an
anonymous text saying they think his wife is on the beach but they
can’t be sure. The mysterious helpful message isn’t too direct or
threatening just informing him that something is wrong. Seth
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leaves his guys to sort out the water tanks and clean up the mess as
he shoots over to Cubitts beach.

‘What’s this man doing over there – THAT’s my wife ! – her blond
hair – silk shirt – Get Off – YOU murderer!’ He pulls out his auto-
matic and fires a single shot at the reporter – killing him instantly.
‘Oh My baby – My Missus’ he rushes up to the body only to find it
was a double ‘OH My God – what have they done Shee-I’ He turns
to run back to his BMW but its too late the inquisitive reporter
had already called the Police. In Force they rush across the sands,
throwing themselves at Seth, – there’s a beating, drawing in more
and more men – “He killed My wife” Seth struggles to Scream –
‘don’t you get it ?’– he murdered my beautiful Missus” ‘ Yes But you
have murdered him – we can get the CCTV footage mate’.

Now they have two murders to investigate, they gleefully walk
their suspect back to the blue flashing vehicles. While other
policemen cordon off the body.

The Boss fell about laughing when he finally heard the news of his
successful decoy – “this is better than I ever imagined!” “ They put
him in the slammer too – What a piece of luck!.”

Girl
Girl had been crying all night her eyes now swollen, the misery

is ten times worse than it was when she was on the streets in
Huedin. Now she hears she is to teach more young ones how to
become sex machines. “Oh god life isn’t fair’ she wails.

Her next client is due shortly and she needs to prepare the
room and her outfit. Madame has told her to expect a young man.
At least they are a bit more respectful, she comforts herself. The
room is small like a dolls house, curtains have been replaced with
frilly lace with a pink pelmet and purple ribbons to tie them
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together – strangely if this was a happy childhood, Girl would have
been over the moon, but alas this is a fantasy world where she is
the feature doll in the middle of make-believe fairyland. Madam
has dressed her up in a white fancy gown with rows and rows of
multicoloured petty coats, a big red satin sash which can be seduc-
tively pulled away allowing the back to open and reveal the pure
skin of a small child.

There are no toys for a child in the room – just props, some of
which Girl has no idea what they could be used for. If the Johnnie
wants intercourse Girl has to be internally inspected before and
after the visit, and cleaned up in-between. It’s not a human busi-
ness yet there is nothing but humans making the business.

The door is flung open Madame shows the Johnnie the merchan-
dise, a sickly grin weakens his hardened exterior as Madam takes
his jacket. His leer at the FRESH merchandise – not yet touched
and waiting for him – gagging for him, YESSSSS he hisses, she
needs him to give her one. Sex has no boundaries it’s just a human
act as natural as the wind blowing through the trees. Man and
women come together, Y-E-S-S-S ‘– his tongue spikes out like a
python, he’s growing larger and larger in the grass, ‘Lovely and
juicy – yes SO Juicy” Johnny squirms around the tiny form,
huddled against the bed, before calling her over to him. ‘She-e-
ezzzz Perfect-t-t – So - Pure,” He wants to take his time to savour
the merchandise, savour it like a sweet expensive chocolate bar. To
be unwrapped, first to slide off the paper wrapper, then slowly pick
at the gold foil pulling it away… to reveal dark silky chocolate...
layer-by-layer savouring the desire as long as possible before the
final act of consuming.

Oh GOD ! Oh God” Girl screams inside – a beast, an uncontrol-
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lable beast – I can’t save myself against this animal. Girl wants to
scream out loud – Wants to open the window and cry for H-E-L-P
at the top of her voice. ‘Oh Please let someone save me! But Girl
backed down and resumed her role of Zombie – flat, unchild-like,
useless, be a disappointment and hope for the best.

But the Python knows children, he has tasted them before – he
slowly pulls the satin sash to reveal the sweet delicious filling
inside, he licks Girl across the back and into her ears. His breath,
bad with stale garlic and rancid alcohol, but it doesn’t matter he is
the client, he has just forked out two and half grand – he doesn’t
have to woo a women or prove his prowess to this child. It’s his
now, he owns her for this hour, he’s going to be the first to break
her virginity, the first to slide into her pure vagina – he’s paid for it,
he can do what he likes.

He pushes his finger into her back passage – and feels himself
roused as she winces. Then runs his hand down her back and
between her legs – “OOO TOOO Much, Pleasurrreee” – he enjoys
the satisfaction as the sweat trickles down his greasy cheek, then
lifts up the layers of petticoats to discover how much Girl has
become a women or has she retained her child like frame which is
much tastier.

Silent tears stream out of Girl’s eyes, - she is not going to escape
this one, after this I’m not longer fresh, I’m less attractive, be
beaten, it’s the end... she imagines the blue pill – ‘Please God I
hope it would kill me – I take it after – God I wanna die’. At that
very moment a quiet knock at the door, Madam whispers “ Time
up Mr Smith” you have been given an extra 15 minutes as compli-
ments from the Boss for being such a good client. I have to get the
girls across London now pretty sharpish.
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There was a strange mix of emotions from the Python. Half of him
was furious at being halted at the most exciting point of foreplay,
while the other part of him was relieved, the morality filters
through his subconscious, that he didn’t have to go through with
his fantasy. And that Girl can remain a virgin till his next visit –
thus prolonging this sexual desire for her.

Madam hastily re-dresses the Girl – plain blue jeans, green woolly
jumper and her little Keep Kitten Knapsack. A mini-cab draws up
infront of the small semi-d house residing in the back of Leyton.
“West London please luv’ Madam turns abruptly to Girl, not so
warmly “It’s a long drive’ Madam warns – ‘have something to eat’
she hands Girl a small coloured lunch box, inside a cheese roll, a
mostly brown banana, couple of jammy dodgers and a box of juice.
The irony was it looks so carefully prepared for a loved child. The
sort a doting mother would spend hours choosing at the John
Lewis children’s department, in a dilemma as to which lunch box
would her daughter would most like, then fill its contents with a
healthy snack or treat; yet it was all a show – a pretence for the
benefit of the cab driver, to think Madam was the mother or the
nanny, and that this child was the love of her life.

To help cover their track Madam alights early from the cab then
when safely out of sight she calls a second cab to take her to the
new rental. Its rush hour and most of London wants to get across
town it takes an absolute age for the second driver to turn up.

(DIKE RESCUE- SWITCH CLOTHES – husband is brother –
there is masses row)

• • •
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Chapter Two

TROUBLE WITH FARMING

Boss closes the door and walks into the kitchen, shirt hanging
outside his grey rather shabby suit trousers, he’s not shaven for a
couple of days due to the stress of finding tractors. Hustler has just
made a cup of tea ‘ Wansum Boss?’ The boss turns away deep in
thought, ‘Its those Bloody Tractors – I can’t seem to find a courier
to get them to Romainia.’ he exclaims his frustration at this minor
difficulty. “Boss – why not buy them in a neighbouring country –
that way you only have to find a low-loader and get ‘em across the
border, I’m sure the Baron will do the rest’.

Annoyed at the detour the tractors are causing, Boss slumps down
into the kitchen chair and flips open the local rag.

Police smash £500k 'chop shop' of stolen supercars

sliced up.

Brothers jailed for their part in a conspiracy to steal high value
vehicles found at a travelers’ site, were cut up for spare parts, many
of which found their way onto ringed cars.



“What an idea !” Boss sits up –“listen to this Hustler that’s it – e’er’
look at this

would you adam n eve it? BMW chopped and squashed into
the back of a Transit”

Boss twigs “that means not stranded in customs with missing
certificates, import tax, no haulier giving me grief.”

“But Gov – how the fuck you going to rebuild the bloody thing
when you get it there” “ Well my boy” Boss taps the side of his
nose “ we didn’t say anything about working order.” “ Yeah but
equally’ Hustler retorts ‘he said no more favours – ‘e was insistent –
remember?”

Boss slowly stands up, adjusts his trousers and walks into the
decrepid back yard, pulls out his new vapouriser and draws a long
breath on its methol flavour, then releases a fog of white smoke
into the atmospheres. The smoke hangs around him like a great
engine releasing steam after being first fired up, stiff from the
previous long day’s shift. It relaxes him enabling the thoughts to
flow coherently into his mind. “Chop-Shop” he smiles –“I gottus
anover bizniss- I never even knew was out there – all to pay this
cunt in Romania.” ‘Well’, he sighs – ‘money is money and one has
to make some – its bizznizz.” Being caught never entered his mind
– he’s happy go lucky – his mother said so and he’s a businessman.
He reads the paper some more to glean new ideas – ‘Lock-up, -
back of Walthamstow’. He impatiently grabs Hustler, knocking the
mug and splashing hot tea everywhere. “Get me to Walthamstow’
Boss excited with the new venture ‘we have a cruise and find some
dead spaces – we need to buy – don’t want police trackers on our
tails the whole time.” Hustler remembers that Ilford and
Redbridge are full of derelict warehouses –“Hey Boss wouldn’t it
be better to go somewhere different – where they not lookin for
this sor’of fing?” ‘Hmm, we look all over – have a bit of a day out

• • •
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the office’ Boss grabs the tattered map laying sun bleached and
torn on the back seat.

Its been four hours and now the traffic is starting to build up as
schools start to release pent-up children into the street, and
mothers in their massive people carriers start to clog up the free
flowing traffic. Hustler suspecting a jam ahead, turns off the high
road and avoiding a cobweb of no-entries and bollarded turnings
they find themselves down a crummy Victorian terrace, ruined
with waste, spilled machine oil, broken cars hoisted onto bricks
with their wheels removed. The road comes to a dead end, at the
side a big white board is hammered onto two wooden stakes,
it reads;

Investment Opportunity Essex Ilford £100-110,000

In big bold letters
Auction date: Friday, February 10th 2017

Guide Price min: £100,000

Summary: A rare and valuable "eehold investment, in a quiet residen-
tial area.

The site has 15 purpose built brick garages divided up into five blocks

and a$ with up and over doors. Currently let at £6,960 per annum

“What-a bit of luck that’s tomorrow” make a note of where the
auction is will-ya Hustler?’

The next morning they both make there way to the auction
house, in Redbridge.

The room is packed full of wannabe developers, businessmen,
first-timers. Sitting at the back of the room a large dark character,
face covered by a grubby black anorak, stained jeans and plenty of
BO. There’s a glance over – he spots the new comers and seems to
mark them. – He slides his way over to Hustler and intentionally
bumps into him, a suggested bump, somehow a little territorial. He
leans over to see if Hustler has marked the card as to which prop-
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erty he is interested in. No mark he notes with disappointment.
But his threat hasn’t diminished, just delayed.

The bidding starts – its slow really slow. 15 minutes the first prop-
erty, 25 minutes the second – “ God this is going to take forever to
get to lot 68.” “ Hustler get me a egg and chip roll round the
corner?” Once Hustler was out the way, the dark character moved
directly behind the boss, breathing heavily at the back of his head.
The feeling of threat became just a little more obvious. Maybe
Boss should test this guy, make a false bid, and flush his intensions
out. There is definitely not a good feeling about this. Lot number

48, Ground Floor Flat, 41 Waghorn Road, Plaistow, London, E13, Lease-
hold Ground Floor Self-Contained Garden Flat Two Room(s) Unmod-
ernised Vacant. ‘This will do” Boss shoots his hand up, Nothing from
the dark figure, its slow bidding, Just another bid should be OK?
Another bid is raised, and this time Boss turns away from the
auctioneer’s eye.

The dark figure folds his arms and rests them on the back of Boss
and Hustler’s chair. That was a pretty direct indication, a moment
later a gruff Caribbean accents whispers the threat – “ Mi know ya,
saw ya Yesidey, ah’side, ya want it don-yu? ”The lock-ups, Dunna
Live a luu - Keep them Cheddar wrapped will-yaw, they mine – I-
ah run road, Naah mean– mir-n-e, NO Bidding – Ya get it?’

Now one can take this threat in two ways – either one shivers and
gets out the way, or it’s a red flag to a bull. Boss sees it as a way to
assert his pride; nobody talks to him like that, here’s Hustler let
him show off his powerful bodybuilding years at the gym. Boss
partly looks in the direction of Hustler who gets the hint by
pressing his back and pinning the dark man’s fingers into the chair.
Good, time to sidetrack the unwelcome competitor, Hustler whips
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round and grabs both the strangers’ hands, pressing them firmly
down into the hard wooden chair frame. It makes it pretty difficult
for the dark stranger to make a signal to the auctioneer – Boss
makes his first bid, another nearly identical dark figure counters
the bid, three others in the room take an interest and flag the
Auctioneer, Boss slows the increments, but the bidding is climbing
steeply. Then out the blue the Twin dark figure jumps the price
10,000. There’s a gasp, Boss waits, its upped by 500, then bounced
back a few more times, until at last it quietens, the hammer is
raised high, a long pause before it finally descends …My final call
...All Fair… Boss shoots his hand 5,000. He has thought this
through. Its all a bait, the Black twins want the lot, he has to show
them whose Boss! Sold to bidder 180. Boss wins the lot; he’s won
the battle but is this, the start of a war he wonders.

“Sal-up, - The Dark man pushes himself up and away from the
pressure, looks across the room to his mate "How di boy deh ah
act so doltish?" he is angry with the outcome, angry at his brother
not going for broke.

Boss and Hustler don’t want to hang around – They pay at the
cashier desk and disappear quickly. It’s obvious that he has a bad
looser on his hands, which means he needs to rapidly hire more
protection, until the levy of power on his new acquisition is read-
dressed. “I’ve got just the team” Boss turns the thought over,
remembering those two militaries who were booted out – “they
need some dosh – gotta to be stationed at the site, day and night
for a couple of months, till the dust settles - I’m sure those other
geezers must have a job in mind too – they’re really bad news for
my business.”

That afternoon two ex-militaries were posted at the lockups. They
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rough out a quarters for themselves to hang around, make tea,
sleep and after a day’s pacing round the site, kick off their shoes
and watch TV. They chose the back end of the site where a two
storey disheveled garage stands. It can act as a outpost watching
the site from most angles. The site is much larger than when Boss
first glimpsed and spontaneously bought, the plot mysteriously
bends round and meets three tunnel shaped garages back under a
railway and giving one of the spaces a side entrance onto a
different road.

Boss drives over to meet the Ex’s , “Oi! Boyz we got take extra vigi-
lance for a couple of months whiles things settle, a couple of hoods
at the auction made threats – so I fink they’re up to somfink.”
“Take me round the site will-ya, lets see wat-I-goh.” They break
open every lock-up with a heavy-duty bolt cutter, snapping each
padlock like barley sugar. Most are full of crap, but in one the
entrance was shielded by steel shelving behind which tarpaulin
draped over a car shape. The Bosses’ eyes lit up with the thrill of
owning a Maserati, or Ferrari, he drew breath and slowly pulled the
murky sheet off the car… and there stood …slate grey… Suzuki,
scratched, battered, wheels bald –but no number plates. “Fucking
wind up – had me going for a moment” Boss expletes. But the
Suzuki had secrets only seen by people in the know, it was a ringer
used for heists and drug deals. Its not meant to be fancy but
discrete, very fast and ordinary looking so it can melt into a sea of
traffic, when needs must.

Boss carries on his inspection round of his new prize, it makes him
feel proud - he is making investments and spreading risk, just like
his brother in the financial world, maybe mum might approve of
my wisdom. “Business Expansion” increase his property portfolio
and acquire MERCAHNDISE!” Boss rolls the thought deliciously
round … he’s becoming a big boy now.
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Blacks torch lockups – kill one of the militaries –
there’s a knife frenzy – 1black gets killed, 3 are injured, boss lays

a trap and gives tip off to police.
Later police spi on boss activities

Does boss feel guilty about abuse – does he see too much and
backs down just keeps 2-3 girls –

Hates madam for the cruelty she has causes and takes revenge
much late

Ten days radio silence
Madam phones the Boss ‘What’s the situation Gov, we to stay

invisible? It’s been a few days ya know haven’t heard a bean from
ya!” Madam is frustrated, she doesn’t like being out of the fray and
always expected to use her initiative when dumped on. And defi-
nitely doesn’t like being on the other side of town she knows
nothing about – its dangerous for a start, don’t know the gangs or
their messaging systems. Boss apologies “ get Lez to track what the
fuzz have done with Seth will ya. Think he’s in the slammer’. At
last something to go on Madam traces the whole story, then sits
back to think of the best course of action. The girls from Soho are
running the show at the moment and ain’t going to like being
chucked back into the west end just like that. While hanging
about girl hasn’t made her quota and there’s slight discord in the
air, Maybe the West-enders have been profitable – they certainly
have been making their pimps work hard. With slots every 15
minutes.

• • •
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Chapter Three

CAGED BIRD

Its quiet over in West London, Madam as been holed up with Girl
for over a week, Boss hasn’t made a single call to find out how they
are – making it a bit frustrating. There’s no telling how the plan
went or if it was successful. At least the Merchandise is safe. Ma
finally breaks the silence and calls Boss. But his phone is switched
off – something must have gone wrong. She turns her attention,
thinking about something that will keep her occupied for a few
more days? “I know”, she exclaims to herself “a video.”

Madam hates her job; she hates children …they are demanding,
helpless, and always crying about something or other. There’s a
spiteful edge to Madam, it’s reflected in her pinched, mean face,
black eyes veiled by clear American style ‘spinster’ glasses. But she
takes pride in her looks, hair although straggly is regularly dyed
black and rolled up into a tight bun, scraped back and pinned with
a Chinese chopstick. She prefers to wear pencil skirts as they
flatter her height and cinched in her muffin top waist with a wide
patent leather belt that usually matches her shoes. Madam is very



moody, it can change on a sixpence – if a person misreads the
subtleties of her changeable personality, those unfortunate people
are in for a day’s of abuse, of one sort or another.

Madam decides to call Lez – He must know what’s happened and
if it safe to come back? “Oi you scruffy urchin – what’s the score
with Boss? Did you lay-abouts pull it off?” Lez explains about the
shooting on the beach “Fucking-hell” exclaims Ma, “could be a
right bloody mess - I stay over ‘ere a bit longer” She changes her
tune and simpers “be a love I need some pretty dresses for Girl I’m
doing a video promotion – need the sort the gypsy queens wear,
white, lacy with petty coats, there’s a dressmaker in Old Pond
Road - chat her up will ya, make an excuse how its for your niece –
she’s turned thirteen and you’re giving her a party, - and oh yes a
giant cage to put her” “BUT For god’s sake don’t say anymore
otherwise I will make your life miserable till the day I die” Lez
angrily thinks maybe that’s not a bad idea help her along a bit and
get her off his back, stop nagging him the whole time.

Ma clacks her way back to the kitchen in her stilettos, grabs a
notebook and sketches some thoughts for the video. After a while
Caged Bird seemed to really grow – it titillated the masochistic
side of Madam’s nature, ‘hmm’ she rolls the thought over putting a
little bird in the cage, trembling, frightened on a nest of feather
boas, need a bit of roughing up to get the right fragility out of Girl
– Men love it. There’s something seductive about cruelty, particu-
larly when they see a child terrified, couring away from abuse in
the back of a guilded cage suspended from the ceiling. “It could
swing too–y-e-s-ss’ she hisses ‘its the pain they love – horrible little
children should feel the pain” “men go a long way to bait and
inflict pain on women, “What if they see it in a video – it would
drive ‘em nuts, be over in a flash… abuse, sex, venerable child, it
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arouses them big time” – the thought of torturing the Girl arouses
Madam too, with an internal hot flush “Very enjoyable.” “I make a
nice video about it, the Boss will be pleased!”

Boss unaware of Madam’s masochistic side, is in fact rather igno-
rant, and tends to concentrate more about himself and how he can
prove how important he is to his parents - why should his brother
take all the glory, just because he’s the successful Merchant Banker
who has a prestigious job in Canary Wharf. Boss is keen on making
his fortune by whatever means possible, appearing to look
wealthier than he really is. On the other hand his brother see’s him
more as a small time crook, a stupid waste of space. Sometimes
just to wind Boss up he offers a hundred grand investment money,
but connives strict rules, making it impossible to rake in two prof-
its. A continuous cycle of rivalry and pride between the two
brothers with arrogant parents, encouraging ever greater
endeavors from their children, so that they could boast to neigh-
bors and community centers, how great their boys are and only the
best girls are worthy for their arranged marriages.

Madam prepares the scene for the video shoot. Calls her friend to
film, and a couple of the Soho girls, to prepare the glamour look on
the Girl – “this is going to be a superb video” thinks Ma. Lez bolts
a couple of U hooks into the ceiling and hangs the giant birdcage.
The Soho girls are lead into the small locked bedroom where the
Girl is crouched facing the corner of the wall. Strangely the Soho
Girls feel there is something wrong – they have been spun a yarn
about dressing up a young girl into a doll for her birthday treat, but
they are wise and know a thing or two about child abuse. And this
most definitely was evident. The two women look at each other
knowingly as they dress up the child as a pretty doll, with the
white frills, put pretty ringlets into to her dark hair. “Hey Babs,
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there’s somefink not right about this – I dunna feel good about
doing this” The first women whispers. Babs replies ”might have to
fink closer about this wouldn’t ya agree Cherry?”

Madam plans to get rid of the 2 prostitues while she is shooting
the video, “but they can sure earn their keep and clean up the mess
after – those Ugly hoars.”

The Soho girls leave the flat while Madam and her friend shoot the
video, then tells the video-ographer to set up and she will bring the
child in when she has ‘prep’ her.

Girl is lead into the room hoisted into the cage and beaten
hard to make her cower each time a hand is raised – the cruelty
expands as both Madam and the Video-ographer indulge their
corruptible fantasies, to shoot the most lurid scenes imaginable.
Sex brings out the worst to people, enough to destroy a single life
for ever. It seems like hours before the 2 women from Soho are
called back to clean up the mess. They walk into the room, and
can’t quite put their finger on what’s not right, there’s a terrible
stench. They clean up the room but there is no sign of the young
child, only a locked door and a few drops of blood in front of it.
Bab’s nudges Cher, “Slow down till the video guy leaves – think we
need to do a bit of a turn-around here – get wha’ I mean?” she
whispers.

Ma, high from all the erotic excitement is leaning on the kitchen
counter, Babs saunters in to grab a cloth, but seizing her chance, by
soothingly offering to make Ma a stiff Whisky Rye – her most
popular cocktail. Ma agrees, “this is it” Bab’s thinks; she slips a
‘Micky Fin’ into the cocktail then carries on with the cleaning next
door and bumps into her friend to signal something. It’s taking an
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un-nerving amount of time for the drug to take effect, but eventu-
ally Madam slumps down. “Out cold is she” enquires Cher “go for
it, Now will ya” – Bab pulls out a small skeleton key and quickly
picks the lock of the small room. Inside they where horrified to
see the blooded mess of a child. Out cold, she had been thrown in
a twisted heap against the bed. “Bloody Hell!” The two women say
together “ lets get the fuck out of here – can’t be involved with any
murders” They were about to turn and flee, when Bab’s stops for a
second – “I’ll just check her pulse – you never know.” The faintest
beat indicated that there could possibly be a rescue, so quickly
they both ripped off the clothes discovering the extent of the
abuse before pulling on the jeans and woolly jumper. “Wrap her up
in you big coat Cher – got to disguise the problem when we out
of here.”

“Fuck – listen Ma’s come round – knock her out will ya – fucking
evil bitch.”

They wrapped the child up in the overcoat and slipped out the
flat. Its 3am “can you call your mate to pick us up over near the
corner. We have to keep in the shadows in case they think we’re
responsible” Cher thinks clearly, used to getting out of trouble.
The friend’s car rolls up after a short wait, “we gotta rescue on our
hands” Babs informs, “D’ya know a quiet pad, we can lay her up ?”

“Gog they be onto us if they knew – we gotto be totally invis-
ible like – get the fuck out of town somewhere.” The driver
suggests Blackpool “ Fucking ‘ell that’s too far! – gotta work ya-
know, can’t just drop everything!.” “Brighton – there’s a small flat
on the seafront and loads of good timers looking for excitement,
we can easily mingle in all that rompus” says their driver. “Good-
one, can get the train back and forth as ness” Babs agrees.

Although it was a long drive, it was pretty easy during the early
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dawn hours. Cher takes the time to tenderly wipe the blood off the
child’s face and hair. It must be at least 2 hours before the child
starts to come round – “er Babs you fink they slipped her somefink
too?” They pull up outside the flat in Brighton just as the dawn
workforce starts leaving for their offices. The three of them stick
closely to one another to disguise the fact that they are holding
something rather large and possibly human shape.

Inside the small single bedroom flat, the air is still and stale, its
been months since the driver had weekend’ed in his little retreat,
but pleased he could help this good cause. Babs rushes first into
the room to grab a blanket from the cupboard and lays it on the
bed, before Cher carefully lays the child on it. With motherly
instinct, Cher folds the warm woolen bedding across the child.
“We better make a plan – who can vigilate, who can get food and
who goes to London, Says Cher . “Yes but how the fuck, are we
going to avoid getting picked up by that ruddy gang… The Boss is
it? Exclaims Babs in a sudden fit of panic.

Cher makes a shopping list of essential medication and hands it
over – “Boy don’t buy this all in the same chemist will-ya, coz they
might suspect somefink” - “Then when you get back we sort out
food and stuff – OK?.” “God this child has hit it hard ya know –
not sure she going to survive – what IF….? “ God it doesn’t bare
thinking about she goes an’ dies on us, we be stuck with a ruddy
body” – “BLOODY_HELL!” Exclaims Babs.

Boy returns quickly with the medical supplies, and Babs and Cher
get to work, dressing the injuries as best they could. Both quite
used to the wounds of heavy street life of the West End – Gun-
shot Boyfriends, suicide attempts, beatings, BUT never on a 12
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year old. “Poor little sausage” says Cher affectionately “What we
going to do with her when she’s better?” enquires Babs “Do you
think she’s a street urchin or a kidnapped victim?” “or How about
Both?” Cher many years was forced to have an abortion. “Cher”
inquires Babs “what if we find a way to fake an adoption some
’hoaow?” “You know international jobbies rescue orphan from
Bulgaria or Romania – where do you think she’s from – if she
speaks English we can’t disguise it – but if she’s foreign we can
invent a story and get ol’badger to fix-us some paperwork.” “You
would have to look after us for a while Babs, but promise I owe
you one later – its only for 6 years till she can go it alone – we can
teach her proper how to wisen up on the street and all that.” We
three could become her Aunties and Uncles, Boy – you’re help us
wont ya?.”

“What’s your savings like Cher – god I hope you put a side a
little somefink for a rainy day ?” The three of them put their heads
together to rescue their little maiden, before finally calling in to
catch up with sleep.

Back in London
“A_H_H_A ! L_E_ZZZZZZZZZ! What you done with that

little runt?” Ma screams at the top of her voice, the moment she
wakes up. “FUCK_FUCK_FUCK! Can’t find her anywhere” - Lez
couldn’t care less – why should he help Ma? She’s been a shit to
him lately. He gives Ma a cold blank stare, picks up his black
leather jacket and says “ Not my Problem” and walks out leaving
the door wide open. There’s no sign of the Video-ographer or the
two women. “FUCK! What am I going to say to the BOSS – I’ve
lost his precious merchandise? Ma pauses a moment – “hey he
hasn’t got in touch – why should he know – this will give me just a
bit of time to find that stupid bitch.” Ma reaches over the table
grabs the phone - and dials OOBAR for a cab – In her haste she
doesn’t pull the front door quite shut.

• • •
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She screams at the driver for being impossibly slow – “NO fucking
excuses remember I am the client paying for your miserable
services.” They scour the roads, left-right – Up and down –
reversing back down one way streets, until night fall. “Get me over
to 46 Leyton High Road – Bet Lez’ got ‘er” – NO – Stop the car ! –
its that fucking Video-ographer – wants a bit of his own – I know
he does randy bugger – 109a Leamont Avenue Walthamstow, and
MOVE it!”

They pull up outside the crumbling flat – built in the sixties with
cheap materials and now unable to stand the test of time. Ma
about to leaps out – “Oi Misses! The cab driver calls back – “Leave
me without pay – you must be joking ?”

“Sorry Mate – what’s owed?” Ma hastily throws 4 twenties at
the driver – will that cover it? – “think I’m an idiot do-ya?”
Protested the cab driver “Try doubling it.. then maybe you could
come close.” Ma glares at the driver – “Fucking feef!” throws the
remainder of her cash before turning angrily on her stilettos. She
clacks her way to the front door of 109a where a small child opens
the door; Ma has to absolutely get a grip on her anger and swallows
hard then clears her throat before coughing out “is Mr Xavier in
luv?” in her sickliest voice. “Maybe its not him” she thinks. The
Video-ographer comes to the door “Oh Hi Madam what can I do
for you?” Madam changes her mind and rethinks another question
“Oh – how’s the editing going – when do you think I could have a
little peek-aboo’s?”

“Oh prob next week – you mean to say you come all the way
over just to ask me that?.” Ma had to think hard “ oh I was just
passing, and thought I pop in” “ Well it’s a bit inconvenient – best
we deal with this sort of thing over the phone, ya know what I
mean“ he winks. “ Sorry to trouble you Mr Xavier” give me a call
when you have something for me to see.”

• • •
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The door is quickly closed and Ma has to think again. Maybe those
fucking hoars – but I don’t know where they came from – who got
the contact – suppliers like to keep their list quiet. Slowly she
meanders her way back to her little apartment to think things
over, maybe find her own stooge to make the search, so as not to
draw attention to the problem.

Meanwhile the Chiswick flat starts to draw attention, a neighbour
who lives above the flat, notices that the door is left open and so
calls in to see if anyone is home. Her nosiness leads her into the
room where the child was dumped, with blood all over the floor
“Good God!.” She dives out the apartment and calls the police on
her handy mobile. – “We can’t be having criminal activity in this
pucker residence – its not right!” she explains to the police. There
arrive and turn the flat over – blood in three rooms – they get
phyerenzics over to collect evidence. “ This is a pretty serious
looking crime” the inspector turns over the evidence – “looks like a
pedo ring – probably making videos – those dirty shits” the
inspector turns away from the disgusting props – he can’t handle
this sort of dirty crime not when children are involved.

A few days later the laboratory has some results for the detectives
to go on. They have a match on DNA of A Mr Xavier – a known
photographer who does glamour photography and suspect for
shooting video shorts. As yet they don’t have much proof of all his
activities but at least they have their first lead. Walthamstow,
innocuous block of flats, shields many dark and sinister secrets –
the detectives need to disguise their line of enquiry, so decide to
send in a couple of foot patrol, to glean anything from neighbours
about who they are dealing with. The only results, “quiet, keeps
himself to himself, hardly at home, has three young children and a
wife.” They decide to take him into custardy for questioning.

• • •
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Mr Xavier is humiliated as he is lead away handcuffed – all the
neighbours’ twitching curtains, reveals the whisperings of scandal,
another victim of vicious gossip he thinks. “How did they find
him? – he’s been invisible from the law now for years.” Then after a
few questions about pedos and what’s he been shooting – he twigs
– “Fuck! its that bloody women – she’s led them straight to my
home – she set me up, the fucking grass – that’s why she called out
the blue… she knows the system, no contact, no face to face until
the shoot, - I’ll fucking get her for this!” His icy face froze –
emotionless, no visual expressions to give the fucking pigs a clue,
who is he – is it mistaken identity or is he lying?

His temper hots up, as the questions become entwined, tricks to
bait the truth out of him, misconceptions to trip up his lies and
make out he is The Mastermind behind the pedo ring, he slips out
a line about Madam, “she’s going down with me – snake” he thinks,
as he describes her as an evil Romanian women, been living in this
country for as long as he can remember.

“Where do we find her?” the detective asks. “dunno – somewhere
in the back of Leytonstone, in some ‘30’s semi, near the motorway
– noisy fucking place” the detective hands him a cigarette. “Gave
‘em up but can’t resist” admits Mr Xavier.

They let him relax as he draws on the cigarette, waits for the
moment he is prepared to give the address away – realising the
information will come and better to be patient rather than cajole
with threats – they probably get a lot more information out of
their suspect this way. He is later put on conditional release.

That night the detectives, now believing Madam is the ring leader,
gather up a team, plan their operation and ship them over for a
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sting at 4am. It’s the best time for operations, to nab and arrest
their suspects. And this could be a big success, to break a major
pedo ring in East London. They surround the house, submerge
themselves in undergrowth, climb walls, or sit in transit vans
recording any conversations they can tune into with their
spy-wear.

They watch the house for 24 hours, until at last they make their
move, Madam has been inside for 2 days and they need to get to
the bottom of this ugly pedo.

“bringing in Illegal Immigrants – That’s the least we can pin on
her” – “Good back plan Serge.”

They swoop – smash the door – storm the house till they came to
the bedroom – Screaming – ear piecing screams – Madam lunges at
the armed police – wild arms try to tear at the eyes of officers,
lashing out like a wild cat, she grabs at one of their belts and finds
a handcuff – she wildly hurls it round spitting and biting at
anything that comes in front. It takes 20 minutes and six officers
to finally pacify her with a shot from a taizer. They quickly cuff her
hands and chain her legs to avoid any kicking, then drag her back
across the road to the back up van.

Madam goes wild in the cell, throwing food, shitting all over the
floor, making as much noise as possible. “A thoroughly disagreeable
women” the detectives dryly remark – leave her to simmer for a
few days, before questioning.

When Madam had finally calmed herself – the detectives felt it
was time for some heavy questioning. It started about her – where
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she’s originally from, age, next of kin – that sort of thing. Then
slowly they worked their questions towards the prostitution, the
children, how many, what age, where are they from? At first
Madam liked the idea of becoming the big one – the clever one,
but when it came to discovering how many years she will be locked
up for – she tried to back step towards her truth. But it was too
late – they didn’t believe it was just ONE CHILD, there’s no back
tracking with detectives – they just push and push way beyond
truth that it is difficult to decipher the line of reality, finishing with
a DNA swab, and back in the cell.

Merchandise chap2 – Girl Rescue -

The three aunties and uncles nestled into a routine of care, Boy
would get the daily groceries and medicine top-ups, Babs set up
shop over in Western Road

in the Red light quarter of Brighton, and Cher tenderly nursed
her young victim back into existence. Every time she removed
dressings she couldn’t help thinking ‘how on earth could a human
be this cruel and continue inflicting more and more injuries on this
tiny child.

The bit she was most worried about was whether the child who
was delirious for much of the time, be caused by a permanent head
injury – which she knows little about or could it be an overdose of
some drug – but which – the only clue she could find was a blue
stain in the child’s jeans.

At last after about six painstaking weeks the child eventually starts
to come out of this peculiar coma. Her eyes flicker every now and
then until finally after a few hours of this she opens them and
starts to consciously scan the room.

• • •
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Cher baths her brow with a cool flannel, lifts her head tenderly just
enough to bring a glass of water to her lips – “drink my little
darling,” The child’s eyes widen – terrified – “its starting all over
again – oh why oh why am I not dead – why didn’t the blue pill kill
me – I just want to die – I’m in so much pain – god why can’t you
understand” Girl thinks to herself. Too weak to resist she sips the
water. Cher conscious that she hasn’t eaten in all this time is aware
that if she gave her a paracetamol on an empty stomach it would
cause even more damage, lifetime damage. Instead she rubs cream
against each wound, which numbs the pain for a short while. Then
offers the child a little bowel of hot vegetable soup.

Most of the wounds have become less inflamed, but Cher has been
thinking about the mental traumas and how on earth she is going
to settle its purgatory of waking nightmares or worst sleepwalking.
She sits by the bed with her lap top surfing ‘mental traumas’ – what
to expect and what can help – ‘Sleep’ plays an important factor –
help the patient with mild sedatives – herbals chamomile, pepper-
mint, sage. Infused with hot water and drunk cold.

“How’s our little patient”, Boy would ask each time he returns
from some errand or work. Each time, hoping to hear a note of
improvement. “The girls was conscious for about ten minutes this
morning” Cher was hoping that her nursing was starting to pay off.
“Got her to sips some water.” –“You are clever” boy congratulates
“she’s very lucky to have you – no one else would understand what
its like.”

Each night they would take in turns to read from Hans Christian
Anderson’s Fairy book of Stories - the 3 Princesses, The Hob-
goblins, Thumbelina – all chosen to avoid anything unpleasant.
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They weren’t sure if she could understand – but if she learnt the
gentleness of their voices –she might learn to trust them.

Slowly day-by-day their little protégé grew stronger and stronger.
Cher asked her a few questions to see if she could speak English –
but alas, the young girl uttered just a few strange sounds. Cher
decided to make the most obvious start “I’m Cherry” she pointed
to her self – “You? – You – your name?” the girl winced. Cher
persisted “Me Cherry” – “You girl? – the child nodded “yes she had
heard the word ‘Girl’ – ‘G-e-r-i-l” she tried to pronounce. “Well
that’s a start muttered Cher “but I’m not calling you Girl – it
inhuman – I’ve always dreamed of owning a Mercedes – apparently
it’s the name of the great Car Makers’ daughter. I am going to call
you Mercedes – it a bit exotic and goes with your fine dark hair.”

Cher starts the process all over again this time with the blessing of
a new name

“Me Cherry – You M-E-R-C-E-D-E-S!.”

The girl smiles for the first time in her young life – she feels the
emotion of this monumental occasion, she has actually been given
a name. Tears first start to trickle down her cheek – then – uncon-
trollably stream out in floods, Cher leans over and hugs with all the
warmth and kindness of a loving mother, “There – there, yes just
let it all out – really good to let those evil memories out “.

Babs and Boy return together to watch this big step of improve-
ment, Babs too cant help bursting into tears with joy that at last
they are through the tunnel and a new beginning is now on the
horizon. “Group – Hug “ Babs gathers everyone, its such a special
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moment it needed to be savoured. Even Girl enjoys the totally new
experience.

“ I have given her a new name” Cher gleefully tell the others “Mer-
cedes” she turns to the child and points “Say after me M-E-R-C-E-
D-E-S!” the girl sits up higher in her bed and repeats MMm-E-R-
SS-AR-D-Ee-Zz!” Everyone laughs with joy and watch the child
laid back and slowly falls asleep, relaxed and secure – a new
experience.

Each day the aunts and uncles take turns to teach a little English,
each believing their method is better – but it didn’t really matter –
they all brought a satisfying smile on the little girls face. But in the
back of their minds they all had a fearful thought, it had been
delayed as long as possible, but with each day as Mercedes grows
strong they would need to address the prickly subject of Adoption
– Registration – Papers – and neither of them would be considered
suitable for becoming parents. And worst if the child was smug-
gled over how with their track record of prostitution could they
avoid be accused of being the perpetrators of such brutal crimes
on a child. This was getting worse with every new...’what If ’
thought.

Babs would talk to Ol’Badger – he can help to some degree – but
then there’s the issue of walking out of a flat with a child in tow, or
if a friend spots them together walking in the street knowing that
it would have been impossible to disguise and fact or avoid scandal
and gossip – that would definitely draw attention to them selves to
the police. – “Gosh this is getting worst by the minute” boy
exclaims – “I might need to not be seen with you guys – cant ruin
my promising career now can I?”

• • •
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“Boy Please don’t be impetuous – we’ll think of something,” Cher
pleads.

One day the all feel it’s safe to leave the girl on her own for a
short while, while they complete all their needy errands. Cher
shows Mercedes where the food is kept into the fridge, how to
turn the TV on and makes sign language not to go out the front
door. Then points to the clock on the kitchen wall and explains
that she will be back in two hours – “Promise.”

Brighton lights up

Mercedes plays with the controls for the TV, but its not long
before she’s board and a thought pops into her head – she’s alone –
they trust her, she could do want she wants – there’s two hours
before someone returns. She could make an escape? – A taste of
freedom, outside for the first time in months and months…
OUTDOORS what a lovely thought.

If she runs away she would be FREEE never to do ‘things’ she
doesn’t want to do, maybe ‘they’ want her to do things when she’s
better? The thought gets stronger – no one is in the room, no one
in the flat. They think she is conditioned to sit in the corner and
always do what she is told – that’s what slaves do.

Mercedes pads softly over to the front door and sits in front of it
for a while – not quite certain what to do. Then as courage gains, a
small voice persistently repeats itself... “Escape… Escape – all
adults are evil – they all want sex… this is your chance – might not
get another like it.”

• • •
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Girl pulls back the lever and the door jumps open, the hallway air
seasoned with the salt from the sea breeze, entices her out and
down the staircase, through the double swing doors into a quiet
side street. Like an escaped gazelle Girl kicks up her heels and
runs, runs smiling zigzagging through the narrow streets – laugh-
ing, so happy, so free. She notices a strange whooshing sound; it’s
kind of like soft thunder but regular, a curious sound, and one she’s
never heard before. Looking in the direction it seems to be coming
from, she follows the sound, it leads her down a steep hill to a wide
main road and there a head is the widest amount of water she has
ever seen. Its big slate blue waves glisten in the June sunshine, the
sun warms her languid face, she takes off all her clothes and dives
playfully into the waves. Strangers look on, rather abashed,
smarting at the lack of decorum of a teenager. Yet to see such
jollity and happiness as a youngster takes so much pleasure playing
in the icy waves, they soon turn away and continue on their
promenade.

Once Mercedes is chilled enough she climbs out, dusts the sticky
sand off herself and puts her clothes back on. There’s so much to
explore – the hustle and bustle on the high street, colourful array
of busses, people everywhere, suddenly she is caught-up in a swiftly
moving queue onto a long awaited bus and mixed with other chil-
dren she finds herself on the bus somehow paid for by another
mum – “how exciting this adventure – how wonderful to be free
finally”, Girl thinks as she watches the city of Brighton reveal itself
as the bus follows its route across town. I have a Name a lovely
name – “Mercedes.”

The bus arrives at there finally destination and everyone leaves,
sad to get out of the nice warm seat, she follows the few remaining
passengers into the street. There is a small park on one side and
large shops on the other. Mercedes decides to first investigate the
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shops then roll in the grass. The high street turns up another hill;
big stores stand to attention along the road, each competing for
attendance by shoppers. She follows a young boy into the biggest
of the stores, its lined with colourful racks of pretty clothes - torn
jeans with trendy holes, floppy t-shirts with their sleeves cut off,
sneakers splashed with paint, jean jackets embroidered with
flowers – all so tempting. Being in a strange country its sometimes
a bit daunting to know quite what to do, so feeling it would be
better to keep following the young boy and watch him for a while
to learn what this is all about.

The boy notices he is being followed by a pretty young girl, feeling
rather flattered by this sudden interest in him, he lifts off a pair of
jeans from the hanger and inspects them before returning them –
the girl copies him. He goes to the shoe rack and tries a pair of
bright sneakers, then waits to she her try the same, he winks at his
new admirer. Then he swaggers over to the t-shirts – a little teas-
ingly looks over his shoulder to see if the girl is watching before he
wiggles his bum at her, she smiles and giggles. Then finds the
trendiest t-shirt and pulls it over his own playing copycats. The
boy saunters back towards the main door, still wearing the T-shirt
and sneakers and in flash, races through the scanners out into the
street and completely disappears. Girl thinks this is fun and
picking the prettiest top to hand, pulls it over her head and races
for the door.

“NOT so fast young missy” I Big hand grabs the back of her collar
“ where do you think you are going with all those clothes you are
wearing?” Girl screams and twists over like a serpent – its no use,
she tries to pull herself back through the shirt, but the guard just
grabs her hands in his large vice like grip.

• • •
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The guard is amused by the scenario – had been watching the boy
on the CCTV and how he seemed to be misleading the young lady
– but its got to stop – this shop lifting has been going on too long,
costing the store thousands a week – always the same routine…
“That boy must be training up some sort of gang – they get
younger every time he enters the store.” The guard mutters under
his breath. “ I’m going to make an example of this girl – I am sure I
have seen her in here at least three times before – he mistakenly
recalls.

The guard marches the girl back to his office to make a record, and
then dials the local constabulary, who take the matter over
regarding shoplifting and prosecution. It’s not long before 2 police-
women arrive at the back door where the guard’s office is situated
discretely, to collect the female shoplifter and take her back into
custardy to help them with their police enquiries. Their protocols
of the force that only Police women are allowed to take charge of
underage girls.

Babs

Just as Girl is led out into the scruffy back street and into the offi-
cer’s car, Babs happened to be taking a short cut home. She freezes
for a moment – she can’t believe it – “IS that Mercedes – it can’t
be?” The car drives past her close enough for her to peer into the
back seat. In a flash she drops her large canvas bag rummages
around in search of her phone – “Cher – are you with Mercedes? “
– “NO I thought she was with you” Fuck what’s going on ‘ Babs
breaks the bad news – she’s just seen her been driven off with 2
police officers. “Fuck I’m coming home we got to come up with a
plan – they might think we responsible for her injuries or worse
connect us with that women’s pedo ring” - “F_U_C_KK!” exclaims
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Cher in response to the worst scenario that could possibly befall
them.

“Call Boy-oh” will you Cher “get him back we have to clean up this
mess pretty dam quick – or they track us down and put 2 and 2 to
make one hundred and fucking three – the girl’s going to be talking
and they always get the wrong end of the stick. You know what
those translators are like – think world is sugar and candy like”

They all get back to the flat pretty sharpish – ‘I’m so sorry Boy, we
have let you down, its not going to be long before those police are
on to us – and if the girl points out the flat – we’re history!”

“The name is on the deeds of the flat and then we are all traceable
– we need to shift the flat – I’m so Sorry Boy” Cher commiserates.

Boy has seen a house auction over in Crawley – it comes up every
second week – he can put it on there – he says helpfully.

They start cleaning the place from top to toe washing everything
imaginable to rub out any identifying clues such as prints, saliva,
anything that could connect them with the girl. “That’s the last
time you do anyone a great favour” Babs jeers “fed up with our
good deeds lashing us back in our faces.”

The following day the flat is put into the auction, solicitor docu-
ments drawn up and only Boy’s name on the title deeds - his
beloved uncles bequest to him – now ruined forever... “Never again
– Fuck the Girl, Fuck Cher for getting me into this, I have lost my
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one prize possession and all for what – rescuing a fucking
Romanian Hoare!” He becomes bitter at the thought and refuses
to talk to either Babs or Cher. Babs tries to comfort him – “I’ll no
We’ll make it up to you I promise – first I sort out the Jersey Bank
account for your money then you can quickly buy some other
lovely flat – I give you something extra to go towards it – ehh?”
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Chapter Four

POLICE CELL - UNBELIEVERS

Girl has once again become a non human being, a non-entity of no
fixed abode. Just another Victim of circumstance – child caught in
the cross fire, in the wrong place at the wrong time.

The Police officer across the room grumbles at being assigned
to these petty crimes, she wants to exercise her trained mind, get
her teeth into something challenging rather be left to deal with
shop stuff, the stuff that changes statistics for councillors to
embellish. The officer pushes a pencil across the desk, dreaming of
stuff that makes a difference, may acknowledgment of her due dili-
gence, care about justice enforcements.

The 2 policewomen lead their charge into the main office
where they log into the big book, details of the new crime. “Serge
– you need to get us an interpreter – she doesn’t understand a word
of English – think she’s from the eastern block but can’t be sure”
the first officer informs, “caught red-handed shop lifting in
Looking Good” says the second officer.

Serge scrolls through the logbook – “Detention Room 6 is
free put her in there – I’ll call Sandra – she speaks a few
European languages – sure she can find out what you need for
your report.” The 2 officers lead the girl into the broom



cupboard size room, gave her a blanket, cup of orange juice and a
couple of biscuits then leave her there until the interpreter
arrives. “Hey Serge what do we do about supervision by parent or
guardian or something? – “Does she have any?” I haven’t a clue”
says one of the Officers “All I know is that she could be
connected to that gang – the one with young Kevin in -He’s a
bugger you know – leading young girls astray, leading them into a
world of criminals.”

Serge rings around need to first get the interpreter, then a state
solicitor who deals with child offences.

“Oi Officer 2” Serge calls out “Try and find out who’re the
parents or looks after this little one and while you’re at it, ring
social services see if she might be on their books – if she is get
them to send someone pronto will you?”

Officer rings the social services emergency number They
discuss if there is a missing child on their books but nothing is
found “Need a social worker – just in case we can’t find a parent or
guardian – can you get one asap – we have a junior” “Do you know
how old” replies the operator “Not really looks 17maybe, but the
way she is behaving is very juvenile for could be younger” “Yes
Easterns often look older than they really are” responds Social
services “I get someone as soon as I can find someone free.”

At 7.30pm It all comes together, social services have sent over a
young man, the ‘junior’s’ solicitor arrives and Sandra finally calls by.
They are all briefed before they are lead to Room 6 “young lady
caught shoplifting in town, think she’s been there at least 3 times,
Trouble is we don’t know if she is under age – show you the CCTV
footage first to help you form your questions” informs the
Sergeant on Duty.

Sandra a pleasant sort of women has 2 kids of her own, 5 and 8,
thinks she has a little experience as to how to talk to a young
teenager. “You have been caught shoplifting in Looking Good, I
need to read your rights – do you understand?” – The girl just looks
blankly at her, “OK – seems that you don’t.”

All three watch and listen to Sandra as she lists a number of
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different words in her vocabulary until one of them is Romanian
“Ah at last we have something to go by” says Sandra to herself

Cum te numești?- What is your name? To most people this is a
good place to begin, but if you are a trafficked child pulled off the
gutter – you have nothing – not even a surname. The only thing
Girl remembers is that a kind woman called her “Mercedes” – “and
what about your surname?” pushes the interpreter – Girl shrugs
her shoulders – She doesn’t actually know what it means let alone
have one?

This is going to be a long session thinks Sandra “we obviously
have a smart one here who has been briefed how to avoid
answering questions.” Her face hardens at the prospect of this line
of enquiry – “shame she isn’t 16 we could then be a lot more
forceful and get to the truth so much faster – save us heaps of time
and money.”

The solicitor leans over the interpreter and asks for the girl to
describe what has happened to her. “This could be trafficking you
realise?” He turns to the Social Worker.

Girl starts sobbing and rambles on about being pulled off the
street in Huedin, bound up and bundled into a black car then men
torture her use her for sex. This is too much – “don’t be SO ridicu-
lous you have been watching too many videos” – Sandra denies any
possibilities that this could be true, she knows how teenagers
behave, “how they rebel against their parents will say anything
against them for an effect” “yes I can see your razor slash scars but
YOU know that I know, you are self harming” “I don’t want to
hear any more lies do you understand ME! – You MUST tell me
the TRUTH, tell me about that boy you followed – where does
your gang hide – whose in-charge, who teaches you?

Social worker not sure what to think – is it trafficking or could
the girl be lying about her age and her home life?

It’s no good however hard Girl tried to make the women
understand her story, the worst the situation and the angrier she
became. So Girl just turned away walked over to the corner of the
cell crouched down and starts to rock from side to side to comfort
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herself - not quite sure whether she had escaped another possible
hell about to happen or someone kind – but now she will
never know.

Girl has become a prisoner again.
That evening the officers call the hospital to book a visit from

the house doctor. Then go back and take a swab from inside Girl’s
mouth, to enter her DNA record. They can’t find any traces of her
so far, including the international database. “Maybe the DNA will
help pin point where she’s from“ Officer number 1 points out.
They load up the test results into the mainframe, then close up
their laptops and finish for the evening.

The next morning an email pings its way into the Sussex
stations’ inbox – there’s a DNA match. Women held in custardy at
the Stratford Station, of the same origin – Romania, claims to have
had her daughter kidnapped by 2 prostitutes.

Officer number 2 “Bingo looks like we found the mother –
good result, clear up this case rapidement.” – “Translator thinks
the girl is a self-harmer telling us porky-pies about kidnapping and
sex videos.”

“Well before you make judgements like that – lets see what the
Doctor says after his examination?” bosses Officer 1. “In the mean-
time ask Stratford if they can find out more about that women –
when did she come over – where did she have the child – you know
– that sort of thing?” Officer 1 takes charge - there is something
not quite connecting the dots in the right order.

Later that day Stratford send their results the women came to
Britain in 2007 applying for refugee status and been living under
the name Agatta Bhengolov in Leytonstone rental, there’s no
record of her bringing over a child and no record at any hospital of
her giving birth in this country. But after searching the women’s
flat they have found blood samples on the women’s clothing and a
child’s fancy dress. Suspect held for questioning regarding possible
abuse or murder.

The Doctor’s examination is complete – “the injuries are
consistent with that of sex abuse possible victim of trafficking” the
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report reads. ‘Thought so” Officer 1 “told you not to make assump-
tions – what do I always say – assumptions are the mother of ALL
cock-up’s!”

Need to take blood samples – match girl to madam
“Do you realise you would be handing that child right back into

the care of a violent abuser” the officer tries to shock her assistant.
“We need to talk to the services now to find out what to do with
this child – She maybe an illegal immigrant – and in which case we
have to hand her over to the services to get her deported back to
Romania.”

The following day Stratford sends another email; women
suspect has assisted with police enquires with two members of a
big pedal ring – Barbara Frost and Cherry Russell plus two photofit
I_D’s. Believed to be prostitutes working in Brighton. The images
are then sent across all the local stations and surrounding constab-
ularies, to pickup and break this evil ring of paedophiles.

Merchandise chap3 – Madam’s remorse - Agatta

Bhengolov

Hating children hadn’t always afflicted Madam’s nature – it’s
only later, when she became very resentful of the bounds it created
and prevented her from having a better life. The problem occurred
when she was 19 years old and had just found herself a very nice
job working as a maid in the glamorous and expensive Palaces over
in Huedin.

The Mistress of the house appreciated (Madam AKA) Miss
Agatta Bhengolov’s care and attention to detail with the running
of the house, always smart well presented and had impeccable
manors. The mistress thought that she would be an ideal candidate
to train up to become the House keeper and replace the lazy Mrs
Alexandrescu who she imagined pocketed money and objects that
were left laying around the place.

All was going to plan and it looked like Miss Bhengolov would
take over the position of the Housekeeper by the end of the
month. But the incumbent Housekeeper became incredibly resent-
ful, as she was not prepared to become a subordinate to this
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upstart girl, and it would mean she would have to find another job
elsewhere – which incidentally is pretty difficult in these parts.

Before the end of the month, an enormous party was planned
to celebrate the Mistress’s eldest son’s 16th birthday. There where
proud people so wanted to show off their wealth and how well
educated their son was. For his celebrated gift they would make it
the centre attraction of the party and unveil the specially
customised bright red Porches 911 on the drive with spotlights,
bands, and a celebrity to announce this expensive prize.

Mrs Alexandrescu plotted and schemed a terrible deed, using
each day to drop feed an evil though into the son’s head. He’ is
very impressionable and easy to manipulate. The Day of the Rave
party arrived, hundred of wealthy young protégés arrived in
limousines, stretched Jeeps, Ferraris, Romania’s version of Holly-
wood. The ideals and dreams reflected along the rows of brightly
coloured palaces.

All the maids of the manor had especially made designer
uniforms, and briefed how to manage the smooth running of the
Ball. The party swelled with more and more celebrated and influ-
ential offspring, the Champaign became laced with more pungent
alcohol, making the young boys uncontrollable, delusional out of
control with suggested ideas of rampaging the Palace, looking for
pretty girls to chase. Now was the time for Mrs Alexandrescu to
whisper in the son’s ear – “find Agatta she will give you something
special, a night to remember, FUCK_HER – Give her something
to remember you by.” The seed now planted all she had to do was
step back out the frame and let things take its course.

Young Agatta was dragged screaming out the back by a group
of boys, they thought this was a seductive cry, luring them excit-
edly, stiffening them up at the thought of sex – gang rape – that’s
what servants are really for, their parents only hire them young in
order for them to practice how to become a good ‘fucker’. That’s
what Mrs Alexandrescu had told the son.

The next day Agatta could hardly face returning back to her
beloved Palace, how can she face the Mistress with a face full of
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bruises, or the feelings of guilt, feelings of distrust, even hatred –
betrayed by the people, only the day before she adored. Worst still
she could not tell anyone – not even her mother what had happen
– she is now living in a terrible nightmare.

It only took three months before she knew she was pregnant –
her mother an invalid confined to her bed thought how stupid her
daughter was to have an affair with the Mistress’s son “Have you
taken leave of your senses – you stupid girl” “What you going to do
with a child now – you better have an abortion quick before you
loose your precious job – WHAT a S-T-U-P-I-D girl!”

On her day’s off she tried to find a quack to get rid of this baby,
but the only one she found, had managed to ruin countless girls by
causing more damage with internal bleedings, leaving them baron
for life. If she wanted to at least have a chance of keeping her
health is to let nature take its course.

The son got to hear about the birth of this child and didn’t
want trouble to surprise him especially as he is going to become an
international entrepreneur. He and his mates needed to destroy
the evidence – get rid of the child then there wont be any backlash
with blackmail and suchlike to surprise them later. One afternoon
they met up in a quiet back water with Agatta’s address written on
a scrap of paper. Following the direction they found the small
crummy building and stormed it, firing pistols at anything that
moved – killing the bed-ridden mother and assuming they had
done the same to Agatta – leaving her for dead on top of the baby.

Agatta eventually came round, wanting to scream at the loss of
everything she knew and loved were now utterly destroyed. She
had been shot in the collarbone with the bullet passing cleanly
through, somehow she had fallen on top of her baby and ended up
just winding it –making it unconscious for a short while, but it was
still alive – ‘MY LIFE has been destroyed all because of you” she
blames the baby. After doing a patch up job of her arm she packs a
few things wraps the baby in a sling and tearfully escapes the hovel.

Somewhere near the border her aunty resides, it seems a good
place to hitch up while she gets herself back together again and
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figures out what to do with the baby. On the train an old news-
paper is left abandoned on the opposite seat, Agatta picks it up,
there’s a small article about how many women are fleeing Romania
and applying for refugee status in the UK. That gives her an idea –
I’ll get aunty to care for the baby then get them both shipped over
when I’m settled. She perks up at the thought – “I can become a
house keeper over there, I have great skills and can easily prove
how hard I can work.”

It takes a lot longer than expected to apply for refugee status,
but luckily after two intense years, she has proof and a bullet
wound to help convince the English Board that she is a genuine
candidate for becoming a refugee in Britain. So in January 2007
Agatta packs a small bag to escape to England. She agrees to leave
her now two year old toddler in the care of the aunt “it wont be for
long – just till I have a place then you both can come and live with
me – I will take care of you” Agatta promises. To prove her inten-
tions, she sends back half her paid check each month to help care
for her child. Little did she know that the Aunt had no intention
of looking after this waste-of-space, always screaming – no she is
going to spend it on things she likes – alcohol and drugs, its her
reward for looking after the child in Her House, using Her things,
eating Her food. She abandons the child to its own devises.

But like many good intensions reality is a different thing and
sometimes not making it immediately possible. Unable to get work
in a big mansion or palace, Agatta finally becomes a Prostitute’s
Maid until ending up becoming the new manager – a ‘Madam’, for
an entrepreneur who call’s himself “the Boss.” He has plans to set
up a new venture, which will require unregistered young people he
can traffick into the UK, whether its for servitude or the more
lucrative sex trade. Being Romanian, Agatta knows plenty about
this sort of thing and where to find them, her knowledge of the
different districts and which gang to build relationships with – yes
she will become a valuable asset to the Boss’s empire.

Stratford

The early start to the day is like every other. The busy station
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switches from the field of calmness of the night shift into a chaotic
mass of workers, buzzing with energy, as they each fire up their
work station’s IT and tackle their cases with refreshed minds. A
string of emails pour into the central information line. Some with
updates of investigation details, some with arrests photo IDs, or
missing persons. But with each email a unit manager has to deci-
pher whom to forward the information to. The easy ones go first
as they have been intelligently named at the top, while others
require a mini detection matching up who is working on what to
make a match. The general information ones are treated a bit like
the junk mail sent through a home’s letterbox, it bears very little
relevance to the resident who merely picks up the wasted print
and bins it.

One such email nearly found its way into the superfluous
folder, had it not have a brightly coloured border with the words
marked ‘IMPORTANT for immediate attention of the DCI in
charge…’ The unit manager, rather than load more paperwork on
the over burdened chief, instead looks at the address and connects
a different dot and forwards it on to the officers who have recently
done a raid on an East London residence.

Two Officers acknowledge the ping of the incoming email
and read:

‘To notify a! officers in charge of child sex crimes and assaults. From

Sussex Police Station.

March 7th Child aged 12yrs was brought in for questioning about

shopli#ing has also been examined due to injuries $om multiple razor or

knife wounds across arms and legs. The wounds have not long been caused

and have been treated by amateurs. The Social Worker in charge has taken

DNA swabs of the child girl, as it is felt she is a victim of a paedo crime

syndicate.

Other inte!igence $om Chiswick unit have confirmed a match with

the child ’s DNA and have two other samples one of which belongs to a

known glamour photographer Francis Xavier aged 51 and a third which is

not listed on the central database.

Could officers take DNA and blood samples $om arrests connected
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with child sex crimes in the areas of Chiswick, Brighton or East London. If

there were a match would officers get in contact With Sussex Department

256 and speak to Sandra Robertson of the Social Services crime unit.

DCI Thomas sits importantly in his office. His fingers are on
the pulse of his Stratford Unit’s operations. He knows everything
about his officers’ activities, it being essential to his role for the
smooth running of the station. His strict regime enables him to be
on top of the management and sharing of information in order to
solve crimes efficiently and quickly. Sharing to avoid overly
completive officers pulling rank on each other and thus avoids
letting cases slip through because important micro details were
withheld because of pride.

The two officers knock on the door of their Superior who
waves them forward.

“We need to show you this email”
“Ahh Yes – from Sussex is it?”
“The women who’s just been arrested – we like to know if she

was the same one that Chiswick asked us to trace and bring her in
for questioning?”

“ I believe she was” the DCI returned
“ We’d like to ask permission to take her DNA and fingerprints

and get some fabric samples etc – see if there are any matches, and
let Chiswick and Sussex know if there is anything there that
connects her to the scene.”

Just as one of the officers was about to leave he turns around
“Sir – Chiswick also asked us to pick up a known glamour photog-
rapher in Walthamstow a few days ago – Do you think he was
connected too?”

“Well do you have any records about him?”
“We do Sir – he has five previous convictions, but has been

clean for a few years – it’s strange that he has blighted his record –
as he knows the sentence will be very harsh, if he is connected.”
The Officer responds

The DCI calls Chiswick for a meeting to find out more about
the suspected crime.
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There are now many facts and details emerging and it appears
that three teams are going to need to be coordinated with good
communication channels. He hastily picking up the phone and
calls his old mate Harold “ Morning Sir, how’s Maureen and your
grandchildren?” DCI Thomas likes to start a conversation on equal
terms. “I Hear your officers have found themselves a new case for
and it looks like it could be connected to a child in Sussex’s care”
He pauses for a moment before continuing with his conversation.

“Harold I need to ask a favour - my officers need to know
about the searches in the Chiswick flat, to help throw up some
light – see what the connections could be and if you need us to
search any other properties?”

Used to Thomas’ bombardment of questions, the DCI from
Chiswick obliges, agreeing that this new case is turning out to be
quite substantial and requires them to coordinate at least three
units across the country.

The Chiswick DCI also inquires, “Did Sussex find a property
connected to the child or what links the child in Sussex’s care and
Brighton in such short space of time… could be linked?”

The Stratford detective leans back in his chair after the long
conversation then instructs his junior assistant – “get onto Sussex –
we need to combine our efforts here – its starting to look a bit
more involved this child case – could be the big ring we‘ve been
after for a while?”

The Stratford detective, DCI Thomas, thinks for a while about
the potentially three connecting witness’s each from different
parts of the country, two have linking DNA traces at the same
scene and for what reason – he looks at the photo of his daughter
in an automatic response when he starts thinking. “Child, Chil-
dren, Glamour photographer – Yes Paedo’s ….”

Two days later two officers burst into the DCI’s office,
“Gentleman what do I owe the pleasure for this outburst”
“Sir. DCI Thomas – Sir its very important” the breathless offi-

cers said in unison “You will never believe what the DNA results
turned up”
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“Whose results?”
“That women – the one that trashed the cell last week – you

must remember her?” the first office replies
“The one from Eastern Europe – the one that pretended she

couldn’t speak a word of English, but was recorded speaking to a
solicitor with a cockney accent” The second officer filled in.

“AH that one, you mean Ms Agatta Bhengolov the Romanian
refugee – is that correct?” DCI Thomas surmises.

“Yes sir – well it turns out that not only does her DNA match
Chiswick’s case in Goldhawk Road but…. Wait for it” the officers
turn and look at each other in preparation for the big clanger “She
has the same match as the girl”

“Yes – it turns out she is the mother of the girl in Brighton sir”
the second officer finishes.

“Well I never” the DCI returns “Do you know any more about
what Ms Bhengolov was doing in Chiswick?”

“Not yet Sir – Chiswick are not sure if she committed an
assault on the child or was attempting to free the girl.”

“I see” The DCI looks at his officers intently.
“And are we still holding her for questioning?”
“Yes Sir – we still have another 48 hours before we have to

release her.”
Madam was lead back into the interrogation room – the

recorder switched on; date, time and person’s present is logged and
the questions start thick and fast;

“What’s your relationship with the child” DCI Thomas
quizzes

“I am her mother “ lies Madam.
After 20 minutes of questioning – it suddenly dawns on Madam

that actually it really was her daughter and worst still she unknow-
ingly had tortured the young girl – her child and to the point of
nearly killing her, in the name of porn and making some extra
bucks. The Officers watched the colour drain away on Madam’s
face as the realization of the horror she had caused and a feeling of
guilt sweeping over her like a suffocating quilt. She had committed
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acts that she herself had endured, and it wasn’t on some lowly
street urchin, but her only daughter.

Confusion rampaged across Madam’s mind now completely
unable to answer coherently, but it allowed little slips of thoughts
to escape into the open and only the razor sharp hearing of DCI
Thomas, was it possible to pick out the little secrets, emerging
from their cocooned hiding place, just beneath Madam’s façade.

The softest whimper “but my daughter is with aunty – I have
been paying her monthly to take care of my little girl – she is little
over two when I left Romania... l – let me think how old she is
now?” The penny dropped as her heart fell through the bottom of
her stomach – “12 years old!”

Madam changes her manipulative persona, from fractious rebel
to sorrowful mother. “You have my child – My little rabbit, my girl?
– Where?” she builds the pretense of love. The DCI waits for a
few moments, recalculating the sudden difference in attitude.
Madam seizes the moment to change direction of the interview.

“Don’t you see Mr Thomas, don’t you understand?” Madam
works on her self-pity, all the time scanning the changing precon-
ceptions of the Inspector.

“What don’t I understand Ms Bhengolov?” he checks his
response

“My little girl was taken from me, I was trying to get her back,
they stole her from me.”

“Who Stole her from you?” the DCI queries
“Men, lots of men – Russians, Chinese – I don’t remember”

Madam weaves in fictitious people then continues.
“How is my little girl – is she alright – Where is she?”
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Chapter Five

CHILD UNKNOWN

Sussex had been sent the report from Chiswick and Stratford to
help with the questioning of the 12 year old girl they are holding
for questioning.

Sandra Robertson had been called in to the interview room, as
only she was in a position to interview a child under 14 without
parental or Guardians present. Just as she started to interview the
young girl she noticed a wound on her hand.

She lent over the table and took the girls arm and pushed up
the sleeve. When seeing more recovering slashes she tried asking
about these wounds and injuries. To Sandra they looked like they
were caused by a very sharp knife, when it occurred to her that
this girl might be a suicidal. Sandra needed to check the extent of
the slashes so asked girl to remove the brightly coloured t-shirt she
had stolen earlier. “Hmm, looks like at least 12 on left arm and
maybe 9 on right I can see, Ok, you can put the t-shirt back on”
said Sandra after examining the number of razor style slashes
across both her arms. When she completed her questions, Sandra
got up, switched the recorder off and left the room. A moment
later she called the custardy officer – “think we have a possible S-
Side” she hinted.



They were speaking just on the other side of the door girl
could just about hear their lowered voices, then their departing
footsteps. The cell went dead quiet, just the ticking of the old
Victorian pipes as they expanded and contracted within the wall
cavities. Stillness, time suspended just lingering in the emptiness,
silent stillness. Girl went over to the window and tried to see
through the triple glazed-window barred with mesh, she wanted to
find the sea and once again roll in the waves and the sticky sand,
but only could reflect on her first pleasurable memory.

W_H_A_M ! The door crashes open, three burley looking
police women storm into the cell, With eyes firmly fixed onto the
girl they suddenly forced her to the ground face down – with ear-
splitting terror girl screams for her life – making all the women
wince at the shear volume of noise. They ripped off her clothes
one by one – girl twisted and wreathed in shock, her sneakers
where pulled off, the beautiful t-shirt ripped as they hauled it over
her head, Yelling made no difference they had a job to do - -
trousers, socks, vest –her pants then finally even the tiny little gold
necklace Bab’s had given her was removed. There was not a stitch
left on Girl’s tiny body. Then as suddenly as they arrived the three
offices left the room – this time leaving the door open just a jar and
a small spy camera leering through the gap in the door.

Every scab, every scar, every slash and bruise was on show –
there was nothing left to hide, not a stitch of dignity left on,
nothing to protect her from the venerability of nudism. A feeling
that she had been raped, the worst encounter she has ever had –
not even the sexual advance of ‘Johnnies” could match this.

An hour or so passed before Sandra returned with a tyvek
gown, its mock manmade fabric trying to simulate warmth, protec-
tion and comfort. Girl’s shivers turn quickly into riggers from the
emotional shock of what has just happened. Now so hoarse from
screaming she could no longer talk. Sandra turned annoyed at the
officer “That was a bit harsh wouldn’t you say?” Officer turned a
cold hollow look –“that is our instruction for preventing suicides
training guidelines under Section 136 of the Mental Health Act
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1983.” Came back the ping-pong reply. “You said she was a self
harmer.” “I’ll leave you to it” – the officer returns to other matters
like sending the clothes to forensics. They need to see if the girl is
used for sex, a drug mule or involved in transporting explosives
across the borders.

Merchandise chapter 4 - Boss’s New Lock up

The new site is cleaned up, any remaining rentals have their
contracts broken – compensation paid to the existing tenants and
Boss gets to work to secure and transform the site into another
new business – A Chop Shop for farming equipment.

While reading the local papers Boss discovered that big bucks
can be made in un-registered, un-traceable parts. Machinery parts
can be sent as small packages and shipped over the borders by
small insignificant transits, packed full of desirable parts for Farm
machinery; Tractors on the verge of extinction because of the lack
of spares, are brought back to life with hot or counterfeit parts
sold at extortionate amounts of money, but are still cheaper than
buying a new tractor on the continent.

But Boss has one small thorn left to deal with – the two hoods
at the auction are plaguing him with threats. It is Hustler who has
finally got to the bottom of the problem, which in the scheme of
things can be quickly remedied.

“So Ya wanna yor li’le secret back eh? He suggests.
“Yoy Mi cuds” first hood not quite prepared for a business deal.
After casual conversations, where Hustler and Lez cornered

the intruding pair in order to make them give up their secret, did
the answer emerge. Hustler suggested that if their little secret was
returned intact, they were made to swear on their mother’s grave
to leave without incident and never bother the Boss again. Hustler
continues the negotiations “Well I have found a big surprise buried
inn’ere – you can have the bike but I need your blood word oath
that you will not bovver us with your biznis.”

All the hoods wanted was for their goods returned, which they
had stashed in this partially derelict property, away from the
prying eyes of the police and by fate was now owned by Boss. The
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root of the attacks was a buried premium Suzuki worth 55,000 on
the black market. Boss arrives to support his boys “When I’m
certain you boys will be good with me, you can have your supply
returned – any bother and I send it to the force with documents of
everything I have found in the lock-up – you comprendi?”

The Dark hooded twins were looking for a dust-up but were
taken aback when their little wheeze was over turned and practi-
cally all their merchandise is offered back to them for free. But
they just not going to quite give in so easily – as it’s a matter or
power building and assertion – bring out a bit of sweat before
agreeing – they coolly walk away. Boss draws his phone out – “only
have to take a picture if you’re not up to it?”

Once agreed, the diplomatic swap took just 20 minutes to
resolve and the ‘secret’ returned to the rouges. The two hoods
from the auction, swanker around the site in a meddling sort of
way, their ill fitting jeans drooped low revealing the branded under-
wear, puffing a roll of weed, the more authoritative dude says
“Nahs cool bro – mayya have mi stash?” He looks braisen assuming
he doen’t need to do anymore, but Lez pulls out a switchblade and
plays with it in a suggestive way.

“OK – Iz Blood oath Man” The hoods back down
“gootah bez two wah profits bizniz ya nah wanna Rh mean?”

Boss attempts their lingo –wondering if he could earn a bit of
respect from the locals.

First hood draws a long blade out his ankle holder – twists it in
the sunlight to assert his authority on the deal and draws it across
his wrist before handing over to Boss to complete the deal. Boss
imitates the action then hands it to the second hood, who turns
away – “you’re part of this deal too’ affirms Boss, with Hustler
enlarging himself to enforce the return of power of the situation.

Under Boss’s instructions one of the ex-military site guards,
quietly films the process as instructed – to prove the business
alliance and act, as security should future relations breakdown.

Chapter 5 The new venture and chop shop

After the negotiations with the two brothers and their precious
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Suzuki and 14 Kilos of Cocaine returned minus a deposit for insur-
ance purposes. The Boss sets about organising his new business –
The Chop Shop, for farming equipment parts; he flips open his
mobile thinks for a moment before making a call.

“Hi Judders, I need some lads who can get themselves over and
take on Essex for a bit – need you to set up a ring of trusted mates
to run a little enterprise – you be in charge – it will become your
thing – sound good?” Boss paints the picture of enticement “and
meet me on the A13 Dagenham – you know where I mean that
café – in an hour”

“Wansit all abou’ Boss?”
“Tell you in person son.”
The mid morning traffic has lightened, making it an easy drive

across the Blackwell Road, up along Canning towards the Old Ford
Factories. The Nissan turns off towards a small microcosm of DIY,
Supermarkets, Carpet and Furniture warehouses, over the double
roundabouts until they come across a small lay-by where a battered
white caravan with flat tyres has been converted into a chip shop,
resides. Boss loves this place “Best bacon-butties and sausages in
town – fresh as a daisy” he recommends to Hustler, who inciden-
tally hears it every time they make a visit.

Boss orders two of the best breakfasts on offer, one without
the bacon and two huge white mugs of tea. Judders pull together,
two aluminium chairs around a warped steel table that rocks
precariously on the uneven tarmac.

“Ok Judders” the Boss smiles “got a new venture in the cooking
– wan’a you Judders to be in charge – you are going to be my
manager – I trust ya, may be its going to be big someday so be
proud of it from the start – but ya gotta be mighty quiet like or
people will be onto ya, the wrong sort of people, ones that like to
mess things up OK?” Boss waits for the right response from
Judders before continuing with the plan “I pay you a good
percentage of profits – but you gotta do it well, gotta earn your
keep like then I pay ya a good regular fee –like a salary pay-packet
every week – don’ loose it on stupid stuff willya?”
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Judders rather taken aback by this sudden interest in him, likes
the idea of becoming important, no longer a goffer – “Does it
mean Lez could take over my jobs Boss?”.

Boss continues with the big plan “we going to need to get good
at this because we’re going to need to get a foot hold over in
Eastern Europe, build a good network of buyers – get what I
mean?” He pulls out a fat wallet, opens it and hands Judders a
grand. Judders holds it up to his nose “That smells sweet.”

“Call it a deposit I stick another on for ya when you return
with your team”

Judders looks quizzically at the Boss “I wann’ya to scout Essex
and Kent for soft Farms, Showrooms, Farm Garages”

“Wha’ For Boss?”
“Tractors, Combines, Farming machines –We starting a

CHOPSHOP for parts!” Boss Puffs out proudly
“FUCKING ‘ELL” exclaims Judders
”They fucking Giants - how the Fucking ‘ell are we going to

shift somfink that big?”
“Relax” Boss soothes “Get parts off the brutes – unbolt, chop

‘em off, wrench ‘em, lever 'em what ever, then pile them in the blue
transit and bring ‘em back to the lock ups, we clean them up,
remove serials ready and ship ‘em over to Romania, Ukraine
where-ever for quick sales.”

“Boss – but can’t keep using the same van – they be onto us
pretty damn quick like” Judders already becoming the masterful
manager. “Need a few all different like and with false number
plates – ya know what I mean?”

“Yes like it Judders you are already thinking like a boss should –
but now you mention it – got to learn to avoid those bloody
trackers – learn what they look like where they hide them on each
machine – or we’re fucked before we begin”

“Boss I know noffink about tractors.”
“Lad scout round Basildon get to know who’s kicking, who’s ya

friend who knows the land and who you can trust, build a rapport
with local lads – OK?”
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“donno want to move to early , need to build relationships and
build a small team – three I recon no more or you might get in
fighting and squeelers.” Boss coaches his new recruit in the art of
good business.

“Wanna get this operation moving in a couple of weeks, but for
farrrksake KEEP it QUIET, keep in the shadows, no brawling, no
boozing and NO SWEETIES, lovydovies… .OH MY DARLING I
Love yooo te! yooo everything…. Or I lovy dovy you – Get
IT - RIGHT!”

“Make it super-good and you can get your own palace over
there – fifty bedrooms, hundred servants licking your arse...” Boss
chuckles.
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Chapter Six

INVESTMENT

It takes a couple of months for the Lockup Enterprise to get itself
organised and with the first line of disreputable customers buying
online, the business takes off pretty well. Judders found himself a
couple of mates who are in the know, and between the three of
them are scouting around Essex and Hertford. Farmers have been
slow to catch on to securing their equipment, relying on brushing
smart water or invisible dry point pens to identify what belongs to
them. But with the careful use of an ultraviolet torch it is easy to
avoid markings and selectively strip off parts, which haven’t been
touched. The parts are nice and small, easy to pack into a knap-
sack and dive over a fence to their small Bedford waiting nearby.

It’s not long before the chop shop brings in a substantial
amount of returns, saved to pay the Big Gang over in Europe for
the first dozen girls. One business provides the capital for the
other – its dark invisible currency relying not on bankable notes,
which have to be ‘washed and dry-cleaned’. But this finance swap-
ping has reverted to medieval trading, the trading of goods
becomes untraceable currency, no third person, no bank or accoun-
tants who are controlled by law or the government - forcing them
to squeal on illegal accounting activities.



Boss has found two student mechanics that have recently left
Uni and keen to pay off student loans. The students themselves are
venerable and can be easily manipulated to the point where even a
pay-cheque could be late, received without a word of complaint.
Boss keeps their noses out of the main operation – keeps them
clueless, its better for everyone. Their tasks are to clean up the
parts, strip off any identifying features such as stamped numbers –
clean off smart water by dunking the parts overnight in a vat of
thick carbon-dioxide paste – vile smelling stuff. Then each part is
meticulously documented, a label tied on with string detailing:
What equipment it’s from, its year of manufacture, its name and
value. Making it look like a smart legit operation – should anyone
pay a visit.

When the final system is complete The Romanian Gang can
email a list of parts they want, these can be parceled up and posted
or a bulk order could be smartly boxed and loaded into a plain
clean transit; clean, to avoid drawing attention to itself. Boarder
patrols have their eyes on the rough, bashed and tatty vehicles,
after the series of successful raids had pin-pointed these specific
style of unassuming vans for illegal smuggling.

Any left over or superfluous parts are then sold through a
combination of a restricted websites, or to rouge and naive
mechanics in another part of the country.

Boss has the income sorted to covers the constant supply of
new girls and turns his attention to his Sex business – a fancy affair
– an up-market parlour which means better type of clientel, willing
to pay more bucks for a special night out. “Bother – I’ve spent my
pot on the bloody lockups and can’t see where to get the 100
smackers to redevelop the Boudoir”

He paces thoughtfully across the living room cum office. The
curtains half drawn across grayed net curtains, making it difficult
to see what’s going on outside. Boss grabs at a corner and tries to
whip it open to let in a little more light. The small front room with
a large squashy sofa in putty coloured leather, once his mother’s
prize showpiece, where she used to encourage visitors to enjoy its
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luxury. Now stands distorted from the variety of different weighted
guests. In the corner, a small collection of ornaments, memories
from a past life, decorate the fireplace surround with mini
pictures, candles, incense and trinkets. In the corner 3 neatly rolled
carpets, on top of which sits three compasses.

Boss is of mixed parentage, his father is from the UK, once
attracted to the exotic beauties, dressed in flowing garbs of deep
colours, decorated with elaborate embroidery. While his mother
from North of Karachi loved the freedom of a new and exciting
culture and so defiantly married a tall handsome young man who
offered a life of free will, in a free country.

Mother has tried to preserve some essence of her religion from
her past up bringing; in some peculiar way it was an important part
of family life, important for the wellbeing of her two prized boys.

She bustles into the room with a mug of coffee and a plate of
biscuits “What’s bothering you My little elephant?” Boss swings
round, annoyed at being called his baby name “Don’t frown Bossi-
joon, I’m sure My little Poodle Joshi, can help – you two really
aught to do something together – he can teach you so much, you
could be successful like him, a wealthy businessman if only you
would listen to him” Mama Esther organises the small table that
takes up most of the remaining floor space and lays out the tray
with a cup of hot black tea, ornate glass bowel of sugar and freshly
made biscuits.

This irritated Boss even more “what does she know – I AM
successful” … he comforted himself – then hissed underneath his
breath, “what does she know – Nothing! – Nothing about me,
nothing about my business” he pauses before the outburst and
thinks better of it – “Best though, I keep it that way” he returns to
his thoughts letting them continue to unfurl around a tricky prob-
lem, twisting themselves into all sorts of different conclusions, the
‘what if ’s’ needed to be resolved – but laying at the root of his frus-
tration, it’s very basic; “How to get more money? A lot,
more money.”

Although it can be annoying at times, working at home, it
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somehow offers a wonderful sense of security - the comforts of
parental adulations are addictive, and allows him to demonstrate
that HE is a worthy son who seeks their praise when a deal goes
well. It repeatedly draws Boss back home to enjoy their approvals.
His mother adores both her sons, believing that they are good
people, kind, generous and successful – maybe one more than
the other.

“Bossi-Joon, its time you thought about getting a wife, you’re
37, women love older men they take responsibility” She pauses,
recomposes herself, before she delivers the bombshell. “We have
spoken to Uncle Harrooh in Karachi Asia, he has found a cousin,
says she is a very pretty maiden called Samireem and comes from a
very wealthy, who are offering a big dowry – she’s beautiful you will
adore our choice B-joon” Mama Esther pauses for a long moment,
Boss doesn’t speak – he doesn’t want emotional attachments
hindering his every move – “Male Heirs! – he could have one
anytime he wants.”

His mother chips in after a long silence “Why don’t you
consider it?

Boss kicks at a fallen cushion. Just then the thought of a
substantial dowry filtered through his thoughts –“How much is
the dowry?”

“Oh don’t be so vulgar” retorted his mother
“No come on Mama – how much – you said just now I should

be thinking of getting married.”
“OO I forget, ask your father”
“I know you know – common give it to me” Like the impetu-

lant child, Boss once was to get his own way,
“Its disgusting” she pauses for effect – “550,000”
“Stirling?” – “Yes Stirling, hasn’t your father done a good job

negotiating, I will make a good man out of him yet.” She says
sarcastically.

Boss turns to the mirror smoothes down his hair, then turns his
face from side to side, just to check that he still looked young and
expensive.
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“550,000 – can you get more?”
“Little elephant, we aren’t that highly ranked, 850 is for title

holders – we can’t look greedy, word gets around, gives us a bad
reputation, the family may love their daughter.”

Mama Esther waits a little “Darling there are strings attached”
“Oh fuck there’s always something to ruin a good marriage”

Boss turns and walks sulkily into the next room, muttering “Why
me, why must I always...”

Mama now excited that at last she has said something to
interest her eldest, she tries to pursue this important fact of life,
rosy up the benefits of having a good wife, “a pretty wife is presti-
gious – look at your brother”, Boss roles his eyes “Why does he
have to follow in the footsteps of that fucker?”

The conversation stalls, as is usual with his mother – Boss
changes his plans “I’m going out for a bit of thinking – got some
urgent matters to attend to.” He slams the door partly because the
wind catches it and partly for effect. The outdoors offers him
personal space to chew over a few thoughts.

“Need money – Boudoir Hotel – Chopshop
Need 300 big ones – maybe more if I need to get another

property
Get it from Brother? – Strings attached
Get it from dowry? – More Strings attached
Brother – will want half the business, may interfere with the

running – he probably try and take over knowing him and I’m left
with nothing… Again.

Wife – could get in the way – is that all?”
“Wife?” Boss stops – has his mum inadvertently just solved his

problem?
“Wife – she could become the daughter, mum has always

dreamed of – they can talk babies – that’s only one fuck, job done,
get out on business – say its all for her and the baby, I don’t have to
be around. I could keep fucking when I’m abroad, whose
to know?”

The more he thought about having a wife, the better the idea,
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“It will make me look respectable - I don’t have to LOVE her, its
arranged its only for male heirs, maintaining the next generation of
Latif-Harrisons. “I’ll sleep on it for a bit.”

Jealous Sibling rivalry
Boss’s brother Joshi is the complete antithesis, paler skinned,

slender and elegantly dressed with his favoured pale, Armani signa-
ture look. In his youth he won an early scholarship to Leeds
University to study Merchant Banking then straight into Credit
Suisse on an 18-month apprentice followed with an offer for full
time employment. Joshi loves being the centre of attention, hero-
boy of the 33rd floor, reeking with the aftershave of success.

From his birth Joshi became his mother’s favourit, with his
baby cheeky eyes twinkling, which melted his mother’s heart, “My
darling boy, my darling little poodle, you will be the family’s
success, you will be the proud bearers of the Latif-Harrison
surname and your grand children’s children will be cut from the
same cloth – My cloth, my blood” mother would swoon.

But to Boss it was the thorn in his side, no longer the favourit,
he became the guardian of his younger brother – his minder
against bullies particularly after at school. All this supervision
made him become the butt of Joshi’s misdemeanours, taking the
blame, teacher’s whipping boy and sent into detention on behalf of
his younger brother –“He should have known better.”

Joshi conversant to his brother’s wheezes, suspects the wedding
is some sort of scam probably to get money – “How much was that
dowry?” he pieces together the jigsaw of clues –“this time he didn’t
come and rub me up for a ton – what’s he up to? Can’t let him get
away with this, I can unravel all his secrets.” Joshi smartly digs into
his pocket and pulls out his Galaxy, scrolls through the address
book.

In his next lunch break he calls his local skivvy, a Private detec-
tive Called Henson. “Need you to do a little job, first give a guy
called Lez a modest sweetener see if he squeals; think you will find
him somewhere on Leyton South Road – dig him up would you, I
need to know what the Boss is up to what’s he about to spend a lot
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of money on- he’s up to something quite big. Henson used to
digging dirt between siblings, acknowledges the order “Wonger in
my account? – then I get you the knowledge.” He is used to rapid
assignments that have all the urgency at the beginning, but once
the knowledge is delivered, somehow fee’s are immaterial, unneces-
sary and superfluous to requirements. Money up front is his policy
from bitter experience and so he has trained all his clients to his
protocols.

It wasn’t long before Lez is tracked down at the local snooker
club. Popping bets with his mates to help restore his weekly wage.
Henson sides up and lays a fat wodge on the green baize, gift from
Mr Latif-Harrison – junior. Lez moves away to another table, gets
a mate to block Henson’s from following him. He’s no grass –
grass’s eventually get beaten up by both sides, sooner or later. Lez
whispers to his pal – “snake in the room – need a decoy” – Mate
plays drunk and waddles over to Henson, falls onto him and in an
instant slips his hand inside the detective’s jacket, snatches his
wallet before falling over “SKOOOZMI Mate “ he disguises his act
and slides the wallet under the tables in Lez’s direction. As the
mate made a bit of a scene Lez ducts down, grabs the skimming
wallet then hops round the side and out into the street, just as a
bus pulls up at the stop, giving Lez a quick escape out the area.

Once on the bus he calls Boss – “Hey I have just been jumped
by….” He opens the wallet – “Fuck me its a Private EYE called
Henson? Watcha wan-me to do Boss?”

“Good Boy – give you a bonus for that – let me do some
digging and I get back to you.” Boss trusts Lez – he’s been a good
boy, tries his hardest but not bright.

“‘Henson, H-e-n-s-o-n,” Boss puzzles “have I heard that name
before? I am sure I have seen it around” he gets onto the Internet
and trawls – then on the fifth page Private Eye Investigators
Plaistow – “O_O_Oh” Boss twigs – he never asked his brother for
money first - he suspects something what a weasel!

He calls Lez “HEY - I get you out of 46 mate got a nice corner
over by the river on the way to Woolwich – gos’sakes don’t go
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anywhere near 46 – Henson knows where you hang out and will
put out all sorts of tails to surprise us – you are just going to have
to dump your stuff, I give you a grand to restock what ever you lost
– OK?” “Boss” Lez moans “I have my beautiful Hi-FI a grand ain’t
going to cover it” Boss then comforts Lez“ Ok send me the bill get
yourself another.”

After hours of scouring the streets of Leyton, Henson finally
phones Joshi “Got the wodge in front of Lez but he’s scarpered –
been hours scraping every road in the area – sorry mate no charge.”
Henson hangs up leaving Joshi to rethink his strategy. “What a
time waster” Joshi irritated by both Lez and Henson.

Boss thankfully armed with more information than his brother,
puts it to good use, while playing ignorant of the act. His red
herring is to pretend he wants to buy a nice family home, some-
thing special he has had his eye on for weeks – time he got out of
his crummy flat he has to impress the bride and her family’s
investment.

The reality is, although there’s a similarity in that he really is
going to buy a large house. But rather than it become a family
home it is in fact going to be turned into a nice little hotel. A
secret hotel for secretive clients, client who pay top whack to re-
enact their secret fantasies. But no doubt Joshi is going to be
swooning around the new property, poking his nose into every-
thing, probably even having a poke at his new bride.

This is going to be a little tricky unless I can build a house with
two fronts. He remembers the way the garage some how is built
underneath a railway arch in the centre of a square block – yet it
completely disguises that fact that the two roads don’t immedi-
ately connect. – That’s the house he is going to find then pack it
out with mega amounts of soundproofing. He knick names his
plan the Pinchbeck House – no one knows what and when things
are being delivered. – his little private joke.

Chapter 7A Asian Wedding

As every mum knows when an offspring has finally agreed that
it is now the time to settle down and get married is a goal accom-
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plished. Mama Esther full of the joys of spring bustles around the
house organizing with excitement her plans for a trip with husband
Alli Latif-Harrison and Boss, halfway across the world back to her
native country to visit Uncle Harrooh.

The aim of this extravagant trip is to introduce herself and
husband to the prospective bride’s family and artfully impress
them with how successful and kind hearted their son Boss is, and
how he has made something of his life they are proud of.

Uncle Harrooh’s recommendation of Samireem Gee, “This will
make a good family alliance, Mama Esther, very important that
you stress this point to Boss, her linage is impeccable, daughter of
a wealthy landowner that would help your cousin’s improve theirs.”
He puts assumed pressure on his sister to make a good job of
selling her son and singing his praises and avoiding his shortfalls to
put him in the best possible light. Some how the dream of a simple
and loving marriage has far more strings attached, making Mama
Esther’s job harder and less romantic.

“There is no wasting time” urges Uncle, who insists they drive
over to the Gee’s as soon as they arrive in Karachi. “The girl ‘s a
gold mine – you must get in front of Mr and Mrs Gee before that
girl find’s any lovers.”

Uncle picks them up from the early flight and drives the four
hours across the mountains and down a long private road. At the
bottom of the green luscious drive, a Palace sits adorned with
imported palms, white fountains, and carved lattice screens
defining the raised balcony. Three immaculately dressed servants,
whom relieve the travelers of their dusty jackets before leading the
foursome into the reception room, to be formally greeted. Mama
Esther points to the small decorated sofa by the window and whis-
pers in Boss’s ear that he MUST sit over there, but before he can
grumble, puts her hand on his shoulder “its tradition…don’t say a
word… remember what I told you … shy boy to impress the
in-laws – OK?”

Mr and Mrs Gee walk haughtily into the room and welcome
their guests, but completely ignore Boss. Formalities and whisper-
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ings then Mr. Gee abruptly turns to look intently at the large
frame person standing by the window, whose tightly buttoned suit
has squeezed in Boss’s over-zealous figure. Mrs Gee first looked at
Mr Gee for approval and when satisfied she signaled for the tea to
be served. Boss puzzled why his mother looked extra pleased at
this banal summons.

The reception room door tentatively opened, at first Boss
thought it was an apprentice maid on her first day’s training,
ignoring the young girl he looked out the window. Mr Gee
laughed, and nearly commenting “that Boss is playing hard to get”
but decided to watch the scene pan out. After the parents were
served the young girl made her way over to Boss, this time with a
seductive swing in her hips trying to attract his attention.

Boss in the meantime quite unaware that this is his bride, took
little interest until the girl whispered “I’m Samireem are you
Bossender?”

Boss blushed; this wasn’t a good way to make an impression
“What…? You Sami…?

“S-h-h” she whispered quickly “we are not supposed to talk to
each other.” Boss now transfixed by this exquisite beauty whom
had just served him tea.

Mr Gee smiled to himself pleased that Boss showed the right
amount of enthusiasm and convinced himself that the potential
groom was not gay. Then returned to the conversation, as
etiquette required, Mr and Mrs Gee would sleep on the matter
of marriage and then if they could return at 4.30pm the
following Thursday, they would give Mr Latif-Harrison their
answer.

The moment they were all parceled up in the car Mama Esther
chuckled with her brother both delighted how the first meeting
went, praising her son at his inspired nonchalance “Stroke of
genius – playing hard to get like that – who told you that trick?”

Boss embarrassed that he couldn’t exactly say and tried to
cover up his boredom of the snobbish proceedings. He stopped
himself blurting out that he thought she was just the student maid
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bringing tea, when his mother realised his mistake and glowered
over her shoulder at him.

The Uncle suspecting Boss’s lack of wedding etiquette educa-
tion and disregarding its formalities, suggested “Esther, it will be
to both our advantages to spend a few hours explaining to
Bossender the whys and wherefores of this tradition – can’t have
him letting the side down – I don’t think he understood that was
the bride serving tea this afternoon”

“Oh don’t be ridiculous” Esther retorted
“No it will be for the best” Uncle asserted “tradition is possibly

more relaxed in Great Britain, and we have a lot at stake”
“What’s at stake? It’s just between us and my son”
“No it’s the uniting of two great families – which will bring

good employment to all our cousins” asserted Uncle Harrooh “
Traditions and family ties are increasingly more important these
days - The formalities of which you seem to have forgotten.”

The next 12 hours Uncle Harrooh took it upon himself to
spend time explaining the way a groom must behave, his manors
and gifts he needs to directly offer the bride and her family, to
recite the blessings and the offerings. As the allotted tie for the
second tea ceremony arrived Harrooh became increasingly anxious

“Esther – you must tell me his education – can Boss add up?
Esther puzzled by the sudden random question retaliated
“Of Course he can”
“Now you must take me seriously Esther – what education has

Boss had? Has he applied himself at school – never missed a day
done all his homework? - Now be truthful with me Esther” he
looks over his shoulder at his student whose plump body sits lazily
slumped on the kitchen chair.

Esther irritated by this sudden condescending comments about
how she has raised her boys, huffed into the kitchen.

Uncle Harrooh calls out –“only last year a wedding was called
off at the last minute because the bride found out the groom was
hopeless at math’s!” She could hear the panic in his words, which
now sowed a seed of doubt in her, making her question her Boss’s
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intellect. She turned back bustled around Boss straightening him
up in his chair, making him take a bit more responsibility over his
appearance.

“You’ve been a good boy – haven’t you?” she seeks clarification
from Boss “You’ve done your homework, show Uncle Harrooh you
are good at math’s.”

Somehow parents have a knack of turning thirty something,
back into children. Boss rolls his eyes and gets up – having had
enough of this character assassination.

“Now look what you’ve done Harrooh – You should be
ashamed of yourself for suggesting such a thing from my Bossi-
Jaan – you’ve upset him – just when you are counting on him
winning Mr and Mrs Gee’s prize possession.”

Uncle Harrooh annoyed with his sister and her oaf of a son, has
had enough too and walks out to prepare the basket of gifts.

He turns his attention to Mr Latif-Harrison senior –“have you
brought the merchandise I have suggested, the sweets from
London’s Queensbury bakery – they are the only people to make
the best I know outside Pakistan, Please say you have them – three
Kilos?”

Thankfully Mr Latif-Harrision had obeyed the command and
has wrestled through the North London traffic to find the little
shop on the Parade, spoken to the master chef about this special
order to impress the wealthy landowner in Karachi. The prized
sweetmeats had been immaculately packed in fine greaseproof
tissue then parceled in gold embossed wrapping paper and placed
in a whicker basket. Unfortunately customs at the airport insisted
in scanning the package and had taken off the pristine creases and
snapped the handle slightly. When the father brought it out of the
plastic bag to show Uncle Harrooh – That was it –he exploded

“What are you guys playing at – What do you call this?” he
picked at the untidy gold wrapping in disgust “just look at this - its
supposed to represent your wealth, your commitment to this
marriage” His rage now exploded, he cuffed the top of Boss’s head
before he drew breath “none of you are taking this seriously – I
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have had to do everything for all of you – including finding the
most favourable and wealthy family in the district – and just take a
look at you all – useless bunch of expats – I don’t know why I said
I would help you – I have better more worthy cousins than you.”

He snatched the parcel threw it into the hands of his wide and
said – “sort this out – Ashi’s shop will repackage it – Quick woman
we only have a couple of hours before we need to return to
the Gee’s.”

The Latif- Harrisons where left in the room wondering what
on earth was all the fuss about – The Gee’s should be falling over
themselves for ‘Their Boy.”

At half past three the taxi drew up to collect the four smartly
dressed passengers and deliver them along with the now repaired
bridal gifts to impress the Gees.

When they arrived they were lead as before into the reception
room, this time the Bride’s parents were waiting. Each bow and
exchange the respectful acknowledgments Then Mr Latif-
Harrison put his hand on his heart and made the official ‘Zabaan’
proposal to the bride’s parents; “It is with our greatest honour we
would like to ask permission on behalf of our son Bossender Latif-
Harrison for the hand in marriage with your beloved and beautiful
daughter Samireem Gee.”

Mrs Latif-Harrison momentarily waited then handed the
golden parcel to the Bride. The young girl unsure about accepting
the gift looked to her mother for a signal of approval to seal the
promise of marriage, then looked over towards the large rather
clumsy figure of a man that was about to become her husband. If
she could have her way she would run out of the room and into the
arms of her slim hansom lover and not be a bargaining chip for
inter-family relationships and bridge-building.

Inside young Samireem wanted to scream at this ugly oaf –
scream that he would never love her like Muhmuud does – scream
that she would run away – scream at her father for even allowing
this useless family into the country – it was so cruel just because
her father had said she was past it, too old to marry the local
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celebrity, too old at 21 years. But her polite obedience prevented
her to feel such rejection.

Mr Gee feared he would become the laughing stock amongst
his piers and in punishment had betroved his eldest daughter to a
family in another country. This for him would provide two impor-
tant opportunities – a foothold for increasing business in another
country and eliminate spiteful gossip of his daughter playing
around with local boys.

He smiled with the satisfaction that a distant family, not too
competitive and probably naïve would suit his objection in life.

The proposal accomplished, Esther’s non-stop chatter and
badgering and bickering with her brother

“told you it would be alright – all that fuss the other day – my
sons are good boys they work hard and are very intelligent”

“Yes but if I hadn’t intervened and smartened up that oaf you
call son – we wouldn’t have a marriage, a union between the Latifs
and the Gees” Uncle retaliated “Do you know how much land they
own?” his temper rising “285,000 hectors – They are one of the
richest landowners in 200 miles – and you don’t seem to under-
stand the importance of this marriage.”

Mrs Latif-Harrison rubbed her brother’s shoulders soothingly
“Its alright we have done it, they are going to get married – are you
going to help now – as you need this more that Bossi-Jaan.

Mama Esther now thrilled to finally have both sons married
to very worthy and pretty girls. Her maternal instinct kicked-in
with the desire to have a house full to the brim with grandchil-
dren, particularly little boys, to amuse, educate and entertain
while the bride and groom busied themselves with more impor-
tant things.

The dowry was negotiated and agreed by Mr Latif-Harrison
senior, after three delicate international phone conversations with
Mr Gee.

Although Mr Latif-Harrison realises Boss is going to need a
particularly large family home not much considered has been given
towards the considerable number of new family members who will
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be requiring a home too. A condition attached to the agreement of
their marriage.

Boss is not allowed anywhere near the negotiations, even
though he felt he would be far better at business negotiator. He
just has to grin and bear all the mistakes his father makes.

“Think of the money 253Gs with a possibility of going back for
more if they see him being successful.” Boss scratches his prickly
chin and smoothes down the curls at the back of his neck and
smiles in the mirror looking for bits of food in between his teeth.

The young bride has been baptised Samireem, just 21 years old
– the beginning of womanhood at its most glorious. Mama has
eagerly spoken on the phone to the prospected in-laws and thrilled
at the thought and promise that this bride will produce beautiful
grandsons, heirs to continue the family name of Latif-Harrisons.
The surname has a little twist to it, when Mama Esther married
her father requires for his daughter to keep the family name then
hyphenate it with her new husband’s Harrison, to mix a little of
her family name Latif, so she made him change his old surname
“For the good of our families and our cultures” Mama told him,
into a new combined surname by Deed pole, with her family name
making a new name up market surname to be very proud of; Latif-
Harrison.

A month later Mr and Mrs Gee flew over to Britain to join the
Latif-Harrisons in planning the elaborate engagement and wedding
ceremony, “Bollywood Glam” Mrs Gee insisted, for at least a thou-
sand guests.

Esther winced at the differences in their living standards
unable to comprehend even the catering costs for such a large
volume of people, who all needed to be invited, insisted Mrs Gee.
Then when the Bride threw screaming “I want it in Mayfair, its
imperative – people will think we can’t afford it and start talking –
I want my wedding at Park Lane Hotel – Mayfair – otherwise I will
commit suicide.”

The screams and threats was too much for Esther “Oh my
what have I let myself in for – nobody said I would have an
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untrainable little minx” – any more of these tantrums she too
would commit suicide, if this demanding princess carries on much
longer run rings round everyone to get her own way.

Chapter 7B; Hunt for North London House

Wedding plans, bickering, screaming tantrums, turned Boss’s
house upside down, to escape somewhere away from the noise and
find a little normality he calls Judders “Got get away from all this
racket – lets find some peace and quiet go look for houses – get
back with the master plan Eh Judders?” Boss relieved to hear
his voice.

Judders calls round in the old Vauxhall with the suggested
request “Got somefink urgent the Boss needs to look at” he says to
whoever opens the front door.

This provides Boss with the excuse to get out of everyone’s
hair and the alibi to be away for a long time. But instead Boss and
Judders plan to search for a property in North London to help get
a second and main business back on track.

His new idea was to make one property provide the disguise
for another slightly illegal operation – a small ‘boutique’ hotel for
gentlemen. This was going to become a fine place for his merchan-
dise – the dream – his highly profitable secret dream that would
prove he is better at business than his brother.

“Judders” Boss asks “what do you think about a back to back
property which has two fronts – it might give us a secret get-away
through the basement”

“Whatcha on about Boss?” Judders turns to look at Boss as he
chauffeurs him along the North Circular “You planning for the
girls or sumfink?”

“Yeah that’s right boy, Residential family home could provide
the perfect cover-up for sex shop – got to fink of a way to dump
stock should the fuzz lock-on us” Boss now comfortable as he is
back in charge – in his zone with his mates.

“I’ve been thinking,” he continues “if I get a residential one
side and the hotel at the back but connect them sumhow – house
mustn’t know only staff in hotel – it sort of gives us an escape route
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– you know what ah mean – like?” Boss engrossed in the new
project “Yeah – its kind of like it has a disguise, the residential I
mean – looks all family and family arguments but really it’s a sex
machine.”

Boss confides his ambitious plan with his most favoured
member of staff.

Just like they looked for the lock-ups Boss and Judders patrol a
network of streets from Edgware to Kenton and out towards
Hendon. Their aim is to find two properties for sale back to back
away from Leyton, as this is where he can get larger properties and
not have suspicious neighbours ringing his mother all hours of
the night.

After driving around endless straight rows of 1930’s Semi’s most
of which weren’t ‘For Sale’ in the back of Kingsbury North London
a suburban art deco Utopia for city workers, with spacious cres-
cents, cul de sacs, and tree lined avenues.

The district was a long way from Leyton where he knew the
street structure and its business boys – would it matter? This area
was well connected to a large Asian community, which would suit
his bride and Mr and Mrs Gee’s grandparents.

“What about up there” Judders points to a small Cul de sac, a
‘For Sale’ board just caught his attention in the corner of his eye.
Boss nods in the middle of a yawn. Judders try hard to be enthusi-
astic through his tiredness. Five houses all twisted to fit in a circle
in mock black and white Tudor each with a small front garden,
some neatly planted, some front tarmac’ed to oblivion. On one
side of each house whose roof slide down to the ground level gave
it a lop-sided look

“Boss there are two houses together here – didn’t Mr L-H
senior say you are going to have to house the bride’s
grandparents?”

“Oh Good gawd” Boss jumps out of his dose – “what am I?
Fucking Saint Matilda?”

“Sorry Boss – I just thought…”
“Its Ok Judders – I forgot – common lets take a closer look”
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They get out the car and wonder up and down the small street
– “Not bad Judders suggests, “it’s a lot bigger than Leyton and you
get a front garden.”

“Ok – I’ve seen enough – let’s look round the back” Boss opens
the car door and climbs into its soporific warmth. Judders follows,
leans over to the back seat grabs the A to Z book, flips over a
bunch of pages and spends a few minutes scanning its maps.
“Think we need to dodge the one way systems this way” he hands
the book over to Boss.

The long straight avenue behind was not as relatively smart,
packed with cars each jostling for parking space – “Are these
wankers parking to catch the tube or do they genuinely belong to
the residents” Boss asks a rhetorical question

“Dunno Boss”
“OK Judders lets first comb through – see which house backs

onto the kel – doo – what ya-call it - houzes?
One smaller house extremely tired, half hidden by giant fir

trees criss-crossing the front garden, hide a single bay window with
dirty grey unwashed net curtains. No ‘For Sale’ signs but somehow
Boss thinks he can make an offer – “You never know unless you
try” he mutters as he attempts to smarten himself up.

He weaves his way to the front door – knocks hard and waits.
A few creaks could be faintly heard and a shadow passes the top of
the stairs. Boss call through the letterbox “Excuse me for intruding
but wondered if you might want to sell your house?” Wasting no
time, Boss thought he wouldn’t beat about the bush.

The shadow re appears then works its way down the stairs, the
front door curtain is pulled aside and a wizen face leers at Boss.
“Whah” boss jumps back then hears the latches and locks unravel
themselves before the door cracks open a jar. “Whatch yah want?”
Boss tries to put on his most friendly voice. “Eh – yah – Hello I’m
Bossender Latif- Harrison, I just wondered whether you might
consider selling your house?”

“Might do – who’s asking – not selling to any fucking developer
– they fucking ripe your trousers off if they had a chance.”
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“No – No, Boss tries to look the sweet groom “I’m getting
married and want to live in this area – where my bride was born.”

The old man looks him up and down trying to work out if the
young man before him is lying

“Where’s your bride then - How do I know you are getting
married” The old man has a strange way of asking for assurances.

“Well she is back home with my mom organising the
ceremony”

“Hmm” the old man digests the answer before “I want market
value you know –full price - in cash – got many others wanting this
bloody wreck of a place.”

Boss tactfully enquires what the asking price might be
“Don’t rush me, don’t rush me – you have only just met me –

take me for a fucking fool why don’t yah.”
Boss taken aback by the rush of answers and tries to sooth the

temperature of the old man’s conversation.
“Could we come back tomorrow – would that give you time to

make enquiries?”
“£155 Thou” the old man blurted out – he doesn’t want agents

muscling in on his pension money “£155 Thousand not a penny less
– you got no agent fees”

“O-Kay” ponders Boss “Do you have documents for the house?
- We will need to all sign – make it legal – like” Boss slowly works
his way round an unexpected deal.

“Yeah – Yeah – can have all that fucking stuff – How do I know
you wont palm me off with dodgy notes – I can’t retire on dodgy
notes you know”

“Where do you want to retire to?”
“Want to finish my life on the Princess”
“The Princess?”
“Yeah the greatest ship ever built – they got apartments,

servants, M-E-A-L-S
He savours the delight of having his first proper cooked meal in

fifteen years, since his wife died.
“Yeah – you can pay it straight into their account and make
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sure they guarantee me for life - You do all that you can have me
fucking wreck.”

“OK I will see what I can do” Boss says slowly “how do I get in
touch with you – I can’t see a phone anywhere around here” Boss
looks around the hoarder’s house.

“You just come back to see me, Only Me Got – it- no fucking
neighbour they meddling bastards always on at me to sell me home
to em fuckers – we can strike a deal – I like you - first straight guy I
have seen in years.”

“Well Thank you Sir – that’s very kind” – “Err I didn’t catch
your name”

“Mr Cecil Bartram Lancaster” – “I was a sergeant in the Navy
you know in 1942 – Got a medal for my bravery... “ The old man
about to continue with a long story which Boss just caught it in
time “what’s the number of your house I can’t seem to find it” Boss
thinks about checking the land registry before parting with a
substantial amount of money.

“Thank you Mr Lancaster – its been a pleasure, I will drop by
next week – is Tuesday OK for you?”

“Good – Good – yes see you then don’t forget now, the number
is 182.”

The next morning Boss knocks on Mr Gee’s door “I would like
to show you couple of properties I saw yesterday - think they
could be big enough for two maybe THREE families.” He under-
lines the need for space.

Mean while Boss resumes his secret – the old house on the
other side, he call Lez “can you make some enquiries about 182
Lime Avenue Belmont near Harrow see who the owner is of the
property and ask the land registry what the procedure is to
purchase without agents”

Boss decides to camp in his car, for a night – wants to incon-
spicuously watch the activity and movement of people who live in
Lime Avenue. At the bottom of the avenue a local high street with
a few stops struggling to make a pound or two. He strolls into a
small café on the end of the parade, orders a black tea at the
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counter then pulling up a steel chair seats himself by the large
window. Sun streams in making it hot, but he can sit there for a
while and contemplate about 182.

A pensioner serves him the tea –“Anyfing else you want love?”
Boss blankly looks up hardly conscious of the moment and shakes
his head, deep in thought.

“ Err – Oi - Miss – Excuse me - do you know the old boy who
lives on Lime Avenue?”

The pensioner turns back to give her answer “ Grumpy sod,
always complains about the price of Tea – I mean would you have
it – its only a quid – wouldn’t get a biscuit for that in centre of
town” she pauses “Poor bloke never been quite the same since his
wife died” she shakes her head in pity.

“We will be closing in five minutes love,” the pensioner warns.
Behind the counter a tall eastern European is cleaning up the

kitchen for the day, Boss notices his response when he mentioned
182. “Perhaps best I check him out – could be hiding something
important” Boss thinks of how to approach him.

In an out of thought, Boss looks in the direction of the cook;
his face seems a bit familiar. He finishes up his tea gets up and
walks out the door – he pauses for a few moments just out of sight,
peering through the estate agent’s window disguising the fact he’s
waiting for the cook to finish.

Cook leaves and walks across the road to the bus stop, Boss
follows him then when it looks natural opens a conversation while
appearing to wait for a bus.

“Here mate – do you live in these parts? The cook looks quizzi-
cally up; Boss tries again “See you know about 182.” The European
looks away “What do you know about it” Boss persists – he knows
when people try to lie, try to cover up knowledge. “Your mates
contractors for a developer or somefink”

“Well if you need some extra I need to find some lads for work
like” The cook twitches an eyebrow, he doesn’t need more work he
has quite a nice life just enough to pay the rent pay for a few girls
on a Saturday night. Its no use, Boss turns away to cross back over
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the road, just as the bus pulls up the cook speaks “burklee’s are
buying up the block kicking out residents” then disappears on his
journey home.

Lez phones in with the latest – “Yes Boss Burklee’s did want to
buy up the road but mysterious pulled out a month ago. Looks
like geology reports suggest the site is contaminated – the origi-
nally developers back in the 30’s were under pressure to build and
didn’t realise or care it was built on an old 19 century munitions
factory, needs millions to decontaminate – that’s why they
pulled out.”

“Did you find anything on the old sea-dog?
“Yes Boss – he was born at 182 in December 1926, looks like it’s

his parents house.”
“Did Burklees submit the Geology report to the council?” Boss

thinks hard about the consequences “may seen that Mr Lancaster
has heard about the pull out – that’s why he’s in a hurry to sell, I
need to act quickly before he finds out” he says to himself.

“Can’t see any indication – not sure the current residents know
about the pull out – they could be sitting on a ticking time bomb
the idiots” Lez surmises

“Thanks Lez catch ya later.”
Chapter 8 Launching the sex hotel

As part of the couple’s nuptials the Bride’s father wanted to
know how Boss intends to look after his new wife in the way she is
accustomed. It took along time for Boss to figure out what to do,
but finally after being pressed by his own parents, he prepared a
legitimate business plan, which included the second property.

“My Son in law, My, You are such a very clever young man, you
will make a good Husband and a good businessman – you are
honorable and have great visions.

I like the properties you showed me the other day. We will give
you the additional money to buy the second property, it will
provide plenty of space for business, family and the Grandparents”
- he paused thoughtfully “and a garden they can grow vegetables –
Very Good, Very Good” Papa Latif turns to look at Boss’s Mother
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in surprise “ You have a very good son, you must be so proud?”
Baba Gee continues

This made Boss feel so big – suddenly this wedding business
had made him the centre of everyone’s attention, taken the lime-
light from his brother – “Finally I am rewarded.”

He carefully rolled out the plans for the two properties, how
the back of one property, would be extended to make three apart-
ments on the top floor, the ground floor would have ‘Overnighters’
or Air BNB to ‘safe guard between lets’ and cover-up the constant
change of people. But what was on the plans was not fully in Boss’s
mind – he had purposely avoided the digging out of an under-
ground hotel; His little secret – He can now easily disguise its
construction saying the property needs to be underpinned and its
foundations secured for the extension. He would employ two
different contractors to do the work, which will help disguise the
two reasons for the build – and prevent the secret getting out.

Brother Joshi no longer the centre of attention became
bitchier with sly comments about his brothers size, or how small
his brain was. The green eyes of jealousy filtered its way into the
heart of Joshi, He knows his brother better than anyone, and he
isn’t that clever. He mutters under his breath “ I’m going to find
you out BROVVER – I’m going to get you and expose you for the
pathetic little crook that you are.”

After months of haggling and solicitor letters burning holes in
letterboxes, finally two traditional 1930’s properties where bought.
A family home beside a relative’s pad. But the secret purchase of
182 Lime Avenue, which backs onto one of the family homes.

Boss’s plan in purchasing these properties which subtly sit one
behind the other which can be joined and mysteriously expanded,
but each accessed by a completely different road. The magic
formula for these two properties is that one property is at the
centre of a cul du sac while to opposite aligns itself backing its
garden from an avenue. The illusion is to have normal family life
on show that can provide the cover to disguise an up market Hotel
du Sex with an escape route into another road.
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Relieved the deals are completed, Boss meets up with the first
team of contractors and scribbles on a back of an envelope the
plan for a dug out basement – he needs to dig underneath both
gardens to make a huge underground hotel – hidden in a leafy
suburb shrouded in ordinary residents doing ordinary everyday
things – a perfect mask to disguise a sex hotel.

The second 30’s house for passing relatives and residential
grandparents, would maintain an illusion of happily wedded couple
with large sprawling family, going about normal business – the
grandparents could maintain the garden.

Boss undecided whether the avenue house could put rentals on
the top floor where as the ground floor provides a discretionary
reception with the hotel actually is underground using the huge
footplate of the two properties. The secret interlinking tunnel that
only the boss uses as part of a future escape plan.

The business can finally begin a carefully planned circle of busi-
ness one feeding into the other, each item of merchandise to
purchase another more valuable item of merchandise, spiraling
itself to higher and higher dreams, higher and higher returns, to
becoming the dream Millionaire – the pride of two families.

Madam Returns.
It had been round six traumatic weeks, since she last made

contact with Boss. Thankfully his mind has been on other things
and he had lost track of time. Madam had, by extraordinary turn
of events been reunited with the Girl. “The mother, who tried to
save her daughter from a brutal sex ring” says the Social Workers
report. However she had to be on best behavior as was she still a
suspect for illegally bringing the child into the UK, and she is
therefore under police surveillance.

She calls Boss “What’s your next plan? Do you have a residen-
tial apartment booked can get to work in?” Boss says he’s got
bigger ideas and just working some deals with partners. “How’s the
Girl looking, hear there’s something about a video?”

Madam swallows hard, she feels awkward about a bad decision
that has lead to a series of events, she would rather forget. She
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plays dumb, she knows Boss isn’t that bright so she will call his
bluff “ Err what video might that be?” Boss is distracted – another
important call coming in from abroad, “See you at the wharf,
Canning at 2pm” Need to discuss things, he shuts the phone. Boss
has been informed by Lez that there is a cruel side to Madam – she
may have been picked up by Stratford, “She’s too close, get rid of
the women” Lez sows the seed of doubt, “she will lead the police
to straight to you – better to get rid of the women before you start
you new hotel.”

Lez drops the Boss over by the Wharf; small sidings, which
over looks the river, a refurbished American caravan, sits, stranded
like a silver bullet, inside are red plastic bunkers. Madam stumbles
in tightly clutching the child, like it might escape at any opportu-
nity. She spots the Boss sitting with his back to the door at the far
end. She is all smiles and sweetness as she pushed the child in first
onto the bunker. Boss studies the Girl – “What’s happened to my
girl, why are all those ugly marks over her arms, - are they on her
body as well?” Boss is not pleased. Lez could be right about this.
“Oh- I _ Err had to rescue her that Roman road gang found us –
didn’t you know?” Err yes I found her in the warehouse behind the
canal - we had to make a run for it – yes brambles and things, but
we here now- where do we start?

Madam is keen to move off the subject and get back into work;
it’s been a long time without pay. “Which rental do you want to
use?” Boss was having none of it – he reaches over the table grabs
the girl’s arm and pushes up her sleeve – “Damaged merchandise”
he says angrily “That’s no use to me – never get a buck for that,
clients donna-like damage – get rid of her.” “There’s new of a video
– it hot – but not hot for clients – you get what I’m saying – it’s
trackable.”

Madam sits upright, “he knows something” she thinks carefully
“Do you want me to get more girls – no problem” “HMMM” Boss
looks away “Maybe” then gets up without a word moves to the till,
throws a tenner at the barista and leaves.

“Its all your fault you stupid child – and hits the girl across the
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top of her head.” “You cause so many problems I’m sick of the
sight of you.” Madam abruptly drags the child out of the restau-
rant “ Time to get rid of you, you are no use and are more trouble
every time I look at you.”

If Madam is going to dispose of the girl she will need to get her
out the country, the socials are following the case as they suspect
there are abuse issues.

She slumps down, back in her flat, rejected after fighting her
way back to her employer, and looks around to see if there is some-
thing there to give her a clue as to what to do next. “AUNTIE, yes
I have been paying the stupid imbecile half my earnings – and I
have the bloody girl here all this time.” The thought revives her
giving her a new idea to solve this little problem.

“Now where’s this so called chop shop of the Boss’s”, She
phones Lez and fools him into giving the address. Locking the girl
in the bathroom, Madam calls a cab to take her round to inspect
this new operation. Talking to one of the students she discovers
the shop is making weekly deliveries over in the East, maybe some-
where near her aunts pad – “Which van do you use?” “Oh that
white one – “what the one with all those the boxes?” - The boxes
gives her a brain wave – they are big enough to hold a child, if its
packed at the back, she could smuggle the girl and then fly over
herself, without catching the eye of the police, then meet up with
the girl over there.

Madam squeezes her handbag, she has figured out a good way
of getting rid of the girl. A few days later she pays the driver not to
breath a word, puts the girl in the box with just enough food and a
bottle of water for the five-day journey. And agrees to meet the
driver over in Bucasteel in a weeks time.

The driver throws in his holder, secures the van doors and sets
off for the port. The long drive across Europe will take an esti-
mated 5-7 days. It’s hot and the port over in France has some trou-
ble. As he sits in his hot van waiting to get through the long
queues – he can’t help thinking about the girl – how miserable she
must be, cramped in that box in the back of his van. “Its not right
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– you know –Not right” Once safely through customs and speeding
his way on the motorways the notion of a young girl being treated
like this, finally got the better of him. Once in Belgium he turns off
the highway and aimlessly drives down the smaller roads looking
for a nice little town. Along the way are green fields studded with
cart tracks, some leading to barns and some leading into fields.
Choosing one that has the least human activity, he pulls in, pours
himself of coffee from a flask and thinks for a bit. Then opens his
wallet and counts the 200 Euros Madam gave him and puts it on
the dashboard. A moment later he slowly walks round to the back
of the van and after satisfying himself that no one is around, he
wades through all the boxes until he finds the one the child is
packed into.

He carefully peals back the packing tape and lifts the lid, the
child is barely conscious; he lifts her up tenderly and brings her
round on the front seat. “My god what have they done to you?” he
notices the scars across her arms. He tries to make her sip some of
his sweet black coffee to help her come round. She slowly opens
her eyes not fully aware, the driver brushes his hand down her
long hair trying to comfort her as he brings her into
consciousness.

Maybe he better drive a little while longer before letting her
out, she isn’t strong enough. He reaches over puts the seat belt
across her, then himself and continues on his way. “You don’t talk
much do you?” the driver speaks after a few hours driving. The girl
not quite sure how to take this turn of events, shrinks back into
the seat. Hours and hours of driving, until dusk finally dims the
skies. “Maybe here might be a good place to release the little
victim.” He reaches into the glove compartment and draws out a
map. Flicking through its pages until he reaches the right one he
scans the roads. “We are here he points to a small road, if you walk
along this road for a mile or so you will come to a Town. “YOU are
FREE now – go and make yourself a better life” He takes the notes
off the dashboard and wraps the 200 Euros in his used sandwich
bag, then thrusts it into her hands. “Here have my jacket”, he puts
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it over her shoulders. “Now go – make your self happy” he points
in the direction of the town.

He wishes he could do more, but he can’t be seen releasing an
illegal immigrant into the wilds of Belgium. “Hope she makes it.”
The driver turns the ignition over, reverses and drives off leaving
Girl to get on with her escape.

The driver continues his journey late into the night, now
concerned with how to make excuses about the empty box –
suddenly there was a flash, he swerved the van and then thump-
bang!. “Oh My Goodness – oh my…” he jams on the brakes and
comes to a stop, gets out – “what was that?” Shaking he walks
round the van inspecting it in the darkness, to find out what on
earth has just happened. As he got round the back he discovered
he had run over and maybe killed a dog “Oh my poor little fellow”,
he bends down to stroke its cooling fur – in the hope of magically
reviving life back into it. He walks away then stops – an awful
thought what if?.” He goes back to the dog to see if it might be
unconscious and lifts it up a puts it on the front seat. If he passes a
vet in the morning he can hand it over.

Alas the dog later dies, and there is nothing more the driver
could do, but now another thought - “its heavy” – He lifts the body
and takes it into the back of the van. ”What a stroke of luck” he
opens the cardboard box and puts the dog carefully inside, then
tapes the lid shut. Covers the box with other boxes and continues
relieved at having solved what could have been a bit of a problem.

Five days later the white van pulls up at its destination, the
driver opens the back doors, releasing a terrible stench, Madam is
there waiting with the mechanics, “I think that is your parcel
Madam” the driver nonchantly blames the culprit so as to avoid
dealing with any unwanted questions. When all the other boxes
are removed – the driver knowingly hands the disgusting smelling
box to madam. – she turns away – “no you deal with it.” The driver
smiles to himself the plan has worked nicely.

Madam smiles to herself, she no longer has a problem on her
hands. She picks up her bag, asks one of the mechanics to give her
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a lift to her Aunts house ten miles away. She needs to pick a bone
with the scheming bitch – thousands of hard earned cash and she’s
still pretending to look after the girl.

The mechanic draws up at the top of along drive, its dusty road
leads down to a small bungalow in the middle of open fields. The
aunt lives in smallholdings with a few animals a plot of land for
growing vegetables and a barn. Although in the countryside its not
far from the nearest town. Most of the farmhands are willing to
give free rides whenever they go.

Madam rattles the knocker before pushing open the front
door, “anyone at home? - Its me-e Agatta.” The room was cold,
somehow it had an unlived in feel, post had gathered in the letter-
box. Madam wondered around the house, not a stitch of life – in
fact it looks like the place has been unlived in for a while.

She pours herself stiff schnapps, draws up an old chair, a
moment later jumps up and grabs the large collection of assorted
letters. One by one she opens them until at last she came to a
formal letter stating that as solicitors controlling the affairs and
therefore her estate if no next of kin can be found the estate would
automatically be returned to the government to pay for any funeral
and outstanding debts. The letter was dated 6 months ago. The
phone line has been cut off and so has the electricity – but thank-
fully there’s an old generator in the back shed. She opens her bag
and grabs her mobile, “is that the solicitor’s office?’

I am Miss Agatta Bhengolov I see my aunt has died I’m next of
kin.” The phone goes dead for a moment then a deep crackly voice
said I’m Mr DuLecci can I help you?”

After a while of verifications, an appointment was agreed for
the following day.

It turns out that Madam is now the proud owner of a small-
holdings in the middle of the Craiului Mountains. She could run
her own business from here or sell it and get something better –
she could get connections and start her own trafficking centre,
learn how to smuggle merchandise across different boarders – she
is masterful like this, she praises herself, landing on her feet again.
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Chapter 9 Video materializes
After Mr Xavier’s police questioning resulted in non-conclusive

evidence, they released him with a caution. At the back of his
mind he knew the police hadn’t traced the video footage – it was
now pretty dangerous material. Should he destroy it or does he
keep it for security, its powerful stuff – could be his negotiation
ticket to get out of this miserable country go and live in Brazil - his
life long dream country. But who would most want it back – The
Boss? Did he order it to be made or Madam?

“The subtle art of se!ing a valuable piece of merchandise, in a persua-
sive manor.” Mr Xavier’s motto “is the way to disguise a good

blackmail”
“Hmm” he thinks “it was Madam who called me that time said

something about being a nice surprise for the Boss – Madam paid
me cash” he thinks hard. But why visit me after – she knows
the score.”

In the worlds that Glamour Photography drifts in and out of
moral legality, has taught Mr Xavier a great deal about human
nature. How to read a client’s desires of making a new video; their
disguised denials, their disinterested interest, to maintain the deli-
cate balance of art and porn for the right price. But when Madam
fooled him into thinking he was asked to video just another
glamour star rather than a child, has riled him. He didn’t spot
Madam’s lie until it was too late and happened in front of his eyes
and the camera – disguised until the very last minute – how could
he not have seen it coming?

The thoughts tortured him every night when he lay in bed
thinking, whether he should continue as a photographer who films
porn dressed as glamour or has his work finally crosses the
unmarked barrier of acceptable images or the criminalised kind of
paedophile porn and get himself banged up. Worse still, is the
thought; could he really control his desires enough to objectively
film or would the temptation of child sex be too strong and he
would end up breaking his own moral code of conduct.

It’s bad enough having three kids of his own, constantly waving
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sexual temptation at him everyday. But that’s different; it can be all
hidden, brushed under the carpet and everyone sworn to secrecy
through discipline.

That video would ruin him and his business – if Madam
uploaded it on the internet, he would quickly become known to
hard nosed paedos, who wouldn’t leave him alone, begging him for
more and more – maybe to the point of filming murder. That was
too much “ Fuck that women, she has really landed me right in the
poo” Mr Xavier cursed to himself.

“I’ve been left with two problems now by that bloody women –
one is I am now linked with the violent act which could have been
prevented and second if I am caught now the police have some
strong material to put me away for some time.”

He locks himself in his attic studio, logs on to the cloud, and
runs through the unedited footage cleaning off all identifying
metadata tags. The question he most wants answered is - did he
film the part where Madam is seen slashing the child or was it just
sound. He pored over hours and hours of footage until at last he
finds the snippet. His bankable life insurance. With a deft click, he
moved the files into three invisible sites, creating untraceable
paths that only he can access anywhere in the world. He splits the
footage making it difficult to understand what is happening, until
they are combined, then bins and scourges the trash can on his
computer, making information impossible to retrieve, should the
detectives hi-jack his computer’s hard drive.

To ensure that he can enact his revengeful thoughts about how
Madam deliberately lead the police to him – he disguises himself
and travels across London to a seedy café, in Lewisham. The shop
has a beaten wooden shelf to aid a makeshift counter from which
coffees or spirits could be served. A bowl on the side contains a
few Clingfilm wrapped snacks, possibly been on display from the
previous week. “Your usual Mr Xavier?” as the bar tender hands
over the locker key with a paper cup of instant coffee “Yah mate
thanks” At the back of the café, a tired staircase leads down into a
low ceilinged room, with six ancient PC’s nestled in makeshift
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booths. Its hot sweaty atmosphere still, from the previous day’s
use, lacks a fresh injection of oxygen; the room is only just bear-
able to work in for a few hours.

With deft aptitude Xavier logs into the PC opens his cloud
account and transfers the snippet from Madam’s video footage,
into a site where vigilante trappers work to drag out paedophiles
from the net. This snippet of digital footage is just small enough to
attract attention, but not nearly enough to identify a criminal or
make a conviction – but it’s the start of something that might
attract a bored detective, whose roaming the site, looking for
something to get his teeth into. Thus ensuring if Madam or Boss
threatens to squeal on him, before he is out the country, where
upon he only has to post a second snippet, for the same detective
to spot without incriminating himself, will deflect the problem
away from himself and towards Madam.

“Now to work out how to get my return on investment”, Mr
Xavier thinks hard, He needs to skilfully trick Madam into
thinking she is not safe, cajole her into becoming angry, as that’s
when she lets all manor things fly. He knows from past experience
Madam’s hot temper can switch in a moment and that’s when she
is most likely to let secrets fly out as ammunition, so if he records
the conversation to further incriminate her, should provide the
right amount of material to ensure a good and costly result.

All there is left to do to protect this additional evidence is to
streamed it directly into his cloud account, for safekeeping should
she bring her muscle boy and snatch his equipment. Mr Xavier
thinks about the what-if ’s a little longer – “maybe two accounts in
case one is blocked.”

The elements are now set, the phone linked to a tracker and
Mr Xavier calls Madam to put the plan of action into play. The
phone has a distant sound, a continental ring. “Hello Mr Xavier”
the vague voice of Madam enquires knowing who the caller is “
Watcha” her friendly reply “You OK – did the fuzz give you a bit
of a ride? – I had a bit of a dust up too ya know, but they never
found anything – thought I was the girl’s mother“.
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Madam chuckled on making conversation until Mr Xavier
decided to unravel his seductive plan to increase to cost of the
video. “Yes fuzz have now put a tag its made it very difficult to
make a living you know” He paused for effect “ I may have to go
abroad, set up a new business give myself another name.” Madam
now twigged what this call was all about. “Not able to help Mr
Xavier – I’m not in UK any more – had to get out myself things
got a bit hot for me too.”

Mr Xavier thought for a moment yes he knows this little ploy,
he continues feathering the conversation a little – each time
quizzing for just a little more information as to where Madam is
hiding, but stopping short before the game is given away “Still in
contact with the Boss? – Still using girls? – I got a good mate with
some fresh merchandise ya know, might be very useful to you“.
Madam felt it was better that she finished with the Boss for the
moment while she is still a suspect in a police enquiry. The conver-
sation soon petered out and the casual acknowledgements of
staying in touch were not to either of their advantages.

The phone went dead, Mr Xavier then logged back into his
computer to see if he could trace the signal. Using his new
GoTracker tool he confidently hacks into the mobile phone masts
and leapfrogs across from one country to another to pin point
where the signal came from.

“I’ve gotcha!” satisfied Mr Xavier sits back to consider his next
plan to extract at least 100,000 – “Think that’s what I’m worth
maybe more.”

Coach trip to disaster.
Mr Xavier decides to plan his trip around a coach journey to

Bucharest, where he has found the approximate location of
Madam’s residence. He has not let on to anyone, where is travel-
ling to, but hopes it’ll only take a fortnight, then when he gets
back, the family can make great plans to escape this miserable wet
country and go and live in sunny Brazil.

With a choice of just two trips a week, he can enjoy watching
the variety of passing European cities, while the 44 hour journey
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gives him enough time to trawl and spy on the net, gathering more
material on Madam to ensure a successful sale.

Arriving at Victoria, with just a small holder, laptop and
spycam, Mr Xavier boards the EuroXpress bound for Romania.
Passengers territorially grab their preferred seat, near a window,
near the coffee machine, or away from the engine etc and embark
on the long journey across Europe. Finding sordid information
about Madam was unexpectedly difficult. Although she appeared
to be a refugee in 2007 with one suspected drug offence, not much
was logged. Remembering she too, was pulled in for questioning by
Stratford Police, he carefully tripped up a spy app to hack into the
small station’s mainframe.

Once in, he traced the detective who interviewed him, DCI
Thomas and found his his report:

Madam proper name: Agatta Bhengolov from Huedin

Romania

Lived with Aunt in Moeciu de Sus 2005 – 2007
Maid at Palace in Huedin
Raped by gang 2005
Child X found in Brighton – suspected birth child of Ms

Bhengolov
Child lived with Aunt Ms Bhengolov but no information on

child’s whereabouts. – Reported Child Missing 2010.
Mr Xavier – a known glamour photographer. Suspect for Porn

videos
“Lived with Aunt in Moeciu de Sus 2005 – 2007” Mr Xavier sits

back breaths a long sigh – “two addresses Huedin and Moeciu.” He
checks the blue marker on the map left by the phone-tracking
device, tallying up to the same locations.

It then occurred to him “She’s abused her own daughter” he
mumbled in discuss.

“I gotta nail this bitch – even if it kills me.” Somehow it didn’t
seem right for another person to abuse a child and in particular
one’s offspring.

The long tedium of the coach journey, made passengers irri-
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table – nagging or complaining about one another until at last the
coach pulled into the city centre.

Great formal buildings lined an empty paved square. Elements
of a powerful government who once controlled its population, still
influences its suggestions across the cityscape. Long straight roads
peeled off itse main square, directing drivers to their next destina-
tion, towards an infinite road lined by artificial constructions.

Looking round for a reasonable place to stay, Mr Xavier
gingerly walks across the piazza, until he notices a small hotel
tucked in the corner with a blue canopy, overshadowing the street.
The board outside the gate details its reasonably priced tariff and
its clean reception seemed acceptable place to stay. Booking
himself in for a few nights, he settled himself in his room, ordered
a hot meal before retiring for the night.

The day started out grey as dawn revealed the city landscape, a
mixture of large formidable government buildings, once and part
of the elaborate palaces of Chichescue, who built them to impress
the Russian communists.

Romania was changing and the idea of embracing the Russian
style of ruling peasant farmers appealed to the President, for their
weak fragmented voice could be easily smothered with abuse,
threats of imprisonments and anything else he had at his disposal,
to extract as much financial aid to maintain a lavish lifestyle.

Mr Xavier pushed his unappetising stodgy breakfast plate aside
and thoughtfully went up stairs to strap on his spycam. It is going
to be essential to record the conversation, when he tricks Madam
into admitting what she did. There isn’t sufficient material in the
snippets of video, to fully convince a jury, it was her committing
the violent acts on a child.

With thoughts still rolling round his head when he ordered a
cab from the hotel’s reception. “Need to small Farm in Moeciu” he
ordered, the receptionist sarcastically said their were hundred of
small farms in Moeciu. Xavier only had an approximate site where
Madam’s phone signal came from.

“No matter I will ask locals if they know where my friend”
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He is still hasn’t fully worked out his story to Madam, his
reason for just turning up out of nowhere “Maybe he should stake
out the place once he finds it, or should he just wade right in there
and get it over and done with?”

A white indecipherable car draws up “You - Moeciu?” enquires
the driver.

“Da – fermă, mic fermă near Valencia” replies Xavier gestating
the size of a farm... he then tries his luck "Agatta Bhengolov
fermă?” The cab driver shrugs ”Ferma Plenty mic Fermas you see.”

The tattered car ambles along roads, first tarmac then gradually
it peters out to nothing more than dusty cart tracks. As the situa-
tion came nearer Mr Xavier’s nerves kicked in, making it harder to
think clearly. After an hour the cab pulls up in the small high street
just as two children ran in front. A completely different scene, to
the day before, this time it had a local village feel, the smell of
cows gathered for milking time, filled the air with a fusty smell, old
dung left in the road to dry. Repaired vehicles, a mish-mash of
different parts, trembled and bumped their way across rough
tarmac. Mr Xavier’s first port of call was to find some sort of shop
that resembled a post office – a place where they could identify his
photograph of Madam, maybe provide her address. If they asked
about him, he would pretend he has come to stay with an old
friend for his holidays.

The so called high street had a close community, most resi-
dents knew about absolutely everything – who was who, who did
what, even who slipped out for a secret affair, but only one old man
towards the back end of the small town, knew of Ms Bhengolov. In
his reply he shook his head gesturing an unsociable person, doesn’t
visit the village much – too snobbish to talk to the likes of us – sort
of sign language. The old man lent on his stick and drew a map in
the dirt – then pointed to Xavier’s watch to show it would take
him 1-2 hours climb. UP-UP he pointed to a steep hill, trying to
indicate it went a lot further than could be immediately seem. The
Pastures seemed to disappear over a brow, but had a hint that
there’s a lot more hillside out of view.
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Chapter 9 B2 Xavier climbs to visit Madam

First Xavier followed the road out the village until he came to a
fork in the road. There a cart track lead into a field with a foot-
path shaved into the grassy field.

The fields seemed to be a patchwork of different pastures, each
with a different species of animal, first low down where brown
cows, then black and white with a few calves. As he climbed
higher, the animals became smaller, few goats then toward the
upper pastures sheep.

Since 1949 the state had demanded land to be split up across a
collective of small farms, each owning 6 acres. The famers could
choose to some degree what they would farm. Crops where the
most profitable and the most needed after WW2. But slowly
things changed, as the state became more powerful, bringing
together many of the small farms into one giant state run opera-
tion. Unfortunately making the system a lot less productive. Later
when Romania became part of Europe the farms were partly
returned to the smallholdings and their heirs, to introduce more
equality in communities and comply with the agreements.

The blue sky had now mown a path through the clouds,
allowing the sun to heat the morning air; the misty haze hugs low
over the landscape hiding many of the lower woods and out build-
ings. Xavier pulls his jacket off to cool down from his exertion, and
then notices the spy cam strapped to his front is now clearly on
show. He sits down in the tall grass, still in the early summer sun.
Small birds chirp and twitter going about their daily chores, and he
readjusts the equipment so that it becomes invisible again. He
double checks the on/off button can be easily squeezed under his
arm – avoiding attention being drawn to his intensions.

The sun prickles his skin with its solar glares, making him undo
the top buttons of his shirt and pull out a soft handkerchief to
wipe the beads of perspiration off his face. Something small falls
out with it, but Xavier didn’t notice as he nervously gets to his feet
and walks towards his destiny.

The collection of small houses can just be made out on the
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horizon ahead, as the hill slackens off its vertical slopes and
becomes a plateau overlooking a completely different world below.
A make shift wooden fence surround the allotment of the small-
holding, a temporary boundary to confirm the taxable perimeters
of a farming business.

Xavier walks up to the shabby blue door and gives it a good
thump with his fist, to replace a doorknocker. A dog barks in the
distance to aid the notification of his arrival. A long pause before
he heard the irritated words for the dog to cease its racket. The
door partly opens then the sound of the dog being pulled away
before it continues opening. Madam is about to welcome the visi-
tor, and then stops dead, eyes popping out her head with surprise.
It takes a moment before she can compose herself enough to utter
a sound.

“Er-ph… What the hell …? Mr Xavier…” dumbfounded she
could hardly find any words to greet his arrival “Hello Madam”
Xavier replies smoothly, knowing his presence spells disaster.

“What on earth are you doing…her-re?”
“I needed to get away. Can I come in” he suggests the next

move, to relieve Madam’s shock. “Yes err, come in” not really
knowing how to greet an unwanted acquaintance.

“What a delightful place you have here” he lies.
“E-R-H yes, its Ok”
Thinking of turning it into a small hotel retreat?” Xavier

continues to make conversation.
“Very interesting” Xavier looks around the room attempting to

warm the frosty reception. “And how did you come by this little
place in the middle on no-where?”

Madam now becoming a little defensive in her response “Why
– what’s it to you?”

“OH aren’t you pleased to see me?” Xavier says sarcastically
changing direction “I’m your best friend – you remember “I’ll do
anything for you – you said.”

“YOU didn’t think I’d really mean it did you” Madams retort,
revealing that anything she said was not to be taken seriously.
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“Of course you mean it – you fell in love with me, we had great
sex – I have just come back to continue where we left off” Xavier
started to enjoy winding her up “I love you want to be with you.”
He plans to disarm Madam’s predictable wroth.

Xavier follows Madam into the small dark living room, its low
ceiling propped up with a single wooden beam that spans the
length of the room. The stone walls once whitewashed now
stained from years of a smoking fire, which is laid in an open
hearth. A primitive hearth with iron fittings still in place, once
used to hold a black and charcoaled kettle, now is squeezed into an
inglenook beside.

A small mound of white ash has build up from lack of cleaning.
Two dank cloth chairs hug the fireplace as if for warmth, the
culprits to harboring the festering stench of cats, who have contin-
ually scent-marked their territory with unneutered tom
dominance.

Immune to the smell, Madam offers him a drink and retreats to
the kitchen to collect her thoughts. This is the last thing she imag-
ined could happen, believing she had become invisible to the
outside world. She couldn’t help but ask, “What on earth are you
doing here?”

“Oh just wanted to see a good friend I thought who was in love
with me and do a bit of sight seeing – get you to show me Roma-
nia, hear it’s a great place to build a palace.” He draws breath ”…
and we could live tog….?”

Madam butts in “What on earth makes you think you will be
welcomed here?” she retaliates.

“Firstly the number of English cars I’ve seen parked in front
hundreds of houses – seems the Romanians like the English”
Xavier clarifies.

“Don’t be such a fool – don’t you know anything – they’re the
Gypsy Barons, harvesting the generosity of stupid English and
their idiotic welfare system.”

“You don’t want to go anywhere near them unless you want to
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end up in a coffin – really powerful people, like the Mafia” Madam
retorts – but she has inadvertently given herself an idea.

“They seem friendly enough – I have enjoyed my stay over here
so far – what’s your problem?”

Madam frowns “Idiotic English, so stupid.”
“Money can go along way out here, I can look a millionaire on

just 20 grand, and I see why you have come home.” Xavier knows
he is winding her up and decides to continue – “yes I could make a
good international business – Hey you know where to get girls
don’t you – you were one yourself ” he says knowing a little of her
past. He squeezes the spycam to start its recording thinking that
he has now pushed the conversation closer to his intended vindica-
tion of his entrapment to a point where she could reveal her mali-
cious side.

“What do you think I am a fukking hoar?” she retaliates
“Child- trafficker – you should be careful what you say Mr Xavier, I
am just the supervisor “

“Supervisor – is that what you call it?” Xavier tries to push the
emotional buttons

“Dragging children across London, dressing them up and god
knows what and getting me to take fancy pictures?”

“Mr Xavier – we have a lot in common but you don’t know
anything about making porn videos, seducing men or for that
matter anything about me or the business WE are both in, you’re
just a cheap little man with a cheap little video camera, posing as a
glamour photographer.” Madam starts to flush pink; this man is
getting under her skin, has come into her life from nowhere and
already within ten minutes is winding her up.

“Porn videos! - Is that what you call it? Exclaims Xavier – “that
wasn’t porn that was bloody torture – I don’t do torture Agatta Bhen-
golov – that was evil – you conned me, you said it was just another
glamour shoot with some prossies from Soho – they were nowhere
near – what were you thinking of – I can’t process that sort of thing”
Xavier now also hot under the collar “ You lead those fukking knobs
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to my door – do you realize – my business has been shut down
because of you…Just dropping by” he pauses “Years its taken to get the
business off the ground ensuring I’m seen as a respectable photogra-
pher – and YOU …just dropped by… and YES landed me right in it!”

“What have you really come here for Mr Xavier?” she
continues “Its not because you love me – its not because you want
children – you no nothing about trafficking – you are just a really
stupid English man.” She puffs herself up taking charge of the
direction of the conversation. Cast her dominatrix power, her
womanly wiles to entrance this intruder.

“Well for starters you can get me a strong black coffee and we
can discuss it.”

Madam rises slowly – not allowing herself to be intimidated,
and moves into the adjacent kitchen. Twists the handle in the gas
cooker and clicks the ignite button. Fills the old aluminum kettle
throws it on the cooker, then she reaches the top of an open side-
board, pulls down two china cups and a coffee pot and lays a tray.
She noticed at the back of the shelf a small bubble foiled packet
was tucked into the corner, inside 2 remaining olive green pills, on
the side was written Rohypnol sleeping aid. “Is that the roofie date-
rape drug she heard about in London?”

Madam has to think quickly An opportunity has arisen o get
out of what could be a tricky problem – “Does she wait to hear
what Xavier plans to say – The conversation seems to be heading
for one direction – Blackmail” she pauses to confirm her thoughts
– “He’s not interested in business – if he was he would have called
me and asked to send him some girls.” “No - It has to be black-
mail” She picks up the pack, takes 30 minutes before bedtime it reads,
she pops out one pill from the bubble and carefully crushes it
before pouring the contents into the coffee pot. Then opens the
small pantry cupboard takes a handful of coffee beans from a paper
bag and places them in a hand mill to grind.

“Fresh coffee?” she calls round the door “Lovely” came the
reply “Sorry don’t have any milk – want sugar instead?”

She bring the tray over to the refectory table in the middle of
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the room – pours out two coffees and brings them over to the
armchair where Xavier had made himself comfortable.

“Now what is it you want to talk about – is it about the video”
she enquires

“The video has been a very costly exercise – yes – I shouldn’t
have let you trick me into it” His heart pounds as he came to his
request.

“I see” Madam hands him the coffee
“And what are you expecting for it?” Madam has an air of confi-

dence – she no longer feels threatened.
“100,000” There Xavier has said it “100, 000 and you have all

the masters”
He pauses, holding the coffee cup to his lips watching to see

Madam’s reaction; he then takes a small sip.
“I see – and what if I don’t give it to you” She needs to test the

ultimatum – see what back up plan Xavier has up his sleeve.
Madam feines sipping her coffee and sits back in the armchair.

“Oh I have my ways” he responds
“Yes but if it goes live you will go down with me” she tests.
“Maybe, maybe not” Xavier says dryly.
He puts the cup down, now worried by the drink and watches

Madam, noticing more than her response. So he gets up and walks
to the window, then twists quickly round to catch her out see if
her expression falters. It hasn’t changed. He thinks she is too calm
for receiving such a threat. He remembers how easily she would fly
off the handle if anything went wrong back in London.

Something is wrong, Madam is too confident; it has given away
a secret she is masquerading. He picks up the cup and takes a swig,
then walks back to the window, turns away and lifts his handker-
chief and dribbles the mouthful of coffee into it. He can’t taste
anything, but her cup is still full.

He follows her eye movement, before saying he must be off.
Madam gets up and suggests she walks with him back towards the
village. She has never been this nice. “Let me think how we can
make a deal” she offers.
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Madam is now concentrating on the effects of the drug – 20 to
30 minutes it said on the side of the packet. “I walk with him to
see if it kicks in” she checks her poison has any effect.

The afternoon sun has now disappeared round the mountain,
shading the track to the village. Xavier feels a little relieved that he
is now, escaping this dangerous woman. Maybe it was not such a
good idea, it has now labeled him as a target. He quickens his step
making it harder for Madam to keep up.

“Don’t worry Agatta I will be OK, I can make my way
back now.”

Further and further they go down the mountain, after 30
minutes nothing is happening. Madam thinks that maybe she
didn’t make the concoction strong enough. She decides to not
make it obvious – she can watch him from the bedroom window.

“OK – you should be alright from here, just follow the path
straight down the hill, the village is on the left over in that direc-
tion.” She resides to the problem of blackmail for the time being.

“No doubt you will be back tomorrow,” she hints.
Xavier realizes this woman will now murder him, and the last

thing he should do is enter her python’s layer again. “ Yes see you
tomorrow.”

Xavier almost runs down the mountain, she is more evil than
he first thought. He will have to put plan into action ahead of time
and forget all about extracting money from her.

An hour into the long walk his head starts to swim, his
breathing becomes laboured, but still he focuses on getting down
the hill as far away as he could. He suddenly catches his foot in a
rabbit hole sending him flying down the hill, his legs start to
become useless, weak, his brain cannot seem to control them – a
total sense of panic

He Screams “ his voice not working – he just about stops himself
from rolling any further – What’s happening to me – the sudden
realization that this tarantula women has put a strong poison in the
coffee and its taking effect. He rolls onto his side – feeling like the
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prey of a giant spider his legs quickly becoming numb, His arms can
just about work he pulls out his phone, and with all his remaining
strength of his uncontrollable muscles, he fumbles to find the
recording app and with the snippets, he pauses then blearily finds
the next 6 fragments of the video and downloads onto the vigilante
site, before attempting to hit send, it doesn’t go, its getting harder
to control his fingers and push the return button – he makes a
sound but it doesn’t sound his voice. He concentrates harder to
control his failing fingers, and rolls over trapping his fingers under
the weight of his body, the key presses send. The package wings its
way into the global Ethernet to find its prefixed destination.

There’s no more bargaining power left – he’s a dead man, but
he is going to make sure as many people go with him.

Just one more thing he must do. His eyes are spinning making
the dizziness unbearable, he presses button marked HOME, his
slurry voice barely recognisable “Yoooves go - YO-o effft to ge-
ahtz oauht now – pleayyyss weev arranggged Goh Go-hhaff” the
last drop of air to make a sound fades away. He can only hear
things now.

The raging expletives from the other end of the phone, made
him hold the receiver close his ear with love, if only she could hear
his thoughts… “Sorry I love you so much, I just wanted the best
and get a ticket out of London for a better life” but all he could
hear as his brain thumped with a blinding pain “Well you have well
and truly done-it you F’Fing moron, what the fuck have you gone
and done?”

Madam stood at the window with a pair of binoculars,
watching Xavier run down the mountain. Thinking the drug didn’t
work she was just about to turn away, when she saw him stumble.
She carried on watching, studying the speck – it seemed to be
rolling around not moving as fast as it had been doing. Like a
spider who had stung its prey, then waited for the poison to take
affect, she walked out the house and into the stable. Harnessed the
small pony with the bars of a trap, threw a length of rope over the
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bars and then attached some sacking down the poles to make
a seat.

She then climbed on the back and rode off in the direction of
her blackmailer.

It took a little under an hour to get to where Xavier lay. The
dusk had become quite dim making it hard to see clearly, by which
time the drug had completely consumed him – the only movement
he could make was his eyes. He had rolled himself into a tangled
heap.

The dim sky only could manage to light silhouettes, Madam
goes to the back of the make shift cart, lifts down the old steel
lantern, winds up the wick, opens its little door and flicks a match.
Its flame springs into action, lighting Xavier.

Madam coldly backs the pony and the swings palanquin
towards the human heap, rolls it awkwardly onto the sacking, and
then tied it to the ropes so it wouldn’t fall off. Once the body is
secured, using the lantern she gathers up anything lying around
and stuffs the evidence into Xavier’s pockets.

Hanging the lantern on one of the poles she slowly drags the
palanquin across the terrain. It clumsily hooks up clumps of grass,
rakes small pebbles as it draws two tramlines in the ground. They
slowly make their way across half mile of mountainside, before
reaching the edge of a forest. Rather than negotiate the unlit
tangle of branches, Madams decides to turn and work their way
around the tree-lined edges, up and over the top until it turns into
rock. Many years ago she had seen climbers build mounds as
weatherproof signposts along routes, helping other climbers
traverse the landscape in whatever weather. This could be a great
disguise for a grave, she thinks as she led the pony across towards
the rocky out crop.

When she arrived as a suitable site, with no emotion, she rolled
the body off the stretched sacking, folded in the arms and legs into
a nice tidy bundle. With just 90 minutes left before the gloaming
rotated into dawn, she went round the area gathering large stones
and laying them layer-by-layer across the body increasing the
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weight. Increasing the probability of suffocation. A silent, blood-
less murder, with the weight of each stone, the pressure would
squeeze more and more air out of Xavier’s lungs, until it would
become impossible to breath. The simple and effective way of
crushing him, burying him alive and become lost forever. Only his
soul would remain and float trapped on the mountainside. But
underneath the grave, will his legacy live on?
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Chapter Seven

REALISE THE DRAWBACK

Back in the village he stops by the small café, orders two vodkas
and a cab. – No don’t get a cab I will do it. He double backs on his
request, she will find out from the locals where he’s staying. It
takes forever for the cab to arrive; he sits on the back seat without
saying a word, waits until they have driven away before giving the
driver the address of the hotel.

Once back at the hotel he packs his bag, and books a flight for the
following day. Meanwhile he checks the spycam it has recorded the
conversation with a slight muffling but its clear enough. Next he
uploads it to a cloud editor, extracts the blackmail sum and posts it
onto the Vigilante site in the hope that it has been spotted by
someone of importance. He now realises if he waits till he gets
home he may not be alive.

“Why for Crissake, did I think I could extract money from Madam
– what was I thinking. I now see it has put me and my family in
danger.” He calls home, he rapidly rushes through the pleasantries.



He pauses then puts the next 6 fragments of the video onto the
site – he hasn’t any bargaining power but he is going to make sure
as many people go with him.

“You have to get out now – go to the place we arranged just
in case”

The raging expletives from the other end of the phone, made
him hold the receiver about a foot from his ear “ Sorry I thought
we could get a ticket out of London” “Well you well and truly done
that you F’Fing moron.”

At 4 in the morning the cab rushes across the city to the airport –
but its too late the merchant of death is waiting, smiling at the
ports front doors. 2 silent bullets, hardly flashing through the air
hit its target. Job done, the blackmailer is disposed of.

Chapter 10 B – Police spot the snippet uploads

Ping: Email from Officer John marked ‘Urgent’; another six frag-
ments of video have just been uploaded, appears to continue from
the first six pieces. Interestingly a spycam recording has also been
up loaded, of a discussion, which could be from one of the
suspects. DCI Thomas draws the chair closer to the screen with
interest. This time the attachments haven’t been edited. Officer
John, excited to be involved, had passed the information on
quickly. The inspector copies the soundtrack over to the quick-
sound and plays it.

• • •

• • •
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“Child- trafficker – you should be careful”

“Looks like someone is trying to record evidence anonymously
– Those Vigilante parents will do anything even put their lives in
danger – what idiots – should leave us to do our jobs” DCI Thomas
moans but with a smile on his face.

He jots down a few notes, and then forwards the email to the tech-
nicians. After a few hours the six extracts had been stitched
together, enhanced and combined with the first extracts to make a
slightly longer 4-second video. The inspector enquires about what
the technicians suggest about cleaning up the back end of the
recording. “Reckon that will take around three hours to process sir
– need to apply a word simulator and run it through a few times to
make it read.”

“OK see what you can manage – Good Lad.” DCI Thomas calls
Officer John “what time did this come through? The officer logs
into the site scrolls down the messaging section and reads the post
entry time 9.15pm Sir” Can we track where it came from or who
sent it – Officer?”

The technicians buzz the inspector – “we have the first couple of
words it sounds like a death wish confession – person sounds
drunk or something – But Sir the time lapse between the conversa-
tion and the end message is only 42 minutes – it’s a bit difficult to
get that drunk in that time” “Ok – thank you Officer, call me when
you have it ready.”

The DCI asks “ Just one more thing - Is the Meta data still intact-
ed?” Can we see a serial number, we can contact manufactures with
and where they supply the equipment to?”
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The Technicians approach the IT department with the serial
number and asks them to use the tracking program to find out
where it crops up on various photo sites or social media – “Images
uploaded are bound to throw up something.”

• • •
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Chapter Eight

FATHER IN LAW BONDING

Boss becomes the hero of the hour and has slipped into the new
role of glorified son-in-law. At last his talents are recognised and
his business mind praised by his new family. He sits with Papa Gee
discussing plans for the new property and the imminent arrival of
the bride’s grand parents, who are coming to permanently take up
residence in the annex.

“I am very proud of our choice of husband, Papa Gee slaps Boss
hard across the shoulders, “We could do a little business together,
become partners – you’re good man and I am considering
bequeathing my business to you and Samireen” he pauses and
thinks for a moment about his offer before continuing “So long as
you show me you are not a waster.” Boss looks vacantly across
towards Papa Gee; he’s not interested in running someone else’s
enterprise. “Well son it’s a nice little business, been keeping Mama
G and me very happy, easy business nice profits, yes its good
money for your future family.”

• • •



Boss gets up off the sofa and turns towards the window “little busi-
ness” he thinks, “I’ve got better things to do making proper
money.” Papa Gee notices the absence of interest and quietly
smiles to himself, he has been playing down the little secret,
enjoying the tease, its all about timing the build up, the bombshell,
seeing if Boss will ask the question. Papa is well conversed in the
art of disguise, 50 years of experience protecting his property, 50
years perfecting the art of deflecting marauding intruders, by
playing dim witted with nonchalance, a make believe ploy to
disguise how clever he really is – just like Boss, he presumes.

Boss finally turns to face him and politely asks if he would like one
of his mother’s speciality spice teas. “Son, I have something impor-
tant to say – you Will like it, we are cut from the same cloth you
and me” he grabs Boss’s arm in a vice like grip and pulls him back
on the sofa next to him. “I have a big business” he pauses for effect
waiting for the moment Boss engages with him. ”I have no male
heirs as you know, but a business that will make at least three more
generations very happy, very rich” another pause hoping to see the
word RICH take effect “BUT I am not going to give it to you on a
plate, you will need to understand me, understand and respect the
operation.”

At last Boss asks the inevitable question – “The farm you mean?”
“Yes I know about the farm, I’m not much of a farmer, I’m more
an indoor sort of person.” Papa Gee roars with laughter, he has
hidden his little secret pretty well. “Hush and listen up” Papa Gee
insists. “That’s not what I am talking about – NO, it’s the other
business.”

Boss stops for a moment “What other business?” At last Papa
Gee has Boss’s full attention and starts to unravel his little secret,
“you don’t think that stupid farm, paid for your glamorous wedding
at the Park Lane Hotel, do you?” He continues to laugh, “Silly boy.
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No I mean my OTHER Business – the mines.” He pauses taking
breath to enjoy the wealth of his success. “Haven’t you noticed the
beautiful gems your bride, Samireem has been wearing?”

Boss swings round now all alert eyes fixed on the ol’ wizard. “HAH
Now I have your attention, don’t I?” – He pauses “Yes I have a
small mine full of RUBIES, sometimes if we are lucky we find
sapphires, beautiful blue and deep red gems, Sh-h its our little
secret, but before you think the better of me “ He taps his nose “I
know your little secret too, you are not the simpleton you make
out.” Boss not sure whether this was a compliment and froze. Papa
Gee continued, “I want to teach you things about good business,
the art of BIG Money disguised as insignificant... nothings, we
have a lot in common you and me.” Papa now confident he is in
the driving seat of the conversation continues with his ploy “A
little birdie has told me you need “GIRLS.” Boss’s eyes popped out
of his head “Err how do you Kn…?” he stammered.

“Its OK I would not have given you the extra money if I hadn’t
found out about your little wheezes – its good and I am proud – I
would have done the same myself at your age.”

“Lets organise a little trip you and I – call it bonding” PG
announced “to see who this Baron is – the one you have made a
deal with. Lets see if they respect your judgment or for that matter
you payments, see if they have the dozen girls ready for your
approval to get your operation started in November.

“But how do you…” Boss stumbles “Its not a problem, my boy, I’m
not selling my beautiful Samireem to any ol’ looffa: Due diligence
son – information means power. Power means you are in the
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driving seat, controlling the deals – something I can see you need
to learn,” Like a father he sidles up to Boss and squeezes his shoul-
der, enjoying the chance to share his years of experience.

“Now lets plan this trip to Romania and Bucharest, you can show
me what you have learnt. Later I take you to the mines, need to
understand what the business is all about” Papa Gee asserts his
authority, lifts the china cup and enjoys the fragrant tea, “Your
mother is masterful cook ask her to show my little Samireem some
of her tricks, it will make you a very happy husband.

Boss gestures his little scheme to Papa Gee – “Yes it’s a ‘Diamond
Ring’

“Little money passes hands, but lots of cash is made at one end
with nobody wanting to declare it” – Pap Gee laughs “old fash-
ioned merchant trading – I Love it untraceable, no winding up
orders, tax avoidance, good man.”

They together reach across the glass coffee table and refill the best
china cups with the homemade spice tea to celebrate the part-
nership.

Papa Gee now getting excited about a new business venture,
suggests ways to improve a service, keep away from the sordid,
drugged up hoarse that are ten to a penny. Feeling confident that
he has moved into an instant family partnership.

“Lets go for an up market theme: Movies – you can have Star wars,
Thrillers, Sci-Fi, Love stories, it will be fabulous – have six girls per
room – just think about that six times the fee and still everyone is
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happy. The rooms could be decked out like the real movies sets
playing on large screens, the girls in uniform to suit each theme –
we’d be unstoppable” Papa Gee is right in the swing of things,
flowing with outrageous ideas.

Boss is stuck on first bass – one room, one girl, churn them out
quick, he’d seen people do it that way, can be a bit sordid at times,
but madam always kept it tidy.

Papa Gee continues “Maybe expand and have Escort Agencies in
key areas; talking about movies I hear there is a really big scene
over in Cannes during the festival, – Fancy a trip down there? They
have super deluxe models charging 40 grand they call them Putes de
luxes – can you imagine if you were in charge of ten girls – that’s
400,000 – nearly Half a Million A night.”

“Jeezzz!” Nothing like this has ever entered Boss’s thoughts – “its
unimaginable” he whimpers at the sudden increase in scale of his
initial little enterprise. “Do you always just come right out with
crazy stuff?” he laughs nervously.

Papa Gee jokes – “Of Course!” he could hardly contain himself as
the feeling of youth rose up and burst back into life. His over-
whelming passion for great business making, now has a new lease
of life and he could really teach Boss so much and stop him
thinking small time “I’ve got all the capital you would ever need to
get this operation rolling in style.”

“Le Mans, Monte Carlo, Saint Tropez, Milan. Just think operations
across Europe – palatial villas, 10 or 20 luxury yachts in Cannes,
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play in the playground of the super rich; Arab Prince’s too embar-
rassed to count out the wads of ten million Euros. We just have to
grab the fuckers – give them a good time – then they give us an
even better time.” PG entices Boss to expand his mindset.

“Now how we going to sort this supply of girls – don’t want them
only from one source you know – you will never know if they
ransom the supply or rip you off.” Papa Gee gives a friendly hint of
experience.

Boss starts to relax; the idea of having a partner grows on him,
especially one that’s well attuned to running complex businesses,
and especially useful for managing different operations, feeding
one into the other to cover payments. A few days later he takes
him to inspect the building site and walks through the plans for
the underground hotel.

The site has been dug out and the first layers of concrete laid with
the RSJ supports for the floors are about to go in. It’s a big site
now, taking over two gardens, with an annex for the grandparents
covering half of one, providing a considerable amount of space for
the hotel underneath. The residential building then extends over
the second garden but drops down two levels to allow for other
facilities such as swimming pool, Jacuzzi and six themed rooms.

The operation will be ready in around more 8 weeks – which if
Boss gets the right team together, and a handful of maids to main-
tain the merchandise, the operation should be live by the begin-
ning of November.

• • •
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The two new business partners agree that it would be beneficial if
they experience for themselves a Fantasy Hotel. Boss grabs the
laptop and keys in Sex hotels – it reveals an abundance of attrac-
tive looking places to arouse anyone’s sexual desires, “Makes me
feel a nau-gh-ty boy again”, PG says seductively, rolling around
arousing thoughts of naked women, while believing that this busi-
ness will be a perfect way to justify to the Mrs his need to and
sample the goods.

There’s plenty in Berlin – ‘Hotel Q just off the main shopping boulevard
with a Sex On The Beach package’. Boss reads out.

“Or should we look at “Tokyo’s Dogenzaka, the acclaimed Love
Hotel, we could each have a themed room – they give them
different names” – peering at the screen each became the naughty
school boy again, spoiled with the delights of the so-called ‘sweet-
shop’, playing around the room chasing pretty maids in their faux
furs, around their faux castles, then plunge into a bathtub Jacuzzi
next to the bed.”

Boss interrupts the dream, and puts on his matter of fact voice
“We must remember this is business – we need to understand what
makes a good hotel – well more a working room, its not just about
sampling the goods.” He continues “Understand and watch first
hand what appeals to young men, business men – hey would you
look at this Chinese businessmen spend a stonking 25bn a year
over there on one-nighters with call girls.”

PG’s ears pricked up – “makes mining for rubies a drop in the
ocean,” he laughs.

• • •
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“Now these look interesting – closer to my idea ‘Argentinean Telos’
“. He scrolls through a site – “hey take a ganders at this – a simple
idea to base the business on ‘Young lovers need a place for intimacy
without the high cost of hotels… Hundreds of Telos are situated a" over
Buenos Aires, it’s a booming, multi-bi"ion do"ar industry’.

PG leans over and points with interest ‘have concealed parking and
entrances to protect your anonymity and privacy.’ “Yes-s” he hisses “of
course we have to see for ourselves how they partition everything
off and look - here’s an important note to remember - the lobbies are
dimly lit with attendants behind privacy screens. Very mysterious, I
like it”

Brimming with excitement – “where shall we start? - Lets go to
Europe first then catch a flight to Tokyo and on to South America
– do all three.”

“Nah its too much PG we’d be just fucking everything and not
concentrating on the business – we need to check out the clients
over in the south of France, China, the super yacht guys, need to
pin some hang-ups like and learn to catch business as it flies by -
choose a couple, otherwise we going to miss the Baron’s call.” –
Boss pauses and thinks for a moment.

Boss phones Hustler “need to do another trip over the boarder
mate, incognito this time with a third person – think we need two
cars to be safe?” Ask Judders to be the chauffeur he’s faster than
the other guy when he wants to be.”

Hustler arranges for two unidentified cars with their trackers
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removed. Walkie-talkies wired in both so that each car can talk to
the other in case of an emergency, Sat-Nav and a list of Air bnbs
across the continent.

PG wants to see a variety of different nationalities for the new
batch of models, they need to be aged between 14 and 18 they can
be taught better and controlled. “Where do we find the matrons or
is it the madams – the handlers for the girls?” enquires PG.

Boss calls the Baron’s secretary “We’re planning a visit to the
Palace…”

The secretary stops them explaining that there’s been extra
police patrols assigned to the borders, possibly due to gang terri-
tory conflicts. She explains that the Baron has suggested that it
would be better for the shipment to detoured via the Mediter-
ranean and will be with them by the 12th Her efficient manner and
clear instructions, eases Boss’s fears of being ripped off. Pleased
that he is still in control of the money and shipment of parts, he
decides to wait until further news.

Chapter 11 Joshi digs for dirt

Its been a bad day at the towers, trading has been jumping around
like a yoyo due to a massive bombing in a major city making the
markets unpredictable, and traders panicking and increasing their
gambling stakes to compensate. Joshi’s head of department storms
in, firing ill-tempered remarks and threatening sackings, because of
the poor trading results from his department. He doesn’t care “You
are all a bunch of free-loading little shits.” It was unfortunate as
Joshi was sitting right beside the corridor where the head stood
making him the prime target for most of the abuse. “You not had
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your fingers glued to the pulse of the market boy – where’s your
fucking head – F-F’ing use it or loose it I had expected better from
you Joshi.”

Now the ill temper has transferred itself, Joshi fed up with being
singled out, storms out the room – smacks the lift button hard,
once the lift has delivered him to the ground floor he then
marches out the building.

The cool sunshine air and breeze scooping off the dockside water-
front bounces off the Towers has a tranquilizing effect. By the
station is a bar over looking the waterside. Josh briskly walks over
to the bar and slumps onto the barstool demanding a constant
stream of alcohol. It doesn’t take long for the woozy effect to kick
in on an empty stomach. It smothers Joshi’s frustration at no-
longer being the Top-dog of the department, No longer considered
the Head’s Protégé, even his girl has walked out apparently
because she is not used to his violent tendency.

Somehow drunks become venerable, somehow drunks attract the
worst in people and the worst people are attracted to drunks.

A smooth thirty something man in jeans with a crisp cotton shirt
slides up to the bar next to Joshi – “Bad Day on the Floor?” a
sympathetic question from a stranger. Joshi part grunts part burps
his acknowledgment; his tie unfastened skewed across his Armani
suit now creased with a small splash of gin across the sleeve “Need
your record cleaned?” A stranger whiles his empathetic way, under-
standing the problems of big traders as if he too was one of them,
he too knows what its like to be the favourite and then dumped.
But now he has found a very lucrative business, living off the
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proceeds of the ‘Hot Boys’ who loose their rag as soon as some-
thing goes wrong, but then panic because they don’t want to loose
the lavish life style.

“Its my fucking brother, he’s up to something” Josh blurts out the
cause of his frustration, the stranger continues with his empathetic
method of conversation, “No I mean up to something” Josh
repeats himself half expecting the stranger to know exactly what
he’s on about.

“Do you want me to do something for you?” the slippery tones of
the stranger

Josh swings round, taking notice of the man for the first time
“What can you do? – What possible thing…” He stopped short – in
case this guy could be a hit man, and that wasn’t what he meant to
happen.

“I’m a hack, I’m Jonny how d’ you do” The stranger has master-
fully turn the conversation around towards a more legalized sales
pitch.

It wasn’t long before the stranger had Josh’s whole pathetic story
“OK Josh” says the stranger thoughtfully “Here’s what I can do for
a small buck” he pauses waiting for the Ok to proceed with the
proposition “I clean up your record I your department, remove any
black marks and bring you out on top again smelling of roses” He
waits for Joshi to catch his eye –then continues with his offer “And
a 3 day subscription into the Global Hack site – dig out anything
you like anywhere in the world” Josh smiles into his glass “Ok
gizzus your card then – I get back to you later.”
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Chapter Nine

SIBLING RIVAL

Joshi books in some leave the following day, signs it under medical
book ‘Mild Stress’. His boss looks patronisingly at him furrowing
his brow in a knowing way as if to say “What’s your wheeze this
time?” Joshi pulls his big baby eyes of mercy – who me- sort of
look. Then once out of the building pulls out the business card and
phones the stranger and transfers the fee to cover the rental.

The stranger gave strict instructions as to how to operate the
system, “If you don’t adhere to these rules – someone will be onto
you in no time and your computer is your sentence; got it?” His
brief is to get himself a second hand laptop from the local pawn
shop or x-rental then when all the work is done – bin it or dump it
at a charity of something –“But Don’t be seen with it” the
strangers last words. Joshi gleefully embarks on his secret mission,
find himself a nice loungy sort of bar in Stratford Circus with its
big comfy sofas, endless refreshments served by an attractive wait-
ress, he quite fancies.

He pulls out the laptop from its scruffy plastic bag, presses the
start button and waits for the old computer to fire up. Once its
been hooked up to the local wifi internet, Joshi pulls out of his
trouser pocket a small slip of paper and taps on the keys following



its instructions. The hackers site asks a few reference questions
before allowing Joshi to log in – “PING- There you are” Joshi
excited at the prospect of being able to spy on anyone, anywhere
in the world, - he plugs in his own name to jokingly test the
system, PING came back the files, pages of it – he blushes at
seeing some of his misdemeanors, He keys in his bosses’ details
PING Loads of dirt Hmm store it for later he thinks to himself.

After the initial fun of exploring the site he keys in his broth-
er’s name Bossenderi Latif-Harrison. Joshi types in his brother’s
address details and sits back waiting for the laptop to whirl and
chug its way through a mountain of computer codes. Then at last
the page reveals itself line by line, Joshi sits up waiting for it to
finish. Just four lines of text, Joshi waits a bit longer before slam-
ming shut the laptop. “That’s barely half a page” Joshi ‘expletes’ “
’ucking waster – he’s useless, in fact he’s more than useless” Joshi
explodes not quite certain if he means his brother or the Stranger.

He snaps his fingers irritably at the waitress, “Get me another
of those frothy chinos sweetheart.” A few minutes later she floats
over with a fresh cup ”what you’re doing Josh?” the waitress flirts
herself into his thoughts “digging up dirt on my fat brother” Joshi
smiles sarcastically “Oh You BAD Boy” she replies “Only I can’t
find anything – look – he’s useless waste of space” The waitress
leans seductively over his shoulder right across his face so that he
gets a hint of her perfume “well that’s because you are looking in
the wrong place” she points to a small blue menu link “Try clicking
on that – see what happens” “look you do then” Joshi ‘s short
temper leached out showing his inability in using his initiative
“Only when I’m not working – can’t do two jobs at once – you
know – manager will have my guts for garters” “And very nice
garters they will be” replied Joshi easing up on his mood. The wait-
ress saunters off to flirt with other customers leaving Joshi to work
things out for himself “Silly cow” he mumbles under his breath.
Bored with his new toy he reaches across the adjacent armchair for
his jacket and fumbles around for his phone to call Henson “Hi do
you want to earn your fee or what?” he abruptly demands “Can you
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drop everything and come over to the bar in Strat-circus you know
it’s the one behind the theatre. See you in ten” demands the aristo-
cratic client.

20 minutes later Henson strolls in relaxed in Khaki chinos and
a mismatching jean shirt. He looks across the multitude of
mismatched furniture, large refectory tables, plastic and leather
chairs until he spots Joshi swapped by a huge leather sofa guarded
by two enormous armchairs. “Hey” his welcome acknowledgement
“Hey” Henson replied “Any good with these hacking sites?” Joshi
rotates the laptop to show Henson what is refereeing too. “Not
bad – see you are having fun digging around” he pauses “is that
Stuarts site?” “Dunno – guy in Canary put me onto it” “Yes looks
like Start’s style” Henson confirms “Do you mind if I take a look”
He leans over and picks up the laptop “Ah see you are back onto
your poor brother – what’s he done to you to make you so angry?”
Joshi annoyed, looks away “He’s just my brother that’s all – OK?
He accentuates the finish of the interrogation. “See what you can
find on him – will you – think he’s top dog, so smart “Joshi mutters
under his breath.

Henson picks up the laptop and rests it on his knees; taps in a
few keys “know any of your brothers friends? We start the search
there and see what gets pulled out.” Relieved he has someone a bit
more familiar with the hacking site Joshi relaxes and takes time to
think “He has a stooge Lez I think his name is” “I need a bit more
than that mate if I’m going to get anywhere.” Joshi sits back and
thinks “Well he has just bought himself a couple of houses with his
father in law” “Ok what’s the guys name?” There’s a long pause
Joshi engages with the operation of uncovering some juicy bits, he
can throw at his brother “Oh my Father in Law from Karachi Papa
Gee has something to do with mines – think he owns a few.” After
a few hours of searching, little is thrown up apparently the boss
doesn’t use the Internet for his accounting nor does his bride.
“Can’t find much at the moment other than the mines in Pakistan”
“What about the property – who’s name are they in?” My brother’s
I think” Josh stuck at the prospect “Look’s like one of the proper-
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ties is for rental to keep the income rolling in and his bride happy.”
Josh glares at Henson “You’re no fucking good I want dirt” “Look
Mate” retaliates Henson I don’t have to help you – you I have
plenty of other clients who appreciate my efforts” Henson is not
going to put up with this sort of crap from clients “OK-OK” Joshi’s
way of apologizing without saying sorry.

Henson has had enough, “Got go now times up – have other
jobs to sort out – I’ve showed you how to work the system ” he
leaves Joshi to carry on with the searches.

Chapter 11 C The Baron’s business
The Baron is a commodity broker, mainly in human trafficking.

People from all over the world visit his little emporium over in
Slatina. Making requests ranging from slaves to drugs. Neverthe-
less he has found a surprising amount of profits can be made from
cigarettes, the occasional forged documents, and of course cyber
crime, but his favourite sport, which gives him the biggest thrill is
beating the automated banking machines, “OH thee-z world haz z-
oo much to givez, its like tak-eeng candy fromz a childz” He
chuckles to himself “itz gives za-me a bigger lau-ffs when my-ez
boys tellz me the bank’est deny it happenz, it means they too are
in z-on ee-t, refoo-zing to pays zee compenz-ation.”

The Baron contemplates the funny side of things “Even zhe
states whoze runsee farms comez running to-os me for favourz
when zheir agricultural mu-chines break-ses down - AHH theyze
whimpers Navajo do uz za favour,.. Got-se bee-g combinez and zhe
bloodeez zhing’s gone agains…Gives you a bonuz ee-f you get it to
uzz nex-za- week” the state would simper up to him and curry yet
another favour. The Baron, sits on his throne, wearing a black
leather jacket admiring what he has achieved, proud of his Schi-
anekova Palace.

This empire the Baron has build over 20 years from just
peasant beginnings are based on the mafia style of business. A
ruthless flexing of muscles by knocking off rival gangs, taking
their business and in one hit, doubling one’s own. He learnt their
methods when doing a delivery to southern Italy and somehow
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found himself, employed by a Sicilian Gentleman, elegant and
very clever, who likes enthusiasm of staff and their desire to learn.
Navajo was taken under his wing and later, given the investment
to set up his own satellite operation in his home country.
Providing clients with important connection across the borders.
A regime runs with a strict code of conduct in true Mafia style,
their inflexible rules enforced by torture or destruction. Whether
it applies to staff or clients, they ALL obey The rules. Only the
top dog is allowed to deal with another tribe’s top dog, Hierachy
of territories provides the natural peeking order where no
emotions are allowed to leak out in business, its all just an
exchange of merchandise based on value and money, nothing else
matters.

The art of good business, is knowledge, information equals
power. The Baron prides himself on the amount of knowledge he
has access to at any time. His teams, poached teams, across the
globe, a mixture of small boys, tramps, beggars, refugees have been
tasked with listening. Listening behind pillars, on the steps of
government buildings, or hacking into passing satellites and police
radio transmitters. The Baron has knowledge to sell, Knowledge to
capitalise on. These are the teachings, which has been so impor-
tant to him from the Sicilian Gentleman, impregnated into his
ambitions right from the start.

His teams stationed in key areas to pinpoint where the most
activity is, as highly prized ‘hacked’ knowledge can be rooted out
and sold on. Moles positioned on the ground who organise little
snakes that writhe around the streets, weaselling out extracts of
information – making it become a valuable commodity. Knowledge
about the movements of governments who plan to break up opera-
tions, or position rattlers to create noise or distractions to re-
enforce the balance of power, across marauding and competitive
gangs.

From knowledge retrieved, the Baron learns which commodi-
ties are in vogue, which gets the highest payouts for lease amount
effort. Or if Europol are developing counter surveillance to break
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one of their rings apart is to know who and to sell the knowledge
for a premium.

The world comes to his door, other barons and empire seekers,
looking for cheap merchandise to exploit in other countries whose
high demands for sex slaves and an insatiable appetite for child
pornography provide a wealth for the dealers. Countries with few
laws able to tackle this ferociously growing trade, enable Baron to
clean up the profits.

But its humans that provide the Baron with the biggest
income. They can be sold in so many ways, its such a versatile busi-
ness everywhere in the world wants servants somewhere, free
labour, dependable labour, MANIPULABLE labour, its wonderful
stuff. Free labour works long 12 hours shifts, every day of the week;
every day of the year, but it’s the owners that get the bucks, the
pimp who manage and run girls from one point to another earn
the big chunk, each proudly competing against one another,
comparing whether they raked in $150,000 or if they had a lucky
night and that sum increased to $200,000 for their child.

The Baron rubs his hands, twitching them as it produced more
money rewarding him richly with satisfaction. The easiest thing in
the world is finding some dammed city, which is over populated
with children, turfed out of school, left abandoned on the streets
looking for dreams.

“They are so gullible, to the same old story its ridiculous, my
lover-boys can’t help laughing when yet another cunt from the
‘homes’ falls for their tricks.”

Its not just young vagrants stranded or lost souls. But a new
commodity has arisen from wealthy youths globetrotting, they too
are snatchable, easily overcome with a bit of weight and hauled off
by whatever means his troupe have at their disposal and slammed
into lockable trucks, regardless whether they are kicking and
screaming blue-murder. Then to keep them quiet are fed drugs,
dependable drugs, and addictive drugs, allowing the absolute
control of a human as piece of meat.

His team have learnt by reprimand that the minimum age for
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removing human litter is 3 years nothing under, as they tend to die
before they make money and anything up 40, but the best and
most profitable are the 12-15 year old girls, virgin material
commanding premium rates across the world.

The Baron sees himself just providing governments with a free
service to removing human waste. Making it cheaper for each
government to run the country – payout less money to welfare and
benefits, pay for less people in state jobs and less to clean up in the
streets. The Government should be paying him for a change, not
ridiculing him, he thinks.

How commodities come into his empire – he doesn’t much
care, if there are any of his henchmen willing to ruffle the appro-
priate feathers, dispose of evidence, or retaliate with arson. It’s
only for the best as it asserts his power across the competition.
Asserting an infiltrating power such as Napoleon’s domination.
“Perhaps I shall nickname myself ” the Baron slits his eyes with the
accumulated power now in his possession.

Boss Purchases
The Boss calls the Baron’s secretary, asks how his order is

progressing “Will have the setup ready November. Will you have
the girls sent over by then – need 4 under 12 yrs the rest between
14-17. – Plan to get them set up then place another order for a
further 12 by January.” The secretary refers the message back to
the Baron; “oh he plans to make a visit with his partner.”

Baron conferrers “Need to get him to have a rendezvous –
boarders have a lot of heat on at the moment – need to split the
shipment. Make sure he understands it has to be invisible.” He
instructs the Secretary. “You know what these newbeez are like,
arrogant pieces of shit can ruin a station and get it shut down,
wasting our time.”

The Baron calls up a couple of satellites, “How’re Lovers
getting on have they seasoned any merchandise yet – got eleven
orders, tell them to get a move on and start forwarding the bitches
will ya and make it a mix bag of goodies, nothing over 16 – Got it.”
The Baron puts in his order down his carefully made chain. A
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network of different operations who each select and pull out their
merchandise, from a variety of different sources, without being
conspicuous.

Each gang has been briefed to educate their targeted merchan-
dise, bring young girls up to speed with the pretence of promises.
Get their madams to teach about sexual incentives calling it ‘the
educational programme’. Gangs have learnt that if they keep a few
tarts back, keep them in an untouched state but primed with skills
and taught to be afraid, it preserves the longevity of a transaction
offering high revenues for their mixture of skills and virginity in a
transaction.

Baron makes just one more request “Russia has a big order for
Organs, need some vermin over in Macedonia, about 2 dozen,
make sure they are cleaned from lice would you, they paying
REALLY good money.

The gangs set to work, weaving their webs of deception. First
they find large families, high up on the hills, mostly poverty
stricken and tell them they can earn a wodge of cash to pay off
some loan or other. Loans created by the same gang, maybe a year
of two earlier. Extortionate loans that are impossible to overcome,
because of the unbearably high rates of interest. Gangs creating
the situation that the only way out is for them to sell their chil-
dren. ‘There children will be in good hands’ they are promised;
‘they will be kept safe and sent abroad to work in restaurants –
they will have a better future.’ Gangs weave the stories inventing
the propaganda necessary to walk away with hundreds of virgin
girls.

Perhaps one day ‘they will return to you’, they would say. A
promise of a dream, a promise to their children that one day they
will have money to visit America and see the famous film stars. But
the gangs laugh as they tell lies upon lies repeatedly that it is
impossible to work out what is real anymore. Maybe this time it is
genuine, the farmers think, maybe these are these people who visit
us are sincere and CAN offer a better future from another country.
But like so many promises before, reality is only an imaginary
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dream and dreams don’t exist, just a brutal manipulation of the
truth and the extortion for free labour. Instead it is the beginning
of the most terrible nightmare a child could endure. A never-
ending cycle of life, that handcuffs a family to a loan and sentences
a child to torture, leaving them forever in the arms of a monster. A
monster that no saintly George could overcome with his sword –
chop off one arm and another grows bigger and stronger, more
invisible.

Chapter 12 Joshi digs for dirt

It’s been a bad day at the towers, trading has been jumping
around like a yoyo due to a massive bombing in a major city
making the markets unpredictable, and traders panicking and
increasing their gambling stakes to compensate. Joshi’s head of
department storms in, firing ill-tempered remarks and threatening
sackings, because of the poor trading results from his department.
He doesn’t care “You are all a bunch of free-loading little shits.” It
was unfortunate as Joshi was sitting right beside the corridor
where the head stood, making him become the prime target for
most of his abuse. “You’ve not had your fingers glued to the pulse
of the market boy – where’s your fucking head – F-F’ing use it or
loose it I had expected better from you Joshi.”

Now the ill temper has transferred itself, Joshi fed up with
being singled out, storms out the room – smacks the lift button
hard, once the lift has delivered him to the ground floor he then
marches out the building.

The cool sunshine with its summer breeze, scoops itself off the
dockside waterfront and bounces off the Towers, giving a tranquil-
izing effect. By the station is a bar overlooking the waterside. Josh
briskly walks over to the bar and slumps onto the barstool
demanding a constant stream of alcohol. It doesn’t take long for
the woozy effect to kick in on an empty stomach. It smothers
Joshi’s frustration at no-longer being the Top-dog of the depart-
ment. No longer to be considered as the Head’s Protégé, even his
girl has walked out, apparently because she is not used to his
violent tendency.
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Somehow drunks become vulnerable, somehow drunks attract
the worst in people and the worst people are attracted to drunks.

A smooth thirty something man in jeans with a crisp cotton
shirt slides up to the bar next to Joshi – “Bad Day on the Floor?” a
sympathetic question from a stranger. Joshi part grunts part burps
his acknowledgment, his tie unfastened sat skewed across the stool
creasing his Armani suit, allowing a small splash of gin to fire
across his sleeve “Need your record cleaned?” A stranger whiles his
empathetic way, understanding the problems of big traders as if he
too was one of them, he too knows what its like to be the favourite
and then dumped. But now he has found a very lucrative business,
living off the proceeds of the ‘Hot Boys’ who loose their rag as
soon as something goes wrong and then panic because they don’t
want to loose the lavish life style.

“Its my fucking brother, he’s up to something” Josh blurts out
the cause of his frustration, the stranger continues with his empa-
thetic method of conversation, “No I mean up to something” Josh
repeats himself half expecting the stranger to know exactly what
he’s on about.

“Do you want me to do something for you?” the slippery tones
of the stranger

Josh swings round, taking notice of the man for the first time
“What can you do? – What possible thing...” He stopped short – in
case this guy could be a hit man, and that wasn’t what he intended
to think.

“I’m a hack, I’m Keith how d’you do” The stranger has master-
fully turn the conversation around towards a more legalized sales
pitch.

It wasn’t long before the stranger had Joshi’s whole pathetic
story “OK Josh” says the stranger thoughtfully “Here’s what I can
do for a small buck” he pauses waiting for the OK to proceed with
the proposition “I clean up your record in your department,
remove any black marks and bring you out on top again smelling of
roses” He waits for Joshi to catch his eye – then continues with his
offer “And a 3 day subscription into the Global Hack site – dig out
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anything you like anywhere in the world” Josh smiles into his glass
“OK gizzus your card then – I get back to you later.”

The stranger knows when he has hooked a big fish and confi-
dently turns away to allow the offer to filter into Joshi’s now
slightly inebriated brain, “Here’s my card, call me when you have
had a chance to think it over” he leans over and pushes the busi-
ness card into the lopsided top pocket of Joshi’s suit jacket and
walks away.

That evening back at home Joshi broods as the alcohol wears
off, he kicks off his shoes the moment he opens the front door and
slings his jacket over the TV set. The idea of the stranger has
planted is now percolating through the intoxicated haze, ideas
about what information he could dig up and sting his brother with
grew on him – he laughed at how much damage he could cause and
still not be seen as the mischief maker.

“I can dig up dirt on anyone I choose“ he thinks but only three
days to do it - three days - I can take a break and get Henson but
maybe he's not so good on the computer” thoughts build them-
selves into a clearer picture. “A plan of action he's the smart one in
the family, I’ll take three ‘sickies’ off next week, the department
will understand, AH_H poor Joshi they will say, he's under too
much stress, then I can get that guy to remove the comments so I
don’t get my pay docked, on my report” Josh falls back laughing
“luck always pats me on the back.”

Joshi books in some leave the following day, signs it under
medical book ‘Mild Stress’. His boss looks patronizingly at him
furrowing his brow in a knowing way as if to say “What’s your
wheeze this time?” Joshi pulls his big baby eyes of mercy – who
me- sort of look. Then once out of the building pulls out the busi-
ness card and phones the stranger and transfers the fee to cover
the rental.

The stranger gave strict instructions as to how to operate the
system, “If you don’t adhere to these rules – someone will be onto
you in no time and your computer is your sentence; got it?” His
brief is to get himself a second hand laptop from a local pawn shop
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or x-rental then when all the work is done – bin it or dump it at a
charity of something –“But don’t be seen with it” the strangers last
words. Joshi gleefully embarks on his secret mission, finds himself
a nice loungy sort of bar in Stratford Circus with its big comfy
sofas, endless refreshments served by an attractive waitress, he
quite fancies.

He pulls out the laptop from its scruffy plastic bag, presses the
start button and waits for the old computer to fire up. Once its
been hooked up to the local wifi internet, Joshi pulls out of his
trouser pocket a small slip of paper and taps on the keys following
its instructions. The hackers site asks a few reference questions
before allowing Joshi to log in – “PING- There you are” Joshi
excited at the prospect of being able to spy on anyone, anywhere
in the world, - he plugs in his own name to jokingly test the
system, PING came back the files, pages of it – he blushes at
seeing some of his misdemeanors. He keys in his bosses’ details
PING Loads of dirt on Him, I’ll store it for later Joshi quietly
schemes to himself. Hm-m He tries it out on a few guys in the
department who have lately been stirring up trouble for him “I
could sling a bit of dirt back at them” He copies the searches onto
his Gmail account, storing it for a future fracas to sling back.

After the initial fun of exploring the site he keys in his broth-
er’s name Bossenderi Latif-Harrison. Joshi types in his brother’s
address details and sits back waiting for the laptop to whirl and
chug its way through a mountain of computer codes. Then at last
the page reveals itself line by line, Joshi sits up waiting for it to
finish. Just four lines of text, Joshi waits a bit longer before slam-
ming shut the laptop. “That’s barely half a page” Joshi’s expletives “
’ucking waster – he’s useless, in fact he’s more than useless” Joshi
explodes not quite certain if he means his brother or the Stranger.

He snaps his fingers irritably at the waitress, “Get me another
of those frothy chinos sweetheart.” A few minutes later she floats
over with a fresh cup ”what you’re doing Josh?” the waitress flirts
herself into his thoughts “digging up dirt on my fat brother” Joshi
smiles sarcastically “Oh You BAD Boy” she replies “Only I can’t
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find anything – look – he’s useless waste of space” The waitress
leans seductively over his shoulder right across his face so that he
gets a hint of her perfume “well that’s because you are looking in
the wrong place” she points to a small blue menu link “Try clicking
on that – see what happens” “look you do then” Joshi ‘s short
temper leached out showing his inability in using his initiative
“Only when I’m not working – can’t do two jobs at once – you
know – manager will have my guts for garters” “And very nice
garters they will be” replied Joshi easing up on his mood. The wait-
ress saunters off to flirt with other customers leaving Joshi to work
things out for himself “Silly cow” he mumbles under his breath.
Bored with his new toy he reaches across the adjacent armchair for
his jacket and fumbles around for his phone to call Henson “Hi do
you want to earn your fee or what?” he abruptly demands “Can you
drop everything and come over to the bar in ‘Strat’-circus you
know it’s the one behind the theatre. See you in ten” demands the
aristocratic client.

20 minutes later Henson strolls in relaxed in Khaki chinos and
a mismatching check shirt. He looks across the multitude of
psychedelic furniture, large refectory tables, plastic and leather
chairs until he spots Joshi swamped by a huge leather sofa guarded
by two enormous armchairs. “Hey” his welcome acknowledgement
“Hey” Henson replied “Any good with these hacking sites?” Joshi
rotates the laptop to show Henson what’s he referring too. “Not
bad – see you are having fun digging around” he pauses “is that
Stuarts site?” “Dunno – guy in Canary put me onto it” “Yes looks
like Stuart’s style” Henson confirms “Do you mind if I take a look”
He leans over and picks up the laptop “Ah see you are back onto
your poor brother – what’s he done to you to make you so angry?”
Joshi annoyed, looks away “He’s just my brother that’s all – OK?
He accentuates the finish of the interrogation. “See what you can
find on him – will you – think he’s top dog, so smart “Joshi mutters
under his breath.

Henson picks up the laptop and rests it on his knees; taps in a
few keys “know any of your brother’s friends? We can start the
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search there and see what it pulls out.” Relieved he has someone a
bit more familiar with the hacking site Joshi relaxes and takes time
to think “He has a stooge Lez I think his name is” “I need a bit
more than that mate if I’m going to get anywhere.” Joshi sits back
and thinks “Well he has just bought himself a couple of houses
with his father in law” “OK what’s the guy’s name?” There’s a long
pause Joshi engages with the operation of uncovering some juicy
bits, he can throw at his brother “Oh my Father in Law from
Karachi Papa Gee has something to do with gem mines – think he
owns a few.” After a few hours of searching, little is thrown up
apparently Boss doesn’t use the Internet for his accounting nor
does his bride. “Can’t find much at the moment other than the
mines in Pakistan” “What about the property – who’s name is on
the deeds?” “My brother’s I think” Josh now became stuck looking
for illegal misdemeanors “Look’s like one of the properties is for
rental to keep the income rolling in and his bride happy” Josh
glares at Henson “You’re no fucking good I want dirt” “Look Mate”
retaliates Henson I don’t have to put up with your shit or even help
you – I have plenty of other clients who appreciate my efforts”

Henson levels with authority “You can give crap at work, you
can give crap at your family but I Will NOT tolerate crap from
clients – You got the Mr Latif - Harrison?” “OK-OK” Joshi’s way of
apologizing without saying sorry. Henson has had enough with
sarcastic responses, “Gotta go now times up Mr Latif -Harrison –
have other jobs to sort out – I’ve shown you how to work the
system ” he leaves Joshi to wallow in his irritability and carry on
with his searches.

Chapter 12 the organ grinders

The phone rings twice it’s the signal, 22 men arm themselves,
pull on heavy black jackets and throw sackings, bottles and other
useful tools onto the back seats.

Eleven cars, assigned to their particular duty, emerge from
various stations across Eastern Europe. Night is the best time. Not
much is seen or recorded. It is necessary to collect merchandise off
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the streets in a discrete manor, to avoid drawing unwanted atten-
tion from security. Each gang is tasked with a different specialty
that is specific to they type of merchandise.

A bald headed man with a face like a prize pit-bull and intimi-
dating muscles, clearly capable of inflicting extreme pain, stares
intently out the car window.

“Watch those fucking Slav crew, fishing for 'shabwicks',” He
watches another gang on the prowl. “They’re trying to grab the
hussies straight off the street and into their motors, look who else
is already fishing for girls – watch them fucking pimps chew for
eighty Euros for a quick bunk up .”

“Goro-monavich! - Those flaccid…” the bald man criticizes
“beer belly sex-tourists are completely knocked up their tiny
numbskulls.” The headhunters laughs at the attempts of pimps to
hook trade straight out the station.

Child darts out see’s the car and recognises it, it turns leaps
across the railings back into the unlit park. Just the sound of its
terrified breath, fading into the distance as it makes a run for it
and disappears into the park's blackness. Another lucky escape it
thinks, ‘just one more night I have out witted evil’.

Each car is armed with a pair of rough looking ‘headhunters’,
their focus for the evening’s task, is to patrol their known and
assigned territory; Bacau, Vaslu and Galati, where the poorest
communities dwell moving town-ward away from the large territo-
rial farms whose operations have incurred poverty due to Russian
run mechanized farms.

These territories are where children sleep rough, on park
benches, outside stations or under bridges. Sometimes they see
rogue foreigners attuned to finding where these little urchins hide
and pouncing on their fragility to satisfy their desires. Foreigners,
who have caught trains across Europe, arrive in the centre of their
chosen town at the dead of night. These hungry predators know-
ingly walk straight out of the station to the nearest park and drag a
vagrant child, pulling them into the nearest bush to pass off their
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insatiable acts, before returning to the respectability of a city’s
station.

The headhunters’ turn away dismissing the act as just another
fact of life, tutting as they saw a handful of homeless children
ready to be plucked have now become “spoiled merchandise –
which then can’t be vouch against disease.”

"Hey Babe" the bald man leans out the window, his arm
crooked on the door, using his more alluring tones, suggests a
‘comes on’. “Fancy going to a party with me and sucking on a
majuana stick?

The alluring man cracks a smile, revealing teeth with black dots
of decay, from years of smoking. "Some woman will sleep with
anything - even men that are so-o repulsive that they look like a
leper, just because they pay much higher wages than the pretty
guys, desperate ugly men who see themselves as virile and want to
prove that they can do it just as well. The driver sticks a finger up
at the women teasingly, that only a man thinks is a funny joke. But
the girls just shift them long in a few minutes.

A girl in a too-tight red dress sitting at the outside tables of a
bar ignores the bald man’s advances as she sips on a lurid pink shot
- they call a ‘Bucharest cocktail’. A night out to enjoy, but during
the scene called ‘Happy hour’, her friend, having over done free
drinks, offer to them by strangers, now lies slumped with her head
on the table, succumbed to its alcoholic-induced narcolepsy. The
bald headhunter stares at the slumped girl and lifts his hand side-
ways as if to gesture a chop “Idiot girls – don’t know what they’re
missing.” Then continues to drive, his eyes twisting in search of
free merchandise to be picked up before another gang beats him to
it. A competitive pimps sports Merc, rounds the next corner also
enjoying admiring the streets lined with girls who get their tits out
and displays them overtly.

Cars cruise passed a brothel called The Ninetease Club, an old
hostel overtaken by sex workers. Black Sea girls in tiny ripped-
denim skirts, white leather jackets and styled with matching thigh
length boots. These girls stand around the entrance, catcalling at
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men, enticing them with seductive wiggles, stroking their long
boots and making each passing man feel superficially young and
attractive – even wanted to perform acts sex, however ugly they
really are.

One car leers unnoticeable round another dark corner; six
young children huddled under the arches hidden in the eastern
village of Nicoresti sheltering for warmth, trying to stay live.
Another two lay strewn separately, dead to the world exhausted
from endless begging and scrounging for scraps to eats. Their
temporary pattern of sleep is to just collectively huddle then relax
until their subconscious overrides and takes them to a pleasant
surreal world.

Undisturbed by the City’s continuous hum, the children
motionless don’t stir. The two men armed with chloroform bend
down grab a child and thrust the poisoned facemask over the
child’s face, holding it unceremoniously until the tiny form relaxes
unconscious. They are then strapped and bagged up and thrown
into the boot of the car. Eight children bagged on the first outing
of the night, another twenty to go. “The Baron calls it rubbish
collection” – mutters the first Headhunter “Shouldn’t we get paid
double for night duties” the second laughs.

Meanwhile the Gigolos part of the “Lover-boy” scheme, are at
work, masters of the art of seduction using emotional hot buttons.
They have learnt, the orphanages chuck out children at 14. There’s
no more room. The hash centers are just an operation for
processing children until they are of age. Love is not on the agenda
but to the children it is a necessity.

Gigolos have discovered what these young girls want more than
anything is love. Denied since birth, the craving is so intense they
will latch on to anyone who offers it. Unfortunately it has now
been turned into a business, a way of headhunting. Headhunted by
programmed gigolos whose practice is to offer love up to a point
then, when it turns a corner and becomes a serious relationship,
they pass the girl down the line. “OH if you love me you will screw
my mates, oh if you love me you will fuck for money. Money I need
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to be kept in a life style, oh you don’t need to worry about the
money I will look after it for you until we have a house.” Then the
slavery starts. The feigned requests… ”Do it for Me if you love
Me… Show me you truly love me.” Slowly the snake wraps its coils
around its victim, ever tightening, ever strangling, until there is no
way out. If there is the remotest inkling of escape the girls are put
on drugs to sedate them. The drugs make them addicted and the
control buttons are then complete. Making the merchandise
compliant and portable. The orphanages have inadvertently
become the prime targets for sex slavery.

The gigolos think their nothing of business to coerce in order
to control ‘should not count as a crime’, their girls go willingly,
seduced with the words “Come and meet some of my other friends
Darling, they’ll love you as much as I do, perhaps we can go shop-
ping first? I’ll treat you to a new dress so you look great!” But
underneath there are dark thoughts – it’s all meaningless merchan-
dise "we really don't think that it's someone's daughter; we think
its just about making money and that's it," they say.

Then there are the organ grinders hose aim is to collect reason-
ably well looking children between the age of 4 and 13. They will
be picked up a delivered to a washing house to remove ticks and
louse, and disregard disease-ridden objects from the order. It’s
ruthless in human business to provide organs to patients willing to
pay extortionate amounts to preserve their life. Unaware they have
contributed to the death of another. The death of just vermin,
disposable inert objects that can be recycled to good and prof-
itable effect. Slave trappers who prefer to operate in Africa and the
Far East; these slaves are generally older and used for household
servitude. Offering controllable free service, which can be a useful
buffer for sexual or aggressive binges. Gangs, Mafias and other
organizations enjoy the benefits that human trafficking brings with
it - an estimated $32 billion annual global bounty – the third
highest earner in commerce after Oil.

Chapter 12B; The shipment of girls
The Baron has developed many different ways to ship human
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cargo, without detection across the world. He has perfected the
dark side of transportation whose only concerns are to keep the
merchandise invisible and choose the cheapest routes. Thankfully
budget airlines have obligingly made his business a lot easier and
profitable. And if they conveniently fly to small airports in his
chosen countries, who themselves have less surveillance, less
investment, less knowledge, they can’t spot the giveaway signals of
body language, when someone is traveling against their will.
Which means he can deliver undetected a tidy sum of girls to most
places.

Although the UK – being the third top destination for his
clients. The major airports have become a little tricky to negotiate,
but what the authorities haven’t figured out yet is that he can
catch a flight to Belfast in Northern Ireland then switch to an
internal flight across to the mainland and walk right past any
unsuspecting border controls “Because there ain’t none” he laughs.

The Baron prepares his ‘outcall’ – a delivery of 18 girls who he
has had “broken in” and needs a stopover in Belfast, before the
transaction with his new client Boss Lakif-Harrison and his regu-
lars. He puts a call through to Ireland and prepares the travel
arrangements for the next assignment.

“Got a delivery on three flights, Malik, need to keep them
separate and off the premises sharpish, remember no food or sleep,
need to keep them in primed condition for sale. Pick em up
Belfast 8pm, 10pm and 12.30am clean them up then get them on
the internal flight to Bristol 6.30am” He follows the instructions
with an email sending copies of the forged boarding passes.

“All together? Malik worried about the risk of one big group
“No thickhead – get your maids to help make it look like an

educational trip”
“Cumon – I shouldn’t have to do all the thinking you

knucklehead.”
“The outcall” he continues “is at the Bracknell International

just off the M4. Be there for 11am got a couple of private parties
planned room 1231. Oh and before I forget, 6 for the In-call room
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989” He continues, “make a quick buck; give 8 potential buyers a
peek in and out of the hotel room in 5 minutes a piece, will ya - get
Cazz to help ya she’s good with girls.

Baron’s next important order for the operation’s success, are
the forged documents. Air tickets and Passports to ensure the girls
arrive at their destination and if questioned the guardians can
produce the right papers to allow them to gain access into a
country.

He calls Strepelis his pet counterfeiter. Strep with his partners
Daniton have mastered the ability to copy practically anything,
almost undetectably. The Baron treasures this particular contact
because their work is second to none and they generally will turn
round anything without too much fuss. Sometimes Strep uses his
cyber connection to access government department records to
transfer the templates, and then to ensure the information is legit-
imized, gets Dani to back loads the forged documents into staff
files, so that if they are searched by the likes of FBI, Interpol or
Europol all the information tallies up and looks seamless.

“Strep – need to get my hands on 18 papers for this next assign-
ment to go to the UK, needed for Friday, make the internal look
like its an educational trip.” Strep pulls a long face, “Always –
Always, No time, Always in a hurry – when will you ever
plan ahead?”

“Need you to get over this afternoon and shoot your girls” – the
pun always makes the Baron snigger.

“Get the boys to put up the white backcloth for me so I can
shoot straight into the computer, speed things up a bit” replies
Strep.

“Need more info on your travel arrangements; are you planning
to fly a few girls at a time to Belfast or Aberdeen?” Strep knows to
ask the question, as the Baron would no doubt forget to tell him,
them expect a bunch of tickets to spring out of a magic hat.

“Err – Yes fucking right – planning to send a dozen as models
to our agency in Alford then switch them over at Belfast make it
look like a school trip or something”
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“Is it just three plane trips or are there any more?” If there are
he would have to produce airline tickets, boarding passes and work
permits in some cases.

Strep continues his questioning “You sending any as cleaners or
are they just models and students?” Each identity passport, travel
ticket are all downloaded from various hacked sites.

Behind closed doors Strep and Daniton have made a nice little
business of 14 years selling ‘genuine’ European Identity Cards.
Their unique method they discovered by accident is by using the
information of dead people around Romania.

Originally they met as neighbours equally frustrated with
having their livelihoods denied by communism, forcing them to
hand over their family’s farms, which have been previously passed
down by countless generations, to the state. Having shared the
same fate Strep and Daniton became very close and together set
up an initiative, using each other’s positions and confidential
access to state secrets.

Strep was given a job in a Governmental department to
uncover fraud, there he found he too could creatively imitate the
finer details on documents such as driving licences, while Daniton
was recruited by the local Police Force. When one day Daniton
had inadvertently stumbled upon keycode passwords, which
hooked straight into the government computer system. After
floating around the site over a number of evenings, he found he
could gain direct access to the population’s identity files with regis-
trations of births and deaths certificates.

With a few mistakes along the way Daniton managed to wing
himself out of trouble, but all the time learning the file’s navigation
method, from which he eventually developed a highly specialised
operation with his best friend, to counterfeit identities.

By working in tandem Strep and Dani could search and access
dead people’s identities, resurrect them and reapply for a replace-
ment European identity card. Make copies then flog them for a
premium to smuggling rings.

To ensure the identities were secure they removed the original
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links of the name to the death certificate, so a person would magi-
cally emerge as a living person, with a nice clean track record. In
some cases they even changed the age of the deceased so that it
could match the person for which the new identity was made for.

Strep laughed at their clever wheeze “The dead person’s rela-
tives don’t even know about this nice little earner, AND we are
helping people, we are helping them to a new and better life, we’re
doing everyone a favour.”

Assured by their diligence in covering access tracks, they had
kept the rest of the Romanian police ignorant about such a scam
existing and sometimes with the right paper work could fool them
into re-issuing a genuine updated identity card, under the belief
the person has lost the original.”

Ten days later Strep returned with 18 genuine EU identity cards
each with a different home address with the parents’ names and
hometown, which, in theory can get them on most flights. But
Dani concerned that this volume of fake identities passing through
customs in one go, warned the Baron that the passes haven’t yet
been tested and advised they that the level of sophisticated intelli-
gence and briefing the guards as to what to look out for when
inspecting passports and identity cards could be a problem espe-
cially across British and American airports. Strep agreed that
flying so many girls on one day, would put an end to their opera-
tion, suggesting it would be better to send small groups by a
mixture of air, sea and road, to avoid detection.

“And included in the price, here’s the 4 European driver’s
licenses, Strep continued “with matching names to the passports –
don’t get them mixed up that would surely give the game away.”

The Baron owned 32 holding houses based around the edges
of London and Belfast for stopovers, with access to 28 hotels for
private parties and over a thousand fast rentals for client outings.
Over many years he had built up his empire by trading favours
with hoteliers, supplying them with slaves to change bedlinen,
slaves to do odd maintenance jobs, hidden labour needed to keep
their hospitality operating at budget prices. “Everyone ‘eez
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happy” says the Baron, when a fist load of cash in pushed into
his hand.

When a consignment first arrives in a country the Baron’s team
keeps the fresh merchandise out of site and incognito – arranging
each consignment into small groups for 1 or 2 nights in his hidden
stopovers. Before the following day’s inspection with each client
take place, the girls are paraded at a rendezvous hotel. When a
client is happy, bitcoin-money or engineering goods is agreed and
exchanged for the merchandise. After all notifications have been
accepted the merchandise is sent to a holding house for the client
to collect. The merchandise then becomes the client’s property.

Bucharest Airport
Groups of girls with their chaperones, gather at various sites

around Bucharest. Each have been supplied with identity cards and
travel papers, according to which girl is going where. Then small
groups individually make their way to one of the country’s airport,
where the Baron can decide whether security is increased at
certain places or relaxed making it safer to send his girls by air
travel, otherwise its off to the ports for a long boat, car or train
journey.

The chaperones are trained to seem as if they are part of a
modeling or acting agency, sending their girls to assignments.
While other groups are made to look like a young family going on
holiday. The operations have perfected the imitation of the many
types of traveler.

The Baron well conversed in the business finds that it’s not a
difficult thing to maneuver 18 girls, their excited twittering, fools
the authority nearly every time. Two girls over hear a conversation,
it doesn’t sound what its cracked up to be “I think we have got
ourselves into deep shit” whispers the first ”The sooner we make a
break I think the better.” The other girl doesn’t believe there’s a
problem “we be alright look how we have been treated with new
dresses and on a plane to the most exciting city in the world.”

The first girl knows when things aren’t as they should be – it’s
been a bitter and painful lesson. Milokova wants to get away, stop
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this fairy story before anything else happens, but the man chaper-
oning them has a short temper, if he gets a whiff of their conversa-
tion, one of them will get a slap, as sharp as an electric wasp sting.
Milokova goes quiet she thinks hard, has to keep her thoughts to
herself, look for openings in the journey. Once they arrive they will
be locked in a room again.

The air stewardess offers them refreshments – the chaperone
shoo’s her away unceremoniously, “Girls donz likes yor foodz” he
says abruptly. In fact every time a person speaks to the girls he
interrupts and replies for them – “theyz no’ unnersand youz, they
noz’ speakz Englist” his stern reply. “weez fine, thanks yoh,
leeze uz.”

The plane lands at Belfast in a torrential rain, driving rain that
penetrates all manor of clothing. The late November has delivered
a premature winter of stormy winds. The unconditioned girls not
used to the rapid decrease in temperature, moan and complain,
their hunger pains bite in their stomachs, as they are squashed into
an airless coach, sodden from the short exit from the plan to the
coach. They are driven across the tarmac to the terminals.
Milokova thinks this could be the place to make her escape. Make
an excuse, ‘her period has just started’. She whispers to her new
friend asks her to keep the chaperone occupied while they are
waiting for their luggage, “go stand by other girls to create the illu-
sion I’m not missing – will you.”

Milokova has to be smart now – she has put herself in a place
she doesn’t want to be and now has to make an escape, by what-
ever way possible. There are 2 loo’s one next to a corridor, it leads
to the ‘Something to declare’ There’s a family waiting to have their
luggage inspected, she darts in between them. Turns to looks to
see if anyone is following her, then looks up and smiles “Pardo” she
apologies. Another family is continuing past the inspectors and she
makes out she belongs to their party.

When they are out into the main foyer, crowed of people
looking to reunite with their friends and families and lovingly take
them home, such a happy sight for the airport staff to watch.
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Suddenly out the corner of her eye Milokova notices the chap-
erone clip the side of her friends face, from across the hall. She
ducks out of site, immersed in the sea of busy people. The chap-
erone can’t draw attention to himself, so checks his temper on the
girls for a short while until they are out of sight from any airport
officials.

For a moment Milokova follows to try and pull her friend from
the group. But now the sense of freedom is greater, she makes a
run for it. From that moment Milokova swears to herself, that she
would never be touched by a man again or be fooled with dreams
of a better life – because in her eyes it doesn’t exist.

Her small stature makes her invisible in the sweeping crowds
that allows her to follow them and catch a bus to the big city;
“Maybe” she thinks “I can make my own dream happen.” Recog-
nising her tough resilience and the ability survive on her own, the
prospect of being in another country now has more of an appeal.

After sleeping rough for 3 nights across central Belfast,
Milokova was spotted in a pretty pink dress, out of place on the
late scruffy streets of the Irish city and picked up by homeless
charity worker, trained to notice displaced children and place them
taken into a shelter. There, Milokova opened up and told her story,
where upon the trained staff of the centre immediately alerted
Europol.

“Shipment of 17 girls and four chaperone, arrived 3 nights ago
in Belfast, believed to have flown in from Bucharest” they
announced.

Chapter 13 Boss and Papa Gee inspect the merchandise

The mobile rings “it’s the Baron” hushes Boss “Our shipment’s
arrived” he winks at Papa Gee. Who gets up and closes the door of
the small Leyton front room. “We need to get ourselves across
London to Bracknell International he says, bring the transits we
can take the goods with us tonight.”

Boss calls Hustler and his mate, “get the ‘store room ready’ we
have the first shipment” – A room has been set up at the back of
the lock-ups with a few basic amenities. It’s cramped with just a
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couple of blankets thrown in, a loo and washbasin. Madam had
organized it before she disappeared.

“Stock it up with food – or get some takeaways – that’s easy –
make it look like it’s for the boys will ya.” He instructs testing for
the first time, the new regime to house the precious merchandise.

“Bother that women – I need her to take charge of this ship-
ment.” Boss enjoys the word ‘shipment’, it gives him a feeling of
becoming international, a global businessman.

“What women?” enquires PG
“Oh nothing just an employee I had to sack”
“Do you need someone? I have a network – one we don’t

mention” he winks.
“Need a Madam,” confesses Boss – who had forgotten all about

rearranging a manager for his new enterprise.
PG enjoys being stimulated by a new business again, he dials a

few numbers and tracks down two ‘maids’ who could take on the
role this night – but they said they are only available for a short
time to help out an old friend.

An hour later Hustler rolls up in the old beamer, while his mate
behind in the transit. Like lords of the manor Boss and PG climb
into the back seat and the convoy works its way across the city
towards the M4 corridor.

Bracknell a bland iniquitous town, once blasted by WW2 has
left it featureless and industrial, with a vague shopping centered
placed like a fortress in the centre. The Hotel sits awkwardly on the
outer ring road, behind a network of trunk roads that is supposed
to give it quick and easy access to the airport. Its continuous row of
bland white pillars, straddled with industrial gate fillers make it
difficult to see which space exactly is the entrance gate. The van is
sent round the back to await further instructions sometime later.

Boss and PG climb out of the car in their matching mid grey
suits, with identical white shirts open at the top. It gives them
both a powerful feeling as they strolled united in their business, up
to the concierge.
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“Room 1231” a characterless request from Boss.
“Would you like someone to take you there” replied the

manager
“I would indeed” Boss now falling into this role with ease.
They are lead to the top floor, and then guided along a strange

network of passages, disorientating them “You can easily loose
yourself.”

“That’s the idea,” replies their guide flatly as he opened the
door with a swipe key and with his second indicated the sofa for
them to seat themselves on. The room went quiet, the orange
unlined curtains pulled across the window, vaguely revealed the
winter gloom behind as it receded into darkness.

A tall man with legs like stilts, has weaseled his way into the
room, his close shaven head prickled vertically, that somehow
enhanced his ice cold eyes and broken nose. In a thick accent and
instantly untrustable voice, enquired if they would like a glass of
whisky. Boss was about to accept when PG nudged him hard “Best
we keep a clear head for negotiations, they’d be tough enough as
it is.”

The man rotated to listen to the discreet whispering, the stink
of cigarettes curled round his clothing, could be easily detected,
wafting off his heavy black pigskin jacket. Then a moment later a
line of girls walked past him and filed themselves into the center of
the room. They didn’t look confident, but pathetic! Small, naïve
children, not much older than 12, hadn’t a clue what they were
doing, but obedient to the weasel man’s commands. Stood there an
awkward assembly, too immature to represent the sexuality of
adulthood. Too innocent to understand what they were employed
to do.

Each child dressed in different coloured outfits, from short
tight pelts, or leopard skin printed leggings with silver crop-top,
suggestive thigh high white crumpled boots in imitation leather,
topped with a red kilt. Twiggy style strapless dresses or a bouncy
froufrou skirt with gaudy pink chiffon tops. Each outfit designed
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to titillate an arousal from their buyers, a provocative method of
selling the merchandise.

PG leant over “thought they said these cunts have been trained
of something?”

“Conditioned” the Boss replied out the side of his mouth
“What’s that supposed to mean?.”
“Dunno, something about them being reliable, not making a

run for it, said they would show us a few techniques keep them
that way.”

“Yuuzz like? The stilted, tall man asked
“There’s only 10 – I asked for 12 – and I want a lot more choice,

get my drift”
Boss wants to impress his father in-law with his assertiveness,

more than the Romanian chaperon, who turns his head and leans
around the door and shouts a few angry instructions in another
language.

“And this time I want them all to line up along here” – the boss
points to an imaginary line in front of the sofa, for the 17 girls to
show off their talents, including one with a black eye. Boss
annoyed that the man tried to pass off a girl with an injury shouted
out “A-N-D you can get rid of her – not having you foist on me
damaged merchandise – what do you think I am - Fucking Santa or
something?”

PG gets up from the sofa and moves closer to the girls,
suddenly Boss notices the pupils in his dark eyes have dilated and
like a predator shark in pursuit.

“Take it down,” he says abruptly, his hands moved across and
snatched at the second girl’s skirt “pull it down, let me see you.”

His fat fingers raked at the Lycra leggings pushing the
shocked child’s legs apart revealing her panties - “show me” he
demanded

The girl’s big blue eyes welled up with terrified emotion. Using
her long brown locks, the girl pulled them across her face to hide
what she didn’t understand. She knew what he was doing was
wrong, wanted it to stop but too afraid to make a sound, too afraid
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she would let her parents down… Is this what the trip of a lifetime
is really about?

PG in pursuit of desire, blatantly strokes her underwear
wanting to discover more.

“Yuz likes our goods, I see. Theys quality – yez?” The weasel
enjoys the sampling, he knows he could ask for more.

“Weev haz good prices for yuz – good qualiteez you seez”
Boss slightly embarrassed as he notices his father-in-law

becoming stiff with the attraction, looks away towards the chap-
erone and asks “Baron said they all have passports – is this true?”

The weaseled man slips effortlessly around the door and disap-
pears, a few moment’s later returns with the documentation – each
child has a European Identity card with photo.

“Goodz, prices we agreed now? We agreez they qualitiez – yuz
wants” the weazles pauses for effect

‘Theyz worth 5,000 bits and two transits of cargo.”
Boss gets up and inspects the girls more closely, teeth, eyes,

arms, he then requests that all girls remove their cloths in front of
them – he needs to check for other damages. “I do NOT accept
damage good – comprendo?”

Boss draws himself up “ I give you 2,000 and one transit of
goods and

you sign OUR paperwork, the transit is waiting, for instruc-
tions in Bucharest you have it now” Boss waits a moment “That’s
fair and right amount of money for 17 girls – we have a deal?”

The weasel shakes his head then shouts a command at the girls.
Frightened at the thought of abuse, and anxious not to let their
parents down, because they are repaying the dept to them for their
freedom. Their fragile faces unable to comprehend the nature and
intensions of the request they shakily they help each other with
the fastenings. Then one by one they slowly let their show dresses
drop to the ground.

“OK I give you 5,000 and one transit of goods that’s my final
offer” The Boss sternly looks into the eye of the weasel.

PG indicates cold-heartedly that they step over to him so that
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he could fondle each. The acidity of this action shocked Boss, who
had up until that point been slightly naïve and thought the man
was more like himself – just a businessman, heart of gold, kind in
most parts.

“He coughs “ Err need to keep them nice and fresh” he stam-
mers “ In that instance he realises what sort of character is behind
his father-in law a ruthless streak that takes no prisoners – hard,
soulless businessman who enjoys a bit on the side. “Beware the
smile of the Tiger,” the Boss’s grandma would say.

“Perhaps you might want a few for yourself ” suggests boss, he
realises that PG would probably screw his merchandise and taint
his business.

They pull out from the line-up their favoured selection, with
another two for PG’s secret playtime. The second chaperon, who
had been hiding behind the door, leads the children away to the
pre-arranged rendezvous for the collection of ‘goods’, into the
waiting van, outside the back of the hotel.

Boss calls Judders, who has driven the shipment of parts over
to Bucharest to await further instruction. He has spent three days
waiting in a local hostel for Boss’s confirmation that the transac-
tion of agricultural parts can be delivered; he taps in the address
code into the sat-nav and watches it calculate the best route to
take. “Looks like it will take me a hour” he confirms. Boss thinks
for a moment – never trust anyone “OK call me the moment you
have delivered and are safely on your way” “Yes” he continues “you
must be out the warehouse and on a fast road home – you get me?
- I will hold back the second payment till I know you’re safe.”

Boss explains to the long-legged weasel, he will electronically
forward the bit-cash, as soon as he has confirmation of the distrib-
ution and safe departure of his driver, which incidentally will take
an hour, he will for the time being sit and wait.

Boss feeling he has earned himself a nice snack “Order us a
couple of pizzas would you” – the weasel shakes his head, looks at
their large stomachs, “Noz, noz-one must knows theez places –
weve waits – OK?.”
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Just as the weasel is about to go, the Boss calls out -“This is a
good time for you to teach us how to manage the girls”

The weasel returns politely, “Itz simplez – The girls are to
repay a debt to their familiez for the costz of their deportations,
their passports, lodgings, food and clothez. To repay they must
provide a service for their new boss which iz yuus, If they try to
escape you saiz you kill their families, if they give you troublez –
yuus say they will have no food for a week. You shouldn’t have any
troubles – they be as goodz azz goldz.”

PG laughs – “Its soo easy – those little fucks – clever, very
clever – its all psychology, its all done with threats – they’re so little
they wouldn’t understand.” He laughs and laughs at the rouze – “Of
course!”

Boss hadn’t quite understood what it all meant, but if PG is
happy it must be a good thing. Just then he remembers – “do you
have a Madam for sale?” “I sacked my last one – she damaged
my girls.”

“I hoped you disposed oz ‘er” said the weasel
“Yes too right – of course – er I did” Boss worried that he did

the wrong thing by loosing touch with that awful women, but dare
not say otherwise.

“Yezz – yuuz must rub out any Madamz – they know yourz
zecreets – can spoilz your cathuses – yuuz knowz zeez things eh?”

“Of course – think Im an idiot do ya?” the Boss deflects his
weakness

HA! Laughs the weasel – “Yez – surezz yuz knowz.”
The phone rings – Boss eagerly answers Judder’s call, Judders

confirms he’s clear from the Baron’s property.
“How far away are you – ahah – ok – keep going, all night if you

can”, Boss closes his mobile relieved to finish with the day’s trans-
actions “OK, I move over the money” He flips open his phone
again logs into

his account and transfers the bitcoins over to the Baron’s
account, then sends the confirmation code to his secretary for veri-
fication.
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The weasel was sent his the confirmation from the Baron to
release the girls “We-sz all gooz – Ok I show you out.”

Chapter 14 B Bucharest 2 h 35 min 174 km via DN1/E60
Fastest route
The next trip a month or two later was quite different. This

time it was a two half-hour drive. 155 minutes of driver nonsensical
chatter, sitting in a hot

car amongst heavy traffic, but this time Madam had planned to
stay a few days to re-acquaint herself with old contacts to help her
imagine a new life, prepare changes to make a better women of
herself.

The hot thoughts of Daniton still giving her tingles, every time
she remembers that day in Bran – “Are we meant to be together –
is this my destiny?” she whispers to her self almost trying to repeat
‘That kiss’, oh my sweet Dani – would you really marry me if you
knew?” How cruel destiny can be to take away a future to take
away a perfect husband. Sitting in the back seat tears rolled out
and down the side of her cheeks. “Oh yes I still do love you – if
only you knew how much”. Compressed memories longing to push
their way out and be their real selves.

It was about six in the early evening, when daytime activities
ceased. The witching hour awakens to transform the city into plea-
sure seeking thrills, amongst its alcoholic sleaze to produce a
highly charged Vampish City. The Jekyll hiding behind Dr Hyde,
the city’s schizophrenia is revealed, as warehouse doors open and
shutters close, to indicate the transformation into its night attire.

Then like the shadows of souls, a different sort of person
follows the witches. Arriving on the evening’s trains, they walk
against the flow of city workers, in the opposite direction. Like
shadows, they drape themselves across the brickwork, with a
residue of troubled purpose. Each soul becomes a phantom, with a
trail of ghostly light following behind them. There’s a dark purpose
with disguised intensions. Souls forbidden to walk through pearly
gates, or forbidden to leave earth, but instead they return each
night to pursue their deadly sins.
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Madam takes up her residence at a small hotel, lodging itself off
a back street. It had a few small tables outside as if to suggest it
had more to offer other than rooms. After registering Madam sent
her bag up to the room via the bedraggled bag-boy, while she walks
over to the bar and orders a neat shot of Pálinka. Picking up the
small glass she wonders outside to enjoy the rich fruity brandy
against the contrasting city night amusements. The rich alcohol
burns the back of her throat, then its intoxicating affect reaches
her head, it’s lubrication helps in the recovery of the long drive and
offers a sense of confidence, to sample the city’s delights alone and
absorb the renewed cultural experience. She gets up and wanders
aimlessly down the network of historical streets.

Madam walks in the direction of the communal gardens, a
reminder of when her aunt once took her there as a young girl. A
historical lesson in the great city’s past, where the gardens planted
with fountains framed with coloured summer flora, suitable to
impress the overlooking government bastions. But now she looks
on these with distain, their forgotten lawns a bleached dry mess,
mown mercilessly to a cinder, beds have become litter bins with
the occasional shrub leaning to one side – the only side which has
managed to hang onto its leaves enabling it to survive. Children,
who no longer play and run around with frivolity, now take on a
battle of endurance. Picking at bins, thrusting a skeletal hand into
the face of a tourist, in the hope that a coin might be tossed in
their direction.

The long walk enlightens Madam, demonstrating that actually
she is more a city dweller than a country girl. The focused activi-
ties each offering a produce, or decorating a service attracts a
buzzing stream of people to its doors, like the electric hum of an
active hive. The district becomes louder with human noise. Music,
shouting, busy taxis all energizing the cityscape. The hours drift
along as Madam meanders from street to street looking for
familiar markers to suggest where she is going and where she has
walked from. Streets turn to squares and squares turn to grassy
plots to suggest a garden. The last turn before she heads back to
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the hotel across the grass square, a circular shrubbery stands in her
way, its quivering unnaturally with a few quiet sounds hidden
underneath. She smiles knowingly, then sees a pair of heavy legs
clothed in baggy jeans pressing themselves upside down. Heaving
themselves in mechanical movement, a movement that is intended
to relieve itself rather than create pleasure. She watches this titil-
lating act listening to the smothered whimpers of a voice with a
hand over its mouth. Madam enjoys the fantasy the erotic moment
of seduction, arousing even her converted celibacy, she watched
the struggle between being satisfied and escape.

A sudden scream escapes the hand, it calls out
“Agatta Help me!”
The shocking question arises and punctures the eroticism of

the moment.
“Does the victim recognise me or is this a coincidence? Is this

fate chasing me?
The confusing thoughts lounged themselves at Madam –

Agatta – Agatta Bhengolov, her true name
Madam turns hurriedly away her face burning red, now

ashamed at watching the free pornography; ashamed of her own
moral code of conduct, recognizing the voice was not from an
adult rape victim. A fast walk turned in a run, running from fear or
was she running away from her own horrific memories. Which had
now transformed her arousal into a nightmare. Back across the
square, back down the alleys and streets she tries to retrace each
step, that only a few hours ago had brought so much pleasure.

Once through the hotel’s partially closed front door, Madam
banged on the lift button, with angry eyes and angry thoughts she
retreated back into her room slamming the door shut, in a subcon-
scious way to upset other residents. Angered with embarrassment,
anger that actually she was watching a young child being merci-
lessly raped just like she was. Now she felt an overwhelming desire
to lash out and hurt someone. A monster inside pent up crushing
her soul has now been released.

Not dispose of them for business motives but actually cause
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physical, life changing pain. The same pain she had endured from
all those years ago. To cause pain that would last a lifetime. Cause
pain to prevent a man from ever fulfilling a happy destiny. Pain she
could inflict to justify that she would never be allowed to marry
her beloved Daniton and validate her father’s rejection.

Now fired up with hatred and no longer able to sleep, Madam
makes a small plan, she is in town for a few days so has time to
prepare herself for this new mission. A message from god – some-
thing she doesn’t need to confess – this is a calling to do her duty
as the Angel of Death. She has been taught to use her initiative
and been given her first lesson in the art of removing vermin, god
has shown what he needs doing. This is her calling and that was
why she distinctly heard her name. It was her god speaking to her
through the child.

She looks up as if seeing the heavens, to acknowledge the
quest. Yes she will carry out ‘His’ commands and become ‘His’
messenger. And because it has come from ‘Him’, she will be
exempt from sin even prosecution. “Yes, I see now why I have
been left alone”.

The long night filled Madam with angry but productive
thoughts. How she would eradicate these marauders, this evil
infliction on ALL women, on all girls. By morning when the light
pierced the gap in the curtains, Madam had a simple plan, rose
early and went down to the dingy breakfast room, where conve-
niently no one was in the room. To preserve this moment she ate
quickly and departed, grabbing a small map off the reception
desk and a stray pen, she disappeared unnoticed out into
the city.

Madam’s new plan for the day is to accomplish two objectives,
the first to mark the potential sites that would attract prowling
men and lost children, and the second to find traceless tools. Her
thoughts pivoting between drug or knife. But both would leave
evidence… where the drug was bought or whether the knife drew
blood, which could stain her clothes. No it has to be nearly invisi-
ble, quick and P-A-I-N-F-U-L “Yes-s” she hisses “I must drive
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home the pain to facilitate the agony they had caused me and will
follow them into the afterlife”.

Evil has a peculiar way of multiplying its treachery; one
vicious act on person will transmit it to another, ever increasing
in its ferocity. Madam’s deed must isolate its effectiveness and
stop the transmission at her fingertips, her thoughts articulating
its mission. She walks gathering small amounts of information,
when sufficient has accumulated; she subsequently turns the
ideas onto herself. She must not be recognised, seen on camera.
And if her outline is noted, it must not resemble a woman. She
builds a profile in her head before selecting a few shops, each for
just one item making her become just an average invisible shop-
per, If assistants were asked all they could say, “Yes one t-shirt, or
yes just a pair of trousers”. The clues were bland and
meaningless.

As the day starts to close and the dusky light disappears behind
the shopping precincts, there’s just the question about ‘how’ still
remaining. Walking past a small hardware shop Madam drifts in
and cruises slowly down each isle. Laterally thinking as she passes
its merchandise, screwdrivers, pliers, hammers next to chisels.
Then tucked at the back of the rack a line of bradawls, small with
razor sharp edges and a fearsome tip. Lifting the card pack off the
rail, she handles the small firm grip then when no one was looking
pressed it into the wooden shelving to find out its effectiveness.

With her shopping complete and the map marked, she
returned to her accommodation to prepare for her late night
masquerade. It was important to have two personas one for
passing through the reception and the other on the street. This
will mean a change of identities somewhere out of sight. Madam
picks up the city map and studies it for a while before coming to
the conclusion that a public loo or a busy pub would be the best
option.

Looking in the mirror she scrapes back her hair into a knotted
bun, then from her unpacked suitcase pulls out a plain but femi-
nine skirt, her favourite with the big belt. It looks quite the oppo-
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site of her intended camouflage and helps to allowing her to
become two different people.

She leaves the hotel with a small carrier bag containing her
disguise; men’s khaki slacks with black bomber jacket - the
compulsive uniform of pimps - and skintight balaclava and black
gloves, all tightly packed. When some distance away, she looks at
the map to the noted public conveniences. They were positioned
in the centre square, in constant use and with people milling round
its entrance, looking for partners or friends. A drug seller mean-
ders up to the bystanders offering a quick deal, a cash only deal to
enlighten the customer’s entertainment and give them a ‘quality’
fix.

When a suitable amount of people were entering and exiting
Madam flounced down the steps to change her disguise. Then hid
the bag inside the cistern so there was nothing to carry and she
could return to herself when her deed was complete. A young
looking man, stepped out the ladies toilet, an undistinguishable
man with a belt concealing tools. This belt can offer quick access
to her choice weapon, hidden by the elastic waistband of the
bomber jacket.

At the top of the public conveniences Madam – Agatta Bhen-
golov, the women whose mission is revenge, crossed herself, swore
an oath to her god saying she is his angel, to cause pain to the
criminality of men, to do his work and complete his command.
The contradiction of a religious act enabled madam to intermingle
seamlessly into the electricity of the night’s commotion.

The first common space was over populated with partygoers
and thrill seekers, the night too young to hide its misdemeanours.
It would take another two hours before the sleaze would draw a
mask over the happy innocence of the city nightlife. Madam
walked amongst the shadows, hour upon hour deeper into the
darkness until 1am the dark shadows of the night tourist emerged.
The city noticeably changed. The traffickers could be seen through
the bushes patrolling the edges of the park, like snakes tracking
prey, not to be messed with.
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Madam waited between the shrub foliage and mature park tree,
the place she visited the night before. Would the tourist, seeking
free sex re-appear? Only emptiness as a long hour past “Better to
move on” Madam thinks hard where she last saw homeless
huddles, squatting amongst bushes and patrols further round.

A rustle, a grunt, Madam spins round she recognises the sound
in the undergrowth, noticing an equally black figure she watched it
pounce with expertise, its swiftness was like a wild animal. It laid
flat spread eagled on its prey, while twisting its hips undoing its
belt to perform. The full weight imprisoning whatever was under-
neath. Only the muffled sounds of gagging could be made out.

Madam waited for the sexual act to reach its peak then as cold
as a dominatrix. Power seeping across her body she walked over,
straddled the humping barbarian and sat squarely on its back.
Then with an intense adrenal rush, grabbed the matted hair on the
back of the head, wrenched it back hard, as swift as a gun slinger,
pulled out and thrust the spike of the bradawl into the monster’s
neck. Just as it was about to scream she jammed a rolled up cloth
into its mouth to prevent a sound. Then sat feeling the power
from the body below ebb away. The soul of which, she has now
been released from its menacing body. She rode each twist, pinning
it in place with her legs, and weighted its attempt to escape.
Watching for the moment the black writhing body ceases its
escape and relinquishes its handle on life. When the deed is
complete Madam rises up, Glorious in the mission now completed.
Leaving the child underneath to deal with its own escape – “its
their problem now not hers”.

The adrenalin coursing through her veins gave her a biggest
thrill of her life, an orgasmic explosion, so powerful, that in that
moment she understood why men carried out these deeds. The
intense experience ever encountered was way beyond that of any
drug-induced climax.

Chapter 15 Madam’s new life

Spring has finally pushed away the winter doors and watches
the opening buds of meadow flowers, burst across the restoring
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grassy fields, in the surrounding landscape. The farmstead has
protected Madam over winter. Although intensely hard, with bitter
winds pushing snow drifts up against doors and windows. The
little house on top of the Romanian mountainside had preserved
its stores and sheltered a few livestock within its rooms, the essen-
tial ingredients for daily food; milk and an egg or two providing
adequate sustenance for survival.

The cavity in the wall hugged the fire, keeping both it and the
occupants warm; rigging across it, a pair of iron firedogs from
which hung a centuries used kettle permanently heating up water,
for a variety of uses.

Madam sat in the clothy moth-eaten chair, hands wrapped
around an old china mug with a small chip at the lip. It’s been a
hard few months, and although relatively peaceful and hidden far
away from the trouble that cities bring, it never the less didn’t
offered any sort of future. The question hiding within the bored
monotonous process of farming - which periodically rose inside
madam’s thoughts, were - should she stay here… indefinitely. She
has, for all intents and purposes become invisible. Yes that is very
convenient as it means she has got away with murder. But now
about to approach her fortieth year, can she see her self a hobbling
pensioner trapped, maybe ill in bed and not so much as a sparrow
to peck at the window – to see if she is OK.

A restless twitch in her body became stronger with each
warming spring day. Thoughts increased persistently beckoning
her to move on. Dreams suggested that she could start a new life.
Start something to use her true skills to manage a household, or
run a hotel. Something that can only be done in a city; The
thought materialised and that was to own a business. The plan
started to materialise, beginning with an outing to the nearest
town, then a small excursion for a week in the city; See where the
adventure takes her. Test whether she can handle - MEN? Being a
hermit for so long has made re-socialising a daunting prospect.

Thoughts verbalising themselves “Yes a day is good, it will be
quite long enough for now.” She charges the defunct mobile and
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plans her day’s excursion into a small town, about seven miles away
to enjoy childhood memories of Braşov’s, Castelul Bran where her
father teased her about how the legendary castle was the home of
Count Dracula, and if she misbehaved the count would fly into her
room, nibble behind her ear and then whisk her away to his castle.

Spring being an excellent cleanser Madam thinks that it maybe
time for a confession. The atheist side of her has allowed the easy
excuse that winter makes it too difficult to travel safely and if she
makes a promise to visit Inima Reginei Maria, a tiny stony
orthodox chapel hidden on the outskirts of Bran, at the first
opportunity when the weather permits its mountainside access.
But alas as all good promises the routine and importance of
tending to the farm has provided endless excuses until today. The
day when new plans can be made starting with cleaning out the
cobwebs of hr soul and request sufficient redemption to wipe clean
the slate of last year’s misdemeanors and to begin again, begin a
new life and do good.

She reaches up to the top of the bookshelf and takes down an
old book; inside, which, she counts a few pressed 20 Euro notes, a
little representation of her savings. In-fact she has carefully hidden
around the estate a combination of Euros and Lei to the tune of
200,000 Euros – Some notes were stuck on the back of pictures,
some rolled up and squashed in jam jars and placed inside the
water tank in the roof-space, or meticulously stitched into the
lining of curtains and now unpleasantly coated with soot from the
constantly lit fire.

In her wafting thoughts is the gritty question, persistently
crawling around her head “what to do with the farmstead” then
another question, which more importantly needs addressing is
“what to do with the animals?” Most farmers are reluctant to add
to their beleaguered menagerie, as it only adds to their overheads.
Small farms are really only geared up to produce just enough for
the family and earn a small wage to cover basic household
expenses, unless their intention is to go into mass production and
please the state. Taking on one or two more animals upsets the
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carefully balanced finances. The farmer’s precipice of survival has
nothing to be gained by the additional feed and winter housing.
Farmsteads and especially those on top of mountains don’t have
much appeal as a going concern. Madam ponders a variety of ques-
tions as she waits for the cab to arrive. Could her smallholding be
sold to bring a little added value to her pension, could it even be
enough to buy a property near the city or even return to the UK?

Madam casually dressed for the imminent arrival of the first
day’s adventure, watches the cab draw up to the front gate and irri-
tatingly sound its horn to indicate its arrival. Madam who’s not
going to hurry, gathers her coat, slings her bag over her shoulder
then closes the front door, unconcerned about locking it up. She
climbs into the old Mercedes, directs her order over the driver’s
shoulder and watches the farm disappear as they head across the
top of her hillside, before dropping down into a third Simonze
valley. It has been 6 months out in the wilderness, five months
without human contact. The driver chats away barely listening to
Madam’s reply, which is to some degree a relief, as she isn’t yet
acclimatised to the art of conversation.

The narrows country roads soon changed to wider fast roads
with the increasing population. From a few sporadic dwellings that
clustered around her village to urban modernisation of bland
houses, which follow an architect’s repeat prescription, are hedged
by the increasing human pollution. It starts with just a pile of
rubble next to the roadside conveniently dumped. No council
wants to be responsible, so it is left to fester. “I hate humans”
Madam mutters her distaste.

When the roads have widened sufficiently enough to speed up,
they themselves become an advertisement enticing traffic towards
the lure of city interest, its colours, its shops, its bright signs and
its great fancy buildings, all saying come and see me, come and
sample our products.

The cab drops Madam off by the old Tea House, the only place
she could remember from her childhood, and requests her collec-
tion at 7pm in the evening. That would give her time to explore
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her planned excursion, make her long overdue confession and
maybe discover something exciting for the future.

The adventure has to start at her favourit place, a trip down
memory lane, a treat where her father took her when he was on
leave - ‘The Count’s” Tea House. A 1920’s Traditional Room that
so intrigued the locals as they believed Count Dracula make occa-
sional visits to choose a pretty maid, dressed in their black slips,
whose tiny waist, were emphasized with the large ribbons of a
crisp white apron. These maids would trolley round each table, a
magnificent cut glass cake-tier, parading a mount of chef ’s artistry
of colourful-latticed gateaux’s and petite pastries. As an only child,
Madam would delight in sampling as many as her father would
spoil her with.

But when arriving at the childhood fantasy it had all changed
with the needs for tourism – gone were the foreboding blackened
beams with white lime wash panels, gone were the delectable patis-
series, and now the conversion to expensive European sightseer
enticing restaurant, whose only appetizing dish was an extravagant
but comforting sausage stew perfected and given the grand title
“Tea House” Polenta Bulz.

Just as the meal was laid out on the table, a large man who
somehow had a familiar ‘Déjà vu’ look about him, a distant look to
trigger a forgotten memory. Madam stares at the stranger; trying
to figure out if she had seen the face before. The man on the other
hand caught her eye – and in an instant recalls – School. With
nothing better to do he wanders over, confidently pulls out the
second vacant chair without waiting for an invitation.

“Agatta – its Agatta –errh B-hengolova? – what a surprise – I
had heard you’re back in Romania.”

Daniton a giant lumberjack of a man, shy but with a heart of
gold and always ready to renew old acquaintances and find the
excuse to drop work and drink with long lost friends.

“My sister told me in December she saw you shopping at
Daria’s place in Moieciu – what you doing back here – why leave
the UK?”
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Now finding it impossible to hide or suggest an unwelcome
look, Madam

Picks up the side plate and covers the stew in an attempt to
keep it warm then collapses back into the large leather chair, giving
in to the intrusion.

“You look surprised” Daniton surmised, eager to be sociable.
“I try not to be surprised” Madam rebuffed grumpily.
“What are you doing back here – this shit-hole – thought you

got away to some city abroad paved with gold living the life of
a queen?”

“Oh it’s a long story…” Madam resides to the possibility that
this one day, is no longer her own.

“Come now lets drink, lets have a toast – it’s been a lifetime”
Daniton swings his arm into the air and snaps his fingers for
instant service then continues…

“When was it… School – you were training to run a baron’s
house weren’t you?”

Changing the subject somewhat to deflect the unpleasant
memories “Oh yes didn’t work out – if you know what I mean –
not really cut out for house manager, rather I needed to travel and
find better things, a better life – you know what its like – all
promised pay rises and no delivery” A sad look came into Madam’s
eyes. “Now come on what’s your score – lets hear all about you.”
She rather hides than relive some of the past’s trauma.

The waitress arrives – “A bottle of Vodka and – er-r have some-
thing for the Lady?” The waitress smartly picks up the menu in the
centre of the table and trusts it into Madam’s face – “Earze –
Thesis sides weves ‘erves Wine”

Madam not quite certain if the early, daytime alcoholic intake
was such a good thing and looks hard at Daniton “I’ve only 40
Euros – I hope you don’t expect me to pay for your Vodka?” This
slightly sticky situation Daniton had put her in –Madam felt
compelled to address directly, before it became an embarrassing
problem.

“My Darling – would I do that to you?”
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“Well ‘My Darling’ you did push me aside for the pretty
Anna”

“We children then, we’re at school – you wouldn’t turn me away
now – just because of then?” Daniton brushes aside the dust of the
past “Now we are going to have a celebration – I have found you.
We friends now?”

Daniton draws upon a romantic recollection of school-time
sweethearts. How his teacher often spoke to him saying, “You are
made for each other” Somehow the intimacy of their relationship
had never left him, he had kept the flame living through his
daydreams. Yes he had a fling with Anna – but that was only to
grab Agatta’s attention and make her jealous and come back
to him.

“Why did you leave without saying good bye – you were in such
a hurry – bet you couldn’t wait to get that Big Job – what was it? –
Did you live abroad?” Daniton hardly waiting for an answer, yes
you were always the ambitious one of the class, all those years
ago.” Daniton admires the inner strength in Agatta to succeed and
do well with her life.

“Yes my father got me this amazing job with the Interconti-
nental Hotel chain” Madam now compromised – she couldn’t
exactly say she was raped and disowned and kicked out onto the
streets all in 24 hours. “He thought it would be good for me – find
a better future.”

“And did you?” enquired Daniton “What was it you had your
heart set on – manageress? – That was remarkable you were
chosen, by that splendid hotel – you clever girl, but why aren’t you
there now?”

Madam looked away – partly to disguise her embarrassment
and partly to hide a tear that uncomfortably rose up. Her memory
clutched so tightly to the last happy time she had with her father.
Being the only child, he had nurtured her education; he wanted
the very best future for her, away from the farming, away from
peasant’s way of life with no prospects and nothing but hardships.
Madam reflected the broad smile on his face when she had just
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been given her first job at the big palace. He had said “you are on
your way now, you will do well my darling.”

Daniton looked closer into Madam’s eyes and noticed a change;
a shadow of sadness had crept over her. “Where did you really go”
he suddenly asked – his perception had spotted the disguise. “Did
something happen - your father too left in such a hurry, a day or
two after you – we were all talking about it for months, you were
the biggest subject of gossip the village could remember.”

Madam cautiously looked up – how could someone so quickly
cut through her ‘armour plating’ she used to protect herself with.
He had just sat down and within an hour and cut right through it…

Daniton continued he knew he was onto something “What
really happened, did you lie about going to the Palace?”

“NO!” exclaimed Madam – she wasn’t going to loose that credi-
bility “No it was something else” She slipped out. “I don’t want to
talk about it any more – water under the bridge and all that sort
of thing.”

Daniton a kind hearted man who once loved his little Agatta –
“You know I would look after you – protect you – why didn’t you
come to me?” Somehow the dreams and promises of youth are
never quite the same. The conversation drew up ugly thoughts,
which still made her feel very ashamed and very dirty – soiled
virginity; nothing left to preserved the innocence of love. How
could she go back to Daniton – she was no longer a virgin, a
promised bride for him, she was ruined forever by a cruel event
that took place at the palace.

“Daniton we have to move on the best we can, yes I loved you
once, but not now.” Madam watched the crest fall across Daniton’s
face, but kindness remained in his eyes as he clutched onto his
fantasy about having pretty Agatta as his wife and tried to
get close.

“Tell me about what happened to you instead, you mentioned
you had joined the local Police force – what on earth are you
doing there? I thought you wanted to travel the world and join
some Navy or other?” Daniton rubbed his face hiding his little
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failures. “Er – no qualification – they didn’t want a dumbo like
me, so a cousin got me something – said I should be grateful, a
miserable job as a security guard for the town clerks, lucky
though I met an inspector who kept on asking me to go with him
on investigations, said he needed protection for some of the state
thugs.”

Trying to inflate his position Daniton continues “then made it
and got a permanent job with local police they call me ‘officer’ – its
OK you know, I like it especially as…..” he stopped short

Madam straightens herself in the chair taking a bit more
interest “So what’s the business with Ol’ Strep?’

Daniton’s cheeky grin, the sign of a guilty secret crossed his
face “promise not to breath a word” Daniton leans forward and
whispers “I resurrect people from the dead.”

“YOU Do what?” the incredulous reply from Madam.
“SH-h-h Women – this is for real – we got a secret business and

make an absolute wedge – all cash – so I can take pretty women
like you out for a good time.” He continues “Yeah got a good busi-
ness with Strepelis – do you remember young Strep – he’s got me
this good job in the local Police Force.”

“Yes but what on earth do you do – you will have to be a little
less spurious”

Daniton leans forward eyes sparkling with excitement “We
make counterfeit identities, passports from the dead – what a
joke eh?”

Madam suddenly sat up now paying much more attention to
Daniton’s story “How on earth can you possibly do that while
you’re in the Police force.” She continues now amused by his
endeavors “it sounds like you are taking advantage of the system”
Daniton laughs “It guarantees my paycheck each month.”

A cruel and unnecessary thought crosses her mind, before
anything else, she must record facts of his racket it would give her
material for future protection, pull favours - the get out of jail
card. Underneath the table she disguises her movements as she
fumbles for her phone buried annoyingly in her bag. Then surrepti-
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tiously glances down to find the right app to record the
conversation.

“Most interesting Dani – I love to hear more – where do you
sell these counterfeit passports?” The damming question to be put
on file for a lifetime of assurances. But within the cruel thoughts
she has just found an important contact to help with getting back
to the UK. She quietly stops the recording before asking the ques-
tion “If I needed a new identity Dani could you do one for me?”

Daniton enjoying the conversation, and at last meeting his
adoration, exudes affection that soon engages Madam in this unex-
pected encounter. The pleasure of an old friend, who still adores
her, has provided a missing jigsaw piece she never knew she
missed. She touches Daniton on the hand, enjoying the electricity
and warmth that pulses its way through her armoury. Daniton
responds and lifts the bottle of Vodka pours two shots lifts the
glass, swigs from it then leans over and kisses her passionately on
the lips, passing the fiery liquid into her mouth. Slightly taken
aback Madam tried to pull away but as Daniton’s hand crept up to
her neck, the warmth of which pushes aside her inhibitions, the
pleasure of reigniting affections filled her body. He slowly whispers
seductively in her ear making her giggle. “Come on, lets get out
from here“ Daniton says playfully.

He tugged out a roll of Lei notes, from his tight jean pocket
and counts out enough to foot the bill, then gaily pulls Madam to
her feet and out along the colourful artisan shacks, selling cuddly
toys and interspersed with mock Dracula cloaks and vampish
teeth.

“Cummon race you to the castle” he pulls her along the
cobbled paths towards the castle – “cummon women – otherwise
I’ll spank this bad pony” he slaps her on her rosy rump, “What a
behind” he rubs his hand in a circular motion as if to sooth the
pain he had just caused, but in fact enjoys Madam’s feminine curva-
ceous form “see my bad pony has been on farm duties – n-i-
c-e body.”

“Let’s see the torture chamber “ Madam insists, trying to
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change the subject as she’s not used to this forward approach in
male company.

“Ooowww - the bloody king – he drank the blood of his
enemies….” Daniton teases Madam by grabbing her round the
waist with pointed fingers, making her giggle and squirm to get
away and running up the hill to flee the chase.

Daniton laughs, grabs her hand and kisses it, then pulls it
closer and draws his Agatta into his body, another kiss, he holds
the soft face in his hands strokes back her hair, a tender look as
happy memories flood into his mind. “My beautiful Agatta – where
have you been?” this wasn’t a question but rather a romantic state-
ment. “How I’ve missed you” he holds his kiss around her lips, and
then nibbles across her cheek to her ear lobe “Come back with
me” he whispers “come…”

His smooth face across hers warms her heart, softening each
hard shard of iced blood, like melt waters. A small trickle of
warmth soon becomes heated, its fiery blood cascading with hot
fantasies. She can’t say a word; she can’t deny his request the plea-
sure is so enjoyable. “Come where?” she whispers back.

Part of Chapter 15 – Bran sweethearts

Daniton draws upon a romantic recollection of his school-time
sweetheart. How his teacher often spoke to him saying, “You are
made for each other” Somehow the intimacy of their relationship
had never left him, he had kept the flame living through his
daydreams.

“Why did you leave without saying good bye – you were in such
a hurry – bet you couldn’t wait to get that Big Job – what was it? –
Did you live abroad?” Daniton’s curiosity burst out of its hiding
place “Gosh yes you were always the ambitious one of the class, all
those years ago.” Daniton admires the inner strength in Agatta to
succeed and do well with her life.

“Yes my father got me this amazing job with the Interconti-
nental Hotel chain” Madam now compromised – she couldn’t
exactly say she was raped and disowned and kicked out onto the
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streets all in 24 hours. “He thought it would be good for me – find
a better future.”

“And did you?” enquired Daniton “What was it you had your
heart set on – manageress? – That is very impressive you were
chosen but that splendid hotel – you clever girl.”

Madam looked away – partly to disguise her embarrassment
and partly to hide a tear that uncomfortably rose up. Her memory
clutched so tightly to the last happy time she had with her father.
Being the only child, he had nurtured her education; he wanted
the very best future for her, away from the farming, away from
peasant’s way of life with no prospects and nothing but hardships.
Madam reflected the broad smile on his face when she had just
been given her first job at the big palace. He had said “you are on
your way now, you will do well my darling.”

Daniton looked closer into Madam’s eyes and noticed a change;
a shadow of sadness had crept over her. “Where did you really go”
he suddenly asked – his perception had spotted a disguise. “Did
something happen - your father too left in such a hurry, a day or
two after you – we were all talking about it for months, you were
the biggest subject of gossip the village could remember.”

Madam cautiously looked up – how could someone so quickly
cut through her ‘armour plating’ she used to protect herself with.
He had just sat down and within an hour and cut right through it…

He continued he knew he was onto something “What really
happened, did you lie about going to the Palace?”

“NO!” exclaimed Madam – she wasn’t going to loose that credi-
bility “No it was something else” She slipped out. “I don’t want to talk
about it any more – water under the bridge and all that sort of thing.”

Daniton a kind hearted man who once loved his little Agatta –
“You know I would look after you – protect you – why didn’t you
come to me?” Somehow the dreams and promises of youth are
never quite the same. The conversation drew up ugly thoughts
which once made her feel very ashamed and very dirty – soiled
virginity; nothing left to preserved the innocence of love.
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“Daniton we have to move on the best we can, yes I loved you
once, but not now.”

Madam watched the crest fall across Daniton’s face, but kind-
ness remained in his eyes as he clutched onto his fantasy about
having pretty Agatta as his wife.
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Chapter Ten

GIRL IN BELGIUM

“Run Girl Run!” the last voice she heard. Bushes try to scratch at
Girl’s jacket, “Run as fast as I can” the thorns can only glide across
its hardened leather, “Run and Run” skinny legs stretch out length-
ening with each stride “Run for freedom” arms open out and feel
the blue air “Run don’t let go – don’t give it up this time” Girl’s
lungs sting, “Run Free” they are not used to such physical strain
“Run don’t stop” Girl becomes a wild thing “ Run and Run – I’m
Fre-e-e.”

Run turns to a skip, skip on the road, skip on the dusty pebble
paths, skip as a child, ‘don’t stop’, skip to the left ‘freedom’, skip to
the right “no more adults I am going to skip-and-skip” Girls cries
joyfully. A car can be heard in the distance, as it travels down the
road. Girl dashes into the field where she can slide under a bush’s
undergrowth. “Never again will I trust an adult. Never again hand
over the reins of freedom for a dream” Girl whispers with defiant
anger as she watched the car drive past. Somehow snug in a small
indentation in the undergrowth, where once an animal had
warmed the soil. Girl rolls over onto her back and looks up at the
night sky, pulls the security of the van driver’s heavy leather jacket



and curls up in a neat ball fitting just inside its sleeves. In the
pocket is the 200 Euros, she presses it to make sure it is still in the
zipped up pocket. Closes her eyes with a sense of bliss and drifts
off into a sensitive sleep. Sensitive to the natural sounds of trees as
the wind tickles the leaves, making the occasional young bird
squawk, as it was irritatingly nudged awake by its sibling.

The next morning an early sun rose to melt away the night’s
dew, a quiet time to rise and explore the landscape and look for
food without being noticed. Girl uncurled herself from the warmth
of the leather jacket, rubbed her legs, while analysing the land-
scape. Once a small barn with a building tucked behind had been
spotted across a couple of fields, Girl jumps up and aims towards
her next destination. As she walks, she keeps alert for any human
movement; this precious time of probably one hour might be just
enough to steal a little food without being noticed. When close
enough to see even the curtains twitch, she slides down into a
hedge and squats watching for signs of life, surveying the little
cottage, to see where food might be found – anything to be
scrumped, animal food, an open window or a bin. Round the back
of the cottage a small vegetable plot with neat rows of beans,
lettuces and carrots. Sliding in the tiny makeshift gate she pulls it
open, its rusty hinges rebel noisily and sounding out a warning
alarm. Girl slips in through its permitted gap and silently pulls and
plucks what ever she could reach and stuffing the handful of soily
carrots and radishes into the jacket pocket. A cockerel wakes and
bellows out its morning alarm call. Girl jolts with nerves and dives
under a thorny bush stops a moment then runs across a green
space away from the dwellings.

She loves the free spirit rising defiantly within her as she runs
back across the field, back to her safe nest in the middle of a thick
clump of bushes. With a giggle she eats the muddy carrots, spitting
out any stray grit. It doesn’t matter how hard this life is – what
matters is that she is free.

By the end of the day, hunger really crept in and took hold of
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sensible thinking, its time to move on get closer to a village where
Girl thought she could buy something a little more filling. The flat
countryside made it easy to spot clusters of houses. Once Girl
arrived at her first village, she felt it would be better to walk
around it late at night when no cars, nor people, not even a dog
could stir and bark its warning surveillance. When the time was
right she stepped out of her hiding place and skitted in between
the shadows, avoiding the direct lights and street lamps. One small
village shop around the back offering basic amenities. The ques-
tion that put the most fear was how to go into the shop buy a few
items of food and not draw too much attention to herself. Her
baggy man’s jacket over muddy jeans and matted hair made her feel
self-conscious. She sat behind a brick wall with her fingers trying
to comb and untangle the mats in her hair, then the moment the
shop opened she rushed in picked up the biggest loaf, a couple of
apples and a colourful pot of jam, took it to the counter and
handed the young girl one of the Euro notes. Thankfully the girl
behind the counter, with indifference to the new comer, glanced
up from her mobile cashed the 6 Euros into the till and without
glancing up handed back the change.

What a relief with the ease of the event gave Girl a little more
confidence. Once out the village and safely hidden Girl had her
first picnic. Tucking into the fresh bread dipped into the luscious
red jam gave her a satisfying glow. The third day’s feeling of
freedom out in the wilderness, didn’t feel quite so comfortable.
Solving hunger became the day’s main focus – back Girl went to
the little cottage to scavenge for more garden produce, or even
investigate bins for scrapes – anything edible. Avoiding for the
early dawn hours that made her visible again, Girl materialised out
the bushy undergrowth and crept round the buildings to search for
bins. Their contents of which had already been cleared. In despera-
tion Girl decided to look inside the house for a tasty morsel. Her
twitchy fingers slowly turned the handle and released the latch
then, muffling it with her sleeve, she entered the room.
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The kitchen sat dangerously across the other side of the room.
She waited – no sounds – she proceeded across the carpeted room
rolling each step to silence any sound her shoes might make.
Through the kitchen door into an old un-modernised room, the
old dirty stove still held the previous nights supper. Girl grabbed a
spoon and stuffed as much of the stew her mouth could hold, the
opened biscuit packet sat untidily on the counter, but a more
pleasing temptation was that it guided her to a large fridge door,
she opened it – mouldy cheese, a few limp vegetables and a bottle
of milk – nothing looked edible but still she grabbed the cheese.
Closing the door quietly she turned to leave, a small dog had come
to investigate whom the stranger was. Girl learnt forward to sooth
the wiry mat of a dog and show she meant no harm. With a decep-
tive look the old dog with crooked teeth, instead of smiling
switched character from friend to foe, and when the hand came
within easy reach it shot forward and with all its ancient might,
rolled back its muzzle, gritted its teeth and lounged at the hand
snapping at its target. Girl tumbled backwards trying to avoid this
little snapper, as it lounged for her. With a loud crash Girl fell
against a table with a glass vase “A-ahh” she cried out – and kicked
the little dog away from her. The dog made another attempt to
lounged at the intruder’s leg, but Girl pulled it away and stumbled
back across the room to make her escape.

Another growl howled through the small cottage, louder and
more terrifying than the first. A bellow, that in some way sounded
familiar as it brought back memories of an uncle about to unleash
his belt.

A man in the upstairs bedroom had been woken abruptly, and
not in the mood for this interuption, roared down the stairwell –
“bloody animal” – he stormed out of his room grabbing his shot
gun and fired aimlessly in the direction of the front door ‘B-A-N-
G!’ Splinters shattered around the front door “Fucking little feef” -
‘B-A-N-G!’ A whistling sound as a bullet sliced through the air,
“Free loading piece of shit” – ‘B-A-N-G!’ A thud as a bullet hit the
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fence right next to her, “Think you can just help yourself to
anything you fucking want – don’t you?” Rage followed Girl as she
ducked the last bullet and fell into a nearby ditch smothering
herself in mud and undergrowth in a vain attempt at camouflage.
The door slammed, and a squeal from the dog as it was kicked.
Then quiet.

The dog had sunk its teeth deep into the side of her hand and
another in her leg – its burning pain stopped all thoughts of food
in an instance, causing tears of pain to trickle out of Girl’s eyes.
Adrenalin pumping through her veins helped her back to the safety
of the hidden layer. Upset that she hadn’t got her wish, upset that
she didn’t know how to deal with a small dog she sobbed out loud
“I hate my life - I hate you all” tears of self-pity overcoming the cry
of pain. Now that nasty terrier meant Girl would have to return to
the small village shop and buy things she can’t really afford to
waste money on.

Six strikes from the church clock, its early morning call to
awaken villagers and an alarm-call for eight keen customers to
queue for the purchase of freshly baked bread, hot from the oven,
which has been carried religiously across the square to the village
shop to sell. Watching the flow of happy customers fill their bags
with the delicious appetising smell of baking, Girl waited until the
last transaction had been completed before gingerly entering the
shop. Holding her hand tightly to squeeze out as much pain as
possible she walked along the single isle in search of something
medical.

The young women behind the counter noticed drops of blood
where landing on the floor and over her precious products. Angrily
she called out to Girl “Stop! Come here – stop ruining my products
– don’t you realise it costs me money when I can’t sell my merchan-
dise” Alas Girl indifferent to the foreign language continued with
her mission, until the infuriated Assistant marched around the
counter stormed over and grabbed Girl firmly by the arm. A Slight
twinge of guilt stopped her for a second, from throwing this filthy
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child out the shop, when she noticed blood seeping through her
trousers too.

Girl jumped and screamed with pain, making the Assistant let
go, “Ok – Ok what’s the problem with you” The shop assistance
changes her tune – “What on earth...” she looks down on the
blood stained trousers and injuries on Girl’s hand “you better come
with me to the sink – its at the back of the shop, we see what the
problem is and give your cuts a wash.” She efficiently takes a firm
hold of the Girl’s arm and almost pushes her towards the back of
the shop.

There’s hardly any space between cardboard boxes, racks
stacked with tins, a floor mop and a few stray coats hung lopsided
on the hooks. At the back a small stone sink with a dripping tap
waited to be useful.

“What’s with the jacket – is it your dad’s or something? – You
will spoil it if you carry on playing in the muddy fields – silly girl!”
The soothing tones of the assistant’s voice made Girl relax for a
moment, she hadn’t a clue what the young women was saying but it
sounded nice. “Where are you staying” the Assistant continued
Girl looked blankly, “do you speak French – Parle Frances?” Still
the Girl continued to gaze vacantly. The Assistant made a sign to
represent sleeping and pointed outside. Eventually the Girl under-
stood the gist of the question.

And pointed to the bushes. “No Home? The Assistant points
to a building, Girl shakes her head and points again to the bush.

The Assistant eventually twigs she has a homeless stray on her
hands which explains the mud all over the jacket, the half starved
look and the basic attempt to feed from a meagre few coins.

“Look you better come back with me – this is a quiet time we
can just pop back across the road to my room clean you up and
sort out those awful cuts – is that a dog or something?” The
Assistant mimes a dog and watches the Girl for confirmation.
Then grabs her keys, turns the closed sign on the door and leads
the child across the square to where her lodgings are located. An
outdoor staircase leads up to the second floor room, which has a
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soft yellow front door. The Assistant opens the front door and
leads the way to the bathroom, where she turns on the immersion
heater in the tiny cupboard to the side of the bath.

“Now lets have a look at your hand” the Assistant takes Girl’s
hand and carefully unwraps the shirtsleeve to reveal a deep gash, “
Painful – but you’ll live” her sympathetic response as she rinses the
dried blood away from the wound.

“Now lets have a look at your leg,” she points down and waits
for Girl to remove her trousers to reveal two puncture wounds –
“yes that looks like a dog bite”

She grabs a few sheets of toilet roll dabs it under the tap and
presses it onto the wounds to stop the blood seeping out over the
carpet, then shakes out 2 Echinacea capsules – “here take these to
help prevent infection.”

While Girl holds onto the make shift bandage, the Assistant
puts the plug into the bath and runs the hot water, then opens the
cabinet takes down a small white box and spoons out salt crystals
and tosses them into the tub. “There now – you get yourself comfy
and have a nice relaxing bath, and we make you a little more
respectable eh?” She leaves Girl to sort herself out in the bathroom
while she makes herself a midmorning coffee.

“Now what clothes of mine, do you think will fit you?” The
Assistant combs through her wardrobe for a few things she doesn’t
mind parting with and places them just outside the bathroom
door. Before long Girl had cleaned herself up, dressed in the fresh
clothes and felt a whole lot better as she flip-flopped her way along
the passage to the kitchen with a broad smile. “There now that’s
better” the Assistant hands over a mug of hot sweet tea. “Let’s see
if we can get a little detail out of you” she then points to herself
“I’m Mia – you?” Girl watched the repeated action before compre-
hending “Mercedes – Girl” she says slowly. Remembering the two
kind prostitutes who found the name for her. “Do you know your
address?” that was a question a bit beyond Girl who stared blankly.

They sat in the small kitchen, on the windowsill stood a photo-
graph of a small child, a little boy of two. Girl picked up the photo
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and pointed to the Assistant and back to the photo, “Yes, he’s my
little brother, just two years old” the Assistant leans over and takes
the photo frame from Girl, wipes the glass clean with her tissue
and kisses it before replacing it back in its special place. “Do you
have a brother?” she points to girl and the photo Girl shook
her head.

“Right now we have to get back to the shop” the Assistant
looks up at the clock on the wall and hurriedly grabs the tea cups
and slings them in the sink. Takes hold of Girl “common we have
to get back to the shop otherwise customers are going to be upset
with me.”

The Assistant leads the way back towards the shop, pauses for
a moment and then suggests a time pointing to her watch “7pm
here OK? – you can stay with me tonight – Yes? – 7pm” the
Assistant points to the shop “OK?” the girl nods not truly under-
standing but hoped it meant… ‘Meet back at the shop later’. Girl
for the first time understands the honest nature and kindness a
person can give. The way kindness creates a sense of freedom with
it’s offering of a safe place to stay, it releases a moment of happi-
ness within Girl a different sort of freedom, free to do childish
things for a while.

The clock chimed seven, the Assistant finished with the day, by
clearing up, sorting out the till’s finances and gathers some out-of-
date foods, before exhaustedly stuffing them into an old plastic
bag. With one quick glance around the shop satisfied her duties
are complete, she turned the sign over and closes and locks the
shop’s door for the night. A soft hand tapped her from behind, a
pathetic smile from the street urchin she had rescued earlier,
eagerly awaits her kindness once more and like a stray follows her
home. “Here you carry this,” the Assistant asserts, “I see I need to
teach you manners.”

Back at the bedsit, the Assistant rummages through the bag
for some items she can use to cook the evening’s meal. “Now lets
hear about you – you can start by telling me where you’re from”
The Assistant attempts at miming her question before resorting to
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a map book. Her only clue was the Girl’s black hair and dark eyes,
suggesting that she may be from the eastern block. They sit affec-
tionately together on the sofa-bed pouring over each page looking
closely at the names of towns. The only problem was that every-
thing was spelt in French so nothing was familiar to Girl, and not
being educated sufficiently to understand the map illustration to
realise she was looking at her own country.

The Assistant reaches across the coffee table for last night’s
bottle of wine, raises it to the Girl who shakes a declining reply
then pours herself a measured amount into a small glass, to be
savoured as long as possible. Girl loves the photograph of the baby
boy, she leapt up rushed over to the kitchen mantel and brings
over the photograph. Girl points to it then herself, to suggest she
has one just like this.

The Assistant smiled and as she peered deeply into the
memory of the infant a faint tear could just be made out as her
eyes reddened. Girl tried to indicate to tell her something about
the picture.

“Do you have a brother? – This is my little boy, my little
brother – he’s just two years old in this photograph, look – how
funny his smile is – its all lop sided, my Gran spotted his glands
became enlarged just after we took this photo – we didn’t notice
for a long time – then he started crying for hours every night until
we eventually took him to the doctors – Tuberculosis – gave us just
three more months with him” the Assistant turned away trying to
hide her tears. “We couldn’t do anything – it was all too late – he’s
buried in the church over there – she points out the window. The
happy smile of the young boy reminded Girl, that once in her
distant memory she too had a baby brother, but couldn’t
remember what happened.

The Assistant Mia dries her eyes, jumps up to change the
tempo and turns the oven on in her kitchenette –“need to talk
about what we going to do with you – don’t we – what am I going
to call you… did you say Mercedes?”

“Mercedes” Girl points to herself “Me - Mia” replies the
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assistant. “We go into town the day after tomorrow and try and get
some help – you can’t stay here – I can’t afford you as well as me
you know.”

Mia bends over to a small cupboard pulls out a small laptop
and keys in ‘Refugee and homeless’ up pops ‘The Country’s
Government Councillors angry at the lack of provisions for home-
less people – growing problem with poor wages – more and more
young people are found on the street ‘. News article after news
article full of dismal reports about homelessness “bad news’ eh –
see why you have run out into the country.” Mia now slightly
concerned about what to do with her stray, “ah well we go into
town and talk to someone in the council offices – they bound
to help.”

Mia with excitement packed two knapsacks full of goodies for
the following weekend’s adventure into the big city. Catching the
eight o’clock bus meant they could have the full 48 hours to enjoy
and explore the sights Brussels has to offer as well as ask officials
for advice about how to care for Mercedes.

The bus pulls up next to the gigantic intercontinental train
station, a hive of activity as people buzz in and out the main
entrance, as the sun shines full of inspiration.

BRUSSELS poster, ‘experience our city by bus, 15 sites for just
five Euros’

However dynamic people go about their business, they are
completely oblivious to a disheveled man sitting helplessly on the
steps beside the entrance to the city’s main railway station. This is
his pitch market with a scribbled sign at his feet, which reads “J’ai
Faim Et Sans Abri. Aidez Moi” ("hungry and homeless. Please
Help"). Nestled tightly up against a pillar, he tries to shelter away
from the glare of the intense sun but hopes that in his pitiful state,
a kind heart might throw a few coins in his direction. Carefully
rolled besides his feet, a green canvas bag carries all his worldly
possessions.

Mia sees the sorry sight and thought it might be a good person
to ask about what to do about a run-away child.
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“Excuse me” Mia asks the man “Do you get any help – can you
go somewhere to stay?” The man stares in disbelief “What on
earth are you on about women?”

Mia continues “I have found this child, I think she has run
away from home and I need to find someone to help with re-
homing her.” The man enjoying a conversation that isn’t about
money, food, unemployment or abusive, continues with his story –
proud about enduring hardships and now approaching his fifty
first birthday. Which means he’s been homeless for at least a
decade and WOW the stories he could tell Mia how he had
repeatedly asked for help with accommodation from the Belgian
authorities, but “Oh my god – the excuses these expensive suited
bureaucrats” alas his request had never been granted. Most nights
he sleeps rough in-between doorways and arches hidden in the
streets regardless how cold it is. “It’s very hard, especially in the
winter – not right for a human let alone a child,” he says. “I
survive, but only just - I’m 51 next month you know. All my
friends in a similar situation haven’t made it to 50 – people –
youths in particular kick us around think we are no better than
rats ” The man looks down for a moment “It’s not my fault
you know …”

The ragged man paints a truly ugly picture. Mia is thankful she
has her little job, with a little room she rents, as she looks across to
the square “Are those the government buildings – the authorities?”
she thinks for a moment “what questions should I ask – about this
run-away child?” “dunno luv –“ The old man thinks for a moment –
“your best efforts would be to find work – try and suggest she is
older – nearer 18 – say she needs a EU permit to work across
boarders. “But she doesn’t have a passport” Mia exclaims in dismay.
“for god-sake don’t let her become a ‘Brussels Beggar’ will you luv –
it be the death of that pretty girl of yours” the parting words of a
street survivor lingered in Mia’s head.

Mia thanked the homeless stranger and wonders over to the
imposing governmental buildings. Guards stop and search both
girls before they are allowed to proceed towards the information
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desk. Mia asks where to go regarding a stray child – possible
run-away.

“14th floor Room 1029 try the Children’s Rights
Commissioner”

The Assistant at the top wasn’t any better - “Yes I am sure you
have an urgent request for homing - along with four million other
Europeans ahead of you – what is she Polish, Bulgarian or
Ukraine?” “H-m” the women behind the counter tries to be helpful
“best you say Spanish or Greek – Easterns have a bit of a hard time
– not really liked, too many of them taking out housing stock.”

The day had bore little fruit, Mia was as empty of knowledge
as two days earlier. Trying to uplift her spirits she turned down one
of her favourit alleys for an early lunch. Suddenly the burden of a
young girl was starting to sink in. Girl noticed the gradual change
as Mia’s smile disappeared behind a cloud of dismay. She picked up
her hand and adoringly rubbed it against her check – as if to show
appreciation and understanding that this was going to be a great
deal harder than first imagined.

Mia tried to pull herself together as she noticed a tear trickle
out and not let the empty results spoil a perfectly good weekend
full of treats. After lunching on a bowl of mussels Mia discon-
tinued her search for help, deciding this time would be better
spent enjoying the delights of the big city.

However the following week Mia was not quite as friendly as
the first day, the strain of providing food for two began to hurt.
Girl desperately wanted to cheer her up and the only thing she
could think of was the little boy in the picture. Her thoughts
changed – “what if I find her a brother – that would make her
so happy.”

Chapter 17 Detective at work

The IT department have worked for a while on tracking data,
from the meta tags of the six video snippets sent to them by PC
John. One of the files had been traced to an old Flikr account,
which hadn’t been used for a while – they believe it belonged to an
ex-glamour photographer – whose site hasn’t been touched for at
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least 5 years. They forwarded the details back to PC John with an
old phone number.

The mature policeman looked at the sheet and decided to dial
the number, the irritating recording replied “This number is no
longer in use please hang up and try again.” “Typical!” PC John
tuts. He keys in the number into google – a list of sites all claiming
to offer clues. He scrolls through each – nothing – old addresses,
struck off companies – more dead ends. “Think laterally boy – you
can do it,” he takes a quick nip of brandy hidden in his bottom
drawer and re-enters some of the struck off companies connected
to photography. An hour later he happened across a link with 2
directors and a new trading name. One of the directors had a
mobile number listed in the company accounts.

He calls DCI Thomas in Stratford. “Hello Sergeant does
07997800111 mean anything to our case?”

The DCI thinks for a moment “Not off hand, but I will see if
any of my officers have turned up something on the case and get
them to give you a call – OK?”

Another few hours waiting, an officer eventually calls back
“Got your number and the answer is yes – it’s linked to Mr Xavier
of Leyton – one of the suspects on case Reference number
67544ASX.”

“Thanks mate – will get back to you as soon as I have
something.”

In his small dirty office PC John quietly scans across the next-
door room before convinced that he can’t be seen and can main-
tain his little secret. Not the alcohol, nor the chocolate bars, but
something his old friend gave him, who has since immigrated to
America, and has made him swear to keep its secrecy - “Not even
your mother must know about this one” he warned his best friend
“only use it when you have exhausted all your other options, and
have an alibi to explain how you got hold of the information
already prepared – if you let on, the FBI will have your guts for
garters.” PC John had already made a solemn promise to his best
friend.
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This was the moment he had been waiting for, longing to track
secret information impossible to find from normal sources. This
was going to be his time, his case and build a convincing report
that his colleagues couldn’t laugh at.

In his jacket pocket is hidden a personal mobile phone with an
unused pay-as-you-go sim-card, fully charged, for just such occa-
sion. PC John picks up his jacket gives it a good shake, feeling for
the lopsided weight of the phone, before rummaging through to
retrieve it. He turned his back to the door and punched into it the
coded details of a secret website, scrolled through to log in using
his mate’s suggested password followed by the mobile number he
wants to trace.

It took a nerve-racking time before the phone finally
connected to the FBI’s secret new spyware ‘Stingray’. Not even the
FBI could reveal this latest invention for fear that court proceed-
ings would terminate its use because it flouts the law regarding
privacy. The software whirrs away hacking into 12 international
cell-phone towers and as many, passing satellites. The software
tricks the suspect’s mobile phone into using the FBI’s bugged
towers, which it can intersect messages, upload spiked texts and
receive incoming data from that phone. Making the ordinary
commercial service no longer secure, this software copies every-
thing from the phone; its text messages, recorded conversations,
photos and video snippets. Everything a detective needs to build
a case.

The PC watches the activity on his private phone, as it
forwards the information across the small screen, he watches a
red LED flash to indicate that the hacked phone only has six
minutes of available power remaining in it battery, before it fails
and will be lost forever. Now with a sense of urgency, PC John has
to act quickly and thinks for a moment before downloading all
the information – thinking that it would be better to confirm the
coordinates then retrieve the phone – as that will give him unde-
niable evidence and no questions about how he got the informa-
tion. The triangulation connecting the satellites, give the PC a set
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of coordinates for the phones position ‘E45°30'23.94" N
25°22'7.04’.

Grabbing a stubby pencil he jots down three coordinates,
which only can get close enough to provide a 1000 meter radius,
he works a few more buttons looks at the time bar – 3 minutes
remaining he decides to continue to copy more evidence needed to
convince the boss he has a case – his case ‘A possible Murder Case’
– one where he can go down to London and work with Stratford.

Ping the connection is lost; the battery on the suspect’s phone
has given its last – it’s up to him now. He flips the back off his
mobile phone slides out the sim and pushes it carefully into his
laptop “Do you want to Copy?’ he hits return to preserve this
precious material onto his computer. Then slips the sim back into
his wallet to keep until he is satisfied all the information is safely
retrieved before he has to discard his own evidence.

After reading the material PC John thoughtfully writes his
report, smiling to himself “Now I have something worthwhile –
maybe even a busman’s holiday helping Stratford with their
enquiries – have a break from this miserable country – they owe it
to me big-time” he complains. The footnote at the bottom of the
report reads ‘Material sourced and retrieved from Vigilante site
before it was taken down at 21.06pm 1/5/17’, giving a vague explana-
tion, to disguise how he had really obtained the accurate text
messages. Once they locate the phone the lawyers can use that for
evidence instead.

The report with 30 downloaded texts and two images which
clearly indicate there had been child abuse, a possible murder and
maybe even references to a blackmail, lay at the root of the video
snippets, he had previously found on Frankenstein’s message post-
ing. Meanwhile PC John kept aside for himself, the downloaded
address book – which, would be a complete give-away to his
sources.

“Who is Frankenstein – what’s their real name – could this be
Mr Xavier?” – he calls the human identity department who refer
him to cybercrime department.
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“Who’s in charge of tracing mobile phones these days?” he
enquires

Eventually someone is able to help him trace contact details of
the person who owns the phone number and yes it is Mr Xavier.

Chapter 18 Girl abducts toddler

The long face of Mia during the following week was such a sad
site, Girl who appreciated her kindness had to do something about
it. She sat alone at the kitchen table now comfortable with her
surroundings, comforted that she had a friend not much older than
herself and now had to do something for her new friend. Sipping a
mug of tea, feeling grown up, she looked around the flat for some-
thing to give her a clue – what would Mia most like – something
had to be big – something that said we will be friends for life. The
wind suddenly rushed through the kitchen window, making the
curtains fly up and knocking over the small photo-frame, which
had so lovingly been kissed the night before.

Girl picked up the frame and replaced it in its special position,
then closed the window. The sad face of the toddler looked deeply
into her eyes as if speaking, a heavenly message to say I need my
sister too. Girl sat back on the kitchen stool staring intently at the
photograph trying to remember if she really had a brother or could
it have just been a dream.

A very curious thought floated into Girl’s head, something that
would prove she loved Mia as a friend, and something that was big
enough to show her appreciation. Remembering how Mia had
packed a small bag of goodies for the previous weekend’s journey,
Girl repeated the process, then went back into her bedroom
grabbed her big leather jacket took out two 20 Euro notes, to
cover expenses, wrapped them in amongst the sandwich and bottle
of water, then quietly slipped through the front door down the
steel staircase to retrace her steps back to the bus station.

At 11.30am the W14 Bus arrived on time to pick up five more
passengers who routinely travelled to the big city. Girl confidently
took up the same seat near the front with a big window and
thoughtfully planned where she could find her big present. She too
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would enjoy the big present and most importantly it will stop her
friend crying each night, she will be so pleased and it will bring
happiness back into her friend’s life once more.

After a couple of hours the W14 bus pulls into Brussels’ station
releasing its passengers with a mix of excited suppleness, bored
repetitive routine and cranky stiffness. Girl falling into the former
category leapt off and taking a big breath of city air, pulls the
picnic bag close to her and ventured forth into the electric buzz a
modern city offers. Her aim was not to explore the big department
stores, nor the little artisan shops or walk down infinite isles of
supermarkets, but to search for something familiar, something she
knew all about – where to find a special gift – only found in certain
places – only found outdoors – in gardens or playgrounds. Gifts
that made people very happy, big gifts. She knows all about big
gifts – she was once a big gift for someone special – she was free,
cost nothing and freely taken out of the garden where she played
with friends.

Each step inquisitively explores the city centre, looking for a
wide garden and looking where children played, young children out
with their mothers, defiant children refusing to return when
called, meagre children easy to pick on, easily persuaded to
become naughty if they were to be accepted into a ‘gang’, Free
roaming children whose independent streak enabled them to
figure out the world on their terms and then there were the lost
ones a pathetic and totally reliant sort, told every answer
controlled with such a ruling force, that now the slightest hint of
punishment is enough for them to obey a suggested look of a
command. Those are the ones that make the best gift. Those chil-
dren don’t make a fuse, they don’t cry, they don’t dare refuse an
order for fear of punishment. Those are the children that will
obediently follow an order and don’t question authority; they will
even accept starvation while sitting quietly in a corner.

Girl will make two people happy even three. With her keen eye
she scans the parks the playgrounds the back streets, with an early
life her experience will show her where to find a big present. These
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presents are for free, it just takes a skilled eye to spot the best
gifts, Girl knows, she too was a gift; she was taken freely for
someone special. This is how big gifts are found and taken, there is
nothing wrong, no one breaking the law, nothing illegal about the
process, this is what people do to make someone they love happy.

From the previous weekend’s excitement, Girl retraced her
steps, to where she had noticed a small park, with lots of bushes
and beds for hiding. Children’s dream for seeking out hidden dens
to gather gang members and plan adventures onto climbing
frames, to escape dragons and fight warriors. This little green oasis
is where children played and where the one meek and submissive
child might stray alone behind the hedge.

Girl’s thoughts grew passionately inside her “maybe there’s a
little boy who needs a new home too, who needs a sister to love
him, a child like herself she could rescue and bring home to adore
– this will be her big present.” She sits on a swing thinking about
which child would need her most, which would make a willing
baby brother.

Watching children come and go with mothers happily pushing
prams, mothers sitting on park benches engrossed in conversation
with other mothers comparing notes who hardly watch as their
children run freely, screaming as they are chasing each other. Until
at last, in the quiet end of the day one small child grips the handle
of the pram obediently, waiting for the command to let go and go
off and play. The strict heavy arm raises above the flinching child’s
head, flips a wave in a direction that it is allowed to play, and go
away and not to disturb the mother while she feeds the second
younger offspring on the bench. Girl sees the familiar blacken
mark under the child’s eye. Its distinct emblem of discipline, a
warning sign that there is always more to come regardless.

The small boy doesn’t run, it meekly walks to a swing. With
sadness it mounts the high saddle and unable to push itself off just
hangs there. Nothing happens, so it looks towards the slide for
some other self-entertainment. The sorry site appeals to Girl, this
was a similar start to her life. When the boy is out of sight from
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the tyrant mother Girl gets off the roundabout and slides behind
the bush to make friends with the boy. She pats the wall nearby to
suggest its safe to share. At first the boy ignore her, but its OK –
she understands no one can be trusted. He watches her as he
climbs onto the see-saw and waits, it doesn’t move. Girl under-
stands and walks over to the opposite side, presses I down. A
game, she presses it down again, the boy still doesn’t smile but its
clear he enjoys its movement. When it lands for a third time he
hopes off and trots over to the swing looking over his shoulder as if
to beckon. Girl glances at the mother across the playground, she
has twisted herself away deep in conversation on a mobile phone,
Girl plucks up courage and follows the boy to the swings. He waits
hoping to get a push, Girl obliges, he just wants two pushes – not
much to satisfy his basic needs, before he returns to the slide. Girl
waits at the bottom as if to catch him, his sudden smile of pleasure
as he watches Girl looking out for him.

This is the moment, Girl knows a connection is made; she
takes him round behind the bushes where a couple of swings stand
rusty and worn. Pulling out a small bag of sweets she offers one
before she needs to move on and catch the bus. One more game
then its time to take a little tour, time to show the little boy more
fun, makes friends. The swift and silent taking of a free gift, is
almost invisible and soundless. The gift has already been made so
compliant, its obedience unquestionly accepts any oddities, partly
because its own wanting is for love, which makes the act so easy.

Girl holds out her hand, for the boy to accept they walk away
from the park towards the bus station. He smiles as he looks up to
his new friend, he trusts this friend she has shown kindness, shown
him she cares. The W14 pulls up at the assigned bus-stop as
planned and just like an older sibling on an outing they mount the
bus for the trip home. Barely a single passenger imagines there is
something out the ordinary. The Girl enjoys preoccupying the
little boy, he is receptive to childhood games, not having had this
fun and intimate experience before.

At a late hour the bus draws into the little village to decant the
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remaining passengers at their evening’s destination. Girl lifts the
little boy up and carries him back to Mia’s bedsit. She slides him
down so that she can reach the doorbell, then smoothes his ruffled
hair and dusts out the creases from his shirt. Mia opens the door
first sees the Girl and is about to loose her temper. Just then Girl
pushes the little boy into her legs. Mia for a moment couldn’t quite
comprehend what was happening, tired and irritable she takes a
step back and allows her protégé into the warmth and comforts of
home. Girl excited with offering her big present to her new friend
and points to the photograph then to Mia and thrusts the little
boy’s hand into hers.

“Is this your brother?” Mia asks “Where have you kept him –
OOO look poor little chap he has a terrible bruise – and look he is
filthy dirty – Why didn’t you tell me you had a brother?” Question
after question all unanswerable due to the language difference. Mia
soon forgives Girl as she takes the little boy into the bathroom to
wash him down and get him ready for bed.

“What have you two been through?” Mia expects that Girl was
a victim of child abuse and has returned home to rescue her
brother. “How brave – you are a brave Girl going home like that “
She looks across the hall and gives Girl a smile.

A bolt of ecstatic exhilaration ran through Girl, she has made
her friend happy, she has given her the best present ever. What a
day Girl reflects with satisfaction, the little boy is happy, Mia is
happy and now Girl is happy.

The next morning Mia rises slightly earlier than usual, sets out
the breakfast in readiness for Girl and the little boy to feast upon
when they finally wake. She writes a time on a piece of paper to
try and suggest that would be when she returns from the shop to
see them. And leaves the contented home to wake in its
own time.

At 11.03am the front door burst open, angry screams bellowed
down the hall

“Is this a joke – is this the little boy – What are you playing at?”
Mia hunts through every space looking for Girl, in her hand a
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copy of the newspaper. When the Girl is found she thumps the
paper a picture of the little boy large as life with the headline:

Shocked mother screams for help after

a Playground Abduction.

Her two year old toddler was snatched 

by teenage girl from a busy Park

A girl was seen to enticed two-year-old boy in busy

Brussels’ Playground 4pm yesterday afternoon with

sweets and Coca-Cola. They were last seen boarding a bus

in Bruges Square. Appeal is out for witnesses to come

forward with any information…

Mia was completely helpless and utterly afraid of being linked
with such an unspeakable crime. She can’t be held responsible she
will never be able to work again – she has to get rid of these two
out of her flat out of her life …out… for ever, she never wants to
set eyes on Girl again – she is evil, she is a monster

“Out – Get out – GO NOW. – Here’s your fucking bag – here’s
your fucking jacket with your fucking money – have you stolen
that too?”

Mia storms around the bedsit gathering every bit of evidence
belonging to the girl and the child and stuffs it into a blank white
plastic bag, at the last minute of conscious she empties the
contents of her shopping and packs it into the white bag.

“GET OUT – don’t EVER come back – get out of this village –
take the child back to Brussels where you stole the poor little
beggar” Mia points to the map to make sure she is understood
“you also responsible for that awful bruise? – You are evil little
gremlin” She pauses to draw breath “Go AWAY – Go now” Mia
purple with rage, purple with embarrassment opens the front door
and emotionally kicks them out, then slams the door swearing
“Karma – what Karma – its hurts people who do good things never
to bad people” her fury blames everything in her path.

On the other side of the door the shock from the speed of
events made Girl cry, made the little boy cry – both didn’t under-
stand what had gone wrong. Both didn’t comprehend what mistake
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they had made – they didn’t break anything, they did what they
were told. Girl picked up the little boy kissed him tenderly on the
forehead and carried him down the steep iron staircase. She
couldn’t think she was so confused by what had just happened; her
one and only friend had thrown her out. No longer the only person
who had shown her kindness, Girl has once again become
homeless.

She wont do this to her little boy. This is her little brother Mia
had said so. She kisses him again, its up to her to take great care –
he is so fragile, she strokes his small silky head in an attempt to
stem the flow of tears and walks away confused and shocked.
There was just 40 Euros left in her pocket – there’s not enough for
a week’s worth of food, there’s enough for a one way fare back to
Brussels, but that can’t be the way to go, she walks out on the
lonely main road holding the little boy’s hand into an unknown
destiny which so far has been quite cruel, but at least this time she
has her brother beside her, she must become mother and care for
him as best she can.

For two days they walk along the country roads looking for a
village. This time she is going to beg for food, beg for money to
help care for her little brother.

She thinks it might be safer if he stays out of sight while she
asks strangers for food – she kept seeing his photograph in papers,
and feared that if the police find her she will be raped again,
thrown into a prison cell and worst – returned to that truly terrible
Madam – who had tortured and slashed her arms or crushed her in
a box leaving her to die. No she needs to remain anonymous and
single, become an adult in order to survive.

The third night was not so good, the weather had taken a turn
for the worst. Winds whipped up a storm, sending trees into
turmoil and lashing out at unknown ghosts. All light had been
drained out of the afternoon sky by the storm, its blackening
shadows danced in-between leaves as the first harsh spikes of rain
pieced their clothing.

Across the field a dark barn offered a vague form of shelter,
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inside just enough moldy straw could be scraped together into
something warm enough to act as a cover. Girl did her best to
make them both warm, then rummaged through the plastic bag
for the few scrapes of food she had previously scavenged. The little
boy exhausted from the day’s journey fell asleep before Girl could
give him anything to eat. She carefully ate just enough of her share
before she too drifted into an uncomfortable sleep.

B-A-N-G! Girl wakes with a start, the barn door bounced open
and hits the side of the wall, having made itself loose from its
ropey tie. An old man walks into the barn with his old faithful dog.
The dog can smell something different – its not the usual smell –
he follows his nose then barks, its voice now broken from 12 years
of faithful service.

“Bark” – the dog stands pointing its nose in Girl’s direction.
“Find boy Find” he thinks the dog has found a rat –“Get it boy

get it.” But instead of digging feverishly into the hay for rats, it just
stands there waiting. Girl slowly stands up “Aerr “ she tries to find
a word “Pardon.” The old man looks horrified at the unexpected
sight “Who” he stammers. Girl can only speak Romanian, she
bows her head, just as the toddler wakes and calls out.

“My Brother” Girls holds her hand out.
The man stammers, confused with this unexpected site, but as

the slow thoughts materialize he comes to the decision to bring
them both into the house and ask his wife what should be done
and maybe give them some food.

The old man calls out “ Matilda – Matilda – can you come
down – we have a couple of visitors.”

The dog knowingly wanders up the narrow staircase, twisting
its way up to the single bedroom perched in the roof space. It
gathers its host and leads her back down the stairs.

“What have you here Ronald?” She stares at the two forlorn
looking children

“Found them in the barn – must have taken shelter from last
nights storm” he replies.

The women picks up the hand of the toddler and guides him to
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the kitchen table, then as naturally as a mother, she picks him up
and sits him on a chair with a couple of cushions and pushes him
close to the table almost to prevent him from escaping. Then
points to the other chair for girl to seat herself.

“Now – who are you, I want you to tell me what you are
doing here?”

Matilda once in charge of a small classroom at the local
primary school, she is familiar with getting information out of
naughty children.

Girl doesn’t understand but realising it would be better to
speak rather than stay silent. “
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX” My name is Mercedes I am
trying to make my way home to Romania this is my brother
Anson.”

In the same way girl looked blank, Matilda scratches her head
not understanding a word either, except for the word ‘Roma’. “Ah
Roma” repeated the old women “well we are going to have a bit of
a communication difficulty – aren’t we?”

She tries a few English words, then German but still a blank
response from the girl.

“OH well I expect both of you are very hungry?” Matilda turns
away to rustle up a small breakfast for everyone; the two
pensioners do their best with the small savings and vegetable plot
outside the back door.

“Now come on” She points to Girl and beckons her over to
help “you can help me lay the table” she indicates to the girl to get
plates down from the dresser and cutlery from the drawer.

It was lucky that the couple don’t often have the need to drive
into town nor have an interest in television. So the report of the
missing boy hadn’t yet reached their comprehension.

“Now what are we going to do with you? – We can’t just let you
carry on out there especially in this weather – you are both far too
young to be alone in the world” Matilda looks at her husband for
help. “This is a bit of an initiative test Ronald – what should we do?”
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Chapter 18B Girl’s mistake
Girl lay in her newly made make shift bed, looking up at the

beams of the attic roof. The little boy curled up beside her also
content with all this love surrounding him. Ronald and Matilda
had spent the last few days making a pretty bedroom for a little
girl and her young brother. And she in returned tried to help with
the farming duties of the few livestock to keep the family fed.
With each passing day, Girl’s mind slowly moved away from this
comforting existence and became increasingly filled with the
image of Mia. It wasn’t so much about how much kindness she had
shown Girl, but actually how close they had become, an intimate
sort of closeness. A friendship Girl had never really felt before.
Always wearing the suit of armour to keep herself skimming across
life from one scenario to another.

Now the image of Mia grew to include affectionate imaginings
of misconstrued love, fantasies of a different kind of love, maybe a
crush, maybe a bit sexual. But it certainly wasn’t platonic. Another
few days passed but which time the burning thoughts had fuelled a
new direction.

Girl looks down at the toddler voicing her affections towards
Mia “she is my big sister, MY big sister, she isn’t yours, she is my
missing family, I know that, we must become one again, she is our
saviour – remember that, little brother.”

Girl pauses “We must be together which means you must leave,
its time for you to go” Girl thinks for a moment and then suggests
“Yes I must take you back now to the playground, your mother will
be waiting, Mothers are always waiting, they may hate you but they
will wait and take you back home. Its time for you to go home, you
know that don’t you?”

Girl contemplates her mother “they will fool people all around
them, Mothers say they love you, but they never do and people
always believe them just because they are bigger, they hit you and
tell you lies.” Girl turns to look at the small child “Be strong little
boy, its for the best, you know its for the best.”
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“Yes I can see she lies about you my little friend, you have a
lying mother too, they are all the same.”

“What if I take you back to the city tomorrow night and gave
you back to your mother, would you like that?” Girl gets down off
the bed trying not to wake the toddler. Pulling her small knapsack
from underneath she neatly folds a warm jumper, an anorak and
the small pair of trousers, the pensioners had found for the
little boy.

In preparation for her secret escape, the following day during
the farm chores, Girl finds small opportunities to steal food and
valuables. First she slips down into the basement where the home-
made cheeses are set on shelves to ‘ripen’, slipping the smallest
into her pocket she then checks that all the adults are still outside
before going into the kitchen store cupboard. Shelves filled with
colourful bottled jams and pickles vegetables, made it hard to
choose quickly. Gabbing just one red jar, Girl rushes back up to her
attic room to hide her booty.

During supper, Girl slips food from her plate into her lap.
Matilda spots something strange in Girl’s behavior.

“Darling – if you need something else you only have to ask” She
reaches over and tries to stroke Girl’s hand for reassurance “But I
don’t want food in your room, there are rats and it will only
encourage them into the house – do you see?”

Girl turns on her blank smile and looks towards the sweet
voice of the grandmother. The words mean nothing. Girl doesn’t
really care anymore, the old women doesn’t understand her, even
though she has been trying to tell her things, but all the old
women wants is more chores. This is such an empty life, with
smelly animals. An uncomfortable look came into Girl’s eyes as she
looked at the pensioners. “I want love, and the only person who
can give it to me is Mia” Girl blurts out.

Matilda stood up with astonishment at the outburst, unable to
comprehend the meaning, she felt the Girl’s anger “Darling,
behave at the dinner table, this is no place for this.” She looks over
to her husband for support. Ron just raises his eyebrows and
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shrugs. “Sure its OK – just a teenage angst, remember the girl must
have had a pretty rotten time of it” He pauses “It will pass, don’t
you worry, she will see how kind you are being – I always said you
will make a wonderful mother….”

The supper finishes on an awkward note. Girl clashes the
plates making Matilda cringe with annoyance. Then watches the
girl pick up the toddler and disappear up the stairs to her
bedroom.

“What’s brought this on do you suppose” Matilda turns to her
husband

“Not sure, do you think she is homesick or something – you
never know with these run-away children – or what could have
motivated them to leave their home.”

“Yes – and to take her brother with her too Matilda agrees.
“Did you notice the marks on her arm? Ron points out “it must

have been pretty violent.”
“Yes, I didn’t want to ask, thought it would be better for her to

tell us when she is ready.”
The couple finished clearing away the dinner, before retiring

into the small parlour to play a game of cards.
Girl, fired up with reasons to leave, prepares for their journey.

She had managed to take a few more Euro notes from Ron’s wallet
and the coins from the jar on top of the dresser. Counting them
out on the bed, it reached 45 Euros making Girl smiled with satis-
faction. “We have enough my little friend, we can leave tonight,
you are not wanted here, you must go to your mother, do you
understand me?”

Suspecting an uncomfortable atmosphere Matilda thought she
would try and make amends and give the little toddler a
comforting bath. Knocking quietly on the Girl’s bedroom door
before opening it. She enquired if Girl had calmed down and
would like to talk about her behavior. Girl angered by the intru-
sion screams, indicating for the old women to get out. Matilda
ignores the rude gestures and instead picks up the crying toddler
to sooth him by gently stroking the back of his head “There, there,
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Gran will give you a nice hot bubble bath – would you like that –
Ye-e-s you would, precious little cherub.”

Girl tries to make an attempt to take back the little boy, but
remembers she is trying to keep the money hidden and sits back
down on the bed, with her hands underneath to smother the
sound of clinking coins.

Matilda exclaims with surprise at this outburst “What is going
on – what’s come over you?” Then feels it would be better not to
interject anymore towards the conflict, so she turns towards the
door and slips out of the room, cuddling the little boy tightly.

“You poor, poor boy, you don’t understand do you, but don’t
you worry, we will look after you, and make you better, you will be
very happy again” she kisses him affectionately on the forehead
and takes him down the stairs to the small bathroom on the
landing.

Ronald overhears the joyful squeals and splashes of bathtime,
following the sounds up to the stairs to share in the pleasures of a
surrogate grandchild.

“I don’t know what’s come over that girl – Do you know she
nearly attacked me when I picked up the child – it was most pecu-
liar” Matilda recites the latest of the evening’s episode.

“I think the child should sleep with us tonight – I don’t trust
the girl. The only time I saw behavior like that was when I was
teaching” Matilda thought for a moment recalling the primary
school where she once taught “I remember now – it was Claude –
Do you remember?” Matilda confides, “He’s the little boy that
started shoplifting, a couple of years ago.”

“Oh I remember, wasn’t that the child the police said came
from a broken home, father kicked him or something?” Ron’s
supportive response “What happened?”

“Went bad that one – got himself in a secure home, I believe”
Matilda tried to recall in the hope it might help her to understand
the girl’s change in mood.

Ronald finds a few suitable cushions and sets our a little
makeshift bed. He too feels there is something not quite right. He
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suggests that they make a special trip into town in the morning.
Matilda agrees, as she thinks they will need to register the two
children with the town clerk.

Girl slams her door shut, the outburst of anger was a disguise
for her love and need for Mia. It is definitely time to take the boy
back and find Mia again she thinks to herself as her restless nature
fires up. “She will forgive me – that’s what the bible always says”
Relieving the tension and giving her a belief that she could return
to her special friend.

She sits on her bed waiting for the grandmother to return the
toddler to her. But the hours tick by and there’s no sound.
Suddenly it became important that the toddler is given back to her
because without him, she could not be redeemed by Mia. Girl
stamps on the floor showing her frustration, but only heard the
downstairs door lock in reply. Girl reaches under the bed and
behind the bookshelf for all the travel items she has collected and
completes the packing.

The urge to leave this night has become a necessity, the
mixture of anger and the need for love, clouded her judgment for a
better life. After waiting for the clock to chime 2am, Girl softly
twists her bedroom door handle. It un-clicks allowing her to creep
down the narrow spiraled staircase. With each step memorized to
avoid letting one creak, Girl pulls out a small bent wire, un-picks
the door and finds her way into the bedroom of the pensioners. In
the quietest moment, she draws up the blanket over the sleeping
boy, stuffing it near his mouth then makes her way out of the small
cottage.

The calm night encourages the owls to hunt for small rodents;
bats flutter their micro-speeding wings, as they sense a figure
moving swiftly across their territory. Girl relieved at being once
again in charge of her destiny enjoys the secret night’s endeavors,
retraces a route towards a bus stop 7 miles away.

The toddler turns in her arms, trying not to let the restlessness
awaken him and half grumbles at its inconvenience. Girl now
strong from farm duties, she walks at a fast pace across the Luna
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glowing fields. Her aim to catch the first bus, before the time
people became aware of her activities and can spoil her goals. Mud
caked her shoes making it slightly harder to walk at speed. But the
thought of seeing Mia again took her mind of the discomfort. By
5am the bus stop came into sight, W14 to Brussels and listed on
the bus map attached to the stop, Bruges Park. At 5.20 am a small
hopper bus pulled up, the bus driver smiled at the young looking
mother carrying a swaddled baby, he beckoned the girl on
dismissing any payment.

Just over an hour later, the small bus pulled up alongside Bruges
Park, the Girl kept her head down and jumped off without
acknowledging thanks, the driver sighs as he pulls away.

At 6.30am the busy city, already in full swing, buses of all
colours and sizes, deliver thousands of workers to their offices and
places of employment. Its hectic chaos of jostling people was very
intimidating for Girl. Unable to think clearly, she just sits tenta-
tively on a park bench and contemplates how to give the toddler
back to his mum without being seen. He wakes up and begins to
cry, as he finds he is no longer in the warm safety of the grand-
parents.

Girl rocks him for comfort, she has forgotten to pack some
milk for his breakfast. He cries a little harder making her do some-
thing about his needs. The crying draws attention to the pair, Girl
jumps up rocking him more fervently, it works for a few seconds.
She spots a mini supermarket and makes a dash across the busy
square.

“Have you a bottle of milk?” Girl attempts her foreign request
of the tanned shopkeeper. He looks at the single parent and points
to the fridge with the baby milk. Girl not knowing about baby
milk just grabs a plastic cube of cow’s milk.

The shopkeeper squeezes his eyes, as he recognises the lack of
maternal awareness, and questions himself; “this person is not
comfortable with a Toddler – it doesn’t look right” – Awareness
they say, local Police are constantly asking him to be on the
lookout for anything suspicious and maybe something such as a
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mother who may not be the real mother could be something they
are interested in.

He gives the girl her change and watches her direction she exits
in, before picking up the poster from under his counter. The
descriptions fit but he couldn’t see the face of the baby, it doesn’t
stop him, he picks up the phone and calls the emergency line. It
doesn’t take long before a detective’s car pulls up with two plain
clothed policemen jump out. The shopkeeper wastes no time in
giving details and keen not to loose sight of his suspects, rushes
out to meet the policemen and frantically points in the direction
of the single mother and swaddled baby.

The two policemen nod their signal and quickly walk up
behind the mother on the bench. Girl turns sharply round and
tries to make a run for it. The second policeman already in front of
the bench blocks her escape and makes a snatch for the baby. Girl
ducts and she looses her grip, the baby falls through the blankets
and creaks its head on the pavement. The first officer leaps over
the bench and runs after the girl, while the second officer picks up
the baby and calls for back up and an ambulance. The baby has
been knocked unconscious the officer presses his thumb under the
child’s chin and breathes mouth-to-mouth resuscitation. “Cumon
little fellow, cumon hang on – just hang on!” the policeman franti-
cally tries to revive the little form, the little victim.

The first officer amazed at the agility of the girl giving them
chase, across the park. Girl dives into a congestion of people
rushing for the station, leaps over the railings and runs hard across
the flowerbeds and through trees. She takes a deep breath to figure
out where to run next.

The long legs of the policeman, well trained to run after
suspects, adjusts his angle and manages to direct the chase into a
tall fence in which to corner the tear away. He lunges forward and
makes contact with the girls arm, she twists and bites hard, the
officer recoils a moment, but then seizes the back of her collar and
pulls the jacket down across her arms, making her loose her
balance. The offices swiftly bend the girl forcing her onto the
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ground, pulling both hands behind her back to cabletie her wrists
and immobilize her. Relieved to have things back in control, he
stands back, slightly out of reach as the girl shrieks and kicks out,
at the evil man who is causing her pain. The policeman stands
watching as he calls the centre for a collection van.

Three vehicles arrive at the park. The baby is rushed to the
intensive emergency hospital, while Girl angry at being chained to
the side panel of the transit, is taken to the Police station and
pushed into a cell. Girl sat upright on her bed, a familiar feeling
from being in a similar place. She was calm with little concerned

The newspapers thrilled with the recovery of the kidnapped
toddler, had a field day covering the court proceedings.

BELGIUM POST REPORTS;
CASE CONTINUES WITH 13 YEAR GIRL ABDUCTING

TODDLER
During the court case, the girl, now aged 13 refused to give evidence,

apparently on the instruction of family member
A!er admitting kidnap and the!, the girl was sentenced last week to

four years and three months in a youth detention centre. The initial charge
of kidnap with sexual intent was dropped, though the judge said she might
have had ‘evil’ planned for her victim.

Girl had shown no remorse for what she did, and offered no reasonable
explanation.

Lawyers argued about her characteristics “a!er closed interrogation She
had a complete lacked social awareness and could be on the autism spec-
trum. The younger lawyer described her, as ‘unsophisticated, damaged and
vulnerable’, needing extra support at school.

But a$ the prosecution lawyers agreed when they said the girl is obses-
sively maternal towards her younger siblings and would sometimes behave
in a ‘delusional’ way, pretending to strangers that they were her children.

It is not clear whether a man or women is responsible for the scarring
on the girl’s arms or whether it’s part of an online ritual, or whether it
might be a fictional scenario made up by the girl.

The prosecutor Miss Bartisque told the court about the mother’s state-
ment. “She saw the girl playing with her son. The child was running about,
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to and %om the girl and her mother. The mother was not suspicious, she
simply thought the girl was being quite sweet. ‘This went on for about 15
minutes. Then there came a point when she realised she couldn’t see her son
any more.”

Describing the emotional scene when the police caught up with the girl
and the little boy, a witness said:

“I saw a lot of police cars and vans, and a little girl in the park crying,
and she was being held by a policeman who was standing over her. When I
first saw the action I thought I saw the girl throw the baby at the man to
try and get away.’

Judge was convinced that the girl had been influenced by either internet
searches or physical sexual abuse and that the toddler would have been
harmed if the police had not found them. Judge said ‘It is not possible to
state with any certainty the Girl was going to harm the toddler, or exactly
what that harm would be, except to come to the conclusion it would have
mirrored some aspect of the physical or sexual violence or exploitation the
girl had previously experienced.”

During the court proceedings the Toddler’s mother did not attend the
trial and did not want to speak publicly about what happened, only te$ing
a %iend to pass on her words: “I am traumatised by the whole ordeal. I
have tried my best to move on, but it sti$ haunts me.”

The Father said to the papers ‘I hope the sentence is long enough for her
to reflect on the abduction offences and to never be around other children in
the future,’ he said ‘Yes, we got our son back and we are so grateful that he
was not harmed, but for us it doesn’t end there.

“The thing that disturbs both of us most is not knowing what happened
to him when he was with that girl. We wi$ never know for certain only
watching him and caring for him during his nightmares and even then we
can never help or comfort him” because that is a$ we know.

Judge finished by saying that he recommends the girl is not released
until the fu$ sentence is complete and that the prisoner has undergone 6
months of mental assessments and therapy treatment before the board of
release.

Chapter 19; Sex hotel launch

6 Hot Hotel Rooms To Encourage your Naughtiness
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6 seductively saucy playrooms for Gentlemen looking to up
their fantasy level with an X-rated package

12 delicious young Girls specially trained as desirable stew-
ardesses to help gentlemen find a true mix of shame, secrecy,
mystery, intimacy and of course lust.

Six themed fantasy rooms each with 2 stewardesses – each
more tempting than the last. A different choice for each night

Baby-Burlesque,
Sin City Sci-fi,
Merciless Mermaids,
Ophelia Fruits
X-Rated Thriller
Lusty Lesbians
Two proud owners walk slowly across the building site, picking

their way through the remaining rubble. Boss pulls out the new
front door key with a brass label inscribing Hotel du Sex to
emphasis its reverence. The pair walk through the carved doorway
and into the newly decorated reception, enjoying for the first time
its seductive, pleasure enhancing interiors. Inspecting each themed
bedroom, lightly perfumed with Pantaloon’s personalized blend.
Their tailored walls upholstered in sumptuous Indian water silk,
framed with charcoal velvet curtains, scalloped and fringed in gold
lamé. Around the rooms, topical ‘toys’ and accessories waited for
the arrival of 12 trained stewardesses’, taught specifically in the art
of how to use them effectively.

The Boss’s new dream he called Hotel du Sex, is designed as a
discrete up-market guesthouse, a secret place for super rich play-
boys to enact their fantasies and hottest desires, with 12 pretty
stewardesses with themed uniforms and trained specifically to
serve and dominate gentlemen clients.

The richly embellished brochure reads, ”Each mystery room is
sumptuously equipped with rotating beds, ceiling mirrors, karaoke
machines, and sensual lighting. To enhance a gentleman’s fantasy dreams
The X-rated Thri$er room is to appeal to S&M pain-seekers – ‘be prepared
to be tied down and tortured’, or have your pulse race in Sin-city’.
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“Stroke of genius PG” Boss admires the chandeliers, lighting
the way along the passage “Never dreamed it could look as
gorgeous as this.”

PG proud of the new enterprise and the new partnership he
has made with Boss, hugs his partner “How’s the advertisement
doing – any replies yet?”

“Will have to work hard to maintain a high standard and prob-
ably need to be selective about clients – need to weed out fero-
cious predators – they can bugger up our girls too quick. I’ve seen
them when they are all worked up – cocky bastards get out of
control so quick, I’ve seen the havoc they cause in a cat house,
when a spliff is sneaked in making them overly zealous with the
physical” PG referred to a previous experience he’d seen
back home.

“We can get a clutch of suited bouncers,” Boss suggests “who
can flash their beefcake or get their bloody fists in, if the wankers
get mischievous, wade in an’ pull the randy fucks off the chicks,
before any serious damage.”

‘LAW 14 Better a Turnout, Than Burnout, and keep wheels on
our girl’s heels” PG recites

”Says who?” Boss enquires
“Says ‘Pimpin' Ken’ – look don-ya read any fun stuff about the

business ya-rh in?
"Yeah, hear men pay for ho’s, so they can have whatever and

whoever they want, do things that wives wouldn’t put up with" PG
continues with his exotic thoughts and remembering he has two
for his personal play time.

"Think the biggest selling fantasy will be the ‘Lusty Lesbian,
fuzz bumpers’," PG contemplates turning more rooms into gay
playrooms.

"Men love a bit of prize candy especially if its two or more girls
making out and you can bet your bottom dollar, they’re willing to
pay the bigger bucks for double or triple the quality fun – means
we can seriously knock up the rates ya know, its like a fucking
money printing machine” PG oozes confidence of a winner.
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Boss gingerly suggests “Should we test the water with a intro-
ductory rate of say 10.8 for 30 minutes, if it works and they are
eager to return, we double the price and keeping doubling it – it
will make us so exclusive to those rich bastards – will want more
and more of the unobtainable – it will mean not so much knocking
and a lot more cash in our pockets – OK?” The thoughts of large
wads of money to flash at expensive parties, will make his brother
envious of his success –brings a warm grin of satisfaction.

The explosive combination of various dressed Lesbians, the
imagination of which plays on their minds “Do you realise we have
hit on a winner, I haven’t yet found another knocking shop quite
like ours – I think this could net us millions?” Boss enjoying the
easy life thinks about keeping the operations small “we just one
house net us a fortune and enjoy a grand life style Papa Gee.”

Boss looks across to PG and sees a different look in his eye.
“Why not keep the enterprise small? Less problems to solve,

less girls to have battles over importing - keep life fun, means we
actually can have fun spending the profits and besides you’ll have
time for a bit on the side with your girls, your little secret we can
set up in another corner of town only you will know about if you
like – Eh?” Boss tries to sway the vision – he can see in PG’s eyes
that something is whirling away and he feels that maybe he is not
included in the next deal.

“Don’t forget, what you said the other day, Arabs are the most
generous people in the world, if they are satisfied with the service
they think nothing about handing over a great wad of 10,000
Euro notes.”

PG on the other hand is not satisfied with the small life, he
prefers to impress his friends and overwhelm his rivals, with great
stories of triumph. Success from business expansion, that provides
him with the means of personally owning a global Empire. The
success of which can then afford him to buy up more ruby mines
back in Karachi.

“Do you think we need to get another 12 babes for this Lusty
Lezzy room if its as good as you say, we will need to upgrade it next
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month to four girls?” Boss adds his contribution to sway PG’s
dreams of a global enterprise “and develop the angle for the
Butlers to pitch their tacks at clients”

“You mean Gentlemen” interrupts PG.
“Oh Yes, anyway there’s a big Vogue show in West London next

month, the papers say its not just a playground for celebs, but we
have a chance to source some mysterious wealth sitting in the
front rows – get some photos so we can build a file of who’s who”
Boss speculates.

“Did you say you have the Mistress sorted – got to get those
girls in the classroom they need to get on and learn the art of
sexual foreplay, master the arts of an India massage, that’ll impress
clients – they will fall instantly in love with our girls, who could
work clients into such a state of ecstasy they wont know what’s hit
‘em.... have you heard of some of these randy rock inducing
moves?”

“What moves are those?” Boss looks up to the mirrored ceiling
and wipes the side of his lips with satisfaction.

“Ah” PG rolls the names in his mouth “there’s The beast with
two backs’ - Doing the nasty, Hanky Spanky, Knocking booty,
Four-legged foxtrot, Whittling love branch, Getting it on the bad
butt. Funny business, horizontal greasy-weasel tango. Harpooning
the salty longshoreman.” Speeding up as he runs through the list.
Then stops in mid sentence as if breaking the spell and gives Boss
a firm look.

“Son before we do anything, we need to concentrate on
training our new bitches and right now or we just going to look
like some shabby two-bit Soho shit hole” PG brings the conversa-
tion back into the zone of enterprise and how to launch Hotel
du Sex.

“Have YOU found a new Mistress? – We really must get a pro,
someone who can teach them proper sex skills - not just how to
get laid – but a women who really understands the business.
Someone who can show them the moves and how to shake
their gorgeous booties, while at the same time control those rich
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johnnies from peaking too early, prolong their ecstasy – so we can
earn a few more bucks”

“… And, who’s going to chaperone the girls? PG looks across to
Boss knowing the answer but hoping otherwise.

“Its OK, I’ve sent Hustler down to Soho – he’s on the case and
reckons we will have someone in a couple of days time.”

After the Boss’s first crude attempts at selling sex first time
round, the two partners agreed that the grimy lures of off-street
pimping, is cheap and will drag the enterprise down. Boss had seen
the distaste the police have for pimps working the street and will
do anything to get them off and away from the areas.

“And those pimping geezers are such bloody rouges, always
switching good clients sneaking them into their own shabby
nests.” PG flips open the magazine he’s been clutching “… and
look at this… we can’t have them stealing our girls too” he reads
out an extract from the magazine;

“The ho is addicted to dreams, and her belief in the pimp is costly, he can
now take her to heaven or he$  depending on what he wants %om her rein-
forces her dependence on him he knows his pimping and reputation is the
source of a$ his power.”

PG explains about the importance of creating an experience;
right from the very first moment an operative introduces them-
selves to clients. After a long pause thinking over the process of
attracting clients, they both exclaimed together “BUTLERS –
What about Butlers?”

They had both seen an article in the national papers about how
rich Americans and Chinese give the highest credence to owning a
Butler.

“Didn’t the paper say? Bi$ionaires who spare no expense on
their globe-trotting lives, flatly refuse to fly without a personal butler to
attend to their every need – That’s pretty hot stuff it amazes me how
an eccentric English tradition is getting the world craving to get
their hands on one – can you imagine a suited young man running
around nurturing to your every needs – wow that will turn me on
I can tell you” Boss loving the elevated thoughts of having his
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own man run rings instead of his moaning mother or nagging
wife.

“What a thought” PG surmises “wouldn’t it be amusing I could
just say “I’m in the Himalayas and I’ve forgotten my charger at the hotel,
can you get it to me?.”. Apparently they will too.”

Boss calls his new secretary in the next-door room “Get me a
meeting will ya - we need to meet the HR department at the Royal
School for Butlers.”

Boss rolls the idea of a delightful experience, to be found at the
Royal school, savoring its dream, he can watch young men perform
the gracious acts of servitude. With PG’s capital together they can
choose six multi-lingual young men, capable of turning on their
charisma to charm their way into exclusive parties, society balls, or
rub shoulders with screen stars at celebrity show-grounds. The
partners realize that butlering is the answer to seductively allure
super rich play boys, “they automatically have the charisma to walk
up to a gentleman and without saying anything will turn heads,
especially if they are very well suited” Boss says dreamily.

PG looks back thinking about the sales pitch “ The super rich
want to show off their prowess and if they are secretly on a downer
we can say we can rejuvenate their libido at Hotel du Sex, before
returning them back to the party.”

“Yes” Boss agrees continuing the sentence “Making them feel
refreshed and on top of the world, ready to schmooze their busi-
ness deals and socialize with their advantageous contacts” he
laughs.

“We will need to teach these Butlers how to single out candi-
dates” PG looks over “You know what to look for don’t you?”

Boss embarrassed that he hasn’t yet been rubbing shoulders
with important people at parties, looks awkwardly at PG. “…err
not yet had the pleasure…. But it would only take me a moment to
get a hold on it I’m sure.”

PG turns his back and walks up to the velvety curtain, knowing
he’s going to have to teach his personal tricks,

“OK – You and the Butlers are going to have to pay serious
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attention, as this is a valuable lesson in our line of business and I’m
not going to make a habit of showing you all my little secrets” He
winks at Boss “It taken years to perfect my own special techniques
how to spot and singled out the secret nature of wealthy candi-
dates – ones that are a bit insecure, suggestive and manipulability.”

PG continues “We need our smart Butlers to be able to selec-
tively single out a prospective gentleman sidle up and whisper a
very seductive offer – something that if another bystander see’s
will make them ask questions of our Butlers – What’s the whis-
pering about – Who’s the Butler belong too and can they whisper
things to them too’?

Boss interjects “ But what are they going to say that will make
them drop out of a party where they are busy networking – We
have to give them something?”

“When you pick the right Johnnie – you can suggest anything –
the idiots are so insecure that they pay for people to come and talk
to them, just to look big and important – so when a smartly
uniformed Butler comes up, whispers something in the ear and
whisks them away, it looks like they have been called to important
business matter. We on the other hand are offering the promise
he’d be back in an hour feeling on top of the world – No Drugs just
a good time.” PG revels in his scheme. “Prime up market business, a
Men Only club for up-market playboys who enjoy daring cha$enges,
provoking fate and enjoying a$ the benefits that life offers.”

Training
Three groups gather in the lock-ups. Trembling at the sudden

promise of a new life planned with dreams was now a sordid dump
with water running down the walls – imprisonment for the not
guilty. “Why didn’t we see what Milova saw – why didn’t we do the
same” each girl felt the same gloom. Milova’s friend touched
another girl for comfort in this darkness, all afraid of the beatings
and threats they would be denied food if they don’t comply.

The new Mistress and two assistants burst into the cell, a
whirlwind of Polish commands and snapping fingers to suggest the
girls all stand to attention.
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The Mistress then indicated to the assistants to bring one girl
up at a time, so that she can write a report on each – “You” she
prods the first girl “will now be known as KT106” she spun the girl
round yanked the back of her shirt collar to reference the child’s
size, height and approximate weight, then pushed her back
towards the line-up.

“Next – you” she points to a similar framed child “will be
known as LC 223.”

All the young girls had their identity removed and a new
inhuman accountability code referenced to them.

A large round Seamstress walked into the darkened room, a
hard-nosed businesswomen, who had aged prematurely from
constant exposure to the sun and cigarettes, and who looked as if
she was born and bred by the Mafia. Although a dressmaker she
couldn’t care less about how she dressed, her clothes stank of old
fags. The Mistress puts her hand up to her nose in disgust, she
realises that she doesn’t need to complain, as this awful women
wouldn’t be here long.

The Mistress handed over the list so the Seamstress could call
each girl in turn.

Working quickly through the line, measuring each limb of their
tiny forms. Occasionally a particularly attractive child would
become too tempting, and when the Mistress wasn’t looking, she
would allow her wandering hand to fondle some hidden part
underneath the child’s dress.

She laughed an ugly laugh as she made the girl flinch away from
her hand,

“Lovely virgin” she cackled in her ear, dirty thoughts pene-
trating the dirty eyes.

Turning to the new Mistress “Now you say you want ze
costumez – is that correct?” Her hard voice matches the abrupt
Italian-English she spoke.

“How many costumes”
The Mistress picks up the clipboard with her notes,
“We start with Baby-Burlesque, I think LC and KT will be
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most suitable as they have slightly more developed figures” She
points to the two girls and waved them over “Boss wants to see
corsets, sashes and stilettos. The colour scheme is baby pink” she
hands a swatch of fabric used to furnish the themed room

“Maybe get some wigs – so they can change their looks slightly
between clients.”

The Seamstress listens and writes in her notebook, making
sketches and references to the colour schemes and fabric types.

Next on the Mistress’s agenda is the physical training. Each girl
will need to be taught the art of seductive ‘Indian therapy’
massage, followed by learning the routine for a choreographed
pornography show.

The Massage trainer Monsieur DuFay seemed more sympa-
thetic towards the young girls. He was a tall six foot five man, who
had travelled to world massaging his way into celebrated society.
Beside him was a large tanned leather case. Old fashioned with his
initials proudly embossed at the top with his accreditation. Picking
up the heavy case making it clinked mysteriously, he placed it on
the table and snapped open its locks. Then reverently lifted its lid,
took a deep breath as he revealed his prized selection of potions
and oils.

“The elixir of life” he said pulling out the first bottle and
unstopping its antiquity “Art for the senses, will modify moods and
switch old men into young stags” with a flourish he waives the
pipette in the air to release its perfume.

“Learn the effects of each oil and you can control your perfor-
mance on the client” He lifts another bottle out of its snug
compartment untwists the glass stopper and hands it to the first
young girl

“Now what do you smell?”
The Mistress moves over and translates into Polish, the girls

giggle, as they try to comprehend the notion of perfume and its
connections to sex. Monsieur pulls out a diagram of the human
body. The illustration is divided into eight parts each coloured
differently. The colours all-matching to the labels on the elaborate
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array of bottles, purple for the heart area used to induce love and
relieve tension. Red for the head calm emotion and soften energy.
The Monsieur like an old wizard describes his magical potions,
what symptom they can cure and how they can enrich the experi-
ence of lovemaking.

After a short break the tutorial continue girls are paired up
matching their hair colour and heights. They are introduced to
the professional choreographer, who has designed each routine
for the themed rooms. The Mistress insists they learn all the
routines incase the girls need to cover for each other. The profes-
sional seems fun and keen to encourage children to be children,
chasing them to free their young spirits and enjoy chasing
each other.

He turns to the Mistress “Its important that they learn to
enjoy the routine because without their happiness in the steps –
you aren’t going to convince some dick that they are worth the
bucks.” He stares at her with steely eyes.

Mistress shrugs – “its life – its business” she says in a dismissive
way.

The Professional chases the girls across the floor, clapping play-
fully behind them to stir a thrill in the chase, a shrill cry in the
adventure. The fun of running freely brings a tiny glimmer of joy
across the little group, for the first time they are not being insulted
or abused, but allowed to run around like children again, aban-
doning their traumas, and releasing anxieties of being in a foreign
country. The dancer watching the fun is also assessing their abili-
ties to move. He glances at the Mistress, she is tiring of such
nonsense, and he claps to stop the fun.

“A-N-D STOP” he instructs and forms them into pairs to teach
them the new performances.

“ That’s good – the girls are learning fast,” he praises while
looking at the Mistress

“You have some good girls, need to take good care of them,” he
knowingly suggests.

The Mistress turns to look him sharply in the eye “Its not your
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job to tell’is U-S how to looks after these young Girlz-z” She claps
to finish the session.

“Thank you Mr. Gavenos, we will finish off from here.”
The assistants lead the dancer out and hands him his wage,

then noisily closes and locks the door right on his heels. The
Mistress looks at the two assistants

“I will not be told how to do my job” she barks “Put the girls to
bed, I have had enough” she takes out her frustration on the
children.

Chapter – 20 BUTLERS

Butlers are no longer the preserve of country manors, but can
be found jetting between international homes and the Rivera’s
yachts; they are the Nouveau elite Riché’s black book for vogue
socialites’ knowledge. No longer the traditional butler in white
gloves cleaning up after a client, but a new breed of servitude a
contemporary style of Butler who is nearer to an equal to their
employer and therefore now called a “Super-Butler” who acts not
only as an assistant, but a companion and guide, the source of all
knowledge on dress code and social etiquette, affluent in their own
right from their highly paid salaries of £70,000 per year. If
according to the luscious gentlemen, found their services of
stupendously high standard, and worthy of a recommendation for
their proficient butlering and wit, would earn themselves a lovely
extra wodge of unspoken commission. They are the ones seen as
valuable, the sales force, tasked to each bring a million’s worth of
business. A different attitude to the girls, they are expendable,
bodies of meat, replaceable tarts, dragged freely off the street,
given food and shelter and told they must repay their debts for the
privilege. Their education is nothing more than an hour’s worth of
training in physical delights and pleasures for men – they do the
work, they have no other skills in bringing business in.

Boss and PG patrolled the delights of Piccadilly’s Saville Row.
The choice of Royal warranted tailors to elegantly dress gentlmen
and their man-servants, in the correct attire with assumed experi-
ence of etiquette, provided the entrepreneurs with exalted ideas.
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“Must have gold braid around the collars” PG enjoys the
English traditions.

‘Blue – really dark blue and red velvet cuffs” Boss offers with
less taste for the refined.

“Gentlemen.” The haughty manager invites the duo into his
shop and establishes their requirements “I understand you are
planning to dress your household of man-servants. May I enquire
about the nature of your Estate?” He pauses to allow his two
customers to contemplate the necessities and priorities of their
staff ’s roles.

Taken aback by the suggestion, that the manager might know
what they are up to looked alarmed.

“Gentlemen, Will your man-servants be serving regular dining
service? In which case I would suggest we start with the Cotswold
wool suits – they can repel food and liquids, and easily dryclean.”

Boss clears his throat “No I, we have plans for our Butlers to
provide a service in our hotels.”

“I see sir, you mean an escort?”
“Yes, an escort” Boss agrees
“Sir I would then suggest you take a look at our Lincoln

Connecticut line of suits, with the fine embroidered appliqué
around the collars and cuffs. You will see the regimental leg strip is
very smart sir, it appeals to the ladies, very nicely sir” he holds out
a suit across his body for the duo to inspect.

“Dark purple, Sir is a very popular colour, touch of royalty
about it sir”

The manager pulls out a large swatch of soft finely woven
fabrics.

PG flips quickly through the colours “Bottle Green, with a hint
of blue – that the one” he turns to look at Boss “ Don’t you agree –
mustn’t look like the other households – must be exclusive looking,
something different.”

The manager keen to divulge his knowledge and build long-
term relationships with prospective customers, explains about the
values of good quality butlers;
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“These man-servants have each undergone years of academy
training at the Royal School for Butlers. Only two schools exist in
the world; England and America that produce such finery in
human servitude. Valuable, attractive and desirable and looking
the butler part: with neat hair, clipped nails, and no tattoos, with
shoes, which, have been polished, enough that one can shave in its
reflection. A true Butler has stepped out of ordinary life, dressed
up and trained to enter into the glamorous world of society’s
finest, to bow to the super rich, where luxury, leisure, and excess
can be found around every exquisitely decorated corner, and so too
can betrayal, secrecy, and deception. Only a specifically trained
type of person would willingly give over their life to serving the
outrageously moneyed with boundless grace and an innate sense of
propriety.”

Relieved to complete the purchase of uniforms, PG and Boss
resume their project. Six hot butlers, are sent to seductively gate-
crash Shoreditch’s most exclusive parties. Each Butler is respon-
sible for one themed room, and tasked to seduce clients out of a
celebrity celebration, for a quick fulfillment – making a good time
into a great evening.

The good-looking butlers, dressed in deep emerald green
camelhair suits, sculpted over their perfectly formed bodies, are
worn over a crisp white shirt. A shirt designed with classic high
collar, to add a touch of sophistication and wrapped by an ice-
white satin-silk cravat, embellished with a glittering ruby pin.
Chosen for their charisma, each Butler skillfully charms their way
into a celebrity scene. Their skillful actions allow them to confi-
dently float up to a guest, smoothly kiss their hand and tuck it
under their own elegant Butler’s arm. As silkily as a screen
celebrity, they then walked confidently past the Bouncer’s check-
list and into the hottest digs in London.

Once past the entrance of the fortified venue, each bemused
guest would be escorted knowingly towards the VIP area. Either
they would think it’s their lucky day or they would be already plan-
ning to parade their way towards the exclusivity of a celebrity
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zone, and what better way than be chaperoned by a charming
Butler, who also impresses them with a Moët cocktail and intelli-
gent gossip. The decadent East End scene holds court to a jubilant
host of feathered and sometimes bearded queens, standing 7 foot
tall in elaborate gowns citing the city’s hottest talents, cute couples
and watching the buzzing of high energy of interesting and valu-
able people, necessary for improving status and career values.
Legendary London nightclub owners, who pursue their relentless
attraction of exclusive cliental, are enticing the super rich, to strut
their success inside the ever-increasing elaborate enterprise. Their
decorations, house the world's largest disco ball, swinging above a
chequered mirror floor. New daily events to push competitively,
the boundaries between desire and decorum, sometimes events of
twisting cinematic views of live performances of naked male
dancers, or the Moulin Rouge of cabaret mixed with coolest bands
from across the world to supply a rich celebration of alternative
nightlife.

Butlers would work the room; they would spy for the sexual
looks of hunger, listen for suggestive conversations, and then in an
undefined way redirect the desires onto themselves before they
offer a ‘Good Time’ for relieving Gentlemen and making their
evening, a great deal more invigorating. The Butlers would
embellish words of seduction over their prospective clients, with
thoughts of fantasies that could happen in the room of the Ophe-
lia’s Fruit or Sci-fi fantasies in Sin City idea that will bring these
gentlemen to such a delectable peak, that something immediately
would need to be done about relieving them. Once hooked the
Butlers would organise the luxurious transportation enabling each
Gentleman to discretely exit the back of the venue, straight into a
Limousine and be speedily driven to the Hotel du Sex. A discrete
Limousine, chauffeured by a matching member of staff, wearing
white gloves and a peaked hat. Sometimes the Butler escorted
their client for an extra tip or sometimes the client ordered the
additional services a waiting stewardess to enjoy. Who, after intro-
ducing herself, would mix cocktails.
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In preparation of each arrival, the Hotel would have the chosen
themed Stewardesses, ready and waiting at the front door to greet
their guest.

The Stewardesses wait, as their long black hair catches the
wind, Emerald chiffon dresses dance around their long sandled
legs. Small golden shells adorn their crowns as they wait for the
first of the Limousines to arrive.

After formalities of credit and their wallet stored for safekeep-
ing, the promised good time would start. Each Stewardess has
been transformed into a mermaid waiting to give their client a
merciless time. They would start the evening be taking and stroke
the hands of their client, as they lead him along the corridor of
velvet and glass chandeliers. With an air of giggling mischief, one
would lift up her watery chiffon pinafore and pull out a large Tudor
key to unlock the door which had written in emerald green letters
‘Mermaid’s Merciless grotto.

The door would be slowly opened, allowing the wafting
perfumes to tickle the senses as each entered the grotto. The soft
green lighting changes each stewardess more into a Mermaid. The
client looks up at the mirrored ceiling and notices the costumes
don’t fully clad the mermaids, but reveal a small cutout at the back
for each posterior cheek to compliment the delicate green fabric.

Two Mermaids draw their client into the room and reach for a
shell filled with iced liquors, they open his lips and with their
fingers trickle drops into his mouth. Then abruptly the client is
pushed hard onto the bed. Rough and smooth is their brief – trick
the client to think they will be playing a soft game of catch then –
Whip him hard until he submits. Shocked by the sudden change in
tempo the girls remove his clothes pulling his shirt gently over his
head and his trousers down to his ankles slowly. Then again with
assertive power he is tied abruptly to the silver frame of a bedstead
with golden threads.

The Mermaids walk away, turning round to show off their
naked silhouettes under the chiffon, playing with each other, teas-
ingly beckoning the client to share in their pleasures. They coldly
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watch him harden with anticipation, whispering at him to increase
his appetite for desire. They paused before rushing over to delay
the fantasy dream, waiting to see the man’s hunger. Then with
timed choreography they raised their dresses and each spread
themselves across his body, fingering lightly the pleasure points to
ensure pump his adrenaline for an ecstatic moment before causing
pain.

Each Mermaid would move in such a way as to make the client
increase his breathing as he watches the fantasies perform in front
of him – just out of reach the Mermaids would tease him, occa-
sional coming into contact with their fury bodies brushing up to
his face. The gentleman would try to bite the fur, but the mermaid
would giggle then whip him hard across his chest with a sea-whip.

Just before the pain became too intense to bear, one of the
mermaids reached over the bed for a small bottle of perfumed oil.
She trickled the cooling liquid along the front of the man’s chest,
its pungent smell tingled, as she rubbed its fiery contents over the
entirety of his muscles. Then with a deft maneuver they turned the
client over and sat on his back riding him like a dolphin, massaging
him with their long sandy coloured legs. They occasionally reached
over to allow just enough titillating fabric to stroke against their
client’s face. While the tingling heat from the oil rushed through
his body, heightening the effects of his arousal, making him strain
round to try and watch the pornography before he was spanked.

Suddenly a flash, the lights dimmed and flickered, before going
out, the game is over – all too soon. The Mermaid’s client has been
made to feel both pain and pleasure simultaneously and then the
abrupt finish leaves him wanting more

But his finale of the evening’s interlude isn’t complete until he
can book another session. The short naughtiness leaves each
Gentleman client needing more; he resists being untied resists the
two girls as they lift him off the bed. Bringing the client back to
his senses they carefully dress him by hand, lead him back down
the extravagant corridor so he can be reunited with all his posses-
sions, less an extortionate fee, before being chauffeured across the
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city, and selectively escorted to the back door of the party, where
he is met by the exuberant Butler, wishing to know about his
experience.

Mesmerized, but not quite satisfied – he would go out of his
way to find the same Butler, tell him where he will be on such and
such day and make him promise to meet him there and once again
give him the unexpected evening – such as the Garden of Delights
he saw on the menu.
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Chapter Eleven

DETECTIVE IN ROMANIA – IS THERE A MURDER CASE

Reference Case number 67544ASX

Mr Xavier’s wife had to create one hell off a rumpus at the Strat-
ford Station. She has had no news from her annoying husband,
who had frequently gone off without so much as a word to his
whereabouts. The peculiar and drunken phone call was so out of
character it had made her worried about her allusive husband. The
last thing she could remember, was that he mentioned a trip,
which should have taken two weeks, was some sort of business trip
to Romania. His parting words and promises were that it wont
take longer that a couple of weeks and that he promised it would
mean they would after have a better life and travel to Brazil – she
was to start dreaming. Mrs Xavier cannot take the stress of her
husband’s absence any longer. Three long weeks of domestic
tantrums and squabbles, that children bring into her household
became too much for a single mum.

• • •



The women screamed at the policeman standing patiently at the
desk, raising his hand for the irate women to calm down.
– “Can’t you see I am so worried about my husband” The crazy

women stares hard at the Officer – “don’t you get it – he hasn’t
been in touch for three weeks and now his phone has stopped
working.” She continues “Why isn’t anyone taking this seriously
why is no one is listening to me – HELP, help me to find him” the
panicked words of a hysterical women.

The Policeman drew up his keyboard, opened up a new file under
missing persons and jotted down the basic details into the report,
then said

“We will get back to you, as soon as we know anything” came
back the unsatisfactory reply.

The name Mr Xavier is slightly unusual and the report for missing
persons, finally works its informative distribution. Sussex and
Merseyside recognising its possible significance, register their
connection with the victim. But when the report reaches PC John,
it has more poignancy to him than most. Feeling a certain respon-
sibility for initiating this particular cyber case, he felt it was his
right – a sense of duty to become more involved in solving this
nitty problem of paedo rings. PC John quickly sent back a request,
asking for a written statement by the wife, everything she can
remember about his departure, detailing the man’s clothes, pack-
ing, habits, guises and possible travel agenda. Over the last week
he had gathered his own collection of evidence, thinking that this
project, might be his big case to retire on, “go out with a bang - Go
out with praise not ridicule”, he turns the thought over in his head.

PC John pats down his grim and slimed hair, just to make sure the
baldness is disguised. He sits uncomfortably in the office chair, his
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obese frame too large to sit easily in-between the armrests. A pile
of fag ends, spill over the pink aluminum ashtray, waiting to be
tipped into the bin underneath the desk, which record the
previous day’s smoking habit. PC John thumps the table in
thought, re-enacting his conversation with belittling colleagues,
cajoling him for the mess he lives in. Picking up the scruffy pad
with scribbles and doodles he deciphers his notes. Then calls DCI
Thomas;

“How’s the case going - number 67544ASX, have you heard
anything more?” PC John bates the knowing response from the
DCI, he assumes he’s going to get.

“No not much more”
Inhaling the last puff on a cigarette and with a glint in the old

detective’s eye PC John continues with his idea,

“I have some good news – I have been tracking Mr Xavier’s phone
– I think he had something on that women you held for alleged
child abuse. I think he may have gone out to Romania to blackmail
her, we’ll find out more when the interview with the wife has been
conducted – but I am pretty sure its Romania he went to.” PC
John waits for a response from the DCI, then continues “ I believe
this Mr Xavier knew something and last night I found something,
I think you might be interested in” he pauses hoping to hear a
sound of curiosity from the Stratford Inspector “Can we keep this
strictly off the record - how I came by the information?”

“Of course” replied the Inspector knowing that’s some sources are
best kept secret. “Inspector, it has come into my hands I have
tracked down the last known position of Mr Xavier using his
current phone – and have managed to hack some of its material
from it, which you may want to have a look at”

“O-KAY” the inspector pauses – “is it clean evidence?”
“I think you could say its pretty damming – it’s a dying man’s
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confession, trying to record a meeting and tell us something about
what’s going on – confession or something like that?”

“We aren’t in the business of confessions of a suicide PC John –
if you want to carry on yourself you can have my blessing” The
inspector pauses then offers “OK and in the meantime, I’ll get the
interview sorted with the wife – hopefully shed a bit more light
and give you something firmer to show your Super.”

The Inspector closes the conversation returning too more
pressing matters.

PC John smiles – that means this case is all his. Standing up from
his rather wedged seating arrangements, he paces around the small
screened office thinking how he could persuade his skinflint boss,
to let him go on a busman’s holiday to Romania. He knows he has
only the flimsiest evidence that a crime has been committed and
that he suspects a murder has taken place of a British Citizen. But
all he has to show for it, is a few downloaded pictures and text
messages – which he can’t reveal how he came by. But the most
positive clue to go on is a couple of satellite coordinates with a
digit missing.

Having had confirmation from the Stratford unit, PC John presses
a couple of buttons on the intercom. “Chief can I see you for a
minute”

“OK But make it snappy – I’ve got some important meetings in
the town hall at five.”

With stiff legs, the old detective throws on his grey suit jacket
and stumbles clumsily down the long corridor across the station.
Finds the door and gives a couple of friendly knocks and bursts
brazenly into the room.

“What do you have Officer – what do you want to show me?”
the Chief vaguely looks up across his mountain of papers.

“Sir do you remember those video fragments, I sent to Strat-
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ford to piece together? Well I think I have an important lead,
which might lead to a murder being committed”

The chief looks up his eyes glazed from the results of pouring
through a mountain of reports all asking for funding to investigate.

“I do – well what of it?”
“Sir I have tracked a last known call to a possible murder

victim who is trying to record details about the murderer before it
happens?”

“Do I want to know how?” The Super not really wanting the
answer “Well then, give it over to Stratford – it’s their case.”

“Sir” the PC ignores the comment “look at this transcript I
have managed to decipher – I spoke to the detective and they
asked if I could follow up the leads as they haven’t the time” PC
John waits for the inevitable NO but it didn’t come.

“Sir, will you let me investigate this case – there could be a
murder”

“Whose murder?”
“Sir I believe it’s the porn photographer Mr Xavier from

Leyton” The PC now getting excited that the Chief is asking
more questions “he was the vigilante we traced who uploaded the
video clips, I think he is the one who tried to record his own
murder.

“Pure conjecture Officer” The Chief looks back to his papers
“No Sir take a look at this transcript – or if you like the

recording I have managed to find, when I read the reports from
Stratford and Sussex it all starts to connect” he holds out his
recorder and fumbles for the right button to replay the gabbled
words.

“Well see what you can do about it” The Chief has no more time
left to continue discussing the matter with the old officer,

“Oh very well I’m sure you can sort it out for yourself.”
“Sir just one more thing”
“What is it PC John?”
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“Sir will you sign your approval” He hands over a form slightly
covering the words Europe and Romania, for the Chief to sign.

A few days later PC John finds himself on a budget flight to
Bucharest, excited about his busman’s holiday, but never-the less
slightly the worst for wear, after a night propping up the bar,
asking for a line of brandies. He pulls out his scratched phone and
scrolls through until he finds the notes and recording. Pressing the
replay button he listens over and over– first to the words, then to
other sounds he can make out, trying to understand where the
victim might be. His hearing not quite as good as it should be, he
tries to avoid making any assumptions, but scribbles in the
smallest letters, a list of ideas to work on.

Arriving in the capital city of Bucharest, etiquette requires that
the PC John has to introduce himself to the district constabulary,
show them the forms from Europol and request their assistance
with tracing a possible murder. In contrast to enthusiasm, a gaunt
officer, with a spiky shaved head, stands authoritatively at the
front desk. He watches the intruder approach, leering at the round
dishevelled visitor who stands before him. Eyeing the stranger up
and down critically, he turns to his colleagues knowingly jokes;
commenting openly about what the obese British businessmen
shouldn’t wear and the ill fitting suit. Used to being ridiculed, PC
John slams his briefcase on the counter drawing attention to
himself, with a stern eye looks at the Romanian Officer “I have
come on international Police business I need to speak to your
superior officer.” He pulls out his silver badge, to assert some
authority.

The Officer raises his eyebrows, as he turns shrugging his shoul-
ders at his mates behind. With reticence, he picks up the phone
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and calls the Station’s Sergeant who confirms he is expecting the
visitor. A moment later the PC is lead down a dark corridor into
the Sergeant’s Office. In contrast the office is lavishly decorated in
walnut and oak panels. On the walls hung a large oil painting of
previous Chief ’s and Mayors of high standing.

The Sergeant stands and forwards his hand to shake PC John’s.
“We’ve been told to expect you Officer John – how can

we help”
The PC explains the case and plays the recording for the Supe-

rior to get an understanding and a sense of importance. After
listening with due concern then expresses the situation.

“Police Constable, Mr John – we-e would loves to help – but…”
he pauses “I am’s ver-ry sorry to disappoint you, but I am-s unable
to-z spare the staff for a bi-i-g mountain search of 1000 meter
radius. If you dons’t mind doing the-e leg works and can get more
definite detailz – we mights – but I am not promiz-ing anythings
yet – I might offerz some help, as a gesture of our goodz will, if not
to you to Interpol – E-R-H its now call Europol – Yez?.”

The PC nods that he understands – “Could I have just one
assistant who knows the area in question?”

“Well as I saids we are short of staffz – but to help you here’s a
number of the-ez international bureau they can lets you employz
an assistant, I amz sure for a small feez” He smiles like a python
about to hypnotise its next meal.

“Thanks” the PC, says with sarcasm and shakes the Sergeant’s
hand “ I knew I could count on you “ he suggestively hints.
Leaving the station in a slight temper, PC John heads off to find
some budget digs; the tourist information calls a hotel, situated in
the sleazy backstreets of the city, allowing the Officer to register
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his stay. Once settled in his room he unpacks, one suite, one
change of underwear, a week’s supply of seized contraband fags
and a beaten up laptop. He assesses the style of plug before riffling
through the bottom of his briefcase for the plug adapter. Contem-
plating where to find the contact for an official assistant he pours
over the online police directory.

Like himself he feels the need for an effective partner who my not
look the pretty part, but is efficient and knowledgeable. First he
emails his own office to find someone, after a while “No staff avail-
able at this time” Typical he slaps the keyboard in frustration
“Even if I deliver a body on their desks they still wont take me
seriously.” He pulls out his wallet and counts his float, before
considering that maybe just this once, he will pay for freelance
help, preferring the idea of glory for a successful outcome of his
last case, before he retires, rather than be slightly richer for it. He
shakes out the last remaining cigarette from the crumpled box
before slinging it across the bed.

Page after page of the directory, listing all manner of skills
required, some guessing to avoid the big offices firms as they would
mean a big bill at the end. PC John flips through for the consul-
tants, offering the best rates and simple accreditations before
deciding to call just two.

Two long calls later he settles on hiring a mature women, who
explained that she has previously studied forensics, and whose
hobby is the martial arts. “Perfect” then he requests the consultant
to meet in the lobby of Hotel Sequest at 8.30am the following
morning, “I will brief you in the car as I think we have a long drive
- hey bring overnight things in case we need to stay locally.”

• • •
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Placing the phone down thoughtfully he decides to send a couple
of emails one to his wife apologising for last night’s drinking and
unruly behaviour, the reply of which was not so friendly “Oh well
its to be expected I suppose.”

The next morning, tall bright-eyed women, lean from a hobby of
kickboxing, strides into the foyer. She eagerly scans the room for a
prospective client to eagerly begin her next adventure. “Mr John?”
she looks over to the armchair, towards the only waiting visitor.
Her rubber soled shoes squeaked, as she walked across the
polished stone floor.

“Yeah?” he is unsure what to expect from his choice.
“I’m Mademoiselle Cadeera” Her brisk manor takes charge of

the situation, and her deceptively light frame hides her inner
strength. She grips the detective’s hand with an iron grip, making
him wince as he replies “Right where’s your car lets get on the road
then I can run through the case, and tell you more about what
we’re looking for… well actually I think it’s a body” The PC is
taken in by the women’s enthusiasm.

Police have issued a description of Mr Xavier a!er his wife reported him

missing on Tuesday, June 2.

Francis Xavier, aged 51, was last seen when he le! his home to go to

meet a client Romford at about 9am.

He was wearing a Black padded gilet, grey jumper, faded blue trousers,

pale trainers and a blue hat.

He is described as being of slim build, 5’ 8" ta" and has short brown

hair, blue eyes

A police incident room has since been set up in Stratford

Station Report to DCI Thomas.

“Well we need to head into the Craiului Mountains our first stop”
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Mademoiselle laughs “that’s where Dracula’s castle is supposed
to be, Castle Bran – would you like to have a detour to have
a look?”

“Sorry Mademoiselle, I don’t have much leave to do this research“
he continues “only lead so far is Moeciu de Sus or is it Moieciu de
Jos, Simon and Cheia – there’s something over there, that Xavier
was tracking, and it’s in the same vicinity I have the coordinates
for; Lat N 45° 27' 28.7'' Long E 25° 20' 47.4''

The PC opens out a large paper map and clumsily folded it to the
place he has ringed in pencil. Then pulls out a copy of the missing
person report.

The PC looks up thoughtfully – “I believe there’s a chance Mr
Xavier may have been thinking about blackmailing some women –
possibly because he saw something he shouldn’t, something with
the torture of a child - a young girl aged 12.”

“Nasty thing child abuse – and blackmail” Mademoiselle agreed
wondering how people would consider such an act.

“Whose the perpetrator?”
We think it’s a woman called Agatta Bhengolov – she was a

refugee came to the UK in 2007/8.

“That’s a big hill to cover around there – and going to take a lot of
time to cover the area you have marked Mr John. It maybe too
much for the two of us, to survey”, Mademoiselle warned, ”the
mountain is a mixture of small farms and wilderness covering at
least 50 mile radius – what are we looking for?”

• • •
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The detective rummages through his tatty suit pockets for his
phone, runs through the apps until he finds the recording and
plays it back, for Mademoiselle to get an idea about the case and
the missing person.

“What are we looking for?”
“Well I am pretty sure there’s one body, a phone and we may

also may find the body of a child,” the detective says cynically.
“How are we going to scan across such a large area efficiently

Mr John?” With a strong suspicion the detective hasn’t really
thought this search through Mademoiselle enquires “do you think
it would be better to get a Geophiz, metal detector or what about
a dog?”

“Oh a dog would be good, but it must now be around the 4 week
mark since Xavier was last spotted – can a dog still work when the
scent trail is so old?”

Mademoiselle thought for a moment “I believe some reports say
that most dogs can pick up a trail that’s 322 hours old but a
specially trained sniffer can work 60-70 days if the weather has
been on the cool side – How long did you say Mr Xavier has been
missing?”

I haven’t brought anything to sniff “ The PC turns vacantly away
mumbling to disguise his rather simplistic approach to a mountain
search.

“Did you mention there was a missing person’s file on the victim –
have you the address of the person who reported it? – We could
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request for an article of clothing – ask your Bureau to send it to
the hotel,” Mademoiselle keen to offer advice “An article of
unwashed clothing is best for the dog, it doesn’t matter what it is
or whether there’s aftershave on it, trained dogs are very good. But
best to get it wrapped well in foil, with loads of plastic so as not to
contaminate the aroma.”

The long drive is like a cultural journey through time, travelling
from a modern bustling city out into the wilderness with medieval
castles and peasant villages, who preserve its heritage of family
traditions and artisan farming crafts.

“Do we make door to door enquiries” Suggests Mademoiselle
“Nah – I think it will get the wind up the local police – they

could start meddling and cause problems, hear they can turn locals
against us if we get too involved.”

“What terrifies the locals?”
“Yeah – I’ve heard, if the local mafia get hold of such a story –

everyone is terrified – clam up and throw every shred of evidence
on the bonfire” PC John fluffs up his self importance with
surmised knowledge.

“That’s a pretty big ring you have drawn – which side of the
mountain do we start.

As they both looked out at the view ahead, the large circled area
suddenly seemed daunting in real life, no longer a half hour quick
stroll to get from one square to another, the reality of the exercise
was another matter when looking up across a green field across to
a craggy mount in the further distance no longer looked easy, and
working without a dog is going to be problematical.

• • •
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Mademoiselle suggests to ring all the villages around the perimeter
of his coordinates then draw a line to mark all the footpaths across
the hillside –“if Mr Xavier is, himself looking for a women in a
strange country, he is not going to walk into unfamiliar territory, he
will want to stay close to something he knows, close to footpaths
and tracks.”

“That’s good” The detective peers closer at the paper map looking
for small dotted lines that work their way from the road across the
solid green patchworks.

“OK Lets start at this point” a small village on the road with a
few red footpaths latticing across the hillside. He points to one of
the villages Drumul Carului

“Are there any dwellings or out buildings marked in the open land-
scape?” Mademoiselle asks.

“I can’t tell from this” he replies.
“Right we have six villages to choose from – which one shall we

start with.” Mademoiselle pulls the car into the side of the road,
leans over to look at the decorative bunch of squiggles across the
now not so pristine map and reads his notes; Child X found in

Brighton – suspected birth child of Ms Bhengolov

Child – Reported Child Missing 2017.

Mr Xavier – a known glamour photographer. Suspect for Porn videos

AKA Frankenstein on Vigilant Child sex offender site Video uploaded.

Possible Blackmailer – phone owner

Wife reported missing May 18th 10.53am Stratford Reference PCI

Thomas

Moieciu is a commune of small family run farms in Brașov Coun-
ty, Romania. It is located 29 km south of Brașov, within
the Bran Pass.
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Are these the six villages around the perimater of where we need
to look

She studies the map
Cheia
Drumul Carului,
Măgura
Moieciu de Jos (I think this one is the commune center – the

corporative for milk supply and the rental of common lands),
Moieciu de Sus - are that’s the one listed on the address sheet
and Peștera

Măgura and Peștera are on the eastern side of the Piatra Craiului
Mountains.

Castelul Bran near Bran – “these two will need to do
separately.”

The two detectives climb out of the car parked in the first village
beside the first footpath. It reached high into the mountainous
country. Mademoiselle looked at her colleague and wondered if he
will make the first vertical walk. PC John felt he needed to show
willing and opened his arm out for Cadeera to lead the way.

“If I’m too slow – stick to the path and I will be behind you.”
They launch themselves into walking the vertical hillside to find
some symbol of a dark dead.

Four hours combing the hillside for the slightest clue to emerge.
The weather chills in preparation for the evening. “Nothing just a
hillside path and a lot of sheep droppings” The exhausted detec-
tive waives for his assistant to finish her eager search. Back at the
car Mademoiselle suggests that it would be better to hire a dog –

• • •
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she has a friend who would probably be able to help “have you the
wife’s address” The detective rummages through the disorganised
papers that had been thrown on the back seat “Yes here we go.”

“When we get back lets send word to Stratford and get them to
get something sent to the hotel and we can organise something a
bit better.” Three days later they are armed with a smelly pair of
unwashed jeans and a hyper- athletic spaniel and boyish handler.

“OK same mountain again” Mademoiselle suggests
“Nah” PC John bored with covering the first plot “lets try the

next village on the list Cheia”

Up the mountainside the trio patrolled with the same enthusiasm
this time with the eager dog whose nose becomes a science. A
precision instrument for detecting and identifying smells.

This time arriving a couple hours earlier the process was speeded
up. The keen spaniel, with the energy of a motorized toy covered a
wide diameter around the little team, walking across the open
landscape. The higher they climbed, the fields became more
deserted, their unkept whiskery slopes, portrayed the economic
failures of small holdings, now unable to provide an adequate
living, lie abandoned, littering the emerald wilds. The dog would
find a dwelling then hover around its deserted buildings of plaster
walls cover with a patched wooden tiled roof and sheltered by
hayricks, abandoned to the variety of weathers. At the base of each
hillside Town halls own and control the common grazing pastures
for milking sheep.

With increasingly more organisation the fourth day’s exercise
looked more promising when half way up the green side path, the
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Spaniel stopped and indicated a treasure lay below his feet. A small
stub of a bus ticket

With the words Eurobus Calais to Bucharest inscribed its
advertisement.

“The young Handler shouted across the hillside to the other to
detectives

Holding up the torn paper, the boy waives it to attract the
team’s attention. PC John rushed over to see what the dog had
been found.

“HHH-W, B-Bang on” exclaimed the PC “we are onto something”
He rubs his chest as he wheezes from the attempts of running.

“Do we go back to base” asked the young boy, as he looks at
the skylight fading “It will take us at least an hour to get back to
the car”

“We have another half hour, then we need to put some sort of
marker so we can return tomorrow” The PC his mind lifted with
its result from the find.

Mademoiselle walks higher up the slope she has spotted to lines
scratched in patches of the soil, waiving anxiously to beckon the
boy over and bring the dog to see if there is any smells to attract
him.

The lines traverse the side of the mountain – they stand out in the
wild untouched landscape, “What do you make of these?” they all
walk along the lines – in one direction they finish seemingly with a
heavy zigzag of marks in the occasional bare patches of soil. The
dog scratches around the zigzags makes, not much is left the grass
has continued to grow around the tramlines.
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“Look – over there about half a mile away” The boy points to
another lodgings – “could it have come from there?”

The light is dimming quickly Mademoiselle realising that she
would need to make a justifiable decision, suggests the team
finishes for the day and to collect anything that could be pushed
into the ground to mark the route back to this same spot, back
down the mountain, so that they can pick up their trail the
following day.

The detective with the bit in his mouth requests the team to meet
at 6am, to get as much out of the day’s permitted light. Retracing
their steps the team follow their markers back up the Moecius’s
slope. With renewed energy the team works their way along the
two hour hike, higher and higher towards the summit.

PC this time brings his small instamatic camera to photograph
the clues, demonstrating the dog indicating its interest around the
zigzag marks.

The three crouch down to examine the zig-zag marks, Mademoi-
selle’s keen eyes notices the change in the depths of the indenta-
tions. “What do you think has caused these marks” she looks up to
the PC who shrugs his shoulders and shakes his head. The dog
picks up the scent and follows the lines across the broad field – its
tail wagging agitatedly as it works side to side along the marks –
PC Looks in their general direction. Wandering if it’s worth
pursuing the dog towards the woods. He turns round and looks for
the dwellings silhouetted on the horizon – wandering if it would be
better to head towards the property, can he really be bothered to
follow the dog, he puffs – the house is much nearer. He sits down
watching the two others with their athletic ease, cover the half
mile distance, across the terrain.
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The dog stops sniffing the air, the scent has faded. He continues in
all direction working in circles to pick it up again. Mademoiselle
picks her way through the rocks to catch up with the dog. She
notices a few stony mounds linked together by the vaguest of
paths. “Take the dog to one of those stone heaps” she calls over to
the boy. “The dog has something – Look, he’s sitting behind that
pile the small one on the side” He waives at Mademoiselle to come
over. The spaniel is sitting quietly waiting for his rewards wagging
his tail. The boy offers him a treat then pulls away a few stones at
the bottom of the pile the dog digs underneath his hands as if the
help him. Mademoiselle sees the excitement and hops across the
stones as quickly as she dares. “Has he found something?” she
bends to rub the dog’s back “Good Bo-y.” Pulling away a few of the
lower stones a sudden stench wafts its way back into the open air
with dark fluids trickling into the surrounding mud. “Hang on we
better call the PC” Mademoiselle pulls off her knapsack and excit-
edly calls out to him “Hi Officer – I think we have found some-
thing – the stench of rotting meat – what do you want to do – do
we photograph it or call for back up?”

PC suggests that they dig a bit more to ascertain it is the right
body incase it’s a mountain burial. “Call me back, I’ll start making
my way over,” He signs looking at the painfully long walk across
the hillside, to see the body.

The two assistants eagerly pull the mount apart, the rocks
increasing in weight as they reduce the size of the mound. The Boy
freezes and turns his head away. Mademoiselle walks over and
crouches down to investigate the discovery. A shadow of a black-
ened hand sits in the dimness of the heavy boulders, on which a
small gold ring was about to slide off the fermented hand stuck in
the festering mud. She called across the meadow to Officer John
“We have a visual, Officer – a hand and a wedding ring”

• • •
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“OK I will be over”
“Do you want me to call the bureau?”
“Its OK I’ll do that you just try and get pictures of what you’ve

found”
The Officer smiles he has something to call his boss about.

Punching in the international number he waits as the phone strug-
gles in it attempts to make contact with Britain – he closes it irri-
tatingly deciding to text instead.

‘HAVE FOUND BODY – Don’t know if it’s the suspect but
wearing clothes that do match to description. – Can you send
support – they will need to use a chopper – here are the coordi-
nates on mountain. We don’t have much daylight to get off – please
confirm’

It is painful waiting for the response – “Need more details about
body; is it British? Need proof send what’s up photo”?

“OH for Fu’sake “ Getting to his feet he painfully picks his way
across towards the mound

“”Lets have a look – then” he pants
Mademoiselle had moved enough rocks to reveal parts of a

torso wearing a black Gilet jacket – the body has been curled up
with its arms tucked underneath making it hard to imagine it was a
man under all the rubble. She points her mobile at the repulsive
site and takes a few images to document the event, with the
Officer hastily pointing around the grave for more details to be
recorded

“Here give me your phone” with clumsy ineptitude he forwards the
photos to his boss for approval.

“OK” confirms the boss “received images will request
international support to retrieve corpse – what’s your location?”
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Having passed over the role of retrieving the corpse Mademoiselle
looks around the mountain. It’s not long before she notices a small
farmstead silhouetted on the horizon

Chapter 20 C 2nd half – Finding the body on the mountain

Arriving in the capital city of Bucharest, etiquette requires that
PC John has to introduce himself to the district constabulary,
show them the forms from Europol and request their assistance
with tracing a possible murder. In contrast to enthusiasm, a gaunt
officer, with a spiky shaved head, stands authoritatively at the
front desk. He watches the intruder approach, leering at the round
dishevelled visitor who stands before him. Eyeing the stranger up
and down critically, he turns to his colleagues knowingly jokes;
commenting openly about what the obese British businessmen
shouldn’t wear and the ill fitting suit. Used to ridicule PC John
slams his briefcase on the counter drawing attention to himself,
with a stern eye looks at the Romanian Officer “I have come on
international Police business I need to speak to your superior offi-
cer.” He pulls out his silver badge, to assert some authority.

The Officer raises his eyebrows, as he turns shrugging his shoul-
ders at his mates behind. With reticence, he picks up the phone
and calls the Station’s Sergeant who confirms he is expecting the
visitor. A moment later the PC is lead down a dark corridor into
the Sergeant’s Office. In contrast the office is lavishly decorated in
walnut and oak panels. On the walls hung large oil paintings of
previous Chief ’s and Mayors of high standing.

• • •

• • •
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The Sergeant glowers down his long nose as he slowly forwards his
hand to shake PC John’s.

“We’ve be-en told to expect-t you Officer John – how can we
help you?”

The PC pulls himself up just that extra inch, to explain the
case. His suit creased and muffy from the long journey reveals his
weary view of life. Riffling through his two pockets he eventually
pulls out his phone, like a magician revealing a surprise bunch of
flowers, and plays the recording for the Sergeant to get an under-
standing and a sense of importance. After respectfully listening
showing due concern, he looks the PC in the eye with a sympa-
thetic expression.

“Police Officer John – we would love to help – but…” he pauses “I
am sorry to disappoint you but I am unable to spare the staff for a
big mountain search of 1000 meter radius. If you don’t mind doing
the leg work and can get more definite details – we might – but I
am not promising anything yet – will try and offer something as a
gesture of good will - not to you but to Interpol – oh pardon its
now call Europol.”

The PC nods that he understands – “Could I have just one
assistant who knows the area in question?”

“Well as I said we are short of staff – but to help you here’s a
number of the international bureau they can let you employ an
assistant, I am sure for a small fee” He smiles like a python about
to hypnotise its next meal.

“Thanks” the PC, says with sarcasm and shakes the Sergeant’s
hand “ I knew I could count on you “ he suggestively hints.

Leaving the station, PC John pulls the door noisily shut behind
him, and then heads briskly off to find some budget digs. The
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helpful tourist information official calls a hotel, on his behalf.
Asking if the Officer would like her to register his stay. Its cheap
tariff guaranteed by its location along the sleazy backstreets of the
city. Once settled in his room he unpacks, one suite, one change of
underwear, a week’s supply of seized contraband fags and a beaten
up laptop. He assesses the style of plug before riffling through the
bottom of his briefcase for the plug adapter. Contemplating where
to find the contact for an official assistant he pours over the online
police directory.

Like himself he feels the need for an effective partner who my not
look the pretty part but is efficient and knowledgeable. First he
emails his own office to find someone, after a while “No staff avail-
able at this time” Typical he slaps the keyboard in frustration
“Even if I deliver a body on their desks they still wont take me
seriously.” He pulls out his wallet and counts his float, before
considering that maybe just this once he will pay for freelance
help, preferring the idea of glory for a successful outcome of this
last case, before he retires, rather than be slightly richer for it. He
shakes out the last remaining cigarette from the crumpled box
before slinging it across the bed.

Page after page, the directory listed all manner of investigation
businesses and freelancers. PC John flips through for the individual
consultants, offering a reasonable hourly rate and simple accredita-
tions before deciding to call just three.

Avoiding the irritation of business bluffs, he questions the free-
lancers hard listening for a friendly but curious characteristic.

“What’s your pretexting skills like?” he quizzed, knowing that
Pretexting can be a game changer during an investigation if done
correctly and is legitimately obtained legally.
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The first candidate just said “I conduct better surveillance assign-
ments the less I insert myself into the life of the subject, I am
conducting surveillance on” which didn’t impress the PC. The
second offered an introduction promotion of three surveillance
days for the price of two, which may mean they just don’t have the
skills to obtain accurate sightings for video evidence. At last the
third contact seemed to talk sense – his sort of language no bull-
shit – just straight up honesty about what could or couldn’t
be done.

Placing the phone down thoughtfully, he decides to send an email
to his wife apologising for last night’s drinking and unruly
behaviour, the reply of which was not so friendly “Oh well it’s to
be expected, I suppose.”

The next morning, an elegant and bright-eyed women, strides into
the foyer, lean from a hobby of kickboxing, she eagerly scans the
room for a prospective client, to begin her next assignment. “Mr
John?” she looks over to the armchair, towards the only waiting
visitor. Her rubber soled shoes squeaked, as she walked across the
polished stone floor.

“Yeah” he is unsure what to expect from his choice.
“I’m Mademoiselle Cadeera” Her brisk manor takes charge of

the situation, and her deceptively light frame hides her inner
strength. She grasps the detective’s hand with an iron grip, making
him wince as he replies “R-r-ight where’s your car lets get on the
road then I can run through the case and what we’re looking for…
well actually I think it’s a body” The PC is taken in by the women’s
enthusiasm.

• • •

• • •
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Police have issued a description of Mr Xavier a!er his wife reported him

missing on Tuesday, August 3. Francis Xavier, aged 51, was last seen when

he le! his home to go to meet a client Romford at about 9am. He was

wearing a Black padded gilet, grey jumper, faded blue trousers, pale trainers

and a blue hat.

He is described as being of slim build, 5’ 8" ta" and has short brown

hair, blue eyes. A police incident room has since been set up in Stratford

Station Report to DCI Thomas.

PC John punches in the coordinates of the GPS tracer “Well we
need to head into the Craiului Mountains our first stop”

Mademoiselle laughs “that’s where Dracula’s castle, Castle Bran
‘ Sure you have the right number – or would you like a detour
first?” Mademoiselle Cadeera laughs.

“Sorry Mademoiselle, I don’t have much leave maybe if we get ahead
of ourselves we could celebrate there“ he continues “only lead so far is
Moeciu de Sus or is it Moieciu de Jos, and districts of Simon and Cheia
– there’s something over there, that Xavier was tracking, and it’s in the
same vicinity” He pulls out an old note book and rummages through
his notes – “maybe this is the one I’m looking for” he tries the coordi-
nates again; (h dd° mm′ ss.s″) Lat N 45° 27' 28.7'' Long E 25° 20' 47.4''

“No I don’t know that one” Mademoiselle Cadeera peers over
her shoulder glancing quickly at the Officer’s phone.

The PC opens out a large paper map and clumsily folded it to the
place that matches the phone’s map and rings the same area in
pencil. “There” he stabs the ringed mark and pushes the map onto
the dashboard for Mademoiselle Cadeera to follow while driving.
Then pulls out a copy of the missing person report, looking up
thoughtfully he says “I believe there’s a chance Mr Xavier may
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have been thinking about blackmailing some women – possibly
because he saw something he shouldn’t, something about the
torture of a child - a young girl aged 12.”

“Nasty thing child abuse – and blackmail” Mademoiselle agreed
wondering how people would consider such an act.

“Who’s the perpetrator?”
“We think it’s a woman called Agatta Bhengolov known as

‘Madam’ – she was a refugee came to the UK in 2007/8, I think she
may be responsible for forcibly abducting her child and she may
have killed her – because she could give evidence.”

“I have pulled off some really revealing snaps and texts from Mr
Xavier’s phone which could nail a particularly unpleasant women –
if we can get our hands on the phone it could really nail the
evidence we need.”

Mademoiselle scans the map on the dashboard.
“That’s a big hill to cover around there – and will take us a lot

of time to cover Mr John. It might be too much for the two of us
to survey”, Mademoiselle warned, ”the mountain has many small
farms buried in it bleak wilderness, I think you have marked at
least 2 kilometre radius – what are we looking for?”

The detective rummages through his tatty suit pockets for his
phone, runs through the apps until he finds the recording and
plays it back, for Mademoiselle to get an idea about the case and
the missing person.

• • •
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“What are we looking for did you say?” Mademoiselle repeats her
question.

“Well I am pretty sure there’s one body, but it’s the phone we
really want and we may also find the body of a child,” the detective
says cynically.

“How are we going to scan across such a large area efficiently
Mr John?” With a strong suspicion the detective hasn’t really
thought this search through,

Mademoiselle enquires “do you think it would be better to get
a Geophiz, metal detector” then realising that there was a more
efficient way to tackle the problem “what about a dog?”

“Oh a dog would be good” the PC delighted with the new idea,
“but will it matter it must now be around the 4th week now, since
Xavier was last spotted – can a dog still work when the scent trail
is that old?”

Mademoiselle thought for a moment recollecting what her friend
suggested could be possible “I believe some reports say that most
dogs can pick up a trail that’s 322 hours old but a specially trained
sniffer can work 60-70 days if the weather has been on the cool
side – how long did you say Mr Xavier has been missing?”

“Oh yes – think its 4-5 weeks now” He pauses “Bother - I haven’t
brought anything to sniff “ The PC turns vacantly away mumbling
to disguise his rather simplistic approach to a mountain search.

“Did you mention there was a missing person’s file on the victim –
have you the address of the person who reported it? – We could
request for an article of clothing – ask your Bureau to send it to
the hotel,” Mademoiselle keen to offer advice “An article of
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unwashed clothing is best for the dog, it doesn’t matter what it is
or whether there’s aftershave on it, trained dogs are very good. But
best to get it wrapped well in foil, with loads of plastic so as not to
contaminate the aroma during its postage.”

The long drive is like a cultural journey through time, travelling
away from a modern bustling city out into the wilderness with
medieval castles and peasant villages, which preserve the country’s
heritage of family traditions and artisan farming crafts.

“Do we need to make door to door enquiries?” suggests Made-
moiselle

“Nah – I think it will get the wind up the local police – they
could start meddling and cause problems, hear they can turn locals
against us, if we get too involved.”

“What terrifies the locals?”
“Yeah – I’ve heard, if the local mafia get hold of such a story –

everyone is threatened if they open their dam mouths, terrified
they tend to throw every shred of evidence on the bonfire” PC
John fluffs up his self importance with surmised knowledge.

“That’s a pretty big ring you have drawn – which side of the moun-
tain do we start?” Mademoiselle sizes up the plan, as they both
looked out at the view ahead.

The large circled area suddenly seemed a daunting prospect,
once seen in real life. Now, no longer could the PC’s presumption
of a quick half hour stroll, to get from one marker to another, be a
reality. Instead the exercise was now looking like a major exercise
requiring methodical planning that would ensure evidence could
be found, mapped and logged for a successful case hearing.

• • •
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Mademoiselle suggested, that if they high-light the closest villages
around the perimeter of his coordinates, then draw a line to mark
all the footpaths across the hillside it would make a clear path
which they could follow –“if Mr Xavier is, himself looking for a
women in a strange country, he is not going to walk into unfamiliar
territory, he will want to stay close to something he knows, close to
footpaths and tracks so as not to get lost.”

“That’s good” The detective peers closer at the paper map looking
for small dotted lines that work their way from the road across the
solid green patchworks of fields and woodlands.

“OK lets start at this point” a small village on the road with a
few red footpaths latticing across the hillside. He points to one of
the villages Drumul Carului.

“Are these dwellings habited or are they just out buildings” PC
points to the little black squares, dotted over the landscape in
the map.

“They’re usually small farmsteads inhabitant by extended fami-
lies - usually the older generations” Mademoiselle informs.

“I can’t tell from this” he replies.
“Right where shall we start Drumul Carului or the district

of Cheia?.”
Mademoiselle pulls the car into the side of the road, leans over

to look across the now, not so pristine map and reads his decora-
tive bunch of squiggles called notes;

Child X found in Brighton – suspected birth child of Ms Bhengolov

Child – Reported Child Missing 2017.

Mr Xavier – a known glamour photographer. Suspect for Porn videos

AKA Frankenstein on Vigilant Child sex offender site Video uploaded –
note file Reference Number 67544ASX.
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Possible Blackmailer – phone owner

Wife reported missing September 18th 10.53am Stratford Reference PCI

Thomas

Moieciu is a commune of sma" family run farms in Brașov County, Roma-
nia. It is located 29 km south of Brașov, within the Bran Pass.

Are these the six vi"ages around the perimeter of where we need to look?

She studies the map

Cheia

Drumul Carului,

Măgura

Moieciu de Jos (I think this one is the commune center – the corporative

for milk supply and the rental of common lands),
Moieciu de Sus - Ah-h, that’s the one listed on the address sheet

and Peștera

The two detectives climb out of the car, after parking in the first
village. Mademoiselle spotted the first footpath, hidden behind a
smart white chalet.

It wound its way high into the mountainous landscape, an infi-
nite view that suddenly looked impossible to walk on foot. Made-
moiselle looked at her employer, realising that he would find it
impossible to climb, and stopped.

“Mr John, I think it might be advisable we hire some farmer’s
ponies, I don’t recommend you try and climb wearing a suit, these
are pretty demanding mountains – I think the vertical assent will
be around 1,900 meters maybe more, so will be quite hard to
breathe in.” Mademoiselle looked at her smoker colleague and
wondered if he could survive the intense walk.
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PC John felt he needed to show willing and opened his arm for
Cadeera to lead the way, muttering “frigging ponies, what ever
next?” Then shouted over

“If I’m too slow – stick to the path and I will be follow you
shortly.”

They launched themselves into walking the vertical hillside, in
search of evidences of a dark deed that lurks hidden in the folds of
the rugged countryside, which lay ahead of them. The higher they
climbed, the fields became more deserted, their unkempt whiskery
slopes, portrayed the economic failures of small holdings, unable
to provide an adequate living, now lie abandoned, littering the
emerald wilds. It took just fifteen minutes before PC John to
collapse in a heap, conceding to the thought that, maybe dignities
should be left in the hotel and perhaps ponies weren’t such a bad
idea after all. He waived for Cadeera to return to him.

“I think perhaps you are right – let’s get ourselves a couple of
ponies from the farm over there.”

An hour later, and to further the PC’s indignation, the detectives
each had selected a small donkey, barely tall enough to lift their
passengers off the ground, with their knurled bones, popping
through their grey fur, suggesting years of neglect. But somehow
these animals still managed to offer their services, no matter how
impossibly hard it was for them.

Cadeera laughed as her feet skimmed the tops of the grassy paths,
nearly loosing her balance “What do you call a donkey with one
leg? - A wonky donkey”

• • •

• • •
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Four hours wobbling their way up the slender path, combing the
hillside for the slightest clue to emerge into view. The weather
chilled in preparation for the evening. “Nothing just a moorland
path and a lot of sheep droppings” The exhausted PC complains as
he waives for his assistant to finish her diligent search.

“Its no good – we are never going to get anything in all this –
just look its fucking miles into no-where” the detective complains,
now irritable with the lack of progress.

Back at the car Mademoiselle suggests that it would be better to
hire a dog as well – she has a friend who would probably be able to
help “have you details about how to get in contact with Mr
Xavier’s wife – the person who reported him missing?” The detec-
tive rummaged through the disorganised papers that had been
thrown on the back seat “Yes here we go.”

“When we get back, lets send word to Stratford and get them to
organise obtaining an article of clothing – one from the victim and
get them to send it to your hotel for us, then we can prepare some-
thing a bit better.”

Three days later the small team is armed with a smelly pair of
unwashed jeans and a hypersensitive nose of a spaniel, controlled
by an equally erratic teenage boy, who looked fit enough to run
after the dog.

“OK same mountain again?” Mademoiselle suggests
“Nah” PC John bored with going over old stuff again
“Lets try the next village on the list” he fingers down his list of

to-do’s
“Cheia – and get some ponies for us will you?”

• • •
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The day starts casually, with a keen spaniel bursting out of the
back seat of Mademoiselle’s car, barking to signal its readiness to
perform. The dog’s energy was more like a motorized toy, but
instead of battery-powered controls, was directed by the boy’s
whistles and clicks. The dog with boundless energy immediately
zigzagged its way up the hill in search of a matching smell “No
scent sir” the youth called out.

“Keep going for another twenty minutes” the PC unsure whether
it was wasting time “Mademoiselle should we concentrate our
efforts at the base of the mountain first before we leg it up –
because if Mr Xavier was at the bottom we could then work out
his route.”

The experience of a large search increased the need for a more
organised approach and by the third day the team had become
proficient at covering a reasonable chuck of the search. The fourth
day’s had a promising start. As soon as the dog jumped out the car
it became slower, concentrating with its nose glued tightly to the
ground.

“Seems like thee-s is place-is Xavier started, Sirz” The boy,
keen to prove his companion was a worthy scout.

“Good Lad – we pack a few more supplies think its going to be
a long day – Cadeera can you get us the ponies, oh and if you can a
small cart or whatever – I don’t think I can take another day on
these spiny beasts.”

The long vertical walk on the back of ponies, offered the team at
least one encouraging sign that this pain of riding, could be
rewarded and by the time the first hour was up. With intense
concentration, the Spaniel stopped, feverishly wagging its stumpy
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tail. The boy rushed over calling to the others that his dog had
found something connected to the victim.

Scratching at the ground the dog revealed the first bit of treasure
beneath his paws. A small stub of a bus ticket, with the words
Eurobus Calais to Bucharest inscribed its advertisement. The
young handler shouted across the hillside to the other to detec-
tives, waiving a torn piece of paper, to attract the team’s attention
and calling “Is cluez, clue-z – see-z here – comes quee-ckly.”

PC John flipped the reins of the broken bridle and wildly kicked
the empty space below the pony’s belly. The animal lazily attempted
a trot, but the 15 stone, passenger made it difficult to defy gravity.

“HHH-W, B-Bang on” exclaimed the PC “we are onto something”
He rubs his chest as he wheezes from the attempts of trying to
remain on the back of bumpy ride.

Meanwhile, Mademoiselle rides higher up the slope, keen to locate
more evidence. She has spotted thin tramlines scratched in the
odd patches of bare soil, traversing eastward towards a ridge. The
lines caught her imagination, as she couldn’t logically match them
to any farm equipment of the area.

Waiving anxiously to attract the team’s attention, Mademoiselle
beckons them over to investigate this possible new clue, and test if
they interest the dog.

“What do you make of these Mr John?”
The dog confirms there is a matching scent. Picking up a trail
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the dog proceeds to follow the scratched lines in the direction of a
rocky outcrop, clouded with purple flowers peeping out of a low
drifting mist which disappears into the distance.

“Very curious, looks like something is being dragged – look how
they are consistently parallel, but can’t think what has made them -
lets see if the dog leads us to anything.”

“Look-z – in fiel’s-s over –see- s “ Eagley waiving the boy tries to
indicate “there ‘s long wayz…” The boy points to a dwelling
perched at the top of a ridge – “could it hav-ze comes’es from
therez?”

After circling a few times, the dog leads them away from the build-
ings, as the daylight began shredding its dimming shadows across
the valley below, indicating the imminent closing of the long day.
The keen sensibility of Mademoiselle, who after looking up as the
sky, suggested they finish the search by finding anything that can
be pushed into the ground, to act as markers. That way they have a
chance of returning to the same spot quickly, the following day.

Retracing their steps at first light, the team ride along the path,
trusting the sure footed ponies to pick their way across the varied
terrain, following the make shift markers back up the Moecius’s
slope. Watching the science of the dog’s nose, selecting which
smell to follow and which to dismiss, as he weaves his way along.
With renewed energy the team works their way along the two-
hour’s hike, higher and higher towards the summit. PC John this
time remembers to bring his small instamatic camera, to photo-
graph the clues, and record the dog’s indication of a purposely-
traced scent.
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Arriving at the place they left the previous day. The dog picks up
the lingering scent and follows the lines across the broad landscape
– its tail wagging agitatedly, as it works side to side along the
scratched marks, increasing its speed as it heads towards a rocky
outcrop.

Highlighted against the greenery, stood a neatly stacked pile of
white rocks. A purposely-built marker set in a rugged landscape,
maybe as a signpost or a mountain Cairn grave.

Mademoiselle picks her way through the boulders to have a closer
look, and then notices a few more stony mounds across the hill-
side, all linked together by cleared stones to make the vaguest
path. She turns away believing them just to be landscape signposts.

“Take the dog to one of those other stone heaps” she calls over to
the boy.

“But my dog has something – Look, he’s sitting behind that pile
over there - the small one” He waives to beckon Mademoiselle to
come over. As they approach the mound a vile rotting stench wafts
around the stones. The spaniel quietly waits for his reward,
wagging his tail, oblivious to the unpleasant smell.

The boy offers him a treat then picks away a few small stones,
scrunching his face with the unpleasantness of the strong aromas.
He suddenly pulls away with disgust, and looks up at Mademoiselle
Cadeera in fright.

• • •
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“ERG- Godzz-ee” the boy turns away repulsed at the thought
of his first body”

“What is it?” she responds
The boy points to the bottom of the pile, where the dog had

scratched away a small space revealing a blackened shape of a
finger.

“Has he found something?” she bends to rub the dog’s back
“Good Bo-y.”

Pulling away a few of the lower stones she releases more gasses
back into the open air, followed by the gentle trickle of greenish
fluids onto the surrounding soil.

“Hang on we better call the PC” Mademoiselle pulls off her knap-
sack to find her phone “Hi Officer – I think we have found some-
thing – I think I can see a hand underneath a stone grave – what
do you want to do – do we photograph it or call for back up?”

PC suggests that they dig a bit more to ascertain it is the right
body, and not a mountain burial. “Call me back, I’ll start making
my way over,” Looking at the distant view of two tiny figures, he
pulls the loopy reins in a haphazard way to persuade the pony to
walk in their general direction.

The two assistants continue to pull the mound apart, with each
rock increasing its weight the further they work their way down,
reducing the size of the mound.

A black object flops out making the Boy freeze at the repulsive
sight, turning his head instinctively away. Mademoiselle walks over
and crouches down to investigate the discovery. A shadow of a
blackened hand sits in the dimness of the heavy remaining boul-
ders, on which a small gold ring, about to slide off the fermented
hand.
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She called across the expansive field to Officer John.
“We have a visual, Officer – a hand and a wedding ring”
“OK I will be over” He kicks the underside of the small pony.
“Do you want me to call the bureau?”
“It’s OK I’ll do that, you just try and get pictures of what

you’ve found.”
The Officer smiles he has something to call his boss about.

Punching in the international number he waits as the phone strug-
gles in it attempts to make contact with Britain – he closes it irri-
tatingly deciding to text instead.

‘HAVE FOUND BODY – Don’t know if it’s the suspect but
wearing clothes that do match to description. – Can you send
support – they will need to use a chopper – here are the coordi-
nates on mountain. We don’t have much daylight to get off – please
confirm ASAP’. Signed PC John.

The PC tutted at the long wait for the UK station, but to make it
more annoying their response of… “Need more details about body;
is it British? Need proof send ‘whatsup’ photo.”

“OH for Fu’sake“ Getting to his feet he picks his way across
towards the mound

“”Lets have a look then” he pants.

Mademoiselle had moved enough rocks to reveal parts of a torso
wearing a black Gilet jacket – the body has stiffened as it curled up
with the second arm tucked tightly underneath. The PC took out
his notebook and recorded what he saw occasional prodding the
carcass:

• • •
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The blood had settled in the parts of the body closest to the ground, turning

the top part grayish white and waxy looking. Whilst darkening of the

underside was a deep red-brown. Su*ests the victim fe" face first and lay

for a while before dying.

The bacteria in the gut had congealed and eaten through the gut lining

as stains on the victim’s trousers su*est a greenish patch on the lower right

be"y.

He pushes his stick into the centre of the body, it hits some-
thing hard, he prods again and it misses the hard object – “I
wonder if the body is still clutching the phone – can you both give
me a hand to help me have a look.”

The PC took off his jacket and rolled up his sleeve for the macabre
process of fishing around a liquefying corpse. A few moments later,
with satisfaction the PC found what he was looking for – the
mobile he had tracked and spiked with the ‘Stingray’.

“Got it” he said gleefully “Here give me your phone” with clumsy
ineptitude he snatches Mademoiselle’s phone and forwards the
photos of the find to his boss for approval.

“OK” confirms the DCI “received images will request
international support to retrieve corpse – what’s your location?”

Having passed over the role of retrieving the corpse, Mademoiselle
looks around the mountain. It’s not long before she notices a small
farmstead silhouetted on the horizon.

“Forget it mademoiselle – we have what I came out to find
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evidence a-n-d a body, we can let forensics take over from here –
common lets celebrate – I need something strong after all this.”

Chapter 20; PG starts a war with Roma

“I’m tired of this” PG paces the room with frustration “Its now
with every single order.”

Boss looks up from the computer “Eh?” he pauses “it’s going well
for us”

“No its bloody well not, and what’s more its going to become a
serious problem” PG interjects “Those lousy rats will takes us for
fucking fools, don’t ya know? – We are going to have to do some-
thing about it.”

“Do something about what?” Boss’s automatic response, before he
returns to staring at his computer screen and posting another
handful of advertisements across the web.

“Costs idiot – that Baron – he’s a rat and HIS traffick stream is
crunching our bloody profits.” PG flashes the print out of the
order in Boss’s face.

PG continues “Oh fo… get a grip Boss” PG concerns himself with
the problem, that they have just been emailed another order, for
an even bigger load for fewer girls plus extra cash for ID’s. “That’s
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700% increase on our agreed terms and if we don’t comply they
will send a bloody hit squad.”

“Hit Squad! - What do you mean Hit Squad?” Boss jumps up.

PG’s frustration is that there is another large order for parts but
still no delivery of girls. “These people are shafting you, every
single trip now has an excuse – first it’s the tightening of customs
control, then they have to change airports, then it’s the fucking
ferries and there’s a storm at sea causing a delay. What a fucking
organisation – I have everything to believe they are trying it on
and making bloody fools of us both – we can’t go on like this it’s a
rip off, it’s a bloody scam, we have to nail this sooner than later –
otherwise this business is all for them bastards.”

“What do you suggest PG, we gotta tread with care, ya know, these
are big crime warriors – we really don’t have a clue about the
extent of their syndicate.”

“You are right – But I got my own gang – I have my mafia up in the
foothills near Karchat, they are warriors too” PG defiant about
being controlled by some foreign gang.

“Be careful what you’re thinking, if you go starting a war with
these guys – you don’ know where it will lead and we may not win.
It is always easy to begin something - but if it gets out of hand it
may not be so easy to win” Boss surprises himself with a nugget of
wisdom.”

• • •
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“You a lion or a mouse?” PG pulls himself up to his full height, “
No – we really can’t keep this trade door open like this Boss – they
taking us for fucking Mickies – No it’s not right - fucking thieving
rats.”

A few days later a small team is assembled and briefed in the back
of the lock-ups – “You guys have been chosen as you are discrete
and clever” Boss briefs the new team. Hustler you are to lead and
control these brats” the room of young boys sniggers with pointed
looks at each other “OK-OK yes brats, You are to pull off traffick
from the street, make sure you cover their fucking cake-holes –
don’t wanna a bloody note coming from the merchandise – You
know why? – Cos…“ Boss pauses for effect “you will probably get a
spotlight on yourselves and have the other racketeers at your
throats.”

Boss and PG stand together at the head of the room, united to
confront a problem, sidestep inconveniences and get on with their
profit driven ambitions. “Hustler is going to teach you a few tricks
to snatch a few fannies into the car and hustles to get yourselves
out of trouble – but you must be invisible not just from the
fucking fuzz but much more – the Roms – they control cities like
you never believe. They’re the ones who watch, whisper and spy –
they the ones who really want ya pathetic necks – they wont want
some tom-dick in’erfering with their trade – they wann’it all to
themselves, so get yourselves out into the sticks, the backwaters,
get amongst the shadows boys, the tramps and wasters, use them
as your masks, and dump any wrong kind-a trash you accidently
pick up, pin’it on ‘em.”

“Wha’ ya mean gov – don’t understand like” one of the scouts
queries the proposition. “Bovver like” Boss explains in detail “Yeh
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give ‘em the heat, so as they take the blame – it only works if you
guys take their identities as yours – use them, imitate them, dump
fake stuff where they hang out – so it traces back to them, not you
– you get what I mean - now?”

“Gov, how quick like – this spoze ta take uz – you know – we in ‘n
out like in minutes like the heist on lancs or we got a little time –
get things right like?”

“Nah – faster mate – doubly quick, three mins max– or you be
spotted in no time so you gotta act real smart – real quick and get
out ASAP – think I’ve a handle on the Roms but – we don’t rightly
know – they so smart like – could be onto ya before you can say
‘Jack Shit’ .”

PG unwraps a map of the regions he proposes to make the raids –
“Right guys – this is the lay of the land, its away from the run of
the gangs, well away - don’t stray it avoids conflicts with other
‘traders’– we work up three sites at a time and never the same
twice – Go’it?”

He unravels the plans, which has been prepared by his senior
scout, “Zhaf is over there now, he’s logging the Rom patrols, their
times, drives, cars and patterns – as soon as he knows stuff he text
us and we plot it and then hook it back to you guys – try and keep
it a three way street – you gotta let us know what you’ve seen, the
moment you’ve seen it – Comprendeh?” PG pauses “Or you’re
shot! – and this time it ain’t gonna be us who does it.”

Hustler stands up – it’s his turn to explain about the three hot
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cars, which have all been re-sprayed, muddied and ringed with
Polish numberplates. “If the Euros are onto you, dump ‘em cars
in a ditch – smack it into another – try and clean its identity –
be really smooth make a plan what ya gonna do over there and
stick to it – don’t for Fa’sake change midway threw particularly
at your destination pick-up points – it never works. Now each of
you pair up – no messing – become best mates forever and cover
each other’s backs, you’re gonna need it – as you’re each gonna
save the others’ skin. Now you wankers – here’s your code
according to where you go and the map to follow like glue, and
here are your Sims, use them only once then burn ‘em – only if
it’s absolute necessarily use a pay phones – use this number –
memorise it and don’t for fa’sake phone us here – it can be
traced.”

“You” he points to the eldest “Elbo stick with him, Pete – I know –
yes - he’s a bloody rooky, but he’s got the speed you ain’t, so make
sure you teach him real good as he will save your miserable life in
more ways than you can imagine.” Hustler pauses “ and you be
known as “P8.” He looks across the room for the next match,
“Sven and Nah, U4, you work well together – get some friendlies
round here, stick like glue and make sure your read each others
thoughts – mustn’t have anything between you – and that goes to
all of you.”

“That leaves Ashi and Pahma R9, yeah you two got get yourselves
straight this be a good outing to clear your differences you get
my drift?”

“Ah but Govv” – they moan together – “if you don’t sort out your
differences I wont be the one killing you – and nobody’s going to
come and dig you out of trouble – not even a ditch and you both
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will end up rotting over there, we can’t afford to loose more blood
in a rescue – you get my drift?”

“You must all be ‘Responsible adults’ ” Hustler continues “And by
the way if you do it well and fast – there’s a big bonus – 10
smackers a piece – good eh?”

PG walks across to the front “Come boys, come and take a look at
these – they’re your springers” they all walk over to the back of the
site. In the back of the workshop two mechanics are finishing the
modifications on three estates.

PG mumbles a few words to one of the mechanics then takes
the key fob and presses the boot button.

“Look closely boys – he pulls up a discrete tab to release a trap
door, underneath the fake carpeted floor where the spare wheel
well sits, the mechanics have enlarged the pit to take two small
living victims. Around the edge is a water belt with two tubes to
draw water from. The back seat too has been carved to include a
hidden cavity – “that’s four heads per car – you are our ‘Head-
hunters’ ”

“Merchandise are to feed off this – we will fill it with mineral water
which will sustain them for 6 days. If in the unlikely circumstance
you are held up – you gonna have to let them out for an hour and
then just hand each with a water bottle – that’s it – we feed em up
when they arrive back here. But you MUST bolt down this lid – it
prevents heat detection from border scanners. They wont be able
to see you got four victims hidden underneath.”

• • •
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The following night P8, U4 and R9 slipped into the shadows of
the night, each briefed on their routes across Europe, to avoid
drawing attention to themselves, while giving them a good idea on
alternative roads they could take. The map details crossing with
the least controlled borders, avoiding paying tolls, which have 24
hour CCTV, documenting and recording everything that passes
their barriers.

P8 rolled across the bridge into the surprising immensity of
Ploiesti, Romania’s ninth favourite city. The city’s wide roads
funnel its population down windswept avenues towards the city
centre. Giant buildings preserve the historical past, the once
wealthy nobility who proudly governed its populous and eagerly
demonstrate its once powerful majestic past. But now skirted with
brusk hard-line building blocks – whose only role is socialist func-
tion, to supply and house people in the capital and assist with its
four generations of petroleum engineering, providing jobs to
counter the decreasing city’s population.

The outer receding edges of the city are tired and fractious. In the
distance a grey horizon squeezes a single red stripe of sunset,
making it glow onto the frayed concrete buildings, with dark-green
ceramic slabs on their façades. Lines of 60’s cubes reluctantly
stand guard down wide boulevards, contesting their existence
between medieval and modern. This mix between modern and old
buildings giving a unique flavor to the city’s character, a living
memory of the socialism in its architectural techniques. In the
north west of the city a district called Ploiesti-Nord, once drew
attention for prosperity as industry threw over it a cloak of hope.

“Think this is where we need to start” Elbo recollects “ I think
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they wanted to make a dream for the city to become great again,
must have been a fever pitch of construction”

They both look up at the massive collective housing estate that
sits beyond the shopping malls “Phew’ there’s at least 10,000
apartments.” Pete whistles his amazement.

Built before the Great earthquake of 1977, which has turned it into
a fragile and crumbling home of high seismic risk. Never-the-less
the area is of interest and provides rich pickings for gangs, preying
on its vulnerability, ripe for learning about code of conducts, street
gang hierarchy, and Politzie operations. The all-important mater-
ial, needed for P8’s keen-eyed observation.

“We sort out our lodging for the night then get back and do the
night watch eh?” Elbo instructs the first part of their mission.

The city disguises a difference in opinion when the city
changes into a nightly sol luminaire, another industry – one that
isn’t talked about.

Pete turned to Elbo – “why’ve we come to a city which knows it
has a problem and set the fuzz on to it?”

Elbo looks away from his driving to explain its importance

“We need to know and recognise the force in action, see if we can
spot who they’re tracking – have some idea if its over in the
Găgeni district or stay on the North side – pay attention to their
faces, their cars, their clothes – we must memorize it – helps us
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when we move to our destination, and see some sort of pattern,
who and what they do, kid.”

“Hey Elbo – look over in that black Merc – driver’s waggling his
tongue at girls over there – is he one – one from those fancy gangs
is that what we looking for?”

“Looks like it – that’s the stuff boy – memorize his face now.”

They spend just three days before moving on. “Can’t afford to be
spotted by rivals – they’d squeal to get us off their backs” Elbo
informs his sidekick. “Seems it’s all about 3.30 in the morning
when the most activity happens and looks like the force still
haven’t cotton-on.”

“So when we supposed to get ourselves in – earlier before their
rouse like?” young Pete keenly enquired, keen to prove he will be a
beneficial aid to his senior comrade on these outing’s.

“Looks like it lad, looks like the window for us to operate is
between 12.30 and 1.30 AM to avoid a conflict of interests.”

With the collected information about the people they need to
know about, they continue their journey, driving out of the city to
the next destination, taking them another day before reaching
Pitești.

The tedium of watching cars, roads and map reading, they wearily
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pull up at the Boars Bar. Once the height of fashion, its 60’s facia
of original white weatherboards now cloaked the single storey
building in green algae.

The bar is situated precariously on the outskirts of Pitești, just
hanging on to it’s aging patronage for survival, while the enthusi-
astic owner makes a point of overly welcoming new arrivals, excit-
edly inviting them into their abode with a shot of Țuică. Should
the customer by some remotest chance require overnight lodgings,
they are suddenly elevated to Esquire-hood, with every servant
fastidiously running round them, who have been groomed and
briefed to make the stay memorable, just in-case there’s another
opportunity for a longer stay.

Pete, mumbled their booking number over the counter to the
patriotically dressed maître. Elbo butts in “We pay for four nights
in advance” he looks at the tariff notice and counts out the paper
money then holds out to the women

“Lei to cover our stay – OK?”
Delighted with the new obliging guests, she jumped off the

stool at the counter, screamed down the corridor for backup then
proceeded to majestically lead the pair, down the dark passages to
their allotted rooms.

The flamboyant maître smartened her lace apron then delivered
orders in a sing-song patter, religiously rattled off, as if all tourists
understood exactly what was said and needed to adhere too. Team
P8 shrugged their shoulders and looked blankly at each other for a
clue as to what had just been said. They understood 6.30 and the
woman’s hand pointing to her wrist watch for the clue, so
presumed that would be for supper, but as to where supper was to
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be served they would have to look out for other guests and
ask them.

She unlocks the door to their room, swings open the door and
points to two tired beds, with dark green blankets pulled up and
over the pillows.

Pete looks at the sign so this is what she was telling us…
The notice on the back of the door reads;
Dining room door 15, dinner served 6.30 pronto and breakfast between

7 and 8.30am – Welcome to our humble home, welcome to the Boar Bar we

hope you enjoy our stay. Then in Romanian to make sure all guests
understand the rules; ‘usa de sala de mese 15, cina servita la 6.30 pronto si

micul dejun intre 7 si 8.30am - Bine ati venit in casa noastra umilita, bun

venit la Barul de Craciun speram sa va bucurati de sejurul nostru.

This part of their trip is to locate merchandise, explains Elbo,
“where we need to find girls who are not on anyone’s radar.”

“Do you know which nearby towns have rich pickings?” asks
Pete, “Do you know what schools we need to look out for ?”

“Are there poor villages nearby and if so what time do we need
to get there?”

“We look for kids roaming on the streets, foraging round centres,
in public toilets or sleeping rough in alleys – need to look keenly
for the pretty ones, they the only ones Boss is interested in.”

Elbo bored with the rattling off of questions answers a few more
before he mimes a zip-it motion. Then unravels the map of South
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Romania and proceeded to ring all the towns for inspection and
possibility of success for future trips.

“Right Lad – this is what we going to do – you listening?” Elbo
nudges the young boy whose winking at the pretty waitress.

“E-r yeah gov – what’s that you say?”
“Cummon lad – don’t bring attention to yourself – that’s how

guys like you get caught” Elbo testily warns.

Pete turns to look at the spread of green and red lines across the
map – “Shit we going to drive across all that?”

“Yes of course we are – this is not a holiday kiddo – Go’sakes get a
grip on what we’re doing here.”

After running through with his side-kick Elbo snatches up the
map, grabs pocketfuls of spare breakfast and grumpily makes his
way to the car park

“Cumon kiddo” He turns to see where Pete had got to.

The team’s brief was to work out two different spots, preferably
not haunted by other gangs, and look for a place where they can
quickly grab two suitable girls at a time, in under a minute and
package them into one of the two receptacles in the car, made
ready for transporting them back to the UK.

The drive was long and thorough, Elbo knew exactly how to work
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a job, he’d paid attention to some of the skills used by local gangs
and the time they did their act.

Three towns later it was time to have a break.
“When we going to find the girls gov?”
“Not sure – but keep looking – they’d be somewhere around”
“What was it the Boss said Look for poverty blackspots –

Weren’t there a few over in this direction” Pete points to the paper
map on his lap.

“Prahova County, its just north of where we are now, in south
East Romania.”

“Good lad – we head over there next, keep looking for towns
starting with the letter P so we don’t over lap with the other
two team.”

The E60 ring road delivers them through Brasov and Predeal and
on to Pitesto a bigger town off the faster E81 that sits on the river
Arges, greeting its travellers with a large grandeur mansion called
the Primaria. The long dry roads were parallel with stripy pave-
ments, leading to an array of multi-storey apartments sprayed in
grey concrete and topped with red tiled roofs. The avenue’s vista is
punctuated by a series of large gravel mounds at the far end –
hinting at the city’s past tradition of mining.

“This is more like it – not too big” Elbo approves of the choice –
Although the town centre is authentic the side roads are suffi-
ciently sparse to hide potential merchandise. They pull over and
park the car in a quiet street whose vista looks across the land-
scape to a beautiful mountain just catching the last of the day’s
sun, and watch the activity the street has to offer. The long hours
pass, Elbo makes a note of the number of people who enter or exit
the two large blocks of flats that surround them, along with which
car is being used, how long for and if the person using it came
from the left building or the right.
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Pete on the other hand bored at all this surveillance – Piped up
“Do ya wan a MacDonald’s - saw one a couple of blocks away.”
“Yeah – Ok – No it’s a Pizza place lad” Elbo hands him over 20

Lei note – “get me one of their long chicken sandwich things –
make it a big one I’m starved.”

It took Pete nearly an hour, Elbo became suddenly a bit concerned
then out of the corner of his eye he saw Pete running precariously
holding the MD paper bags. Bursting out of breath – he jumped in
the car – threw the picnic at the driver “SHI-IT – just saw U4 Sven
and Nah, drive past at 90, looks like they’re chasing a black ford –
Hey that’s R9’s ford – sure it had the polish plate on.

“Oh Gawd what do we do? – Hey more to the point what they
doing in our patch anyway? - Should we follow them try and help?”

“Gawdsake NO boy – less you want us killed too – Calm down boy
- did they see you what was R9’s number plate? “ Elbo calmly
thinks about the briefing “I give HQ a call – eat your chips – did
you see a pay phone anywhere?”

Pete points to one at the end of the road
“Geez’z, where’s the change lad.” Elbo turns the engine over

and rolls the car down to the payphone. He slides through the stiff
door into the kiosk, looks at the instructions to make an
international call then places all the coins he has into the slot. A
few moments later “need the Boss, son it’s urgent.”

Boss picks up the phone “Hello who’s this?”
Elbo replies and explains what young Pete has just seen
“Fuck – bloody id’chijits – I have to wait till I heard something

back from them – text you code - O out – C continue, Alright?”

• • •
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“If I see anything more I phone ya “

“Good Man – keep invisible mate – oh e-r- call me 9 am tomorrow
morning will ya – keep me updated – and if I hear anything – I’ll let
you know.”

Elbo hangs up the phone thoughtfully.

• • •
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Chapter Twelve

R9 IN TROUBLE

There’s a certain sort of noise going round – boys in the backstreet
have their suspicions – word going round says there’s an Asian gang
is on the prowl, who could be in for some girls – could be fresh
from Pakistan or some Arabs cutting loose.

The value of turf that criss-cross’s Ploiești , means there’s tens
of millions are at stake in the highly populated city. Every slab of
pavement is fought hard for then protection money is spent on the
hiegherachical and influential Arab gangs, who can either, prevent
or induce infighting between Roma gangs. Each fighting for the
ownership of more women, each trying to pillage for the control of
prostitution rackets. While the Arabs wisely stay above the ground
wars, motivated in the bottom line – profit and who ultimately rule
the city. Romanian gangs wearily watch their territories. A code of
ethics agreed, defined and fought over. They meticulously patrol
their patch to assert and preserve the right to a territory. A sublim-
inal district, whose boundaries don’t refer to maps or government
county lines, but each un marked boundary, is never-the less as
important to every member of the city’s underworld. Each plot has
become a Principality, reigned by warlords and respectfully
governed by a different law. A law based on strength, a law that



takes no prisoners, but instead inflicts pain for retribution, pain if
information is withheld and outcast if not delivered. The ultimate
law of powerful Arab gangs, who operate their own parallel legal
system, whose punishment for treason is death.

At the root of which, an underground telegraph, that passes
information as currency. Currency that pays for information and
information becomes knowledge. Knowledge is power for each
warlord – the greater the knowledge about a rival’s activities, the
more control a warlord has in their negotiations, policing their
lands and manipulate a battle’s outcome. If a gang notices an
intruder, words are sold, each member is conditioned to collect
these golden nuggets and sold to various surrounding mobs to
outwit intruders and preserve perceptions of complete control.
Thus is the rule of the dark society of the warlords.

Snakes, spy in the long grass, have noticed a UK car with a fake
number plate – they’ve been watching unknown rivals work a
street, work that’s coming closer and closer to a ‘landowner’, who
has earned the right to own a thousand girls and fifty pimps, who
manage the profitability of those girls and now for a couple of days
it looks like a cab full of rookies are going to plunder the
merchandise.

R9 oblivious to how their actions have drawn unwanted atten-
tion to themselves, their tactless abandon at the root. Their
untrained eyes have ignored the obvious signs for street spies,
believing none exist. It’s not their fault – they’re just following
orders, so cruise confidently into an abundant district of girls, chil-
dren and plenty of merchandise for slaves.

Rom gangs are passing word down the scuttlebutt – can’t afford
outside raiders to effect their business. Not often, a cluster of
gangs unite, but this intruder alert, requires it, to protect against
alien mob intruders. “Fake car on the streets watching girls in
Territory Z7” the spies sell the word. “They’re watching the Poliția,
they’re watching cat-manager from Gang X, they’re watching for
our trash. Words passes down the line, whispers pass back up the
line with the launch of tails to track and log all movements. R9 are
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now tagged as one of ‘them’. Them Aliens, come to raid from the
wealthy pool of slaves. Warlords send the command ‘Catch and
teach Them’!

Naive outsiders obliviously carry on with their selection, naïve
R9 think they are the only ones watching and their assumptions
don’t contemplate they are trespassing across territories or have
made provisions and rout planning to avoid capture.

“Lets get our girls here – don’t see why we need to go any other
place” R9 has become lazy – doing the job thoroughly seems
irrelevant.

U4 uninspired by the process have followed their mates,
wanting to see where they go and how they do the operation – see
what happens if they make a mistake and get out of it – Sven and
Nah joke as they park up and watch across the gloomy street.

Four girls strut along the street, their loud and obvious fashion
to the normal eye announces their sexual availability. A fashion,
which is in fact, a uniform to the informed underworld, describing
which district they are trading and who owns them. But there’s
also a permanent reminder, which can never escaped them; a brand
mark represented by a tattoo, etched across the top of a skinny
and feminine arm. It too denotes the owner clan, whose allowed to
profit from their business. The same arm, that is out of sight from
a needy Johnnie. Out of sight from a naïve spy, who is for the first
time asked to collect human resources.

“Spying should be a glamorous adventure” claims R9 A- Ashi,
“Spying should be for bigger bucks” complains R9 P- Pahma. The
discomforts of sitting for six days together in an old car, breeds
disgruntle complaints, each moan becomes a yawn of bored
complacency, followed by tedium to trigger a mistake.

“Oh cum’on lets just take these pretty dollies and get the hell
out of here,” Ashi tempts his mate, tempts fate, “I want to get
back to my girl, she’s such a sex bomb if we hurry we get the dosh
double quick – lots of lolly to spread on my bitch” Ashi dreams.

“I agree” Pahma sympathises “had enough of this spying
hogwash.”
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“Cum’on” he says in his most persuasive tone “lets make it
quick, we can be first back hero boys – not like the other time
wasters” The pair have now convinced themselves to wait no
longer, but just rush in and finish the job and cut loose.

Ashi relieved his mate thinks the same “we can get any number
of bitches around here, there’s thousands – can’t move for cunts,
they’re everywhere“ Pahma concerned “but these faggots are too
old – Boss said he wants children – have a better shelf-life or some-
think – he did say we to look for virges”

Ashi bored with the process “never mind their fucking age –
who cares anyway – they all make easy bucks back home – all do
the same job anyway.”

Frustrated words build into a strong sense of renewed purpose
and stimulate premature action. “Lets get on and get it over and
done with” Ashi turns the wheel. “Do you see those couple of
broads over there” he says.

“Sure they’re good enough” agrees Pahma “fucking slags
anyway”

Two smallish girls come out the doorway of a tall block of flats,
they are shortly followed by a couple of older men, who have just
been satisfied with a good time, slaps one of the girls hard on their
plump tush cheeks. She squeals with surprise – the men enjoy its
sexual suggestion and walk away slightly intoxicated with the
sexual encounter.

“Will those bitches fit in the boot?” Ashi asks
“look idiot – no - those two can’t possibly fit in the boot”

Pahma responds “we need to get 2 smaller ones – its supposed to
be for children”

“What about the shots? - have you got the needle ready – its at
the back of the locker – just press the back it will pop open” Ashi
refers to the demonstration the garage boy had shown him “Don’t
forget we need to put ‘em both out in one hit – boom-boom, mate
or they’ll create one hellov’a stink getting ‘em past customs.”

“Relax – its sorted” Pahma sooths “its all ready out the glove
locker – just one file its plenty – we have it done in no time – you
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know what to do – you grab the one with green tights – I’ll do the
other – Get ready… .”

Their car rolls noiselessly round the corner following the two
girls, R9 prepares to pounce, one armed with a syringe and the
other with a gag and bags. They wink at each other, to quietly slide
out the car and like two black panthers they circle their marks,
then when close enough rush at their prey to make the snatch.

At the same time, two doors snaps open, long jeaned legs get
out on the other side of the road. Two snakes whose their suspi-
cions have just been confirmed, have watched their bitches
become a target. They text an alert to base. “Fucking nail the
pieces of shit” came back the reply.

“OH – Shit look over there” U4 see the bigger picture.
Obliviously R9 jointly rush behind their targets – Ashi pulls

back the head and thrusts a gag into the victim’s mouth. Pahma
propels the needle forward – it misses – his arm suddenly immobi-
lized, he turns round to find out why. Six black eyes stare back at
him, he goes white trying to comprehend the ambush. With his
second free hand Pahma pulls out a blade, twists round to stab –
he is shot dead. At the sound of a gun, Ashi instinctively yanks the
victim into his body as a human shield, to avoid taking another
bullet, but standing too far from his car he’s become trapped and
surrounded by a gang of local hoods prepared to punish this
intruder for his mistake. He backs into a nearby wall, trying to
remember his training, where he put the car key. But the hoods,
like a pack of jackals surround their prey go for the kill. No time to
think – on a single note they ram themselves forward, whip the girl
out of the thief ’s hands and thrust their powerful fists into Ashi’s
stomach to immobilize him. He can’t retaliate as he is dragged
across the street and thrown to the ground. “You” The leader
smacks Ashi across the face “will bez a publics example of what
weez do to thieves.”

“Get the bloody gun out” U4 Nah wants to help “Don’t be a
fuckin’ ichiot” Sven replies – “ Or they get us too and then we can’t
get him back.”
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A knife flashes in the streetlight – Ashi prays -“Youz British?”
Two men pick him up, thrust a black cloth bag over his head and
tosses him into the back of a Jeep – its large tank like power domi-
nates the road, demanding supremacy as it pushes aside cars. Ashi
recognises the word ‘interrogation’ as the guard grips his arm.

10 minutes of speeding through the streets, before turning
down a tight side road leading to the back of a deserted gloomy
complex. Pulling up outside, the heavyweights take Ashi under his
arms and drag their prisoner across a deserted car park, through a
graffiti’ed side-door to their exclusive destination. Inside, the
building stank of urine, adding to its repugnance. Striding quickly
through the murky liquid, the group made their way straight into a
service lift and punched the button for the top floor. A private
apartment made into a gang’s nerve centre for operations and the
occasional grilling.

For 10 minutes U4 follow behind trying to keep up at a safe
distance, but nearly missing the narrow lane into a darkened
unknown ibis of a foreign city. Just as they backed up to turn down
the alley, Sven caught a distant glimpse of Ashi being dragged
across the broken forecourt of a concrete high-rise building.

Crime boss known as the ‘Chairman’ strolls confidently into
the reception. He smacks the Gang leader in the stomach – more
as a sour joke than to inflict pain.

“Ce ai pentru mine - What do you have for me” He licks his lips
with pleasure at the thought of torment he can now inflict on a
prisoner.

Inside the exclusive apartment, the Chairman strides across
the room and pushes the guest onto the hard wooden swivel chair,
then eyeballs Ashi for a few minutes, twisting his head and eerily
fixing his eyes so as to puncture through into Ashi’s soul. He
strokes Ashi’s face with a blade and watches for the slightest flinch
of fear. Angered at not having worried the prisoner, he pulls out
Ashi’s arm, slowly pushes up the sleeve to reveal tanned skin. The
warlock snaps his blade into action, and then twists its mirror-
finished edges catching the light. Ashi gritted his teeth unable to
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contain his recoil as the blade gradually and painfully cuts a symbol
into the top of his arm. He is now marked forever – a symbol of an
unknown gang permanently etched into his flesh, now making him
a marked man for controlling or could it become a symbol of
disgrace?

“Nai’ce branding” The Chairman peers at his handy work,
admiring the freshly carved mark, then abruptly spins Ashi
around, “I’z needs infourmazions – yuz on your owns now – My
lads say theys shoot yur friend” The Warlock pauses to see if it has
worried the captive. “Weevs to know whatz you-er doing – you
tooks our girlz – have you takex more – aah?” The Chairman slowly
strokes the top of Ashi’s head and slides his hand down the back of
his neck before clutching a handful of black hair and yanking it
back hard. Then leans over pressing his face into Ashi “Yoovs
wants keep your pathetic life aah?” He whispers as he rolls his eyes
sarcastically “well” – he pauses “If you value your life yuz mustz –
tell us what you thinks youz doing here?”

Ashi remains quiet – if he speaks they will know where he is
from, then they will have nailed him, if he says nothing they might
think he doesn’t understand English and might buy him just a little
more time to contemplate how to get out of this mess, but on the
other hand he will have to endure more torture.

“Whats zat?” the Chairman catches a sound. Just then the door
bursts open, a junior waves two passports up in the air, they have
found in the captive’s car. “What have weez ‘ere” the cold calcu-
lated response as the Chairman ups his examination and grabs the
two small books. “Ah-h soss yuuz from Pakistan – this eez going to
be bad news for yuz“ He skims through each book to find the
name belonging to the matching face. Ashi Aslam from Gaddani –
so you are connected to Sunnis? – niz-ze.”

The Chairman’s smile evaporates – his boys have just brought
in a spy from a international ethnic gang he assumes, “Yurz gang
has beens making allot of trouble for us poor “Gypsies’ Now I have
yuz – you better phones your bozz if he values your lifez”
Chairman thinks he is holding a bargaining chip – a hostage to
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help him gain back some of his lost territory from the escalating
turf wars.

“H-mm I thinks youz worth something “ He lifts Ashi’s hand
and pulls off the Ruby gold ring – “This is valuables – you are Valu-
ables – only good boyz get theez rewards – Yes?”

The Chairman’s eyes glower as he drops the ultimatum “Tell
yurz boss to give back Nord and we gizz back youz – then wees all
happy – Yah?”

Ashi pales as he realises he is mistaken for someone else –
someone of the same ethnic blood – they are not going to accept
he’s been draughted in from a small time gang over in London.
Ashi thinks quickly – he has to play along with this assumption as
long as possible – it might mean he is kept alive – before he’s made
into a bargaining chip for another gang. Only one thought flashes
into his head – one thing he remembers when he saw the reactions
of people their shocked faces have been engrained into his
memory. He pinched himself to recall the words he overheard on
their first night then blurts out “Lupii de noapte clan
in Bucharest.”

The Chairman and all the men in the room turn and stare at
the prisoner – suddenly their smiles disappear “He’s lieing” says the
junior “he’s a Arab, or a Sunnis” says another operative, “What if
he’s not lieing then we got a blood bath on our land, we be the
laughing stock of other gangs and gone and made ourselves the
target – we’ve only gone and branded him and that will only mean
one thing...”

The gang members contemplate the sudden problem before
they all leave the room, slamming the door. Ashi could hear voices,
arguing out in the corridor

“…. Lupii de noapte !”
Ashi hadn’t a clue about what he had just said but it certainly

has changed the tempo of the situation.
Word of the prisoner gets out to earn extra currency. Gangs

quizzically log into their private networks to find out more news –
“Are the Arabs back?” –Gangs each surmise “is this the start of the
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Clash of giants” or “is a Bucharest clan involved?” another
comment “That stupid dick has only gone and marked the fucking
Lupii – that means all out war for all of us – we should fucking kill
the Chairman for that blunder” Gangs spread the words like a
match on a dry bracken hillside.

Gossip zips across the livewire, gangs united under a personal-
ized truce to remove pressure from intruders – but an
International problem will get them all labeled and attracted an
unwanted blood-bath. All speculate, about the prisoner – where’s
he from and whose his real boss – can it really be true that its one
of Lupii’s men?

None of the local gangs want to upset the equilibrium of big
global tribes like Lupii de noapte it would be absolutely disastrous
for all . The city’s traders will all be taught a very poisonous lesson
if word got out and probably most will loose their lives. More
rumors fly across the livewire speculating… “he’s from
international police force sent to spy – has the Chairman gone and
shot a member from Europol - and they have got to take the blame
–what if the prisoner dies it will lead to international law cracking
down and causing no end of problems?”

The corridor is lined with the gang’s bad boys, waiting for a
decision. The tables have suddenly just been turned – if the pris-
oner is interrogated and harmed further and word gets out – its
War. If the prisoner is released and Lupii sees the brand on his arm
– it’s War on us. The Chairman contemplates the alternatives
“What’s the car?’ – “its stolen Chief, with fake polish number
plates” replies the Junior. More bad news – “But why have they got
a fucking ethnic to do the job?” “What’s they on about – they
would know we respect them if they just send one of their usuals –
it doesn’t make sense.”

The X Gang all had visions that the Chairman has trod one
step too far. There’s a potential catastrophic war now looming and
they have put their mark on the prisoner, which makes them
directly guilty and now the prime target for Lupii.

Now concerned with the possibilities that the Chairman’s neck
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might be on the blocks – he has to make a judgment whether to
continue working on the hostage.

The Chairman cracks his fat hands over Ashi’s Jaw, then grips it
like an iron vice “Talks – whatz gang youz REALLY from?” He
pressures harder into the young skin to get an answer. Ashi says
nothing but watches intently for signs of weakness. Is his gambling
streak paying off because it looked like the word Lupii put fear
into him – Ashi’s eyes look vacantly forward as he says nothing.

“L-Londoo-n?” attempts the Chairman – but the lack of
response troubles him – he tries another tactic and laughs –“yuz so
clever thinkz its funny – had uz fooled for ze moment” He slaps
Ashi hard across his face – and slams a fist into his chest winding
him. “Iz had enough of thiz joker – get rid of him”

But Ashi now responds with more conviction – “my Gang will
E-A-T you for breakfast, they will know its you now.” He looks at
his bleeding arm, decorated with cuts now engraved.

The Chairman laughs but he doesn’t have the same confidence
attached to him –

He lets go of the interrogation, its potential to inadvertently
start a gang war this the third biggest gang in the country, is too
risky - he gestures to his men and walks out the room – one of the
bystanders picks up a black cloth bag and pulls it over Ashi’s head,
a moment later he is hauled to his feet and pushed to his next
destination.

“Get him out on the hills and put his car nearby” The
Chairman barks his orders

“But he’ll escape” protests the Senior
“That’s the idea you moron – when he gets back to Odessa they

will do our job instead”
“What you mean kill him?”
“Yes – they’ll think he’s a traitor especially if we drop a rumour

on the vine” The Chairman figures the best idea to get out of this
tricky little mess.
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Chapter Thirteen

TERRITORY WARS

Rumours travel fast between small time gangs – they need to help
each other fight the big traffick off their territories – keep business
booming for themselves;

The Baron’s Seniors are listening closely to the noise on the
grapevine, the background chatter that a clan in Ploiești has
captured a Pakistani who says he belongs to the Lupii de noapte
clan in Bucharest!

“What a disaster this could spell for all the gangs if it’s true. It
would mean the third biggest gang could wipe out virtually all the
smaller operations – regardless of the gentleman’s truce” says the
Senior.

The Baron grabs him abruptly “could this be true or is it a
cover up because he knows no-one will touch ‘The President’s
territory if it is? – They will be groveling for forgiveness – there’ll
never be another truce like it with those fucks – I can’t believe he’d
be so stupid as to pull a President’s man.”

The Baron continues his speculation “but why have Lupii got a
Pakistani boy – that’s not like them – they hate the Arabs – there’s
been massive conflicts with them ever since they took over the
shops in the Nord district – or does he know something we don’t –



is this a rouse to break the Arab’s ring hold and get a Pakistani to
negotiate?”

“What’s that – he’s only gone and branded the fuck – shit we
are all in for it if they get to hear” The Baron like all the other
small time gangs, fizz with the anxiety that one ill informed Leader
has disrupted everyone’s trade. “How come – his guys haven’t done
their homework – surely he must have his spies on the ground
watching the action so they don’t tread on toes – and what the
fuck is an Asian doing in Ploiești anyway – he’s off limits that’s
been the promise from up above” The same words are echoed
across the county with each clan hypothesizing about the trouble
the capture will now cause them.

Speculation across the district, describing in exaggerated detail
the scandalous story, finally reaches the Mafia. They laugh enjoying
the turmoil its creating and what trouble the unknown suspect is
causing – they turn their backs, allowing rumors to continue as it
helps with building up the fear levels across the county, helps to
deflect attention away from other activities and may even be the
excuse needed to start a street war to re-assert authority.

Twisting the passports in his hands, the Chairman ponders
whether it is possible to turn the mistake into a benefit and
improve the situation. He calls a neighboring clan, his counterpart
across the city to suggest a little storm making lie – “They’ve
roused a rouge Pakistani they believed to be trespassing and plan-
ning to launch a new pack – said he wants to launch a new pack
and demand fortification rent - this could entice a war between
Arab clans – it could mean, if they unite in the story, they might
recover some credibility and get a re-imbursement for their
troubles.”

Realising he wont get a response the Chairman continues
.”..and drag back some territories we’ve lost, re-address the equilib-
rium of power, which has become unbalanced with the growth of
Turkish immigration and their increasing control of Nord.”

Clan X suggests they will consider the proposal and hangs up.
Meanwhile noise has reached the feared Lupii – the Wolf Clan
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about the troublesome rouge possibly a stray Sunnis looking to
start his own affair.

They have had enough – there is a perception of treason, which
needs to be clarified – if its true the Chairman will have his life
spared, otherwise an act of treason has been committed. And it
means the Chairman has over stepped the by-law of operations –
He and his gang need to be punished. They send over two Meat-
eaters to interrogate the situation and find out the truth about the
commotion in Ploiesti.

The Baron marches into his study and frustratingly slams the
door. After a few minutes calming himself with a swig of fortifying
liquor, he recollects the facts sent by his juniors, a thought
suddenly struck him – he could turn this to his advantage and sort
out some of his annoying clients, who might get the idea that he is
dispensable. Baron wastes no more time in deciding to test the
water with five of his newest clients, one in London, the Glasgow
team and the Amsterdam lot, who have been troublesome from
the start.

One by one he calls each client “Wee knowz one of yourz men
has been captured, heez been thieving merchandise in one of the
President’s territories – This is very bad news forz yuu and forz
meez too - you knowz he shouldn’t be there – but why is he?” The
Baron puts the hard line question – a manipulative question to
flush out troublemakers, dig out lies, reveal each punter’s secrets,
whose working behind his back in his territory – and besides he
can make a quick buck or two while the rumours are flying.

“Weez has informazions he is held prisoner but the third
biggest in Romania – Its bad news excepts we have contactz on the
insides – buts youz gonna has to pay big money to uz to clear ups
thiz mess – We knows the gang whooze holdings him and nobody’s
pleaszed about thiz – Do you understands me – its mays leez to big
war and no more girls, no more drugs on zee cheeps?”

This little disaster is becoming very profitable for the Baron –
he probably doesn’t even need to send a single man to do the
rescue – it will work itself out whether the prisoner is killed or let
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loose – it has no bearing on him – a lovely little secret he can keep
to himself and earns a nice quiet fortune.

Meanwhile U4 have been waiting in the shadows for signs of
their friend to materialize from out of the overbearing concrete
block of flats. Waiting and watching for a familiar face, anything
that’s regognisable to offer a clue as to aid a rescue of their friends.
Four hours in the cold damp car is suddenly paid off – a blind-
folded person is being dragged across the car park – “is it him –
I’m sure its him” U4 straining to see if they recognised the pair of
jeaned legs – Yes I’m sure its him – lets follow – ga’sake don’t let
them see us don’ even move or they spot this car and we all for a
whacking.”

“Hey look someone is getting into R9’s wheels – who’s that? –
gotta stick with ‘em somehow – we follow the Jeep – they may
dump the car – try and get Ashi back before they waste him .”

They watch the prisoner bundled into the back of the same
Jeep and the two cars convoy themselves out onto the main trunk
road, south towards Bucharest. U4 follow a discrete distance
watching the two cars speed up along the auto route to their maxi-
mum, making it difficult to keep up invisibly – but it wasn’t for
long before the convoy turn onto a dirt track, away from human
habitation. U4 switch off their lights and continue to track the
two cars deep into the hillside watching them disappear into the
vegetation. The road now so narrow it becomes dangerous to
follow incase of being seen. Nah flips the open the map – “It
doesn’t go anywhere – we probably too late to prevent a shooting –
shit” Sven suddenly swerves into a siding and abruptly stops
behind a thicket.

“Sh-h – think they’re coming back – thought I saw lights
through the trees”

“Get down!”
U4 hold their breath as they watch the Jeep charge back along

the pitted road, crunching on the abrasive shingle. After waiting
until they felt sure they were alone again, they tentatively got out
and had a look around.
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“They have probably dumped the body further along but it
can’t be too far as it wasn’t long before they returned”

“Hey – I haven’t seen R9’s car come back – shit –will they come
back this way too?”

“No probably used it to make it look like a suicide – get rid of
evidence that’s sort of stuff –nah – lets go and find out.”

Sven continues, “Get in we carry on up the hill and hope
there’s a trail or something we can find.” They crunch and rattle
their way up the steep and bumpy track – their slowness making
the exploration through the forested hillside seem the have trav-
elled a long distance. When it seemed impossible Nah finally gave
in to the recovery of their friend –“Its no good – they must have
pushed him over the cliff somewhere.”

“Well we would have spotted something like crushed grass or a
clearing – but I haven’t seen anything – and you haven’t – best we
keep going – lets have a look at the satellite map.”

They both crowd the little phone – “see we have hardly gone
anywhere according to this.. I say we carry on” Sven convinces Nah
that it wont be long – that car couldn’t have travelled more than 5
miles and back in the time.

The sky had turned to a blue gloaming – with just enough gap
for the setting sun to send out the last of the day’s shards,
throwing light onto a widening of the road and highlighting a
shadowy heap.

“There!” screeched Nah excitedly “What’s that over there?”
Tentatively they got out the car and walked up the road

towards the body – “Shit what if they’ve killed him?” Nah
concerned with being caught again and accused of murder.

“What out here? – cu’mon hurry up can’t afford to linger while
you’re contemplating a death sentence.”

Sven and Nah once convinced it was a body they ran over to
see if it was their friend and whether he was still alive. Sven kicked
the body to see if it moved “Don’t do that” objected Nah who bent
down and pulled off the black bag – “is he breathing” Sven stood
over looking down at the pair “Sh-h – can’t hear” – “Well is he still
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warm?” take his pulse in his neck – think its easy to spot there”
Sven offered.

“Yes its there I feel something – must have taken a bloody-
great whack of something – he’s out stone cold”

“Hang on” Sven looks up the road – in the distance he could
just make out a silhouette of a car “I’ll go and see if the keys are
still in it”

Sven strides over to the ringed Ford “Hey yes its still got the
keys in it” he shouts back to nah “Yeh but why?” Nah shouts back
“what’s going on?”

Sven stops himself jumping in the driver’s seat
“Stop!” Nah suddenly thinks clearly “have they planted a

stinger – a bomb or something?” Nah warns his co-driver, “What
do you recon? Better take it easy and double check everything”
Sven gingerly looks through the car, with growing confidence –
pulling everything out and tossing it onto the stony road with
increasing sense of urgency.

Nah kneels down and shakes his friend “what a banger he’s had
Sven – should we move him?”

Sven looks back “yes recon we need to get the fuck out of here
pretty dam quick – I’m getting a bad feeling about all this – I can’t
tell if the car has been loaded” he runs his hand under the sill of
the car.

Nah pulls the unconscouis victim to his feet and drags him
back to their car and attempts to lay the bedraggled heap, across
the back seat. Then shouts back- “Can you drive the Ford - is it
OK? Think its best we get back to our digs.”

“You mad?” Sven shouts back over his shoulder “we can’t go
back into the city – we’ll will be targets in no time – walk right
back into the dragon’s den with the prisoner - we’re all trying to
escape.”

“Where do you suggest then?”
“Saw a town north from here on the map this morning with a

place to stay – its away from trouble for the moment” He pulls his
mobile and flicks through the apps to find World Maps – punches
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in Targoviste and waits for it to log into the GPS indicator and
organise the best route “looks like it will take 56 mins from where
we are – but if you see a small shack on the way that’s suitable for
us – we stop there – dun’no about you but I’m beat” Sven organises
the next plan looking for a list of lodges to stay “hope those gits
will still let us in – its freezing out here.”

“Any ideas what we tell the landladies about dragging in a
corpse – just look at the wanker – he might die on us” Nah
annoyed with picking up the pieces “Er and what do we tell Boss –
Ashi’s fucked up and gottus all in trouble”

“Lets deal with that later – I’m too tired to think” Sven ignores
the next problem.

The Baron enjoys his little ruse, ruffling up feathers and
asserting authority on his clients. Looks like its Amsterdam he
thinks, they are the worst. He checks his mobile to see if any texts
have come back from London. No response yet – “I give ‘em till
7pm then maybe harass them some more, see if they crack.”

Chapter 21 B Romanian Gangs
Romanian gangs wearily watch their territories. A code of

ethics agreed, defined and fought over. They meticulously
patrolled to assert and preserve the right to a territory. A sublim-
inal district, whose boundaries don’t refer to maps or government
county lines. But they are never-the less as important to every
member of the city’s underworld. Each plot has become a Princi-
pality, reigned by warlords and respectfully governed by a different
law. A law based on strength, a law that takes no prisoners, but
instead inflicts pain for retribution, pain if information is withheld
and outcast if not delivered.

At the root of which, an underground telegraph, that passes
information as currency. Currency that pays for information and
information becomes knowledge. Knowledge is power for each
warlord – the greater the knowledge about a rival’s activities, the
more control a warlord has in their negotiations, policing their
lands and manipulate a battle’s outcome.

If a gang notices an intruder, words are sold, each member is
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conditioned to collect these golden nuggets and sold to various
surrounding mobs to outwit intruders and preserve perceptions of
complete control. Thus is the rule of the dark society of the
warlords.

Irreversible mishaps; Disaster that will be difficult to undo.
that only means one thing – torture followed by death.
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Chapter Fourteen

BOSS GETS NEWS

“Call for you Boss” a young girl hands over the receiver in his new
north London office.

“Is that Boss?” enquires a familiar voice down the phone
“Yes it is – whose that?”
“Its Elbo Sir – think there’s some trouble over hear, thought

you should know about.”
“Oh – Fo’Gawd’sake – can’t any of you do something right for a

change?”
“Sorry Sir – but think its not good” Elbo speaks through the

static crackles of an international call.
“Well what is it Elbo? – What’s gone and happened that has

made you pick up the phone?”
“Sir we just saw U4 chase a car we think its R9 – but couldn’t

see why – it didn’t loOK right somehow – just thought you would
want to know.”

“Goo man – thank you – I’ve not heard word from those idiots
yet – so will expect news”

“Whatcha want us to do?”
“Have you any merchandise yet?”
“No Boss – we’ve been scouting and think we’ve found a rich



seam – we can go back to a few times” Elbo wants to give at least
something positive to avoid any reprimands.

“OK finish off quickly and get back ASAP” Boss hangs up the
phone, cussing at the stupidity of the other two teams.

It’s not long after, the Baron puts in his international conversation
“We Know you have two boys out here causing trouble – do you
knowz you have boyz out here causing trouble?”

The slimy words of the Baron’s supposition, wriggle their way
into Boss’s psychic, unearthing secretive information. Boss had
been previously warned by his father-in-law, about questions like
this. “Do-Not React” he had said “Do Not give them a clue if you
know anything – you must play cool – hard to get, or they’ll have
you over a barrel in no time.” The words now repeated in his head
– this was that time he would have to adhere to the advice, espe-
cially if he wants to deal with the big boys.

“All my boys are here in London Baron”
“We has the number of the car PL 20 411 – yes - we knows youz

ringed – we have our counterfeit intelligence – they just informed
uz its one of yourz.”

Boss ices up –he recognises it’s one of the fake plates but says
nothing.

“No you have the wrong shop – not one of ours” then adds,
“mate” to try and offer a little comradeship and hide his anxiety
“Be seeing yah” Boss hangs up the phone quickly and calls PG.

“God the Baron says he’zs just seen our boyz causing trouble –
do you know anything – has Ashi and Pahma got back to you by
any chance – Elbo – er P8 has just made contact says there’s a car
chase maybe its just R9 and U4 messing – but it did cause a stir
and made Elbo give me a call – he’s a bit concerned.”
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PG sighs .”..and did you do as I said when the Baron called?”
“Yes – Y-E-S – I played hard to get – not give anything away

keep it chummy – no sparks – make it like he’s the one got it
wrong – Gaw’ thos bloddy fools!”

“LoOK son there’s no getting hot under the collar – the bigger
the enterprise the more risk – the more problems – just get on and
sort it – one at a time and keep cool about it.”

It was 3.30 in the morning when The Baron decides to phone Boss.
“Did Iz wake you – wers yoo sleepingz like a lamz” The

Baron’s artful mischief making always starts in the early hours, he
knows its when people are at their most vulnerable and too sleepy
to fight back. However tough the people act, sleeping makes
them happy in the sound of nod like babies oh-so innocent. The
Baron believes its always a good time to get the truth out of
targets.

Boss rolls over to avoid waking his young bride.

“Haves youz heard abouts your boyz – theyz in big troubles – theyz
caught by the biggest gangs in Bucharest, we knows theyz got one
of yourz.” He pauses to let the information filter through his
client’s drowsy head.

“E-r don’t be silly – mistaken Identity that’s all – all mine are
accounted for” Boss tries to bluff

“Weez haves yours boy Ashi Aslam – we has his passport – you
remembers now? – thiz IS your boyz – weevs know – you know.”

Boss realises this is no longer a bluff – as the passport number

• • •
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is read out, and it was indeed Ashi, who just so happens to be PG’s
favourite boy, he was very proud of.

“And where is he now” Boss finally gives in.
“Therez told you – its yourz boy, pretty boy”
“What of it?” Boss responds
“You will needs peoples to get him outz” the Baron winds

up Boss
“Out from where – exactly?”
“Only the biggest gang in the country!” The Baron pauses for

effect
“Oh shi’…” Boss stops himself – he can’t afford to let this

weasel know he is of value – it will only mean one thing…
“Yezzz – Oh Sheetz as you Brits say – But Imz your friend

right? – and I haz more friends”
“what’re you saying Baron”
“I haz friends in the rightz places – see – they give me knowl-

edge and I gives themz money – its how it works over here.”
“Yes it’s always about money…” Boss rolls his eyes knowing

where this conversation is going to go.
“and what we talking about – well in fact don’t tell me now – I’ll

talk to you at a more civilized time” Boss counters the strangle
hold of the conversation, preventing the Baron from having his
satisfaction. “Tell you what I’ll call you – and we can also talk
about the next shipment, how about that” Boss tries to leave the
conversation with a positive reason for continuing, but at the same
time buys him more time to get to the bottom and ask PG for
advice.

Boss climbs back into the warm bed and cuddles up to his pretty
bride, until he falls blissfully back to sleep. The next morning, Boss
nearly forgot the conversation he had in the middle of the night.
But as he crunches on his toast the memory slowly materialized.
PG explodes when he hears that Ashi has walked straight into an
ambush. Furious that better planning hadn’t been put in place,
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furious at Hustler for not briefing them properly “Thought you’re
a fucking Pro at this sort of thing – take a fucking pay cut for a
mistake like that” He fumes.

“Hey just hold on a minute – this is not what I’m employed to do”
Hustler’s words fall into deaf ears, as PG storms about the place
firing cracks at everyone in his unfortunate path and avoids any
retaliation with excuses. Boss catches up with him and grabs him
by the shoulders – “What’s going on with you Father – why the
sudden paddy – he’s just a fucking stooge – not worth a penny.”

“Yes he fucking is – he’s m-m…’” then abruptly stopped himself
before his little secret gets out.

“OK – OK calm down we can’t do anything yet we have to find out
more – Elbo is due to call at 9am see if he has found out any
more?” Boss takes charge, he thought his father-in-law was made of
firmer stuff and would have some good answers.

On the dot of 9am the phone rings as planned Elbo has no more
news – both U4 and R9 have switched off their phones.

“ ’fraid we are just going to hope they phone in when they’re
ready – must be pretty serious Boss” Suggests Elbo

“OK – get yourselves back on your task and don’t worry – we’ll
sort it this end” Boss closes the conversation then turns to PG
who replies

“We’re going to have to wait to hear from the guys, before we
do anything.”

“Yes – but we have to make a decision about the Baron – he
says he can get inside info on R9 and what’s happening - think he
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knows where they’ve holed ‘em up – but we gonna have to pay him
for his troubles”

“Do you know how much yet?”
“No” Boss replies “Shit if this is going to keep happening we

gonna have to get digs out there – or keep in with the Baron”
“Not on you life son – he’s just spinning yarns – you don’t know

what thieves they are and we never hear the end of it .”

PG is angry that his boy has mucked about and got himself caught
out – and there’s a great possibility now he might die “Pay the
fucking runt” He shouts at Boss “Get him out of there –
Right Now .”

Boss surprised at the flustered father in law “ Why what’s the
problem – we don’t want to rush these things”

“Yes we do – get Him Out NOW!”

“Is there something I need to know about this guy - you haven’t
been this caring about the others we sent” Boss puzzles over the
sudden concern PG has over just Ashi, someone who is of no
particular value – he decides to test the water “We can dump him –
bluff the Baron – say we don’t care if he gets killed”

PG Screams “No we fucking can’t – don’t ask we must get Ashi
back NOW!”

The phone rings the Baron is impatient waiting for his client to
call back and sort out what to do with his little souvenir.

“You answer it then – its probably the Baron chasing me – he
wants money to get the lad out”

PG grabs Boss’s phone and turns away to listen to the suggestion.
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“Fucksake – don’t let him know you are anxious – otherwise
you can kiss trade seals good-bye” Boss warns PG.

“Elloz – ooz thiz?” The Baron knows its not his client
“Its PG, Boss’s partner – in crime” he laughs “Hear you have

some news you like to tell us.”

“Soz-sorryz I only speaks to my client not theirs partners” The
Baron asserts his authority.

“Bloody cheek” PG tosses back the mobile.
“Nowz we needs to talks beezniz Mr Boss, we knows the gang –

its the Zizah Chairman of Poliția clan theys work ins Bucharest –
Ce”

“OK I got that”
“Iz haz a plant in there and he tells me they are very angry

withz him – he’s been stealing theers girls – theers money – theyz
very upset – you listening? – OKs weez can get very close to him
but can’t promise we can spring him out”

“But what happen to the other guy” Boss has inadvertently
volunteered information, which the Baron is fishing for, all the
time listening for the smallest clue to capitalize on.

“Let-us just work on this first little problems – shal weez – its
going to be V-E-ry difficult asit is – havez you any idea whatz weez
dealings wiv?” Baron builds up the problem, builds the fairy tale
ending and what a significant ali he is for business. “Butz later
weez need to talkz why you sentz this man overs to gets girls.” The
sting has been set the Baron waits for a show- a flaw in Boss’s
gambling habits.

“What sort of person are we dealing with?” Boss at a loss about
what on earth is happening and frustrated that he has no knowl-
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edge about who’s who. “And what do you mean about another little
talk?”

“’EEz Ver-ry tricky’s – First wez dizcust the Gang - he’s an armz
dealer and drug dealerz – has a loz of moneys – loz of contacts – we
have to bee soo carefuls- as we could loos our business too.”

“So what are you saying” Boss impatient with the wind-ups
“Slow- downs – or yooz wonts understands me-e… We going to

be-es talking big moneys – we need forties” He pauses waiting for a
sigh “Ands that’s to starts wiv.”

“Oh you must be ridiculous – just for a little stooge – forget it “
Boss holds his hand over the speaker on his phone and mouths
forty G’s.

“Forget – it – just waste him – don’t put your business in jeop-
ardy on our behalf – we’re here to MAKE money not fucking loose
it on cheap labour force – no forget it Mr Baron and as for the
little talk – we do it some-other time.”

PG angered by this response grabs the phone – but it is already
cut off

“What you go and say something like that – you now I want
that boy back.”

“He’s just a pimp – we can waste him not loose any more sleep
over it – get another in the morning” Boss retaliates

“He’s not just a boy…” PG tries to hide his reason.
“Sh-h” calms boss – “Sure you want him back but not at 40 G’s

deposit and then there’ll be no end of problems forever more – Now
you tell me to be a good business man and this is how I negotiate –
and since you ask – yes its my neck on the block – its me they’d be
after not you – you probably be on a plane back to Karachi in no time
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if it goes wrong and leaving me to pick up all the pieces” Boss storms
out the house. Angry – at being questioned; angry that his partner
doesn’t trust him enough to work a good deal “No – I’m right – I have
to call his bluff until I hear more” Boss comforts his decision.

The Baron returns to his operations, pondering about how much
he has learnt from these three conversations with his London
Client. Yes he has confirmed Ashi Aslam is one of Mr Boss, AND
there’s a second with him – PG is his partners and seems very
concerned for Ashi – “hm-m” he mutters out loud “it sounded like
he’s keen to get him back – could be a family connection – what
other reasons would a person want a stupid stooge returned
for cash?”

“Does Mr Boss know and calling my bluff – or is that wanker
blind – what a ichiot – I have an ichiot for a client and I am
wasting my time asking him for chicken feed!” The Baron storms
out the room bumps the arm of his chauffer and instructs him to
take him to the Chairman’s jaunt – see if he can dig up more dirt
he can sell.

As he drives over to Ploiești, he thinks hard about his plan of
action – he doesn’t want to give the game away to the Chairman,
he might want a big cut, but at the same time needs to know what
happened and who the other player is?

If the Chairman gets wind that the prisoner is from London not
Bucharest as he thought – It will turn the show into a circus of
hostage and ransom then there will be a dispute as to who gets the
sack load.

He thinks hard as to whom he knows he can get a little informa-
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tion for a few extra sweeteners. Its not long before her remembers
a wizen old man whose son works for the Chairman He calls him –
“Hey it’s the Baron – need to talk to your boy – matter’s urgent
and need to stop a potential war” he exaggerates, but it’s the only
way he can think of cajoling the old man into passing the number

“What on earth do you mean – there’s no war looming – just a
mishap with a capture – Don’t be so fucking melodramatic” the
Old man responds.

“Sorry matre- it’s just we have some information which could
be of value” The Baron working the conversation into his favour.

“Well tell me then – my boy’s busy”
“No – can’t do that – could get into the wrong hands – I’m not

saying…”
The old man tired of being the kicking ball for his son- “If I

give it to you will you fuck off – forever never pester me or
my boy?”

“OK sure whatever you say…” The Baron holds his breath
“well quick take it down I ain’t going to repeat it – 088926……”
The line crackles and the end of the number is faint “What’s

that Mr Ceznau..?” But the phone has gone dead.
“Shit-Shit!” expletes the Baron he tries all the versions he

thinks he heard – “Bugger – Then one last attempt is answered by
a baby voice – the Baron was just about to hang up when he
thought he would ask “Is that young Mr Ceznau?”

“Who’s this?”
“Its your uncle – Kobe”
“Who?”
“The Baron – Kobe – you used to come and play with my son in

Slatina”
“OK Mr Kobe – why you calling me after all this time?’ The

voice becomes suspect.
“Son – its OK I’m just trying to stop a war – hear the Chairman

has picked up one of Zizah’s men” The Baron fishes
“Not My problem” – the boy denies
“It’s OK – I’m sure it is a mistake – but what happened to the
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other guy” The Baron makes the acquired information trip off his
tongue to suggest he is knowledgeable to the current events
happening on the street.

“Oh- fuck – off – he’s got himself killed – don’t breath a word or
we’re all in the rot”

“No – not a word – I understand…” he pauses “ where did it
happen?” the Baron chances one more question.

“LoOK I’m not saying any more – I shouldn’t be talking – not
to you or anyone” and shuts the call off.

The Baron smiles as he’s plans how to do the legwork without
being seen by drifting gang members – or they might conclude he’s
on the steal.

He dials in the London number for his client – “One of your pimps
has been shot – there’s only one still alive – But for this little taster
– I’m going to need a down payment – 40 G’s” It’s a risky tactic
but the Baron is confident that the stupid Boss will believe every-
thing he says – especially if he finds out the killing is true when
word get back to him.

Boss now feeling the pressure, and thumps the breakfast table –
“Not a sound from R9 or U4” he shouts out hoping that PG will
hear him in the next door room.

“Do you think we should pay the money” Boss calls out
“Of course you should – didn’t he say he can get Ashi back?”
“Not in so many words – said he can find out more and where

they are holding him” Then recollects “And 40 Gs isn’t the end of
it – gawd knows how much we’d be in for by the time we get
Ashi home.”

“Well we must” PG concludes.
“Why we paying out so much for this kid – why is he so special
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– PG you must tell my – because my instincts is to let the guy rot
over there – and teach the Baron a lesson that we aren’t a free meal
ticket – because this guy’s taking us for a BIG ride.”

PG eyes sadden as he turns away “He’s a fucking Prince – that’s all
I’m his godfather supposed to take care of him” he lowers his voice
in shame.

“SHIT – That’s ALL! – What do you think you’re doing
bringing him into this operation – its full of problems – and if
word gets out he’s a PRINCE, we are into FUCKING
MILLIONS!”

“I’d wish I never…” Boss checks himself – the problem has now
escalated beyond his worst nightmare. “You brought a Fucking
Prince over….” He mutters as he walks back into the kitchen.
“FUCK –FUCK-Fuck” PG could hear him say.

An hour later – Boss walks back into to see what PG is doing –
“Well you got him into this mess – not me – you better pay the
Baron, because I am sure as not AND you tried to make me pay
for his mistake – bloody cheek – I would never have sent him as
the lead team – it was your idea” Boss backtracked to plant the
blame firmly back of Papa Gee’s shoulders.

PG sits on the sofa, crest fallen and now worried – He phones his
bank manager and asks him to move 100ks over into Boss’s
offshore account.

“It’s in” he confirms to Boss – “do what’s you think is right.”
Boss logs into his account and transfers 40 over into the Bitcoin
account to have its traceability removed then prepares for it to
move across to the Baron’s account. He sits for a long while
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loOKing at the ‘Send’ button, No – I’m only going to send 10G’s –
then recalculates before continuing with the transaction.

Baron’s first offer was for 10 – I will have it out with him later.

The Baron meanwhile has discovered this man Ashi was taking
girls off the street maybe under the orders of Mr Boss – this is not
allowed in his boOKs, he doesn’t have clients helping himself to
his business – they might think they can get away with it. He plans
a little stinger as punishment.
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Chapter Fifteen

BOYS STUCK IN ROMANIA

The trio find a small Inn just outside the town of Targoviste. The
late hour only just allows another customer to register at the recep-
tion desk, before shutting up for the night. After the long drive,
Ashi – had come round on the back seat with a thumping
headache, he is thankful his injury didn’t draw blood because when
they all stood in front of the formidable receptionist, Sven passed
him off as a drunk tourist.

“Noz drinkinz in za rooms – OK – orz we callz the Politie” the
stern receptionist leans over and pointedly looks at Ashi trying to
smell his breath.

“It’s OK – we see to that mamme”
“Yourz too late for foodz” The reluctant receptionist informs

the trio.
“But you canz get somsink – over the road at Fredricka’s – How

longs you here fors?’
“Oh just tonight – if you please” Sven said in his most charming

voice.
“OKs yous have to pays subsidies rightz – for all that linen wez



have to clean afters you three “ the women knows she has them
over a barrel, there is no-one else open this late and so watches the
man in charge frown.

“Yes, its a lot of worx fors-us too, very expensive all this clean-
ingz you boyz don’t realise – it eats our profits.” The woman
continues to complain.

Sven pays the tariff and then puts a few notes into the tipping jar
at the top of the desk – “OK Now?” he looks sternly at the women,
who nods with satisfaction.

After an interminable night sleeping on rock hard beds, the three
rose early.

“Do you think we can make a call here?” enquires Nah “Think
its important we let the Boss know today what’s happening and we
are safe.”

Sven thought he saw a phone at the back of the office – “Do we
use the landline or our mobiles?” The three discuss the options
and concerns.

“Boss said the gangs can intercept mobile calls once they have
numbers – Well you may as well chuck your phone in the
bin, Ashi”

“Never – just change my sim –that’s all”
“No mate – once they’ve bugged your phone, they can put on

trackers that connect the sim to the mobile’s database – so it
doesn’t matter how many sims you use they always have you.”

“SHIT!” Ashi chucks his phone onto the bed as if it might
contaminate him

“So – we use the landline – how do we know its not bugged or
the women tells someone we’ve been here?”

“OH – Sh—yes of course – that means we have to get our
hands on some cheap piece of shit then chuck it after.”
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“I’ll go and ask the landlady where we can get one” volunteers
Nah

It took all morning for the trio to find a second hand tech shop,
with cheap old phones, which still required hard bartering skills
with the experienced salesman, to get a respectable discount for
purchasing three fully charged mobs with LynSims at 1p a minute
international calls thrown into the deal, with just enough money on
the top-up to make a call back to the UK. Satisfied the trio gath-
ered enough basic food for a picnic and continue on their excursion.

The late in the afternoon starts to cool off as they drive out into
the countryside looking for a recluse field to share the in-extrava-
gant picnic in the unfarmed meadows. Sitting in the long grass
they prepare for the bollocking they might receive from Boss when
he finds out that Ashi got himself caught and his partner killed,
but for some extra-ordinary reason was dumped – maybe mistaken
identity.

“Right Ashi – you use your phone first – you need to call PG or
Boss and tell them everything, maybe not your arm – you’re going
to need them to work out what to do about the gang who know
you’re here and whether to continue with the mission and where
else to find girls – OK?” Sven takes charge.

Back in London PG snatches his ringing phone off the coffee table
– “Whose this he jumps right into questioning the unknown
number “Calm down Uncle – it Ashi – remember me your
nephew… look we….” PG cuts him short – “Yes we know it’s a
massive disaster – you’ve know idea how much trouble we in -
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you’ve gone and got yourself captured and by the most notorious
gang in the country”

“Yes – But” Ashi tries to interject
“Don’t yes but me – do you know how much they are asking for

your release…”
“No – But…”
“Get a grip Son – you have landed us right in the shit and all

the gangs now know we have been fishing”
“But – P-G …” Ashi looking at the phone’s money counter

rapidly dwindling
“I’m Not…Cap…” the phone cuts off.

“Shit” Ashi looks at the zero credit – we’re going to have to put
more on these – I couldn’t tell him” Ashi sits back in the long grass
– “Wait a sec – he seemed to know something’s up – how on earth
could he? – He even mentioned that I’d been caught by a gang –
on earth?”

“Have you credit left for a text?”
Ashi taps in a few lines of text – but the phone doesn’t

respond, “ah well – we get some more at the next town.”

“Do you think we should get back to work?” Nah asks the
other two.

Ashi smiles at the memory of the trouble he caused “Well they
think I’m from Lupei’s gang – they’d absolutely wet themselves
when I mentioned their name.”

Sven sits back and looks up at the blue gap in the clouds.
“Maybe we go north – start all over and this time do it by the

book – No Rushing things – Eh Ashi?”
“But how long’s it going to take – I want to get back to my

babe – whoa – you should see her…”
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“OK-OK – we don’t want to hear “ Sven exerts control “No I
think from now on we need to stick together – do more to watch
each other’s back – I think its for the best – in these
circumstances.”

Nah bored with all the hanging around, analysis’s the map – “OK
yeah – Lets go north get well away from all this trouble – not sure
if its good hunting ground but at least we wont be treading on
anyone’s toes” Ashi adds “Maybe look for the Turkish side of
things – we might be able to blend in a bit better – just so long as
we don’t talk.

The three enjoyed the late afternoon sun shining its warmth on
their tired faces. They passed around the large plastic bottle of
fake beer and plotting out their route for the next few days.

“Do you think they could have bugged my banger?” A sudden
thought popped into Ashi’s saw head.

“Well if it had – might we have seen someone following us by
now?” Nah replied

Ashi lay back “we be fine – don’t worry about it.”
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Chapter Sixteen

BOSS EXCUSE TO BARON

The Baron calls again – “Nows we need ourz little chat”
Boss has prepared himself by locking the door to the kitchen.

Its going to be a very difficult conversation as it looks like he has
been caught going behind the Baron’s back.

“OK – so what’s the problem now – You have the money – you said
you will be back with information – which by the way I am still
waiting for” Boss straightens himself up to help him sound more
authoritative.

“Wellz weevs have ours guys tracing the location where we thinkz
your man is held – theyz said they will call tonights with more
indorzmations”

“AND… I need more than that” Boss pushes harder – “Have
you forgotten already I have paid you good money for your help
and now we want the results – you promised you could give us.”

“Notz so fast Mr Boss, We haves something more tooz
diszcuss”



“I don’t see anything more at this time”
“Ah-a- hah.. We likes to knows why yous senz two boys over –

we knows theys caught liftings – some girls”
“Is that all you can think about – Mr Baron – don’t you get it…”
“I gets perfectly”
“Well it seems that’s you don’t” Boss is on a roll “It seems that

you don’t fully understand about protecting your girls... keeping
them in prime conditions”

“Of Coursez we do-os its our beez-niz”
“But you have no idea about keeping my boys off my beautiful

girls – I told them to go and get fucked in Romania get it out their
system – so they believed me and there they are”

“Yous expects me to believes they come all za way overs here”
“Yes because its illegal in this country… and besides, we are

trying to lay low at the moment – there’s a big coo – Police are
onto a big gang in Glasgow linked with somewhere in your neck of
the woods, so all the constabularies are on high alert – on Super
watch and if you get my drift – if we start showing our hand it
could lead back to you.”

“M-mm I’z see Mr Boss – so you sents boys to our colleague’s
district – where you thoughts we would’ntz know – Eh?”

“Well that was the idea – they needed to get a good shag out their
system see what’s it all about – and not to bother you – or you
might get the wrong impression – which it sounds like you have –
but anyway if you don’t believe me why not ask Ashi – he will tell
you.” Boss builds up the story behind his excuse.

“Wellz – as I sayz – we have guys tracking him down at the
palaces.”

“Look Mr Baron – if you don’t trust me and if You don’t deliver –
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in fact you haven’t fulfilled the order for the last 12 girls we paid
you for – I think we will need another… what you call it.. little talk
about our relationship – Yeah?”

The Baron quietly hangs up – his little wheeze is not going as
smoothly as he likes and may have a client leave for another
supplier. He tutts brushing off the thought and returns to his
normal day-to-day running of his empire.

Meanwhile Boss paces up and down his mother’s kitchen – his
favourite place with the sun pouring through the 1930’s bay
windows.

“Still no sign of my boys” he says anxiously to her as she brushes
past – “Do you realise its now been two weeks since we last heard
from them – he is going to have to sort out a better system of
communication – maybe get a different direct call device or some-
thing” Boss confides in his beloved mother.

PG taps on the door “What did you say to him – the Baron – does
he know anything about Ashi”

“No nothing yet but it wont be long Papa – suppose they be
onto it right now – digging up details about a prisoner they’ve
lifted”

PG looks sheepish
“What is it PG? – what do you… KNOW now?” Boss sees

there’s a different look about PG. “You’re hiding something else
from me?” Boss starts to get annoyed with the lack of trust.

“Yer-r he phoned about an hour ago we got cut off”
“Who’s phoned an hour ago?”
“Ashi – he broke off”
“Well have you tried to call him back?”
PG stabs the numbers into save 011 40 728 123 958
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“The phone’s gone dead – he may have been given a phone and
they snatched it away”

“Oh for goodness sake – why didn’t you tell me – why didn’t
you let me speak to him right away?”

Boss flicks through to find Elbo’s number and sends him a text
“well at least we have one pro out of six” and taps in WHATS

THE SCORE. HAVE YOU ENOUGH MERCHADISE, EVEN
3, COME BACK ASAP.

Shortly after the text was confirmed HAVE 4 ON OUR WAY
ETA 3D.

Boss breaths a sigh of relief. At least something is going right.
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Chapter Seventeen

PG VISITS THE PALACE

Guards bristle around the CCTV they notice a couple of figures

hanging around the gate and report the observation to the

manager. The manager crosses over the courtyard to the intelli-
gence room and watches and notes the movements.

“Yes looks like the Arabs are up to something,” The manager

confirms

“Wait there and keep an eye on things – send a couple of

guards to see if they are planting stuff around the perimeter.”

The manager crosses back over the yard to the study, where the

Baron operates his business, knocks twice on the door and imme-
diately enters.

“Apologies for the disruption, but you did ask me to report

anything around the perimeter” the manager waits for a signal to

continue.

“It been drawn to my attention that 2 Arabs are monitoring

west gate – they have been walking around the west side of the

property for 2 hours, is there anything you would like to do?”

The Baron looks up from his iPad thinks for a moment.



“Keep an eye on things – see if there are any more, can you see

any vehicles?”

The manager shakes his head – “nothing yet in sight – do you

want us to put out a patrol, cruise the area?”

“Yes- I thought you had done that already – what am I paying

you for… NOT to use your intelligence or what?” The Baron

annoyed that he has to think of the details.

“Right away Sir” The manager creeps back out the room with a

red face.

By the time the patrol is organised and briefed, they set out

into an empty public free way. The two spies had completed their

surveillance and have enough material for a report.

Baron watches the cameras around the house “have you got any

stills of the 2 men you saw earlier?” he is handed over a couple of

black and white prints with a crude pixilated image of two men

walking round appearing to take photographs of the perimeter

fence. In the background a large car is parked just to the left of

their small gate.
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Chapter Eighteen

THE CHAIRMAN’S CLAN

(Chairman clan in Ploiești DRIVE south towards Bucharest
PL 20 411 ashi phon 011 40 728 123 958 Lupii de noapte

North London
PG anxiously paces up and down the newly decorated sitting

room, as Boss walks in “You’ll ware the carpet out – what’s the
matter now?” Boss enquires with just a twinge of concern “I don’t
understand why U4 aren’t in touch”

Boss reflects the update from Elbo “ Well we know U4 and R9
are together in some way and the Baron said he had his boys
onto it.”

Boss looks sternly at his father in law “Hey don’t go doing
anything stupid – you can’t go messing with someone as powerful
as the Baron you know?”

PG turns on his heels and storms out the house. Once outside he
pulls the mobile out of this pocket, spilling wasted coins onto the



pavement and scrolls through his contacts page, looking for ideas
of people to call. “For fuck-sake – it’s the bloody Prince – I’ve got
to do something – all this hanging about is crap!” he says out loud.

At the bottom of the contacts list are some numbers for his old
best friend who still resides in Pakistan. He dials the number with
a sense of relief, knowing he can spill out his troubles and get a
sympathetic ear and good advice.

“Hey a name from the past – its been such a while, how are you
Saram?” PG wants to start the conversation just where he left off a
couple of years ago. His old friend is equally pleased to receive a
call of a close friend. After the formalities of running thought
family affairs and business upsets PG plucks up the courage to ask
for advice “Do you remember Ashi Aslam my godson?”

“I do – impetuous and very good with the girls – here he’s very
hot in bed – loves a bit like his father”

“Well” continues PG “He came over to discover a bit of
international life - and…” PG pauses and takes a deep breath
“Think he’s been kidnapped”

“W_H_A_T!” came back the response
“Hey calm down – we think we have a contact who is trying to

get him out”
“I can’t believe you would be so irresponsible” the best friend

replied
“I-Know I-know, but you know what that boy’s like – wants to

extract as much out of life as he possibly can”
“So what are YOU going to do about it? – you can’t trust

someone else you know”
“Yes I know – that’s why I’m calling you”
“hey don’t get me mixed up in something like this – I ain’t

going to be your fall guy” Saram expresses his concern
“No its OK I just need some ideas – keep it discrete –maybe

get a couple of henchmen shipped over – I have an address – could
you arrange it for me, I’ll forward the cash for you’
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“Hey don’t want your cash – I can’t afford anything to follow
my accounts you must understand. Give me bag of rubies instead.”

“Yeah sure anything – when can you get two men over for me?”
“Give me a couple of days to make enquiries – call back at the

end of the week”
“I can’t wait that long – he might be in danger!”
“Look I will do my best – hey its been two years and now all of

a sudden I am to leap over the fence for you” Saram testily
responds

“I’m sorry Saram – I’ll make it up to you – I promise.

Relieved to have expresses his problems to a good friend, PG
walks back to the house as if nothing has happened.

Craiova
The Baron returns to the task of extracting money from his

client in London. He has just had news that the Chairman has
dumped a body in the Ialomta Mountains. There’s a good chance
of collecting the body to sell for a ransom, as his suspicions that
this body is of value. He reflects the conversation the day before
when he could hear the partner excitedly try and grab the phone.

Before the Chairman could change his mind, the Baron sends a car
where the body might be dumped, instructing his junior scouts to
look for tracks off the Urziceni road, as he is informed it’s a
favourite dumping ground for the Chairman’s clan. Then phones
Boss with the news update. “So you will be good enough to get the
body back for us – is that right?” the Boss sounded incredulous
with the suggestion “…and this will cost how much?”

The Baron sings with delight at having been the first chief to hit
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on a stroke of genius and string along a client. He confidently
suggests that it will be 200G’s, he will need to negotiate with the
big clan where they dumped the body and pay off a number of
other informants.

Boss pales at the thought of such a costly hike for retrieving some
waster “That’s a bit steep Mr Baron – thought we’re in business
together and play the same game on the same side.”

“Wellz if youz donz want mee too bovvers – itz yourz call Mr Boss”
“I will have to make arrangements for that’s sort of cash – it

will take a while”
“Imz nots waiting for youz to makes discussions – youz wansts

me to gets zee bodeez befores the wild animals doos – thens we
sorts out now – I expects to sees moneys in accounts todays – Ce?”

Boss slowly puts the phone down – this task has got way out of
hand – that’s all the profits down the pan – no capital left for the
next shipment. He wipes the perspiration off his red-hot face with
a perfumed handkerchief, breaths the soothing au de cologne,
enabling him to collect his thoughts, then jumps up adjusts his
trousers and marches off to find PG to give him the update.

“Have some news – contacts say the Clan has dumped the body,
Mr Baron is going to send his boys to look for Ashi but at a grossly
inflated price”

“How much does he now want?”
“Remember it’s a body – I don’t think he is alive”
PG falls back onto the sofa and puts his face into his hands

“Why did I let him go?” Tears fill his eyes as he looks up – “How
much is he asking?”
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“Brace yourself – remember he thinks he’s on a winner” Boss
swallows hard before revealing the 200Gs by late afternoon.

PG shakes his head – “And do we know for sure he’s dead?”
“No – nothing yet, but Mr Baron said as soon as he has the

money he will send his boys to look.”

“I don’t believe that fucker – he always strings us along with lies –
I’m going to send in my guys – they will get to the bottom of this –
I don’t believe he’s dead” PG looks up at Boss defiantly. While
Boss on the other hand is frustrated by being stuck between the
two head-strong men.

“Look I don’t want to fuck our working relationship with this
guy – we already are back peddling about the reason for sending
three cars over there, one of which they know about and are
offering to help us. Just look at what you are doing – you are
throwing it back in their faces – you are making this very
dangerous for US and we could loose a lot more than just one man
– do you realise what you are doing?”

Boss now furious walks up to PG and leers closely in his face “well
do you?” he repeats. The afternoon is ticking speedily to its close,
the arguments between Boss and PG have consumed too much
time to organize another payment.

Romania
The Baron waits for news from his two scouts – its late and still

they haven’t called in. Impatiently he calls them “Seen anything
yet?” No Sir, we have been down three tracks, there’s so much
water around its washed any tyre marks cleaned away.” The scout
pauses “Have you been given the right information – are we
looking in the right place?”

• • •
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The Baron hangs up and redials the informant to confirm if there’s
an up date.

“No all the information is correct and still stands Mr Baron.”
The Baron pulls out his leather wallet and pulls out the slip of

paper, thinks for a moment then calls Daniton “Can you put out an
alert on PL 20 411 – stolen car or something. I need to find this
trespasser – he’s been at the Chairman’s girls”

There was a sharp intake of breath “What! – the Chairman?
What a cheek, yes sure, know anything else about the car?”
Daniton quizzes.

“Not yet only that it’s a ringer.”

Daniton easily infiltrates the police system’s intranet, to put out an
alert for a vehicle used in a robbery, last seen outside Ploiești
driving south towards Bucharest. The Baron watches the message
come up on his personal online link, with satisfaction.

London
Saram calls PG back – “have two of my best – they are on a

flight as we speak to Bucharest – I’ll give you their number as soon
as they have a dud phone from over there.”

PG thanked him for his kind-hearted gesture
“Where do you want them to go?”
PG secretly goes through the file of papers, stacked inside the

bookshelf in the sitting room and riffles through each page until he
finds an address of the Baron.

“Need the lads to survey a palace in Craiova – a Baron lives in one
of the Palaces over there ‘Thrane Blenge’ I need to know is Ashi
Aslam still alive, is he held prisoner there or has someone got a
dead body ? Oh by the way the car he is driving is a black ford
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registration number PL 20 411. Anything they find let me know as
so as….”

Chapter 26; The Car chase
(Chairman clan in Ploiești DRIVE south towards Bucharest
PL 20 411 ashi phon 011 40 728 123 958 Lupii de noapte

Cruising across the Romanian countryside put a sense of peace
and tranquility into the two teams. Hunting for girls no longer
seemed a priority, but a pointless exercise for someone thousands
of miles away. The two cars hopped from one village to another,
more as tourists than businessmen, watching and whistling at the
occasional pretty farm girl as she walked purposely to the milking
barns.

Ashi wound down his window and called across to the second car
as they drove side by side along the road and shouted “Hey we
don’t need to go into any big city you guys – just look over there, I
think we could just go up to any of these chicks and say – ‘Hey,
Babe want some action come with me-e’ – and you know what?
They probably would – then sit in the car and give us some nice
eye candy all the way back home.”

The idea seemed plausible to Sven and Nah “But how the fuck do
we get them over the borders” Nah protested.

“That’s not a problem I’m sure I can ask them nicely to climb
in the trunks for an hour or two, while we cross over – what do
you think?”

“Hey Ashi – we still have a problem about your passport – you’ve
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too gotta go in the trunk at each border crossing until we get back
home” Sven shouts back.

“Shit and I thought it was going to be easy” Ashi replies sarcas-
tically with a smile.

Nah hangs out the window and looks over to another pretty
girl and suggests that Ashi has a point – “It’s a whole lot easier
than trying to pump some poor chick full of shit just to get her in
the car.”

The idea grew as they each watched the relaxed farms go about
their business, some of the people waived, some smiled and some
just ignored the tourists as the passed by. Ashi with an heir of
confidence pulled up outside a bar “Cu’mon you guys – I’m going
inside to see if I can find a girl who’ll come with me”

Sven and Nah look at each other shrug their shoulders and
followed.

Ashi ordered three beers, then sat at the bar looking for any girl he
can introduce himself to. Sven smiled to see the expert womanizer
at work first with the bar tender then looking out into the street,
he points and asks seductively who the young women was across
the street. Once armed with a name he took a quick swig of
refreshing beer, jumped up, winked at his friends and strode out
into the sunshine. Nah pressed his face against the glass window
and laughed – the girl had slapped Ashi across the face in refusal.

Ashi smiled as he rubbed his cheek and looked sheepishly back at
the bar shrugging his shoulders “It doesn’t always work” he
mouthed.

Sven had another idea, opening his mobile he plugged in Super
model, international film star into the translator app, then leaning
across the bar showed the translated words and he somehow asked
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if the landlady knew of any girl who fancied becoming an
International model – he shows her his international driving
license which he suspects the women couldn’t read.

As she pats it she points out the window miming in the direc-
tion of a farmhouse further up the hill and insists someone is up
there is waiting to become an overnight star “Olga” the women
suggests acting out a girl with a bountiful figure and long hair.

Sven opens the pub door and shouts jokingly to Ashi “go up there,
the landlady thinks there’s some girl called ‘Olga’ who wants to
become an overnight film star” he points in a vague direction
across the village. Ashi nods then follows directions. “Film-star is
the magic word” Sven shouts after him.

Half an hour later Ashi returns with a big smile, and his thumbs
up. He marches back into the pub sits back on the stool and know-
ingly watches the door sipping his beer. Presently a blond 18 year
old girl pushes open the door and looks around the small room for
Ashi. She is holding a small suitcase, which she deposited besides
him with a sense of purpose. Sven and Nah laugh and pat Ashi
hard on the back. “Lets go and get some more girls shall we – this
is so much easier than Ploiești and nobody’s upset – Why on earth
didn’t Hustler tell us about this wheeze.”

Sven and Nah pay the tab then beckons Ashi and his new chick to
get a move on.

Ploiești
The Chairman has just go wind that a plant in the local police

force has just uploaded PL 20 411 into the “to Be Detained” alert.
He explodes with rage as to how this bit of secret information has
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got out. The last thing he needs is for the fearsome Lupii Clan to
get on what has happened and his involvement and question why
one of THEIR cars is on the Politie register.

He calls over his chief of Security
“Explain how this has just been put onto the Polities Alert – we

are trying to get rid of the ruffian not draw attention to him and
US – how the fuck has this got out – whose responsible?” he
continues in a bad temper “AND who has uploaded the number
plate?” he pauses “I’m going to personally shoot the fuck myself in
the most painful way I can think of.”

The chief bowed and said he’d get on to it right away – it is clear
that information has leaked out, in order to make a quick buck. He
calls over the two meat eaters who delivered the ‘package’ into the
woods “So you thought you’d be clever do you? Yeah, selling the
car registration - for how much, EH? – who did you sell it to –
WHO?” He shouts in anger hardly waiting for a reply “Thought
you’d go behind my back – thought I wouldn’t find out Eh?”

He smacks the cheek of one of the meat eaters with the back of
his hand, thinking how he’s going to punish the two ‘gofor’s.

Sheepishly one of the mobsters pipes up with a name.
“Do you realise what the fuck you’ve done – its now on the

Politie Alert for an arrest – that means the prisoner will squeal and
then we’re all in the shit with a bloody great war with Lupii – only
the third biggest clan in the country – you stupid F’ing dingoes! –
GET OUT, I don’t ever want to see your faces around here again.”

He turns to his closest Aid and signals a cut throat sign for the
disposal of the two henchmen – “Treason!” he expletes

• • •
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The Aid conjectures the possible trail the information will lead to
and how to stem the potential of accusations from above, should
the news travel back to the Chairman and label him as the heritic.

The Aid suggest also hacking into the police system to counter the
command – maybe suggest that they are only the small guys who
could led to the big score, and that the Politie needs to build
further evidence for a raid.

The Chairman stare back – “but that will increase the problem –
we need them to get off everybody’s radar not prolong it” Frustrat-
ingly he continues “There’s already too many hoodlums cashing in
on this little disaster – who’d you know in the force – to give a
counter command?”

The chief of security, offers his cousin’s name Strepelis “’he’s
connected to the forces – his partner can hack any system” the
chief boasts

“Well Counter it, Counter the alert” Chairman screams “Or we
be responsible for starting the biggest war in history in our own
country and be the laughing stock for ever more.”
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Chapter Nineteen

PRIZE PICKINGS

Ashi flirts with his new prize, enjoying the attention he craves for.
The Girl who wants to become an international film star has read
that she will need to use her phaluptuous moves to seduce the film
scouts to help her career. She leans over and strokes Ashi’s thigh as
he is driving taking his attention away from the mission. He feels
his adrenalin rise, released like a gene out the bottle, tingles pulse
through his hands at the thought of tasting this adorable looking
blond. Leaning out the window he shouts over to his teammates.

“She’s gorgeous – do you two mind if we pull into the next hotel
while I have a little pop?” he turns and smiles at the candy sitting
in his passenger seat “means it gives you time to find one of your
own – get something hot - to relieve yourselves looking at all this
candy – is a bit steep.”

Sven and Nah both laugh at Ashi and his impulsive nature “sure
mate get shagged all the way home then have to begin again – why
don’t you?”



Sven knows that the girls need to be kept as virgins if they are
going to be of any value to Boss “Hey just this once eh – can’t have
you molesting every broad we pick up” he laughs.

They head west towards Craiova in search of an impressive hotel
to show off their status to the first captive. Olga coos at the site of
the big city as Ashi shows off his prowess and drives the big Ford
across the colourfully lit city squares to discover a Hilton. He leans
seductively across Olga and points to the luxurious hotel an winks
at his new sex trophy. Olga provides the right sounds of delight
and gives a little clap, which Ashi takes as a signal for a good shag.
He turns in the direction of the Hotel’s car park with his team-
mates following incredulously watching at the cheek. “Is he really
going to walk into that hotel with a peasant on his arm?”

Nah looks back at Sven – “Whose going to pick the bill – I
certainly not been given that much spending money – have you?”
They follow and park beside Ashi

“What you doing mate – we coming with you or what?”
Ashi turned “…yes or what – I’ll leave it up to you guys to

entertain yourselves – see you in the morning” and with an air of
satisfaction Ashi spins rounds opens the door for his luscious
blond to step out and enjoy her new role as Super Model.

“Fucking cheek of it” Nah rolls his eyes – “Oh leave him he’s happy
– remember he got beaten up only two days ago” Sven tugs his
partners arm to suggest he climbs back into the car to go find
entertainment of their own.

That night word was sold, the car with the number plate PL 20 411
was parked by the attendant in Hilton Craiova, four spies who had
been listening for any mention of the number plate, moved across
town. Found the car and attached an electronic tracker. Later that
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night another two spies were sent to watch the car and follow it.
Each had no idea of the other’s agenda.

At a leisurely morning hour Ashi rises, phones his father to pay for
the night’s luxurious expenditure, then pulls his sex goddess off the
bed, plants a sumptuous kiss on her plump crimson lips and tells
her to get dressed, so that they can continue to find the other two
film stars needed for an international American film.

“How on earth do people get away with string such perfect
lies” Ashi knowingly speaks out loud, knowing young Olga can’t
understand a word – he slaps the girl’s soft rump as she bends to
pick up her underwear.

“Cum’on I treat you to the most expensive breakfast you’ll ever
have” He pulls his giggling girl into him, gives her another kiss
before leading her out of the room, with her small suitcase
in hand.

With the morning’s hotel agenda completed, they dance across the
car park to their awaiting car, oblivious to anything out of the ordi-
nary. They both climb into the fusty car – Ashi picks up the recy-
cled phone and call Sven – “You Ready – where next?” He enquires

“We are already in the car park – What kept you?” Nah jokes
knowingly

Three people want Ashi – Baron body for money – Chairman clear
evidence – PG Pakistan protect Prince

“Well you know what blonds are like in bed” Ashi tantalizingly
responds, “well let’s hit the road then – I’ll lead the way.”
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Ashi turns out into the fast ring road followed by the blue car,
enjoying the leadership to give him an air of importance. “Shall we
see some of these famous palaces?” he points to the distant view
with a cluster of large brightly coloured buildings lining along both
sides of the road ahead. The Girl’s widen with horror “ NA – Na –
She tries to communicate NO NO” she tugs the steering wheel “
Hold on you bitch don’t ever touch the wheel” Ashi astonished at
the sudden change in the girls temperament and even panic “ Hey
doll what’s up?” he tried to re-assure her “They are only fucking
palaces – owned by a few rich hero-boys – what’s the problem? –
We have some of those at home.” Ashi ignores the outburst as he
drives through the centre watching the girl shrink into the
passenger seat and laughs – “stupid bitch!”

As soon as they pass through the avenue, the girl gingerly pulls
herself up and cagily giggles “Afraid of spiders – I bet” Ashi teases
then puts his arm around her “Silly girl – its OK.”

Sven tries to call Ashi on the mobile – he has noticed there’s a car
in between the two of them, which has been there since they left
the hotel now for 4 miles. The phone although is still switched on
has no signal.

“Keep at a distance, will you Nah I don’t want us caught up in
what ever this is”

“Do you think it’s the same people who abducted him last
time?” Nah responds

“More than likely – they probably want to know who the
Boss is?”

“What can we do?” Nah asks anxiously.
“Drive slowly for the moment – don’t want Ashi getting ideas

about speed racing in a place like this.”

• • •
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“Why not?”
“Because… you idiot, Ashi hasn’t a clue about the area and

most likely run off the side of a cliff – you know what he’s like in
front of the girls.”

But it only takes another hour before Ashi becomes aware that
something isn’t quite right about the car behind him.

“Pass me the phone will ya doll” he points to the glove locker
then snatches the mobile glances down to the redial number to
call Sven

“Is that you behind me?” he asks
“Well we are behind you but if you are referring to the blue car

– that’s not us”
There’s a long silence
“OH!” Ashi pales at the thought of another interrogation

“What shall we do?”
“Nothing for the moment – it seems quite passive – could be

the police or something so don’t go and doing anything stupid like
speeding.”

‘Let me think a moment and I get back to you” Sven advises.
But Ashi likes drama, likes to show off and starts to increase

his speed as the roads tighten across the hillside.
“Oh fuck – what’s he doing” Nah exclaims, as he can’t keep up

with the ever-increasing speed.

The two cars ahead disappear over the horizon of the following
hill.

“Busy road, I just hope the phones keep working.”
Nah looks in his rear view mirror “I don’t believe it, there’s a

car speeding up behind us too”
Sven screams – “Lets see if its for us – pull off there” he points

to a shed across the other side of the road, partly hidden by shrub-
bery. A moment later the car slows for a moment four men vaguely
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looked across in their direction, then a decision is made and they
speed up again as if with a more important mission in mind. Just as
they pull out again, a third car powers past them, up the rugged
road sending showers of stony shingle across U4’s car.

“Shit what should we do?” Nah looks at Sven who replies “I think
we are going to have to leave Ashi to fend for himself – those cars
are on a mission and the people driving it know how to deal with
foreigners – its going to be one hell of a fight – that’s if they catch
up with Ashi.”

“Don’t be so useless” Nah responded
“OK so – put your foot on, if we’re gonna to help a friend”

Sven gives in

Ashi’s enjoyment of racing, starts to evaporate, as the reality of the
situation means he can no longer stop and call a truce to this little
game of hide and seek. But now he has to keep accelerating until
he can shake off the tailing car.

“Buckle up ol’ girl this is going to get a bit rough” Ashi drops
his voice an octave lower, to mask his true fear. The tyres of the
Ford crunch and flick up shingle into the screen of the following
car, the driver of which seems more proficient at rallying in the
way he weaves the car to avoid a stone cracking the windscreen.
Ashi attempt a handbrake turn around the Mountain U bend, the
young passenger lets out a little scream, before covering her mouth
to hide her fear.

The car bumped up on a small rock allowing it to continue on
the track, the wheels spun hard on the wet mud from car behind,
fish tailing. Ashi changed down a gear, to accelerate up an even
steeper stretch of road. Its surface slowly deteriorating the higher
they climbed.
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Sven glimpsed the two speeding cars tear round the bends at
the top of the ridges and out of sight, only dust thrown into the air
gave away there wereablouts.

Ashi concentrated hard to figure out how to shake off the pursuant
driver, clearly a better driver than himself. Across the top of the
hillside, the road opened out into a wide ridge way above the tree
line, making it easier to speed up but for both cars. 70, 80 kilome-
ters an hour the speed of which prevented the agility of directing
each car round the twisting roads.

The girl had slid virtually onto the floor to wedge herself into a
position where she could hold on curing the fact that her lover had
ignored her attempts to worn him not to cruise past the gypsy
palaces – she has been told they don’t like foreign people spying on
their estates and that they will do anything to protect them.

The track descended down into another valley and still the tailing
vehicle was pursuing Ashi, still able to keep up with the leading
vehicle whatever the surprise maneuver. Ashi slowed for a second
to take the first corner downhill, the blue car now within touching
distance attempted to knock the back bumper of Ashi’s car, to
spin him out of control. Ashi spun the steering wheel over the car
fish tailed away from the bump, just then a large boulder bounced
down the hillside in front of Ashi, twisting the wheel with all his
might he accelerated to get into the side underneath the boulder –
as it bounced it just caught the roof but ricocheted off into the
scrub of the lower slopes, but the road twisted round back on itself
5 degrees lower and back into the path of the boulder. Calculating
its speed and the way the boulder bounced Ashi first slowed and
then at the last minute accelerated to get just in front of the
landing bounce. Planning for the boulder to crash onto the
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pursuing car, the plan worked, taking out the roof and the right
side door, the driver could now be seen. Ashi remembering there
was a gun in the underside of the dashboard shouted at the girl
“Get the Gun – get the bloody GUN!” in between spinning the
steering wheel, he tried to point at the cubbyhole hidden under
the radio. Girl tried her best to obey the command, fumbling to
the left and the right of where Ashi was pointing. Seconds ticked
by, Ashi hardly able to take his eyes off the complicated rallying,
dodging pits and boulders through the forest, as they drove
speedily along an off road track. “Come On, Come O-N” he
bellowed until at last a discrete panel snapped open and inside a
small pistol was clipped to the flap.

“Now shoot,” he screams at the Girl “Get those Fuckers.”
The Girl unclipped her seatbelt and climbed into the backseat

of the car and wedged herself as best she could, before trying to
pull the trigger. Nothing happened “Snap” she tried again.

“Oh come on it’s the bloody safety latch give it here” Ashi put
his hand up and the girl handed the gun, he glanced down to see
where the release button and snapped it across.

Bang – Bang sound of gun shot Ashi momentarily turns to look
to see if the girl had shot the car behind only to see her still
fumbling around.

Just then the car skidded and hit a large rock at the side of the
road. Throwing the car up onto its back wheels, in a second it
twisted and rolled over the side of the hill bouncing and crashing
into trees that lay in its path. The girl was thrown around the back
cracking her head into the front of the drivers seat. Ashi tried to
steer the car, an automatic response to avoid further collision then
blacked out.

At the top of the hill a brown car pulls up and surveys the damage.
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Looking first into the open side of the car to see two men slumped
onto the dashboard, shot dead, mission accomplished.

Four dark figures get out and then examine the scourered pathway
cut straight through the woodland down the hill. Nah sees the
figures ahead and pulls the car of the topside of the road to watch
what happens.

With little emotion one of the figures goes to the back of the car
boot and pulls out a long rope ties it to the front of the car then
with the other end makes a loop and wraps himself in it. The four
men work together as one is lowered to the wreckage. The smell of
spilt diesel covered the fresh woodland, as the man on the end of
the rope makes his way closer and closer to the rescue site. Once
at the site the car has been crushed beyond recognition, as he
searches for the driver’s door. Inside he finds the victim uncon-
scouis but alive, levering the metal away he manages to release the
wreckage’s grip and pulls Ashi out of the metallic tangle of debris.
Laying him on the floor he then hunts around the tangled mess
gathering any identifying evidence of Ashi’s belongings and stuffs
them inside his jacket before carrying Ashi back up the hill.

Later that day a phone call was made “We have Ashi Aslam, he is
injured but will make a full recovery in a week or so, what would
you like us to do?”

The voice at the other end instructs his return, with necessary
documents waiting at the reception in Locker 14 C. Saram feels it’s
better to get the young Prince back home and to give as little
detail as possible of the incident to his family.

• • •
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Craiovian Mountainside

After seeing the body of Ashi being carried and dumped in the
brown car with relief. Sven pulls Nah aside to contemplate their
next move.

“OK so we know he’s alive otherwise they would have just left
the body – but why so much interest with the guy?” Sven
speculates

“Did you see” Nah offers
“See what”
“They didn’t look like Romanians”
“You what?”
“They looked like they were Asians”

The Brown car speedily pulls away following the road west, U4
tried to follow the car but their speed and expertise driving across
country soon out witted Nah’s driving and quickly left them well
behind.

“What do we do Sven? – I can’t see them anymore”
“Pack it in – its no good – every time we starts something it all

goes wrong – I can’t have my best mate getting himself bumped off
now cann-I?”

“You call the Boss – I can’t face him at the moment – he’ll be
all screams and rages if he finds out” Sven reaches into the back of
the glove locker reaches for the phone and switches it off.

Craiova
The Baron hears his men have been shot in a car chase, some-

where on the XXX mountain pass and sends two juniors to clean
up the mess and remove evidence.
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When they find the crash site the first the juniors decides to
investigate the car which had gone off the road. Recognizing it’s
number plates, which the Baron had previously ordered his men to
track down, the two juniors make their way down the steep hillside
to the wreckage and tentatively photograph the car, then
unscrewed and removed the 2 number plates for evidence. Then
once returned to the blue car with two dead men slumped over the
dash board they first removed any weaponry before pulling them
out the car and rolling them down the bank towards the mangled
car further down.

“Make it look as though they have fallen out” Said one Junior
“you take the car – don’t leave anything for Politie” then they both
disappear across the hillside.

The Baron gloats as he plays with his new trophy, before sending a
photograph of the wreckage with the number plates back to Boss,
as proof of his work.
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Chapter Twenty

BIGGER IMPLICATIONS

UK
The Boss’s London complexion fades, as thoughts that one of

his men has died. He sits back down in shock, not quite compre-
hending its impact.

“That will be 100,000 G’s Mr Boss, we haves zee evidences
which wez sends to yous.”

“Yes alright – Alright you do that, the money is coming in a
moment.”

Boss looks up as PG enters the room
“He’s dead” Boss hands over the mobile with the photographs

of the crashed car and the number plates.
“Whose dead?”
“Ashi and Pahma – have a look at this crash – it’s his car OK.”
“Are they sending the bodies too, for that price?” PG not

content to accept the status quo.
“You’ve got the 100 haven’t you – the Baron wants it right away,

said he’ll be sending the number plates back in a day or two” Boss
looks sorrowfully up at PG

“That was a BIG mistake PG – and not just any old mistake...
you only gone and…”



“OK-OK Yes of course its my mistake” PG counters the blame
with sarcasm, then looks down at the pathetic sobbing heap on the
sofa, he storms out cursing as he did so.

After a few hours stewing PG recomposes himself to phone his
brother and best friend Saram.

“Hey is that Saram?”
“Well who do you expect PG”
“I have some bad news…” PG stalls as he gathers up strength to

tell his best friend it’s all too late.
Saram smiles to himself –he keeps PG in suspense and lets him

humiliate himself first. After listening for a while to the pathetic
sob story it becomes too depressing to continue and so stops PG’s
drivel in mid sentence.

“Well I have some news for you”
PG tries hard to listen through his tears
“I have Ashi”
“What – that’s impossible”
“Yes he’s injured but I have him on a flight coming home –

can’t have you jokers messing with a Prince’s life any more.”
Just as PG is about to question what on earth is going on the

line is cut off and he is left stuck in a world of disbelief. And
whether he heard the news correctly. He tried to call his brother
back just to hear him say it all again, but the connection no longer
worked. As he walked round the block contemplating, it slowly
dawned on him that maybe the Baron didn’t know Ashi was alive
and that is why he doesn’t have his body.

He rushed back to tell Boss of his supposition.
“Can you get hold of those other two guys – U4 is it?”
Boss tries their phone and leaves a text message. “why aren’t

they responding – that’s really strange” he looks at PG quizzically
and sends a text to Elbo
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“Do u know why U4 don’t respond?”
“Haven’t a clue” was the reply “CU 2MRO.”

Chapter 26 + Sven and Nah tell the story

Meanwhile arriving late on the scene, well after the action had
fulfilled its fate, shocked U4. The blue car stood there with two
men dead slumped onto the dashboard, cause of death not by any
visible accident. Over the edge of the steep hillside the tumbled
wreckage of what appeared to be Ashi’s car. Along its destructive
path lay the bloody body of a girl strewn awkwardly across the
broken shrubbery of a wilderness.

It was all too late there was nothing they could do but get clear of
any recriminating trouble.

They both ran back to the car, doubled backed on the steep
winding road, they’d tried hard to pursue their friend on. Now it
was time to stay clear – if the dead men were part of a big gang
they would immediately assume they killed them – and that could
start a war leading back to their small time Boss.

“Drive like a mad thing – get us out of here Sven” Nah pleaded.
They both knew what would happen if they didn’t escape the
wreckage “drive all night if we have to – just tell me when
to swap.”

“Don’t think we’re really cut out for this sort of thing, do you?”
Sven tired of the mistakes.

Breaking as many speed limits as they dared, they drove across the
continent to the ferry and onto the safety of home turf. It was 2 in
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the morning when they finally pulled up outside Sven’s flat, too
tired to climb out they fell asleep in the car.

UK

A parcel arrives in East London, two number plates have been
posted back but there is no other evidence of Ashi or a body. Boss
fumes as he unwraps the brown packaging, he has just authorized
the payment for 100G’s to the Baron for evidence of Ashi Aslam.
But Saram’s message came after the money went through.

“What’s gone wrong” Boss looks them both sternly in the face, the
following day.

Piece by piece the two weary travellers unravel their tales. Sven
explained with some authority that they had tried to protect their
friend but he had walked straight into a gang’s territory and they
didn’t like it.

“Pahma tried to stab one of them and that was when he got
shot.” Nah bowed his head in remorse.

Sven continued “They took Ashi away and we followed – there
were too many to fight, so we thought we wait and see if we could
pick them off more easily.”

“But it didn’t when the drove to their disused block – it was
worse than a fortress – in the middle of nowhere – all we could do
was sit ad wait it out – there was no way we could break into a 20
storey wall of concrete”

Nah agreed “ Boss we really did try to use our nouse”
“Its OK - Im sure you did” Boss soothed “Then what?”
“It must have been half past four when they came out again –

Ashi had a bag over his head and thrown into Jeep or something
like a Jeep” Sven continued “But someone drove his car behind – it
made it a bit easier to follow”
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“We nearly lost them twice across the city – but managed to follow
them along way out the city into the open country” Nah interjected
“We couldn’t believe his luck – do you know what happened next?”

“I’m all ears” Boss replied
“They threw him out the Jeep and even left his car just further

along – It was really strange – never seen that before” Nah excited
by the encounter his recollections.

“W-H-A-T !” Boss screamed incredulously “They dumped him?”

“YES” Sven and Nah said together as if they had made it quite
clear.

“You mean to say the Baron never tried to rescue our guy?”
“What do you mean Boss” Nah questions
“No-one tried to spring him from the Chairman?”
“Who?”
“The Chairman – the man who interrogated Ashi” the Boss

said exasperatedly
“What do you mean – How do you know the name of the gang

who took him in?” Sven starting to work out the situation “Is there
a ransom on his head or something?”

“Well it’s a long story – I’ll tell you some day”
“Why not now?” Nah keen to find out more.
“Continue” requested Boss
“Well after we picked him up – he was badly knocked about –

we took him to another Inn – thought it best in case word got out,
then they planned what to do next, try a different tactic about
collecting girls”

• • •
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“ – and it worked too” chipped in Nah
“Ashi picked up a really pretty maid in some village or other

and he wanted to show off his ‘Talents’ as he put it. We don’t know
how he pulled it off but he took her to the Hilton in Craiova” Sven
explained

“That was when the big problem started the next morning just
as we were about to leave when a blue car pulled out before us – we
were about to followed Ashi but we thought it would be better to
drop back in case we hadn’t been seen” Nah continued.

“So what happened next?”
“Ashi thought he be clever and go into the mountains for a bit

of a rally – obviously thinking he could outwit the other car.”
“Sorry Boss we lost site of them we couldn’t keep the speeds

they were going.

Nah then explains that he saw a third car – “huge beast roaring up
behind – there was no way we could take on those guys – four of
them – huge – we pulled into the bank and hid till they went past –
it seemed the only thing we could do – and it was lucky they
looked at us then signalled to continue” Nah explained

“He went too fast lost control – went off the side – we didn’t see it
exactly – But I will tell you something very strange happened – A
brown car over took us then when we got to the top where the
accident happened the two men in the blue car were shot dead and
there was no sign of the brown car – we just panicked – didn’t want
some mother fucker plugging us for their murder.”

“So is that when you came back here?” Boss enquired.

• • •
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“Yeah – and must say we are both pretty pleased to be back on
home territory – we know where we are.”

Boss thanked them and patted them as they left the room. “Oh by
the way – Ashi is OK he was pulled out the wreckage – the Brown
car - that was his uncle’s men come to take him home. It turns out
he’s PG’s nephew or something.”

“Shit – what a pack of lies” Boss angry at the miss-hap, he calls PG
“The Baron has lead us along all the time and now he’s 100G’s

richer for it.”
“Why what’s happened” PG responds
“The Baron didn’t know the Chairman had thrown Ashi out for

something he said – Goodness knows what – that boy is such a
lucky blagger – but he was driven out and dumped out cold – I
don’t think the baron knew that when he said he Would get his
guys to pull him out.”
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Chapter Twenty-One

NEGOTIATIONS OR WAR

Zhaf is over there logging patrols
Chairman clan in Ploiești DRIVE south towards Bucharest
PL 20 411 ashi phone 011 40 728 123 958 Lupii de Noapte
Siege – brand barons man, Steal cocaine – keep 200 and dumps

100 at the Chairman/Lupii – he thinks Baron is repaying a old debt
or apologizing for treading on his toes – but baron cant say other-
wise. PG Men make it look like Chairman getting revenge.

chairman’s men are spotted raiding his house (PG men In
disguise) – Baron tries to find out if his men had caused the
problem by chasing Ashi and it really was Lupii’s – Baron kills the
good man with branding – as its insults- traitor and makes baron
look a fool

London
Saram furious at PG for placing Ashi in charge and at the

centre of a raid, puts through a confidential call to explain the
update of Ashi’s return. With relief PG is assured that Ashi is now
safely home in Karachi recovering from a number of serious
injuries, but Saram makes it very clear – however much Ashi may



plead with his uncle – under no circumstances is he to join PG on
any of his enterprises in the UK or otherwise.

However it still leaves the matter of a deceptive liar; Mr Baron,
who had strung Boss and himself all along, knowing that Ashi had
been released by his captors, although a relief; but rather than
helping him to escape seemed to have planned to recapture him
and hold him to ransom under the pretence of a rescue. Saram
explained that his four operatives had shot the two men pursuing
Ashi on the near fatal chase. When they inspected the car they
found two identity cards with a hallmark, and two pistols one in
the hand of the dead passenger. They took both guns and the iden-
tity cards, which they have since traced back to the Baron.

In the next room, PG could hear Boss scream at the foreign
exchange companies for not withdrawing payment. “Its all in their
terms and conditions should Mr Latif Harrison care to read, they
will send them over again” he could hear the company deny. It
would be up to him to exercise strength, show the Romanian clan
that he is not to be messed with – “100,000 is a big sum” he grum-
bles – “if it was half that, he may shrug it off as a point of learning
but 100G’s that’s really taking the piss.” Boss vents his anger at PG
for getting him in this mess.

“Yes its time to gather my army” PG sighs to himself “time to sort
out the Baron and tell him that’s not playing by the rule book, not
playing fair to his clients and that he in particular wont tolerate
deception on this scale.”

PG explains to the family that he is going on a trip back home to
sort out some business issues with the mines. Maybe in a month or
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two, Boss and his wife would like to follow and join him and see
the mines he’d promised.

“Hey I hope you aren’t thinking about any reprisals or revenge –
we will sort this problem out diplomatically – WONT WE?” Boss
sternly looks into PG’s eyes and repeats, “Wont we?”

Karachi
The arrival of PG back home is greeted with a huge family of

fan fair. The long six months away, meant the relatives have had to
adjust to becoming more self sufficient in their decision-making,
regarding the managing of the mines. PG has trusted the six
cousins to work together, harmoniously overcoming their daily
duties and usual obstacles a heavy business requires.

PG’s first stop is to call on Ashi and learn what happened with his
epic adventure. To find out how much truth is behind the Baron’s
claims. Then a consultation with his brother, whose wisdom in
supposition, negotiating and enforcement is next to none and
necessary for PG’s reputation to be established with the Romanian
warlord.

“Uncle its great seeing you” Ashi sits up in a brocade armchair
wearing a silk gown, his leg in plaster up to his thigh “Glad to see
you – how’s Sven and Nah? – Did they get back OK?”

PG assured him, with some relief, they did and what a story
they could tell about your escapade.

“You say you were jumped in Ploiești and you think the gang’s
leader was called the Chairman did you hear the name of
their gang?”

“Yes and no in that order – hey uncle you know what really
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scared them I only thought of it at the last minute – I just said the
words Lupii de Noapte and guess what?” Ashi paused for effect
“They dropped me like a heavy stone – couldn’t wait to get me out
the building.” Ashi pleased with himself grinned at his uncle.

“Tell the boys to mention his name if ever they get caught – will
you, I never had a chance – or at least I don’t remember if I told
them.” Ashi sat back in his chair pleased to have someone to talk
to, who understands the basis of such stories.

“And – Oh yes they still have my passport”
“Who?” Snapped PG with concern
“The Roms – the Chairman – you know? – Do you think they

will be making copies by now?”
“Yes I am sure of it” PG rubs his face with both hands in an

attempt to stimulate an answer, then takes off his jacket to accli-
matise to the increased temperature of a warm country.

Ashi then remembers Olga “Uncle why did Hustler tell us to grab
and knock out the girls – it didn’t work – but when we went alone
up into the hills and I spun a story about making a film and needing
young girls to become actresses – they fell over themselves to climb
in the car with me – then I only had to say climb into the boot
while we go through border patrol – and they were happy to do so.”

PG wasn’t listening; he was working out his next plan regarding
the large sum of money he had just lost and whether he will ever
see it again. He texts Zhaf, whose team have been watching the
Baron’s movements for a month. And now is the time to make use
of the survey, he texts the signal for him to emails the report over:
Its comprehensive study is a combination of a spreadsheet full of
names with times, and backed up with what seemed a 100 pages all
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detailing the people and their movement with some of the conver-
sations neatly typed into a report:

Report: Code RMCRAI: OS 174567 s 45678w
07.09.17ZiDi Lamuda ZLin 10.42Amout 14.25pmTH Crai
07.09.17Aldia Karchez AKin 11.17 amout 12.55pmTH Crai
09.09.17Koda Barovsky KB * out 14.55 pm in 22.38 pmFolw

Ref*1299

Reference 1299
KB met AK café Thet back room behind screen (blue)
D45 map coindinates: OS 3456799N 1789200 E
Trans/script “Shipment Cocaine 26th expected, 500G’s esti-

mated load. Money as per ususal in advance. Exchange at River
X120. No Guarantees.

Connections with trades:
Cocaine from Istanbul
Cigarettes trading from Vrancea for traffick return
Human smuggling – trades with Italy, Spain, Netherlands,

Germany UK and USA

Extensive connections with other mafias:
Italian
Russian
Serbian
Nazis

Known flats in a Glasgow Estate
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Sasanach Drive, McGillivay Park and Claymore Street
(made up)

PG phones Zhaf for advice about an attack – tests out viability of
some ideas.

“Plan to ambush the Baron – what’s your recommendation –
Hostage or theft?”

“Neither” came back the reply
“WHY NOT?” PG testily responded to not getting his own

way of conducting terror.
“Because he will have you licked in no-time”
“What on earth do you mean?”
“The Baron’s very well connected see page 16 in the report; he

will make mincemeat of most but the very biggest clans”
“Any suggestions?”
“Negotiate or be fired”
“What do you mean fired?”
“Torched – Arson – Fired”
“What about theft?”
“Better option – try planting – that could have an impact you

might like better”
“Thanks” PG thoughtfully closed the phone and paced round

the room with its gold-leaf moulded architrave, and occasionally
looking at Ashi pitifully, who sat crestfallen in his chair. PG walked
over to Ashi and stroked the top of his thick black hair and rubbed
his shoulder for reassurance – “You’ll soon be right as rain” he tried
not to sound patronising.

“Chow my little hero” PG wishes his relatives good fortune and
returns to his estate to think things over. Piecing the collected
information together in his mind, he remembered Ashi’s little
rouse that got him out of trouble with the interrogation gang -
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“what did he say - Lupii de Noapte – hmm ‘Wolves of Midnight’.
PG thinks to himself “what if the Baron is afraid of them too?”

He texts Zhaf – “who are Lupii de Noapte? – why are gangs
afraid of them?”

“I will look into it and get back may take a couple of days”
replied Zhaf

“Track them down – I need a clear profile on his members –
right the way down to their wardrobe, sneakers hair cuts”

“OK – will do”

Report 1637: Lupii de Noapte

Profile based on 25 men believed to be members of the
Lupii Clan

Height range 175cm to 204cm
Origins; Crimean Tartars, Fellahin Arabs and Turkish

complexion
All with beards – Short with moustache see photo and
Black or grey hair long estimated 10-15cm
Average age 27yrs oldest 35yrs
Clothing: Levi black Jeans, khaki tshirts, rayburns, Nike shoes.

Main base for operations Constanţa : Address
16 Acra site, 11 out houses, 6 sentry stations with Sensi elec-

tronic alarm system- Russian made, 35 vehicle underground car
park. Electrified perimeter fence 240 Volts hijacked from main
county grid – Point 102 OS4567n 56789E.

The page that PG is most interested in is the human profile of
each gang member.

As he studies the photographs of the young men it becomes
clear that it wouldn’t be too difficult to impersonate them.

• • •
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He sends another text to Zhaf
“Need vehicle types, colours and registration plates and how

much do you have on the Chairman - where do they have drop
off ’s or collection points.”

Satisfied he has enough information to plan a siege, he calls his
brother. A knowledgeable man who has fought many battles to
protect the family’s honour and estate. Well familiar with the way
gangs antagonistically start fights, to assert their power and
control.

“Saram, I’m planning a siege in Craiova – need your expertise in its
operation, its strategy - I have the report ready about the groups I
want to target.”

“I hope you are not intending to get under the skin of “the Chair-
man” He’s a very powerful individual – you know” Saram warns.

“No it’s the guy who has conned Boss out of 100G’s he’s called the
Baron has a palace in Craiova” PG holds his breath in expectation
of a bollocking for letting things getting out of hand over Ashi.

“Why don’t you leave things alone – this time – we were very
lucky that my men got Ashi out of the crash.”

Sh-h keep it down – Ashi’s father still hasn’t got the full story”
PG flushes with embarrassment.

“Now” Saram continues with his ideas “Have you met this Baron?”
“Not as yet”
“We need to find an excuse to get you in”
“Why?”
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“We can rig some filming equipment to build a better picture
from inside – get a feel of what interests him what are his soft
points – is it his wife – his daughter – a valuable piece of equip-
ment he likes to show off. If we prepare you with questions to ask
him, the scanner will pick up his eye movements – to uncover
anything he might be hiding even a lie.”

“I see” PG trying to understand the concept “Hey but I don’t
want him to start associating trouble with me – I just need him to
think I’m an idiot client, who wants more business, which could
take away an suspicions.”

The more intelligent brother breaths sternly down the phone,
wondering if his sibling really knows what he’s doing.

“Do you know what – I don’t think I would be very good going
into the devil’s layer – and I’m not sure I see the point” PG
expresses his concern.

“Well how much do you want to get back?’
PG reflects on the last bill the Baron sent over and the non-

delivery of merchandise “It must add up to at least 200 G’s”
Saram scratches his head and strokes his beard ”OK lets just

concentrate our efforts on the siege and make that productive –
shall we?” Saram continues “Lets have a look at those reports”
Saram points to the thick file “ I see your man deals with
Cocaine – that’s big business” He looks closer at the summary on
the report “but reading this it sounds like he is only the delivery
man – the middle man to take a small cut – Ask your groundsman
if he can get information on who the Baron’s clients are and
where the stuff is shipped from maybe some shipment dates
could be useful – I think we start there” Saram pieces ideas
together for a new operation “Go and call your unit together we
need 9 men I’ll say and a couple of technical operatives for
alarms and buggings.”

• • •
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Boss meanwhile is mystified by PG’s sudden absence and conscious
that PG isn’t up to something decides to call him.

“The hotel is really taking off – we have more business than we
can handle – but are having some trouble at the Chop-shop, there’s
more demands for things we can’t deliver, anyway young Samireem
is feeling homesick, so we’re thinking of coming over and seeing
you next week” Boss disguises his true intentions as he suspects his
father in law is up to something that could become a major
disaster to his business.

PG no longer has an infinite amount of time to plan, but is
suddenly cajoled into action as ‘Operation Baron’ will need to be
underway and out of sight from his son in law. He calls his 11
contacts to form a new unit and discuss plans for an international
operation with his brother.

If the unit members are successful they will each be given 30k
worth of rubies, if they get caught they will be shot.

Pakistan to Romania flight

Zhaf collects the gang at the airport; each member travels sepa-
rately at different times. They have been instructed to find Zhaf ’s
transit parked away from the usual parking spaces, but just behind
a wire fence opposite R28 parking row. The dark blue van waits in
the shadows where the security cameras are unable to reach.
Parked to avoid detection.

Unit 11’s mission is short – to upset the regularity of the Baron’s
business and to retrieve articles of value to the sum of 200Gs.

• • •
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It’s just turned Sunday – day for when busy life slows down, a day
for piety to remedy the previous week’s misdemeanors. Active duty
is reduced to accommodate a day of rest. The red and orange
towers catch the street lights on the main road, the fine palace the
Baron has proudly developed, stands sleepily next to a long line of
other majestic palaces. Galvanised fences surround each property,
which rises higher and higher as it spans the back of the buildings.
The frontage to each owner is the important fascia to express
wealth. Where as the backs are merely an opening for waste –
whether its into disposal containers for directly into the back-
streets

Guards patrolling the perimeter take a leisurely walk around, in
the chilled early hours, each offering one another the occasional
cigarette as they passed by, to eliminate the cold boredom of their
tour of duty. CCTV monitors whirled with the sudden actively as if
waking out of a doze, their preprogrammed timer, scheduled to
rotate every 20 minutes during the early hours, inspecting each
line of fencing for any mysterious intruders.

Taking advantage of a lower wall at the far east end of the prop-
erty, two figures dressed in blue and black boiler suits with their
faces masked, wrap titanium foil around the four electrical
surveillance points on the fencing, and re-routes the power supply
around an aperture before cutting a small opening, which 11 agile
men could squeeze through. The foil allows the current to
continue and averts breaking the alarm triggers. The change over
is logged at 03.35 hours has a 4 minute window, for effective entry
into the property.

The early morning hour is still dark, but each of the eleven
members making up the unit has been briefed on a mission… To
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infiltrate and remove goods to the sum of 300,000 – the most valuable is
a known delivery of Cocaine. Zhaf ’s men believe it to be stored
below ground in one of the out buildings, surrounded by a weapons
storage building and the gang’s living quarters.

Wearing night vision goggles, unit 11 work their way through the
shrubby grounds towards the first of the out buildings. This partic-
ular building, houses the power generators, which has been
plugged into the public grid to extract illegal electricity. All eleven
scouts crouch as No 6 scout unsnaps a ring from his waist and after
finding the correct cable that describes its use and direction into
the main palace, the scout clamps it on and sets its timer. The
second scout unscrews a plug socket and attaches an electronic
‘crawler’ , a device which utilises the ring-main and can hack into
computers that are plugged into it.

Back out into the still night, a flash light silhouette’s a guard as he
walks across the top of the walled garden ahead. The Unit 11
Leader signals to drop down into the grassy rubble for cover. Then
when clear they move closer towards the targeted building, first
two men move out to patrol and secure a clear route and find cover
before signaling for the unit to follow in pairs.

Three Scouts are tasked with targeting the Palace’s watch – they
need to take the guards out with a silent shot from a short bow,
before pulling their bodies out of sight. Zhaf logged there are
always 6 guards on duty in the early hours of Sunday mornings.
Each paired and placed above the electronic junction boxes.

A disused hut becomes the second refuge point with its side
window locked by a sliding fastener. No 2 scout snaps open his
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blade and slides it deftly into the space between each pain of glass
and levers back the lock. The window is then pushed up slowly and
five scouts slide themselves into the darkened building. Number 3
and 4 scouts undo their backpacks and pull out two small laptops
they connect together then fire-up each. The screens of which are
liquid crystal and have been adapted not to omit light, the only
way they can be viewed is by using the infrared goggles used for
night vision. The computers hum into life, awaiting the command
button to be pressed before the unit can infiltrate the palace’s
security system via the Wi-Fi, and giving scouts 5 and 6 enough
time to shut it down for the four minute window.

Meanwhile the remaining four scouts divide to locate the store and
the rest room. Just six guards take advantage of the night’s patrol,
each resting fully clothed on a bunk bed. Scout 7 padlocks the
door locking them in, then moves outside the hut, around to a
window. He slowly lifts it just by a centimeter to allow a small tube
to be pushed underneath then the window is lowered squeezing
the tube of gas into the room. Scouts 5 and 6 find the windowless
monitoring outhouse. Waiting for the change over guard to walk
into the secure space. They jump him just as he finish dialing in
the entry code. Knocking him out, scouts 9 and 10 catch up and
bound up the guard before leaving him in a corner. One of the
scouts rolls up his victim’s sleeve and cuts a mark into his arm as a
suggestive mark of revenge.

Scouts 7 and 8 put on their breathing apparatus over their masks
before throwing in two canisters of sleeping gas into the room full
of monitors and console equipment. Scout 8 locates the alarm
operating console sits down and punches in a few keys. He signals
confirming the alarms are temporarily switched off, then signals
the start of a 6 minute delay before its automatic starter reboots
and kicks in. While the rest of the unit are working on their tasks,
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Scout 8 hunts around the back of each console feeling for small
openings into the electronics. Inside the complex arrangement of
wires and circuit boards he finds small dark shelf. He reaches down
into his pocket and pulls out a small black pouch containing 8
diamonds and carefully tapes them to the underside of the steel
frame making it extremely difficult to find.

Back outside, the unit has reconvened in readiness to locate the
merchandise stored in the basement of outhouse marked number 5
on their maps. The building is clad in steel with only a small trap
door angled into the ground. No 1 scout picks the lock, but it
doesn’t want to budge. He then takes out a small syringe and
pliable paste and presses it into the keyhole then draws a small 5
mils of liquid nitrogen and injects it in to the centre of the paste.
It fizzes for a moment then a clunk of metal is heard snapping
under the intense and rapid change of temperature as it heats and
freezes in an instant, preventing the metal from naturally
expanding to accommodate temperature change.

No. 1 pulls out the long tube of paste with his cloves and returns it
to a small plastic bag to prevent dropping evidence. Then pushes
his knife into the keyhole to trigger the releasing mechanism. The
door opens. Four men work they way down the steep ladder into
the void beneath, with only their night goggles to help them spy
the obstacles that arise in their pathway. At the bottom of the steel
ladder, mountains of plastic bags are neatly stacked. They glow
white in the dark as the crystals catch light from the hatch above.
Behind them meter high boxes of cigarettes, stacks of plastic
credit cards with skimming machines taped into undersized card-
board boxes. But in the furthest corner built up like a plinth, were
hundreds of gold bars.

• • •
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“I see what its like opening Tutankhamen’s cave” one scout
whispers.

The four scouts ignore all but the plastic bags, each take 2 one-kilo
bags and load it into their rucksacks, securing the buckles with
extra care. Then quickly they exit back up the ladder and out of
the underground store. Relieved that part of the operation has
been achieved. No. 1 closes the door and squeezes a shot of super-
glue along the outer edges to keep the door from opening for as
long as possible. They each independently make their way back to
the disused hut to analyses the whereabouts of the two remaining
guards posted at the main gate. No. 3 scout checks the laptop for
the security activity hacking into the ground’s cameras. He points
to the screen for the team to confirm – the two guards have their
feet up smoking something. “All clear” No. 1 signals their exit
through the de-electrified aperture in the fence.

Zhaf is in the transit watching for their return. Some climb back
into the van while others have cars parked in various locations
around the palace. Splitting in all directions to ensure a successful
completion of the exercise

.
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TRIGGER

The following night one plastic parcel is delivered to Constanta,

one of the Lupii’s delivery sites. A call is made from a nearby

phone kiosk by a masked figure with instructions. The parcel is

collected and passed through a scanner to confirm its not about to

explode.

“It’s cocaine sir” says the dumbfounded groundsman “5 Kilos

we think”

The President of Lupii eagerly receives his gift and turns it

over and over in his hands puzzling about its sudden and unex-
pected delivery, wondering what its all about – Trying to remember

if he had put in an order or whether he is due a payoff.

“Yes – of course” The President speaks out loud “Its an

apology”

“HA- that ol’ thief obviously came to his senses and wanted to

get off the hook pretty quick with this payoff.” He flings the parcel

on his desk to enjoy later.





NOT FORTIFIED

Sunday morning rises in its leisurely way waiting for the owners to
stir and enjoy a long semi-social breakfast surrounded by beautiful
women.

Then as the first guard returns for duty, all hell breaks loose at
the Baron’s palace, he is about to dump his week’s clothes in his
dormitory, when he finds the guard’s leisure room has a great
padlock across it’s front door and inside 6 guards are coming round
drowsily from the gassing they took earlier in the night.

“What’s going on” the Baron screams “My property has been
broken into and you guys are lounging around” looking round the
disgracefully untidy space “Get up you morons GET UP!” he
screams louder as his temper flies off into a tantrum.

“Common we need to find out what’s been broken into” The baron
calls the Security room but they too have been locked in “Fucking
hell – what’s that dreadful smell” The three guards are still
knocked out by the gas as the Baron slaps them hard across
the face.



“Get those wankers out of here” The Baron calls out to the other
guards

Take them up to the house and get the housekeeper to sort
them out

The Baron turns to look at the monitors all lined up against
the wall – each collecting data around the grounds. He taps a few
buttons on the console and gets them to play back the night’s
activities.

Camera after camera hour after hour he tracks through – until
one small sighting three men in the shadows cross the grounds to
the central hut

He called over a few guards – “Come on we need to find out what
they have taken – it looks like they were headed for the cellar”

The first guard tries to unlock the door only to find the lock’s
barrel has been smashed, then tried to pull the door – I can’t open
it sir”

“Well get on and sort it” The Baron turns abruptly away to
check the other out houses but all is intact. Then walks up to the
house a guard is getting to his feet rubbing his head “What you
been jumped too” The baron notices the guard’s bloody arm and
snatches it, pushes up the sleeve to reveal the cut marks of
a brand.

“OH- SHIT” The Baron sits down and looks over to a loyal opera-
tive “I can’t believe it, but why?” It slowly dawns on him that the
Chairman must have found out about his Police Alert for the
recapture of the Prisoner. And although the men ransacking my
place were Lupii’s, maybe it was the Chairman who ordered the
job. He is obviously furious about his little wheeze and has sent his
guys over to get revenge – But how’d he know it was the Baron
trying to get hold of the prisoner?” Then he remembers he had
asked Strep to hack into the police alerts site and upload the
number plate.
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“They must have seen it and traced the hack” He storms back into
his house and calls the junior gateman “Get hold of some guys to
go an fix the Hut - they bloody glued the door to the frame and get
the big henchman we need to dispose of a guard – he’s unfortu-
nately been branded with the Chairman’s mark – he will become a
liability to us and needs to be disposed of.”

The Baron marches around his office waiting to find out how
much has been stolen - had his gold stock gone, or the drugs. But
the bigger question is does he confront the Chairman – he has a
big outfit and could wipe his little enterprise out clean. He weighs
up the pros and cons as to whether to revenge the avenged provo-
cation. Perhaps the Chairman asked Lupii to do him a favour, the
Baron conjectures, just to prove he has influential partners to
avoid a counter attack.

“But he can’t have done as that would have proved he had the
prisoner.” Baron tries to surmise the situation and warn himself,
that his contacts haven’t the power to retaliate especially if the
Chairman is in close connection with Lupii.

Inside the gate house a small envelope was spotted, taped to the
window and addressed to the Baron. The junior pulls if off the
pane and runs over to the Baron.

“Letter Sir – its just been found in Gatehouse 3” the boy pants.

The Baron snatches the scruffy envelope, tears it open and pulls
out the typed sheet.

‘No more funny business

Do that stunt one more time and I wi! te! Lupii

PS I know you have something of his’

Back at Zhaf ’s quarters the unit de-briefs their night’s operation
and sends word back to PG that it has been a success. He will need
to wait and see if the job has been a catalyst to pit the Baron
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against the Chairman. But in the meantime they have 200G’s
worth of Cocaine waiting to be sold on quickly, before it is traced.
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Chapter Twenty-Two

PG HOLDS THE BARON IN HIS HANDS. –

Or Move back for later conflict?

(Does this need developing ?



Chapter Twenty-Three

CHALLENGE DUAL

Looking at Zhaf ’s emails confirming
A; Mains device operational
B; 2 kilos of Cocaine
C: Plant in place – code of position with tracker.

PG has his three tools in place to start a war between Baron and
the Chairman. He had disguised his unit to look like they belonged
to the Chairman and were sent to do a revenge raid. Thus framing
a clan that the Baron had already upset.

This enabled PG and Boss being cleared for any act that could
cause retaliation

without anyone knowing it was him who had set up the
scheme. If the Baron’s next delivery is not complete he can
threaten to dump a note in Lupii’s letterbox and tell him where to
find the diamonds.

PG allows two days for the Baron to stew over the Sunday’s
mishaps.



Then, after Zhaf had confirmed that the Palace was in complete
turmoil about the incident, he decides it’s time to enrich his plan
and have a bit of fun with the Baron. In preparation of the heist
PG had 2 real and 6 Faux Diamonds cut in Russian style, then had
them prepared in platinum settings to look like they belong to one
of the President’s stolen belongings.

The matter of whether he can claim that he had his guys penetrate
the fortress and his men had broken into the underground safe was
another matter. But to add a little spice to the operation PG had
his men plant the so-called stolen goods inside the Baron’s Palace
grounds.

The next part of the plan to ensure its conviction, Zhaf had
managed to get a few seconds of recording of a deal being struck
by the head of Lupii and an American buyer, with this PG
employed a mimic who could convincingly impersonate the Presi-
dent’s Ukrainian accent, the President of the infamous Lupii de
Noapte, Wolves of the night, and the third largest in the country.

Making a recording in advance – PG prepares the way

The mimic impersonates the President accusing the Baron having
stolen something of his and unless he gets it back quickly his
palace will be annilelated.

“What were your men doing in our property last night?” The
Baron asks,

• • •
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The Voice replies “that they are looking for something of theirs
– they have a tip off that the Baron took something he shouldn’t.”

Shortly after and knowing what had already taken place, PG calls
the Baron to test his reactions.

“We do like your Palace, saw the guards sound asleep” he suggests
“Oh is that the Boss’s partner”
“Yes” hisses PG
“I don’t talk to partners” the Baron assumes authority
“Well you are going to have to talk to this one – as we are not

very happy clients”
The Baron tutts but before he puts the phone down PG

chips in
“You do know – We have planted something that belongs to

the President”
“What do you mean? – Who’s the President?”
“You know who the President – most feared in the country”
“I don’t think any ruling communist will ever scare us” Baron

flattens the threat
“I am not talking about the government, I am talking about

‘The President” Lupii de Noapte.”

“Yeah-Yeah so what – just because you can say his name correctly
doesn’t mean you know him.”

“OK so Try +44 082078263543 and tell me who answers” PG
knowing how to overcome the Baron’s nonchalance.

The Baron knew he could no longer call his bluff “Well I am sure
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the Chairman will be pleased to hear that it was your man not
Lupii’s ”

“Yes he will, you have given him 5 Kilos of your Cocaine – you
know he wasn’t very pleased with you hijacked his prisoner. We
told him it was you sending your seniors to kidnap one of Lupii’s
men.”

“It was one of yours ?– don’t lie”
“No?” – PG enjoying the reversal of power “The Boss only had

two guys over in Italy, which was coincidental that they lost
contact – they are back with him now and explained what had
happened in Milan – nothing about your so-called rescue.”

The Baron was slowly being pushed into a corner, with an increas-
ingly tightening thumbscrews applied by PG.

“So what are you hoping to get out of all this – you have
wrecked my guards – had to dispose of one this morning” The
Baron mystified by this sudden new client’s assertiveness.

“Well if you remember - You had promised the Boss ‘plentiful
supply of girls’ to recall your words, and so we want a non stop
supply – and if the girls fail to be deliver or are damaged merchan-
dise – we expect them to be exchanged IMMEDIATELY Copisco
- comprehendi”

“Yeah and if I don’t – you already have taken some of my
cocaine”

“Maybe, maybe not – but we have also taken a stash from Lupii
and planted it in your premises – we only need…” PG pauses and
changes direction “Need I say more?” making the conversation
even more spiked with suggestion. “Oh yes – and we don’t expect
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to pay for any more girls – if you are late again I am sure Lupii will
be pleased to have his merchandise returned.”

The Baron fumes as he throws the phone across the room – “how
can such a pathetic client get the better of him – and even hold
him to ransom?” –He shrieks at the nearest dog’s body to avenge
his anger. However, at the back of his mind, this little scenario has
impressed him and improved his opinion of Boss and his
partner PG.

Chapter 29 Family affairs

Uncle Harrooh’s recommendation of Samireem Gee, “This will
make a good family alliance, mama Esther I’m Samireem are you
Bossender

Bossi-Jaan Mr Latif-Harrison senior joshi brother

Find funny stories of home life
Brother rivalry – grandparents and garden
1930’s house in stanmore
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Chapter Twenty-Four

SPANNOR IN THE WORKS

Satisfied with the outcome, PG feels the easing of this little annoy-
ance – for too long the Baron had called the shots demanding
increased payments. For nine long months, the Baron had a
strangle hold on supply and thus controlling the hotel’s business,
and had even started supplying dodgy merchandise. Pleased PG
had now put a spanner put in the Baron’s works, and felt his confi-
dence about the success f the business grow as a result. PG now
posses the controlling button, which clears the way for a punctual
supply chain with no more hic-ups and dodgy women not girls. No
more excuses to the delay of documentations that don’t match the
girls. PG feels the strength of his blackmail will guarantee that the
Baron will comply to ‘Their’ commands, to the point that the busi-
ness may not even need to pay for the goods. The threat of black-
mail has firmly pinned down the Baron, making him respect this
client a great deal better.

Papa Gee gleefully picks up the phone savouring the satisfying
moment.



“Its time for a little celebration – time for you to visit
Samireem’s home town”

He calls to invite Boss, his new wife and the Latif family to join
him to experience the delights of Karachi and enjoy the their
heritage of Pakistan.

“This will be our happy couple’s first holiday together is long
overdue”, he suggests “and it would be a good opportunity to show
you the mining business”

Muttering under his breath “and maybe teach Boss how to
become a better businessman, and avoid being hauled over a barrel
by the likes of the Baron.”

But PG hides his little excursion in Craiova, only his brother
knows of the event, and has been made to promise to keep it a
secret, that he has pulled off a job against the Romanian Warlord.

“Just for now brother, I rather we keep this from the Latifs –
they don’t need to know about our little deception – they may get
the wrong end of the stick – you know what I mean?” PG requests.

In contrast to the hot sun of the Asian climate, the monotonous
grey days of Britain drag on. London busy’s itself with its own
problems. Amongst its wavering city lights, a small underground
hotel is happily providing thirty minutes of naughtiness, for
gentlemen of success, delivered by a crew of dolled up stew-
ardesses, who have been exceptionally well trained, to give an ‘out
of body experience’.

Whereas the successful highlights of Boss’s hotel are exceeding
expectation and the glamorous Butlers are pulling increasingly
more affluent punters from across the capital, have now filled the
book with every available minute sold. Boss wonders whether it
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would be time now, to get a fresh load of pretty girls, and consider
PG’s back up plan for additional room hire.

“New girls are going to need training pretty soon if the changeover
is to happen like clockwork.” Boss thinks to himself

Just then the Mistress calls “We have another stewardess down,
the meatballs didn’t get in the Sin City room quick enough to pull
off a doped up client who had over shot the physical mark.” The
Mistress pauses as she has more bad news “We will probably need
to redecorate too, as he threw the table of oils across the room and
really spoilt the flock wallpaper and Velvet curtains.”

“How on earth did a junky get past the reception Mistress”
Furious Boss flies into a rage “Why didn’t you run checks on the
man – he will have a record an arm’s long, across the network- what
the fuck am I paying you for if you can’t do the simplest job.” Boss
fumes with this new women’s lazy reticence.

“I have given you two warnings about this – how much will the
repairs cost?”

The Mistress looks up at the ceiling – she really couldn’t give a
monkey’s… so plucked an inflated figure, thinking that she could
pocket the difference.

“It will be in the region of 75K.”
W-H-A-T How much?” Boss explodes
“Yes, it was Mr Ketovich who suggested that the flock wall-

paper would have to be stripped off as the oils thrown up by Mr
Johnson in his fit of excitement will keep seeping through and
stain anything pasted on top” The Mistress recites.

“Right – that is partly your fault – I will be deducting that amount
from your pay as from tomorrow – if you don’t like it I will accept
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your resignation” Boss slams down the phone, cursing as he misses
Madam who was a much better manager.

He bellows at his secretary “ I am fed up with that Mistress she
has just cost us another 75, by not doing background checks on
clients before they attend a session.” He rubs his face in thought,
then looks up at the patient secretary

“Do you think you can do me a favour and see if you can trace
Madam – I really do miss her she was an excellent manager – I am
not quite certain whether she returned to her home town – I’ll tell
you who will know and that is Lez – give him a call – try and get
that women back to take over her old job as manager – say we will
double her old salary that might change her mind, will you?”

“Ooh” he calls out “and see what you can do about booking Mr
Ketovich to fix ‘Sin City’ room. Thank you sweetheart.”

Boss returns to his large desk, the sort that Victorian landowners
had, made from mahogany, with brass fittings, decorating the line of
draws on each side. He opens one of the side draws and takes out a
leather notebook. Flicking through it he finds the number of Joshi’s
detective. Undecided he turns the book over and over in his fingers.

The Secretary eagerly knocks on the Boss’s door.
“Mr Boss, Sir I thought you might like some good news about

Butler WC1, your latest recruit” She pauses until the Boss in
concentrating on what she has to say.

“Sir he has just pulled a Saudi Prince no less – who has specified
to be picked up and delivered by a Rolls Royce Sir, most insistent
its not a Limo – do you want me to arrange one?”

• • •
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“And Sir – the Butler said to tell you the Prince would like to
sample every room, one per night - on your menu Sir – isn’t that a
bit of good news Sir?”

“SHIT – get Mr Ketovich on the job ASAP – if that’s the case we
can’t afford to be one room down – or in the middle of a refurb
during working hours. FUCK that women landing us in the shit
like this.” The Boss flushes with anxiety, “When’s the first booking
with the Prince?”

The Secretary opens her big leather bound book, flicks through a
few pages and looks up “ 2 days time 11.18 pm “ She waits for a
response, then offers to get onto it right away.

“SHIT, SHIT, I can’t afford to loose 100G Client just because one
room is down.”

He calls PG for advice only to find his mobile phone is
switched off.

Need to work on the idea of additional rooms we can hire at a
moments notice – and have them decked out in our themes. Flip-
ping through his address book he calls a back manager at a small
boutique hotel in Bedford Square.

“What’s the situation regarding having a special arrangement
regarding fitting out two rooms for a Elite guests.” He puts the
question forward.

“Provided the rooms are not redecorated we can come to some
sort of arrangement” The manager responds.

“How much notice do you need and can we keep out interior
equipment in your storage ready to be put on display?”

“Yes Sir – with an extra service charge of 35%”
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“And if we have an annual membership with you can we expect
a 50% discount?”

“I am sure we can come to an arrangement – But we do have a
policy of No drugs”

“I quite agree – us too” Boss conjectures the possibilities of
improving the additional number of sales he can make with out
too much outlay.

With just one extra room would mean Boss could rake in nearly
100G’s in just one week and bring in more Princes

Boss calls the Baron to place an order – he gets quite a surprised to
receive a more amicable response. The Baron obligingly offers to
get 12 girls over to him in 48 hours, no trouble.

“Where do you want them delivered Bracknell or East
London?”

“Err East London would be better – there’s a small rental near
Homiton – I can get a top floor suite ready for the change over –
make sure you bring some extra – wasters will you – need to select
twelve of your best for a new suite, we’re launching” Boss places
his order with a little more conviction and continues “usual
payment – 50 per head.” The Baron grunts his confirmation.

“This is more like it – I knew it’s only a matter of time before the
Baron believes in our business” Boss smiles unknowingly.

Mr Ketovich calls to say he is in the room and has found a hidden
micro camera he hasn’t bee told about – is it meant to be there.
Boss thinks for a moment, about what the set up is in each room –
“No we haven’t installed anything yet – but sounds a good idea –
can you remove it and bring it to my office.”
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Mr Ketovich duly follows his instruction, examining it closely
to find its identification marks. “Its nothing I have seen before –
the symbols look Russian”

He hands the small electronic sized button to Boss. Turning it
over the small device to reveal a tiny bead of glass “That I think is
the lens” Mr Ketovich points out.

Boss puzzled by the findings, suggests “Just keep an eye on all
the rooms will you, check there aren’t anymore – I think maybe we
replace them and put some of our own “ Boss requests “and hook
them up to the body guard’s staff room so they can get in quicker
to pull off some jack-ass before he does too much damage.”

Boss turns to his eager mother, who had been waiting patiently
outside his office door, for his signal. Excitedly she tells him the
good news "At last we have word from Papa Gee, he has sent a
formal invitation, we are all bidden to go to Pakistan to meet the
cousins. PG wants all of us over in a weeks time, so that he can
invite his relatives to meet us in his prized mansion, and have some
sort of big soiree – suggested you could make it a second honey-
moon he even said he will prepare a golden room for you –
romance all over again” She winks as a proud grandmother would
wink “ True lavish Gee style he said.”

“He sounds very pleased with himself,” suggested Boss “do you
think he has struck another deal or something?”

Esther shrugs her shoulders “Probably pleased to be back – I
know I would be”

Mama Esther then remembers the sweetmeats Uncle Harrooh
was so insistent on, “Can you think where your father found the
sweetmeats from in north London?” A few months ago her
husband was instructed to find for the wedding –“We better bring
a few kilos of those wedding sweets as a gift”

“I should think you will need more than a few kilos if we are to
feed the clan of relatives” Boss replies.

“bet you, Uncle Harrooh will ask if I have learnt better
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manors” Boss repeats PG’s tease.

Mama Esther bustles about the house in search of her daughter-in-
law to give her the good news. She has become so proud of the
young women, particularly as she suspects a male heir is in the
making. Bossender had performed well on their golden night – no
holding him back she smiles – “Always knew he is blest.”

The North London Residence has melded itself into a more formal
way of life. PG’s influence for an aristocracy lifestyle, had slowly
changed the attitudes of his new in-laws, from a tatty, disposable
and lazy existence, to something towards nurturing and lavish life-
style. Although Boss and Joshi are the worst, as they had grown up
with a disorganized household, not knowing anything different.
They now found it hard to adjust to forming new habits. It was so
easy, just opening the nearest cupboard door and throwing every-
thing into it, just to say they have tidied up, regardless of where it
should have gone to, and making it easy to find again. But the
habitual token was more to say to a nagging mother, that her cher-
ished offspring had obliged and done their fair share. “Everyone
does it,” they would moan. But Mama Esther would go up to her
eldest and pat his head saying what a find property you have made
of this Bossi-Jaan – we are very proud” Boss would side look at his
brother, as if to say “I am the top dog of this family – you haven’t
got all this from your fancy city job.”

Joshi would sidle up to his mother and snitch tittle-tattle about
how his brother had spilt his coffee on the settee – it wasn’t the
bride, who was sticking up for him. But Mama Esther would turn
and look at him firmly “Why aren’t you at work – Go and get your-
self another job – can’t you see Bossi-Jaan is not to be disturbed.”

• • •
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For the first time Boss had a natural guardian to defend his things.
It even meant that he needn’t fight his brother to retrieve his so
called ‘toys’ now he only had to say the word to his other and she
will do a better job at unearthing them and returning the items to
their rightful owner.

The in-laws have driven PG mad on occasions when on a daily
basis he feels the need to constantly remind people to respect and
enjoy the new property and be proud of its wealth “It will impress
neighbors or important friendship” he would say – and if you can’t
be bothered not to make the effort.... “To get a bloody cleaner” –
“I haven’t invested so much money just for the Latif- Harrison’s to
turn it back into a Leyton Junk yard again” he had told them over
and over again. His sense of domestic pride to portray wealth is an
important factor to bestowing confidence across a business.

Boss on the other hand was thoroughly enjoying his new life. His
pretty young bride occasionally teasing him, when she notices his
shirt had popped open under the strain, so tickles his tummy to
make him pull it in while she does up the shirt. The best moment,
he remembers, was on their wedding night, when Samireem seduc-
tively unwrapped her sari to reveal what had taken place at her
Mehndi party. The artist had been instructed to paint little scenes
instead of the usual henna patterns, each telling a little story as
they latticed across her hands and arms. Amongst which she had
whispered in her new husband’s ear, to look at the intricate
patterns and see if he could find her little messages about herself.
And to look for a place, she said was just for him to always to
remember. The special place in a corner between her shoulder
blades, she had painted a small picture of a stag with his name
inscribed underneath in Sanskrit. That’s his special kissing place,
she would say every time he tried to find it. But what he most
enjoyed was her youth – her sense of fun to dress up, to dance and
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go out and experience the jollities of life, all of which prevented
him from aging.

When he wasn’t busy on the phone scream at someone for not
doing whatever it was they were supposed to do. Little Samireem
would bring him a tray of refreshing quarters of fruit. Massage his
neck and kiss him behind his ear. Then one day not long after the
marriage, she kisses him and said you have a little son on they way.
The completely unexpected thought turns the businessman into
putty. Suddenly it became important to bestow a sense of pride in
the new property, now understanding why PG was so strict, it was
at that moment Samireem had changed her man. She points to the
garden wondering about the smart black birds squawking in the
garden. Boss jokingly suggests ‘Ralph LaRaven’.

Boss enjoyed walking across the room to watch out the patio
windows, the delights of a big family, arguing and gesticulating
their points of view, about horticulture, in the small patch of green
they called garden. The newly received Grandparents, thrilled with
their own personal space, busied themselves with digging in seeds
and planting vegetables. Mama Esther overseeing the operation
couldn’t help throwing in her penny’s worth “You can’t grow that –
this is a cold country – Planting those too soon they wont survive
the winter.” Suddenly her knowledge was unexpectedly impeccable
– as if she had been doing it all the time, in the previous property
with a paved yard of the Leyton house. Grand Parents would argue
back and somewhere along the line someone would sulk and storm
back into the house.
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Chapter Twenty-Five

BETTER SALES

Hotel du Sex is a discrete up-market guesthouse, a secret place for super rich

playboys to enact their fantasies and hottest desires,

Boss calls the baron to place an order – he is pretty surprised to

receive a more amicable response with the order and its confirmed

delivery for two days.

“This is more like it – I knew its only a matter of time before

the Baron believes in our business” Boss smiles.

Boss turns to his eager mother – "looks like we are finally bidden

over to meet all the cousins. PG wants to invite all our relatives to

his palace to meet us and have a big soiree – suggested we have a

honeymoon all over again.”

“He sound very pleased with himself,” suggests Mama Esther.

Boss shrugs his shoulders “Probably pleased to be back – I

know I would be”



Mama Esther remembers the sweetmeats from north London

–“We better bring a few kilos as a gift”

“I should think you will need more than a few kilos if we are to

feed the clan of relatives” Boss replies.

Relatives across four families excitedly prepare for the newly

married couple and pleased to meet Bossender. They have heard so

much about him.

“Uncle Harrooh has asked if I have learnt better manors” Boss

repeats PG’s tease.
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Chapter Twenty-Six

HOTEL DU SEX

Satisfied with the outcome, PG feels the easing of this little annoy-
ance – for too long the Baron had called the shots demanding
increased payments. For nine long months, the Baron had a
strangle hold on supply and thus controlling the hotel’s business,
and had even started supplying dodgy merchandise. Pleased PG
had now put a spanner put in the Baron’s works, and felt his confi-
dence about the success f the business grow as a result. PG now
posses the controlling button, which clears the way for a punctual
supply chain with no more hic-ups and dodgy women not girls. No
more excuses to the delay of documentations that don’t match the
girls. PG feels the strength of his blackmail will guarantee that the
Baron will comply to ‘Their’ commands, to the point that the busi-
ness may not even need to pay for the goods. The threat of black-
mail has firmly pinned down the Baron, making him respect this
client a great deal better.

Papa Gee gleefully picks up the phone savoring the satisfying
moment.



“Its time for a little celebration – time for you to visit
Samireem’s home town”

He calls to invite Boss, his new wife and the Latif family to join
him to experience the delights of Karachi and enjoy the their
heritage of Pakistan.

“This will be our happy couple’s first holiday together is long
overdue”, he suggests “and it would be a good opportunity to show
you the mining business”

Muttering under his breath “and maybe teach Boss how to
become a better businessman, and avoid being hauled over a barrel
by the likes of the Baron.”

But PG hides his little excursion in Craiova, only his brother
knows of the event, and has been made to promise to keep it a
secret, that he has pulled off a job against the Romanian Warlord.

“Just for now brother, I rather we keep this from the Latifs –
they don’t need to know about our little deception – they may get
the wrong end of the stick – you know what I mean?” PG requests.

In contrast to the hot sun of the Asian climate, the monotonous
grey days of Britain drag on. London busy’s itself with its own
problems. Amongst its wavering city lights, a small underground
hotel is happily providing thirty minutes of naughtiness, for
gentlemen of success, delivered by a crew of dolled up stew-
ardesses, who have been exceptionally well trained, to give an ‘out
of body experience’.

Whereas the successful highlights of Boss’s hotel are exceeding
expectation and the glamorous Butlers are pulling increasingly
more affluent punters from across the capital, have now filled the
book with every available minute sold. Boss wonders whether it
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would be time now, to get a fresh load of pretty girls, and consider
PG’s back up plan for additional room hire.

“New girls are going to need training pretty soon if the changeover
is to happen like clockwork.” Boss thinks to himself

Just then the Mistress calls “We have another stewardess down,
the meatballs didn’t get in the Sin City room quick enough to pull
off a doped up client who had over shot the physical mark.” The
Mistress pauses as she has more bad news “We will probably need
to redecorate too, as he threw the table of oils across the room and
really spoilt the flock wallpaper and Velvet curtains.”

“How on earth did a junky get past the reception Mistress”
Furious Boss flies into a rage “Why didn’t you run checks on the
man – he will have a record an arm’s long, across the network- what
the fuck am I paying you for if you can’t do the simplest job.” Boss
fumes with this new women’s lazy reticence.

“I have given you two warnings about this – how much will the
repairs cost?”

The Mistress looks up at the ceiling – she really couldn’t give a
monkey’s… so plucked an inflated figure, thinking that she could
pocket the difference.

“It will be in the region of 75K.”
W-H-A-T How much?” Boss explodes
“Yes, it was Mr Ketovich who suggested that the flock wall-

paper would have to be stripped off as the oils thrown up by Mr
Johnson in his fit of excitement will keep seeping through and
stain anything pasted on top” The Mistress recites.

“Right – that is partly your fault – I will be deducting that amount
from your pay as from tomorrow – if you don’t like it I will accept
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your resignation” Boss slams down the phone, cursing as he misses
Madam who was a much better manager.

He bellows at his secretary “ I am fed up with that Mistress she
has just cost us another 75, by not doing background checks on
clients before they attend a session.” He rubs his face in thought,
then looks up at the patient secretary

“Do you think you can do me a favour and see if you can trace
Madam – I really do miss her she was an excellent manager – I am
not quite certain whether she returned to her home town – I’ll tell
you who will know and that is Lez – give him a call – try and get
that women back to take over her old job as manager – say we will
double her old salary that might change her mind, will you?”

“Ooh” he calls out “and see what you can do about booking Mr
Ketovich to fix ‘Sin City’ room. Thank you sweetheart.”

Boss returns to his large desk, the sort that Victorian landowners
had, made from mahogany, with brass fittings, decorating the line of
draws on each side. He opens one of the side draws and takes out a
leather notebook. Flicking through it he finds the number of Joshi’s
detective. Undecided he turns the book over and over in his fingers.

The Secretary eagerly knocks on the Boss’s door.
“Mr Boss, Sir I thought you might like some good news about

Butler WC1, your latest recruit” She pauses until the Boss in
concentrating on what she has to say.

“Sir he has just pulled a Maldovian Prince no less – who has
specified to be picked up and delivered by a Rolls Royce Sir, most
insistent its not a Limo – do you want me to arrange one?”

• • •
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“And Sir – the Butler said to tell you the Prince would like to
sample every room, one per night - on your menu Sir – isn’t that a
bit of good news Sir?”

“SHIT – get Mr Ketovich on the job ASAP – if that’s the case we
can’t afford to be one room down – or in the middle of a refurb
during working hours. FUCK that women landing us in the shit
like this.” The Boss flushes with anxiety, “When’s the first booking
with the Prince?”

The Secretary opens her big leather bound book, flicks through a
few pages and looks up “ 2 days time 11.18 pm “ She waits for a
response, then offers to get onto it right away.

“SHIT, SHIT, I can’t afford to loose 100G Client just because one
room is down.”

He calls PG for advice only to find his mobile phone is
switched off.

Need to work on the idea of additional rooms we can hire at a
moments notice – and have them decked out in our themes. Flip-
ping through his address book he calls a back manager at a small
boutique hotel in Bedford Square.

“What’s the situation regarding having a special arrangement
regarding fitting out two rooms for a Elite guests.” He puts the
question forward.

“Provided the rooms are not redecorated we can come to some
sort of arrangement” The manager responds.

“How much notice do you need and can we keep out interior
equipment in your storage ready to be put on display?”

“Yes Sir – with an extra service charge of 35%”
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“And if we have an annual membership with you can we expect
a 50% discount?”

“I am sure we can come to an arrangement – But we do have a
policy of No drugs”

“I quite agree – us too” Boss conjectures the possibilities of
improving the additional number of sales he can make with out
too much outlay.

With just one extra room would mean Boss could rake in nearly
100G’s in just one week and bring in more Princes.

Boss calls the Baron to place an order – he gets quite a surprised to
receive a more amicable response. The Baron obligingly offers to
get 12 girls over to him in 48 hours, no trouble.

“Where do you want them delivered Bracknell or East
London?”

“Err East London would be better – there’s a small rental near
Homiton – I can get a top floor suite ready for the change over –
make sure you bring some extra – wasters will you – need to select
twelve of your best for a new suite, we’re launching” Boss places
his order with a little more conviction and continues “usual
payment – 50 per head.” The Baron grunts his confirmation.

“This is more like it – I knew it’s only a matter of time before the
Baron believes in our business” Boss smiles unknowingly.

Mr Ketovich calls to say he is in the room and has found a hidden
micro camera he hasn’t bee told about – is it meant to be there.
Boss thinks for a moment, about what the set up is in each room –
“No we haven’t installed anything yet – but sounds a good idea –
can you remove it and bring it to my office.”
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Mr Ketovich duly follows his instruction, examining it closely
to find its identification marks. “Its nothing I have seen before –
the symbols look Russian”

He hands the small electronic sized button to Boss. Turning it
over the small device to reveal a tiny bead of glass “That I think is
the lens” Mr Ketovich points out. Boss puzzled by the findings,
suggests “Just keep an eye on all the rooms will you, check there
aren’t anymore – I think maybe we replace them and put some of
our own “ Boss requests “and hook them up to the body guard’s
staff room so they can get in quicker to pull off some jack-ass
before he does too much damage.”

Boss turns to his eager mother, who had been waiting patiently
outside his office door, for his signal. Excitedly she tells him the
good news "At last we have word from Papa Gee, he has sent a
formal invitation, we are all bidden to go to Pakistan to meet the
cousins. PG wants all of us over in a weeks time, so that he can
invite his relatives to meet us in his prized mansion, and have some
sort of big soiree – suggested you could make it a second honey-
moon he even said he will prepare a golden room for you –
romance all over again” She winks as a proud grandmother would
wink “ True lavish Gee style he said.”

“He sounds very pleased with himself,” suggested Boss “do you
think he has struck another deal or something?”

Esther shrugs her shoulders “Probably pleased to be back – I know
I would be”

Mama Esther then remembers the sweetmeats Uncle Harrooh
was so insistent on, “Can you think where your father found the
sweetmeats from in north London?” A few months ago her
husband was instructed to find for the wedding –“We better bring
a few kilos of those wedding sweets as a gift”

“I should think you will need more than a few kilos if we are to
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feed the clan of relatives” Boss replies.
“bet you, Uncle Harrooh will ask if I have learnt better

manors” Boss repeats PG’s tease.

Mama Esther bustles about the house in search of her daughter-in-
law to give her the good news. She has become so proud of the
young women, particularly as she suspects a male heir is in the
making. Bossender had performed well on their golden night – no
holding him back she smiles – “Always knew he is blest.”

The North London Residence has melded itself into a more formal
way of life. PG’s influence for an aristocracy lifestyle, had slowly
changed the attitudes of his new in-laws, from a tatty, disposable
and lazy existence, to something towards nurturing and lavish life-
style. Although Boss and Joshi are the worst, as they had grown up
with a disorganized household, not knowing anything different.
They now found it hard to adjust to forming new habits. It was so
easy, just opening the nearest cupboard door and throwing every-
thing into it, just to say they have tidied up, regardless of where it
should have gone to, and making it easy to find again. But the
habitual token was more to say to a nagging mother, that her cher-
ished offspring had obliged and done their fair share. “Everyone
does it,” they would moan. But Mama Esther would go up to her
eldest and pat his head saying what a find property you have made
of this Bossi-Jaan – we are very proud” Boss would side look at his
brother, as if to say “I am the top dog of this family – you haven’t
got all this from your fancy city job.”

Joshi would sidle up to his mother and snitch tittle-tattle about
how his brother had spilt his coffee on the settee – it wasn’t the
bride, who was sticking up for him. But Mama Esther would turn
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and look at him firmly “Why aren’t you at work – Go and get your-
self another job – can’t you see Bossi-Jaan is not to be disturbed.”

For the first time Boss had a natural guardian to defend his things.
It even meant that he needn’t fight his brother to retrieve his so
called ‘toys’ now he only had to say the word to his other and she
will do a better job at unearthing them and returning the items to
their rightful owner.

The in-laws have driven PG mad on occasions when on a daily
basis he feels the need to constantly remind people to respect and
enjoy the new property and be proud of its wealth “It will impress
neighbors or important friendship” he would say – and if you can’t
be bothered not to make the effort.... “To get a bloody cleaner” –
“I haven’t invested so much money just for the Latif- Harrison’s to
turn it back into a Leyton Junk yard again” he had told them over
and over again. His sense of domestic pride to portray wealth is an
important factor to bestowing confidence across a business.

Boss on the other hand was thoroughly enjoying his new life. His
pretty young bride occasionally teasing him, when she notices his
shirt had popped open under the strain, so tickles his tummy to
make him pull it in while she does up the shirt. The best moment,
he remembers, was on their wedding night, when Samireem seduc-
tively unwrapped her sari to reveal what had taken place at her
Mehndi party. The artist had been instructed to paint little scenes
instead of the usual henna patterns, each telling a little story as
they latticed across her hands and arms. Amongst which she had
whispered in her new husband’s ear, to look at the intricate
patterns and see if he could find her little messages about herself.
And to look for a place, she said was just for him to always to
remember. The special place in a corner between her shoulder
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blades, she had painted a small picture of a stag with his name
inscribed underneath in Sanskrit. That’s his special kissing place,
she would say every time he tried to find it. But what he most
enjoyed was her youth – her sense of fun to dress up, to dance and
go out and experience the jollities of life, all of which prevented
him from aging.

When he wasn’t busy on the phone scream at someone for not
doing whatever it was they were supposed to do. Little Samireem
would bring him a tray of refreshing quarters of fruit. Massage
his neck and kiss him behind his ear. Then one day not long after
the marriage, she kisses him and said you have a little son on
they way. The completely unexpected thought turns the busi-
nessman into putty. Suddenly it became important to bestow a
sense of pride in the new property, now understanding why PG
was so strict, it was at that moment Samireem had changed her
man. She points to the garden wondering about the smart black
birds squawking in the garden. Boss jokingly suggests ‘Ralph
LaRaven’.

Boss enjoyed walking across the room to watch out the patio
windows, the delights of a big family, arguing and gesticulating
their points of view, about horticulture, in the small patch of green
they called garden. The newly received Grandparents, thrilled with
their own personal space, busied themselves with digging in seeds
and planting vegetables. Mama Esther overseeing the operation
couldn’t help throwing in her penny’s worth “You can’t grow that –
this is a cold country – Planting those too soon they wont survive
the winter.” Suddenly her knowledge was unexpectedly impeccable
– as if she had been doing it all the time, in the previous property
with a paved yard of the Leyton house. Grand Parents would argue
back and somewhere along the line someone would sulk and storm
back into the house.
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Chapter 30 Disappointing news for PC John

The long adventure in Romania had tired out PC John. No longer
the energetic young copper who’s eager to prove his worth, had
long evaporated. He looked at his weary reflection in the East
Mersey police station’s men’s loo, before splashing his face to clear
the smell of cigarettes. He took out the bagged mobile phone
from his frayed suit pocket, the one he had so painstakingly found
on the mountainside and smiled with satisfaction. He had a report
to write up, giving him a place to build up his ingenuity, show to
his boss that he must keep him on for the last two years of his
employable life.

He unlocked the door to his meager office, the stench of stale
smoke and sweat hadn’t faded during his absence. But it was
comforting to PC John as he drew up his chair to the keyboard and
switched on the old laptop.

As soon as the Super heard PC John had returned from his trip, he
called him into his office. “How’s your trip? – Lucky for you it
wasn’t a wasted journey” the Super hints “Sussex Police have
informed me that they didn’t get the court order in time to place
Child X into care” PC Johns looks across quizzically before the
Super continues “That means the mother Agatta Bhengolov, didn’t
technically abduct the child from their care …AND what’s more
she has a right to take the child out of the UK – you may get a
letter to that effect so don’t build your hopes in pinning child
abduction charges” The Super sits back disgusted with the system.

“W-H-A-T? So does that mean we have no case against Ms
Bhengolov?” PC John looks intently in disbelief.

• • •
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“Not exactly, but it does mean it’s all down to you to pull the
strings together” the Super slides his glasses down his nose to get a
better look at his officer.

“Now lets have a look at your findings so far”
PC John opens his old leather case and pulls out his crumpled

collection of notes and tangled mess of scribbles, copies of
evidence photos and fact sheets.

The Super looks at his now untidied desk “You say you think Mr
Xavier went out to Bucharest to blackmail Ms Bhengolov – I hope
you have found the evidence for that rather heavy accusation?” the
Super spreads the contents across his desk to see what evidence
PC John has uncovered for his line of enquiry. “And did you find
what you were looking for?”

The PC smirked with satisfaction “Sir – yes I have the mobile
phone checked through and the department will be sending their
report later this morning… And Sir I have started preparing my
foreign report and matched up quite a few of the findings” PC
John tries to pull the bottom of his shirt closer together to hide
the large potbelly underneath.

“And” the PC pauses for effect “There maybe a murder too”
“Do you know who yet?”
“I have a pretty good idea - It’s Mr Xavier’s body we found on

the mountainside, because the cloths matched the description his
wife last saw him in – but the Romanian Murder unit have taken
charge over the case, I think we have a very good idea who
murdered him too – we just have to obtain the results for the field
and property searches.”

“Can you say?”
“Well it’s pointing to Bhengolov, she had a very good motive if

blackmail was for her – but we are going to have to get autopsy
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report back from Romania and the DNA samples from Stratford
and all that sort of thing to really nail the bitch.”

“So get on with it PC” exclaims the frustrated Super.
“I am Sir, I’m waiting for the autopsy report from the

Romanian Coroner, I’m afraid it hasn’t been scheduled for the
analysis till the end of the month… something about a lab contami-
nation incident they have to deal will first. And then after that it
will take two to three months before we hear anything” PC John
gathers himself to explain the next bureaucratic requirement
“these will only be provided once the judicial proceedings are
completed”

“Oh for goodness sakes” exclaims the Super “ What ever next?”
“Sir the death certification will have to go to either the Local

Community Public Service for people or the Municipality of
Brans, Simonze valley district, first.

Then as if that’s not bad enough the Embassy has insisted they
obtain a copy on behalf of the family, sir.

“There maybe some international interference from Europol,
as they have requested the report to be sent to them as well.”

“Oh for F…” the Super rolls his eyes and turns away.
“Well tell them it’s a British Citizen and part of a bigger crime

case – It’s vital we have the report sent to us immediately.”
“I did Sir”
“AN-ND?”
“No good they just threatened to put the report writing back

further if we persist with our harassment.”
“ But I do have concerns, if the body is not looked at by the

middle of August, the coroner could ask for the relatives permis-
sion to cremate the body over there sir, in which case they don’t
have to do a report!” The constable stands up tightly clenching his
fists in response to a possible termination of their case.

“OK – OK I get the picture” The Super frustrated by bureaucracy
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“Can you build a case linking the mother Agatta Bhengolov to the
child’s injuries as well as the blackmail without the report?”

“Yes I think I have a lot of evidence from Stratford I can build the
case on”

“Well I don’t want to see some Tom Dick smart ass barrister
shredding our work over some tiny detail – you get my drift? - You
are going to have to work very closely with Sussex and Stratford on
this.” The Super pauses – “Do you realise people in this country
only get 3 years for assaults on children yet in US its 20 years and
Australia is 25 years – What a bloody joke eh?” the Super thumps
the desk sending the PC’s papers flying “Try and get more than just
child sex assault will you” The super then throws in a curved ball
“It’s really important for this team to get results – otherwise it’s
not just your head on the block – but 50 percent of our force – if
we don’t prove to the bloody government we are essential to
society.”

The super draws breath “I know you too well – make an effort
Constable – no skimping in the detail, don’t leave out information
expecting another department to join up the dots – because no
doubt they don’t exist anymore.”

After helping the PC to clear his desk from the bedraggled
mess of papers the Super dismisses the PC with a flick on the hand
and with the last word…

“ I am really counting on you to do a good job of this – it may
even save your pension,” he threatens.
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Chapter Twenty-Seven

RESOLUTIONS

REPORT: Reference Number 67544ASX

Summary; Glamour Photographer suspected of uploading
evidence on anti child crime vigilantly site calling himself Franken-
stein also unconfirmed blackmailer linked with abuse of Child X in
Brighton, is possibly murdered in Romania; Murder suspect Agatta
Bhengolov UK resident since January 2007 last seen April 22nd
08.22am Leytonstone East London. Believed to have also travelled
to Romania around 24th April. Exact whereabouts unknown.

Suspects involved;

Agatta Bhengolov – took child from care at Sussex Police
station

Description; black eyes and wears clear coloured American
style glasses.

Hair dyed black and rolled up into a tight bun, scraped back



and pinned with a Chinese chopstick. Last seen wearing a red
pencil shaped skirt plain white shirt and black belt and short black
suit jacket. Shoes black loffers with one inch heals.

Francis Xavier, aged 51, was last seen wearing a Black padded gilet,
grey jumper, faded blue trousers, pale trainers and a blue hat.
Described as being of slim build, 5’ 8" tall and has short brown
hair, blue eyes. Physical appearance relatively fit, jogs twice a week.
Leamont Avenue Walthamstow

Called in for questioning after flat search in Chiswick

Child X, 13 years old brown hair, slate grey eyes, 5 foot tall, no
English last seen wearing jeans, and black t-shirt and blue anorak.
Victim of child abuse.

Note; Important information also supplied !om Sussex and Stratford
Police reports: DCI Thomas Stratford senior officer in charge of
case [personal Ext; 20171].

4am 22Nd April Stratford Station had an anonymous phone call tip
off regarding a child sex abuse by a disguised man’s voice. Agatta
Bhengolov was arrested in Leytonstone and was apprehended for
questioning.

DNA and fingerprints were taken and registered.
Need to verify if she is responsible for bringing in Illegal Immi-

grants – and could be head of pedo ring based in East London.
Sussex Police noted the DNA matched with Child X in

their care.

May 15th Child X, 13 years old (brown hair 5 foot ta#, no English) 15.12 pm

• • •
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May 15th Child X, 13 years old (brown hair 5 foot ta#, no English) 15.12 pm
Picked up for shopli%ing in Brighton shopping centre by store’s security and
handed over to PC Officer 1 and 2, Officers liaised with Sandra Robertson
!om Children’s Social services who conducted interview with Child X.

When searched Child X was also found with multiple injuries to her arms
and legs confirmed to be knife wounds – Sussex constabulary documented
either self-harm or physical abuse. May 26th The Doctor’s examination
report 2680 – “the injuries are consistent with that of sex abuse,
possible victim of trafficking” But the report recommends further
examinations are required to confirm conclusively that the injuries
are not from self-harming. Note: Self-harm age group is consistent
with child’s approximate age of between 12 and 13, who are most
at risk.

Child X is confirmed to be birth child of Ms Bhengolov refugee 2007 !om
Romania.

May 24th DCI Thomas Stratford Station confirms DNA samples
matched to registered name Agatta Bhengolov living in Leytonstone
rented property.

Child X may be a victim of illegal immigration further questioning
required to confirm if Ms Bhengolov smuggled Child X. The author-
ities need to confirm, residential status for living in the UK. There
is no register or confirmation in the UK stating that Ms Bhengolov
gave birth and no documentation that the child has trave#ed with its
mother at any time since 2007.

Sussex Police upheld Child X – and attempted to place in residential care.
May 26th
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Child was abducted !om place of care believed to be by birth mother
Ms Agatta Bhengolov of Leytonstone.

Sussex police applying for Child protection order has not been
issued or confirmed. No further arrests have been made.

“Now for my contrition” the PC breathes with contentment.

Mr Xavier – a known glamour photographer with 5 previous convictions.
Was detained for questioning by Stratford Police a%er flat raid in Chiswick
by West London station. The Unit confirmed 8 percent of Mr Xavier’s
DNA was found at the scene. However the majority of 68 percent DNV
belonged to Agatta Bhengolov and 24 percent belonged to Child X. No
other DNA found. During questioning Mr Xavier disclosed another adult
in the room he ca#ed ‘Madam’ fu# name Ms Agatta Bhengolov !om
Romania.

Stratford Police put Mr Xavier on conditional release.

Suspect for Porn videos AKA Frankenstein on Vigilante Child sex offender
site Video uploaded – note on file.

Possible suspect for Blackmailer and phone owner 1st May 15.06pm first six
video cuts up loaded taken down at 21.06pm

9th May 15.11pm six more still frames cut from the same video
sequence, posted by Frankenstein on Vigilant Child sex offender site

Unconfirmed image of arm to belong Ms Agatta Bhengolov .
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Phone traced via meta data from video snippets 07997800111 and
Mr Xavier of Leyton being the owner

Wife reported missing May 18th Stratford Reference PCI Thomas

14th May Spycam recordings loaded of a discussion, of one of the
suspects believed to be Ms Bhengolov. IT Dept applied the word
simulator enhancer; words decoded “Child – trafficker – you should be
careful”

2nd June 10.53am Mrs F. Xavier reports husband missing to Stratford
Station Stratford Reference PCI Thomas

From known source to be protected a set of coordinates for the
mobile phone was traced to, 45°30'23.94" N 25°22'7.04" E. the
tracking lasted one hour before the signal broke down and
was lost.

From the tracking method used some images, text and a recording
material was retrieved from the phone which can be used as
evidence

The recording sounds like a dying man’s confession of a meeting.
There is a clear reference to the words ‘Madam Bhen-n’ he could
be refereeing to Ms Agatta Bhengolov. But further analysis will
need to be conducted on the retrieved device to confirm.

• • •

• • •
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The Mobile phone was found on Craiului Mountains Romania;
from the coordinates collected from mobile phone 20th May; (h dd°
mm′ ss.s″) Lat N 45° 27' 28.7'' Long E 25° 20' 47.4''

5th June PC John fly to Bucharest Romania to organize search;
7th -12th June Search mountainside at Bran, Officer PC John

from East Mersey Force, From Bucharest Private detective Made-
moiselle Cadeera and Sniffer Dog handler Jak Zarkof, formed the
search party.

Pieces of the jigsaw puzzle started their knitting process as the PC
tapped away.

The complex case seemed to make sense in his head, but it was
essential that when he handed his report over it was water tight,
otherwise the legal system would have a field day tearing it apart
and everyone getting off scot-free.

“Email came through from Sussex head quarters, it’s marked for
your attention Constable” The station’s junior waived a copy of
document under PC John’s nose.

PC John unfolded the sheet of paper knowingly;

URGENT: Ref Case SUX/1554/ 67544ASX

Case recommendation for closure: No offense

committed

Child X; Recorded as Mercedes X – Sandra Robertson !om Children’s
Social services who conducted interview with Child X, reports that the
Doctor’s report is inconclusive and recommends that the wounds are more
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likely to be self-inflicted not Sexual abuse. Social Services unable to obtain
Child protection order.

Mother been reunited with child. Did not require certification !om
local authority.

Child has been brought into the UK by unknown parent. And is there-
fore deemed an i#egal immigrant and local council has recommended depor-
tation at the earliest time.

Sussex Chief Super Intendant recommends case to be closed as inconclu-
sive evidence and the mother has not committed a crime. Due to inadequate
resources no further course of action wi# be taken in this matter by
this unit.

PC John scrunches the email up into a tight ball and fired it into
the bin across the room. It is important that his mind stays
focused on his efforts.

The thinks for a while before making his recommendations;
Mr Xavier’s photographic studio to be searched for computer

and video evidence his from equipment. Evidence to be acquired
to convict Ms Bhengolov.

Ms Bhengolov; recommendations for a warrant for her arrest
on suspicion of acts of cruelty on a child, illegal child trafficking
and murder.

Search put out for Child X and recommendation for repatria-
tion with child’s relatives.

Email number 2 arrives later that afternoon.

The Stratford investigation team, are suspending the case against Ms
Bhengolov. There is insufficient evidence to link Ms Bhengolov with
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causing grievous bodily harm to Child X. In her statement Ms Bhen-
golov insisted that she was acting for the good of the child and was
attempting to rescue her from a child sex scenario. But had been
knocked unconscious during her attempt. Doctors found a wound to
her head and evidence found by Chiswick Police unit confirms her
statement. The Sussex officer in charge recommended that the child
was indeed a self-harmer, due to being sent away to another country
and away from family members. The report recommends that Ms
Bhengolov was indeed attempting to rescue the child from Mr Xavier.

As East Mersey is perusing enquiries regarding Mr Xavier the case
will be assign over, should they wish to continue.

Chapter 31 Baron’s Fireball

The delivery request to Homiton gave the Baron the idea for a
revenge attack.

Not happy with being strung up by a trumped up client who
thinks he can get the better of him. He discusses his plans of
revenge with his close senior “Imagine what could be the best and
most effective form of surprise that giving us maximum impact”
the Baron pauses as he rolls the thought around his head for a few
moments “is to firebomb any client’s business – W-HOO-SH ! and
its all gone – Ca-boom!.”

The senior agrees “Yezz itz good Mr Baron, its so shocking itz
demonstrate our” he corrects himself “your supremacy.” The Baron
excited about his new idea “And another advantage ,” enjoying the
moment “Is to get the job videoed, so if other clients think they
could mess around they might think again.”
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“Yes thatz goo-d Mr Baron – sir, very effective - I have
contacts, would you likes me to arranges for you?”

The adapted lorry arrived at the agreed venue – 12 girls scramble
out of various parts if its interiors along with six operatives. These
operatives are tasked with the mission to torch Bossender’s Chop-
shop. The Baron sets his spies to work the landscape and track
down the various suspect sites, which could harbor a breakers yard.
In just two days the six agents have found the elaborate site and
set themselves up to survey the routines and times when there
aren’t that many people manning the operation.

In two days the agents have worked themselves into various spaces
and attached small explosives in eight of the buildings one of
which they have discovered houses the traffick they have been
supplying.

“Get that too” The Baron commands his team “I don’t give a shit if
people die – that’s just life – Do IT.”

The Baron decided to call the client’s bluff, after turning over his
palace in a hunt for what ever it was Mr Gee had planted. His men
had counted out the drugs pile and only found two bags missing –
all other bags had the right branding and codes – there was
nothing planted there.

“Bloody fool I was – to have believed that wanker – it won’t
happen again” the Baron thumps the table.

• • •
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The spies keep watch over the lockups, log in when the supplies
are at their highest before shipments. And make a note in the time
sheets when to let off the fireworks display.

The plan for a Thursday night assault is put in place. Six men skim
and perimeter fence sitting low in the shadows, each armed with a
detonator trip. Traffic around the area slows as the public return to
their homes. Then slowly as the evening turns to night, lights
switch off one by one as the residents falls into a deep sleep.

A chain of men, ring the parameter of the target site, then signal to
each other to start the count down .

Three seconds
Two
One
Each press their triggers
B-A-N-G – the first house explodes
B-A-N-G – the storage ignites and bursts into flames
B-A-N-G – the top shed are blown to pieces – Screams ear

splitting screams as bodies parts fly into the air. Walls disintegrate
a catalyst of disaster – gas cylinders rupture in the garage work-
shop a funnel of blue white electrical fire shoots into the air
raining white phosphoric sparks igniting anything in its path.

Dogs scream – too scared to guard. Children scream – their night-
mares have just doubled their sense of fear, their young minds can’t
react to make a decision to escape the flames, too innocent to
make an escape for fear of more beatings.

Five men get up and walk away coldly from the turmoil they have
just created. One turns with his mobile phone pointing towards
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the largest of the flames rising up. Another figure crouched filming
the pandemonium, filming the terror and streaming the footage
straight back to the Baron’s terrorism hub for prosperity and then
later brandishing it across the darkened world of the world wide
web, for supremacy.

A Fireball flashes through the site catching the inflammable chem-
icals and gasses used for industrial mechanics. The boxed rooms
holding the children is torn apart. Madam can’t bear to see such
pain; she had been sleeping rough in a small campervan on the
edge of the property. She flings back the bedclothes and bursts out
the small door into the inferno of terror. One mission she need to
pull the children out – get them away from this terrifying ordeal –
She needs to redeem herself and put right those child hood
memories.

She grabs a towel as she leaves the door and thrusts it into a barrel
of rain water just behind the caravan, and throws it over her head.
Then with all the bravery she can muster picks her way through
the burning rubble across the site to the upper level of the store-
room –where the fire hasn’t yet reached. Grabbing a heavy cylinder
she pounds the heavy wooden door, she can hear the girls
screaming on the other side. She pounds hard and calls out in
Polish. The girls hear the distorted voice and scream back in
unison “Help – Help us we are in here” – they keep their chorus in
the hope their sound can be tracked.

Madam saves her energy and doesn’t reply, but keeps attacking the
door – it splits she drops the canister and pulls hard at the panel –
a sudden crash as the beam behind her is dislodges now making
her escape harder.

• • •
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She shouts out across the dislodged door, in the hope the girls are
on the other side – The blaze crackles and roars, it’s monstrous
energy lashing angrily at anything it can touch

“Get yourselves over here – Hurry”
The gap is just wide enough to allow one girl through at a time

– Madam screams as a tinder ignites her hair – “get a move on” –
she hears another creak of a roof beam loose its strength trying to
defy the flames. Eight children – a couple make a run for it out
into the open, the two younger ones cling to Madam’s back like
limpets, though the gap a child is hit and catches light she screams
– Madam pulls her close to her side to slap the damp towel from
her head over the child to distinguish the flames on the child’s
back.

She picks up the child and grabs the others the gap is too narrow
for her to get through she picks up each child and lifts them up
onto a ledge “run” she yells hard to be heard above the flora.

Then with the scolded child on her shoulder she attempts to climb
but a large panel falls across her back – its hot searing pain shoots
across her – she drops the child over the ledge as she tries to free
herself – no longer with the help of the wet towel.

7 children make it out into the open road, scolded but alive. Two
of the eldest look back at the flaming gap from which Madam had
pushed them through. There was no sign of the adult who rescued
them. Looking for a place of safety the girls all grabbed each
other’s hands and ran into the safety of the shadows

• • •
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Bewildered they heard sirens wail in the distant -
“POLITIE” a girl shrieks – “get away” – “RUN – don’t get

caught – ever again” another cries. The children air up and scatter
– this is their only chance of freedom.

This is their chance to become children once more. They run with
dreams of a new life, but can it ever be made better?
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Chapter Twenty-Eight

FINAL CONCLUSION

PG saddened to learn about the fire attack and the loss of 26
members of staff and children, over in East London. He picks up
the phone to call a member of his special unit in Europe “Opera-
tion Baron delivery” he announces to the senior scout.

The coded message referrers to the delivery of an anonymous
letter to the Chairman, about where they can recover his diamonds
which are being stashed in the outbuildings of a palace estate, and
photographic evidence of who the culprit is.

The peaceful running of the Baron’s palace is sent into a quandary,
the moment an unidentified email arrives. The email read as
follows;

Chairman has just been notified of the whereabouts of his 8 Russian

Tsai diamonds worth 42 mi!ion Euros. The culprit thief is known to be

The Baron of Schianekova.

• • •



An immediate property search is launched – but the inadequate
amount of time makes it a futile attempt. An roaring army bursts
through the gates of the property, greyed vehicles immediately fan
out to encompass and secure the grounds from escape. In the
centre of the parade a black Limonene with darkened windows is
escorted by marching footmen to the palace front door.

Staff realising this is not the time to mess around, open the double
doors and welcome the Chairman into the grand hallway. The
Baron rushes down the big stair case to greet his foreboding guest,
offering light refreshment, in the hope of ingratiating himself
before having to negotiate out of very difficult situation. The
Chairman glowers hard, and snaps his fingers at two of his armed
escorts.

The escorts turn, snatch one of the Baron’s guards and matches
him to the computer storeroom across the property. The tipoff had
directed them to the back of a computer console, the sixth one
furthest from the door.

“Remove the back” One soldier demanded before leaning over and
fumbling at the underside, and then grunted with pleasure having
found the velvety pouch taped just as described in the tip-off, turns
back to the main building.

Ten minutes later the marching group ceremoniously re-enter,
carrying the valuable hoard. Before handing over the package to
the Chairman, the second soldier turns sharply on his heals and at
point blank range shot the guard, to suggest a symbolic threat of
power to their audience.

• • •
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With satisfied reverence the Chairman pulls open the drawstrings
and beckons the Baron over to hold out his hand. Eight fat
diamonds drop neatly into his palm, 42 million Euros worth of
rock, each glinting their Russian cut facets accusingly back at the
Baron. His hand trembles, there’s no point in denying the accusa-
tion. He squeezes his eyes shut knowing what’s coming.

Meanwhile outside the palace gates lurks PG’s Operation’s unit, in
readiness to spring the catch. The unit carefully watches the
progress of the Chairman’s raid, all the while eavesdropping the
conversations with their electronic bugs, waiting for the crescendo
of allegations in order to fuel a bloodbath; they synchronize to
perfection their next course of action before disappearing from
the scene.

Just at the critical point in the Chairman’s conversation, No. 1
scout picks up the electronic box, clips the leads into the electrical
mains and lightly presses the release button on the transmitter. A
moment later it sends electrical pulses to overload the local power
substation. The same supply, which the Baron had illegally tapped
into for free electricity from the country’s power grid. The trans-
mitter started a chain reaction, which sent all the local stations
into frenzy with alarm bells ringing and warning the local fire
stations and police.

The transmitter sends a sudden flash across the copper wires,
making the household’s lights fizz and crackle across their circuits,
sounding like distant gunfire in the palace grounds.

The Chairman is on high alert and ready for action and thinking
it’s the Baron’s men opening fire. He holds up his hand and gives
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the signal for all out war. Then sweeps the Baron’s hand for the
precious crystals and coldly takes his pistol to the Baron’s head and
fires the satisfying bullet.

The entire private army leapt into action shooting accurately at
any sniper stationed at their patrol stations, or staff running from
the terror of electrical explosions. Within minutes the ill-prepared
Baron’s estate was destroyed and with it most of its staff members.
The Chairman pleased with the outcome raised his arm and
signaled their rapid exit before the authorities could see the
culprits.

PG leans back in his favourite leather armchair and smiles at the
note. His dirty work with the Baron is complete. The revenge
tactic has exonerated him and pinned the blame entirely on the
Chairman. Now it’s back to business with Boss and the hotels. He
scratches his eyebrow for a moment. “time to go it alone.”

Chapter 33 Boss’s End of new beginings

After the intensity and destruction of his business, Boss retreats to
the comforting warmth of his parental home and the delicious
attentions of Mama Esther’s love and home cooking.

“Its been so trying these last few months Mama, I am not sure
I am cut out for this sort of thing” Boss confides. Mama pleased to
be wanted again and regaining the attentions of her eldest, sidles
up to give Boss a quick cheek squeeze of childhood affection.

“MOTHER! “ Boss exclaims as he pulls away indignantly
“My special Bossi-joon – you’re such a little fighter, I’m so

proud, you’ll get through, I know you can and we will always be
here to dust you down again, don’t you worry” Mama Esther enjoys
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her roll “ Why not settle down and have a family – it will do you
some good to have a few little boys to look after you when you are
old.” Mama Esther daydreams.

“Don’t be so ridiculous, I’m far too young for that sort of
thing,” Boss denies the reality of age. “Anyway I have a business to
run and money to make.”

“And what does you beautiful bride think of all this – it’s been a
bit of a disaster Bossi- joon – does she know?”

“Mama, you know I can’t tell he things like I can tell you” he
confides “She’s not that sort of girl – not like you – I understand
me don’t you?”

Mama picks up a dirty cup, proud that she has closeness with
her son “Yes my little plump peach.” Boss rolls his eyes at her.

After a short while the wafting smells of cooking reach the front
room followed by Mama bringing in a plate of freshly baked sweet
meats, still hot from the oven “How about asking your brother for
help – he loves you – you know, always happy to support you in
your enterprises.”

“M-O-T-H-E-R!” exasperated, Boss stares at her “what are you
thinking – you know he only gets jealous. Its hard enough to keep
secrets from him” Boss breaks off and turns to look out the
window trying to avoid explaining any more.

“What do you mean secrets?”
“Oh nothing” Boss attempts to dodge having to answer.

At precisely midday the letterbox rattles as the postman delivers
the post. Mama Esther bustles purposefully to the front door to
gather the array of brown and white envelopes. Eagerly fanning
through them in search of something to catch her eye. There, a
pristine white DL envelope in smart paper. She picks it up and
turns it over to see the small purple logo and the words ‘ AZH
Insurance; Protecting businesses worldwide’. “Bossi there’s one for
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you, it’s been sent here, look” Mama rushes into the front room to
show him. Boss looks at it with bored eyes “Probably denying my
claim as usual” He tosses the envelope on the coffee table and
watches the envelope bounce off and onto the floor. Mama picks it
up, smoothes it before placing it tidily back on the little table. It
wasn’t until another hour had passed and there was nothing else to
do when Boss picks up the letter to investigate it contents.

Dear Mr Latif-Harrison
We are pleased to inform you that after the consultations and

investigations regarding your property 41 Waghorn Road, Plaistow,
London, E13. That the findings confirm the fire was caused by
misadventure. Therefore we have based our calculations and cover
policy on the value of the property, contents, loss of earnings and
loss of rental to be valued at £5 million.

If you are in agreement please sign and return the form enclosed
and your money will be transferred in three day’s time.

Yours sincerely
M.C. Cowley
Manager

Boss sits up dumbstruck, hardly able to comprehend the amount.
As it sinks in he jumps up rushes into the kitchen, throws his arms
around Mama and twirls her round and round. “What’s going on”
She responds

“Don’t cook supper for me – I’ll be back late” Boss rushes out
the house “Lez – Lez” he fumbles through his phone’s contact list “
Get over her – pick me up in fifteen”

“Eh Boss - what’s up?” returns the rather slow sounds of an
overslept voice.

“Quick – get over” is all Boss is prepared to offer.
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Lez pleased to feel the spritely energy return to Boss, leaps off
the bed and into his trousers and shirt. The cool September air
offers a sense of renewal like a new school year beginning a fresh
encounter with the year.

Boss could hardly contain his excitement as he jumps into the
car Lez was driving. “Look” he thrusts the letter in Lez’s face
“FIVE Million” he points to its rewarding result. “Drive me over
to North London just beyond that park – you know - the one past
Baker Street” Boss instructs.

“As you say – but why there?” Lez responds
“Because that’s where the Millionaires like to hang out”
“What you going to live there or somefink?”
“Don’t be daft – No it’s been a dream of mine for a long while

and I now I have a way to make it happen” Boss explains dreamily.
“Make what happen?”
“Build another Hotel du Sex and this time for Billionaires”
Lez raised his eyebrows in amazement “But will Five Mill buy

something around here?”
“Pretty much” Boss thinks for a while as Lez doges the

congested roads across the city. An hour later Boss had pondered
over the gritty question of how to finance his next idea “ I got it, I
can remortgage the Stanmore property, using the rentals as collat-
eral, reckon that would give me one to one and half mills, then
with the hush-hush profits from below pay cash” Boss looks into
the distance “Hmm must be able to reach another mill, I’m sure.”

Boss pulls the seat belt away from his chest and reaches into the
inside pocket to retrieve his wallet. Opening it out carefully he
riffles through the hidden compartment, where he had neatly
folded a newspaper article. “Here get a load of this, he recites the
article “ London is the favourite place for the world’s Billionaires,
one thousand and forty eight of them, to be precise.”

Lez whistles his response in amazement.
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“And” Boss continues “Sixteen of them have been caught
having sex with children.”

“Well there’s a money spinner if ever I saw” Lez agrees with the
principals of the idea.

“Yes these are from all around the world and they like London
– well would you know”

“What do you think they will pay?” Lez enjoys the thought that
Boss will also make him rich too

“Well – I will have to look into see” Boss calculates the differ-
ence between what he is getting at the Stanmore property at a four
hundred an hour “ Well I think we can go for the top end rocket
price – can’t be any lower than twenty thou for 30 mins – the
higher the price the more they like it – Well no we have to go
higher – its fifty thou in the smartest hotel and they don’t let you
touch the girls”

“Lez – we check it out before we get too excited, but it will be
big buck, I can guarantee you that much”

“Boss – we’ve struck GOLD – Pure Gold” Lez enjoys being
Boss’s confident.

Boss gets out of the car to take a stroll around the wealthy streets
of St John’s Wood. Looking up at the pristine white painted build-
ings with their classic gloss black doors and gold knockers, he
whispers to himself “I think I will do this without Papa Gee, I’m
better at it than he is.”
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